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Foreword
Publication of this revision of College and
Univertity Business Administration carries for-

ward into a new time, and in an entirely new
way. an effort that has been of singular signifi-

cance to higher education and one that the
American Council on Education views with
understandable satisfaction.

This revision is addresied to a new era in
higher education management and to a future
that certainly will bring more changes than we
now can see. Yet the authority of College and
University Business Administration

springs

from a most interesting past in which certain
dedicated college and university business offi-

The new College .mod University Business
Administration is published, as it will be hereafter, not by the American Council but by the
National Association of College and University
Business Officers. I think this altogether appropriate, for it is in the professional field represented by the tVati011111 Association that so large
a part of management experience is to be found
and it is there that the professional focus properly belongs.
With this volume the American Council on
Education now transfers to the National Association a responsibility in which the Council will
continue to have a large interest. This revision

cers, for whose vision and initiative we still are
grateful, developed studies of management prin-

is published at a time that higher education is

ciple that were published by the American

effectiveness in the management of its resources.

Council. Two of my predecessors were writing
notes such as these when the Council produced
earlicr editions of this work. President Arthur
Adams prepared the forewords to the original
volumes of 1952 and 1955 and President Logan
Wilson the foreword to the single-volume revision of 1968. Now 1. looking back at this history and ahead to the new needs and obligations
of college and university management. can try
only to contribute an additional perspective.

striving as never before to achieve greater
The times call for a professional reference devoted to management principles; the member
institutions of the Council will look to the new
College and University Business Administration
for guidarm in this important field.

ROGER W. HEYNS

President
American Council on Education

Preface
"NHS st.w initiON of College and University
I RIIilleiN Administration is in direct line of
descent from publications that occupy a special
place in the literature of higher education adminis-

tration. The earlier volumes that established the
title not only have been used for years by colleges
and universities as their own basic references in
the field of management, but are cited in the codes
and regulations of many states as proper authority
for the design of financial accounting and reporting
systems of academic institutions. The present edition is of that pedigree.

movement, which evolved into the "self-survey"
and the modem, introspective "management by
objectives." Since the 1890s, certified public accountants have been active in higher education,
and many have been active in seeking "generally
accepted standards" in colleges and universities.
Two very successful businessmen were outstanding in their continuing interest and philanthropy:

John D. Pockefeller. Sr. and Andrew Carnegie.
Mr. Rockefeller was especially interested in the
second University of Chicago, beginning. in the
1890s. As a result, that university was one of the

The texts herein are far more, however, than

first to have a "business manager"; it also had one

mere revisions of earlier works. There is the same
dedication to identification and statement of management principle. but in other respects this College and UniverAity Business. Adminiitration is

of the first "auditors." This was Trevor Arnett,

something almost entirely newnew in sponsorship. in scope of coverage. and in breadth of professional contribution. Its publisher is the national
association that repret-nts the professional interest
in management; it touches many topics that were
until recently unknown or only lightly considered
in the higher education context; and finally. this
edition has had in its development the assistance
of more persons than ever was possible before. The
authority of the text thus is not merely inherited,
it is enhanced.

who published the first unit costs in higher educa-

tion. He also wrote what is considered the first
generally accepted book in the field, College and
University finance, published by the General Education Board in 1922. Copies were sent to every
college and university in the country.
Mr. Rockefeller developed a practice of inviting
the officers of the University of Chicago to discuss
the university's plans for the following year: what
funds were expected, their sources. and their purposes. This was one of several forerunners of budgeting as it is practiced today in colleges and universities. The General Education Board, created
by Mr. Rockefeller. provided the funds to write

and publish the interim and final reports of the
Morey Committee (1930-1935 ). Later, the
Rockefeller Foundation provided funds to support
the work of the committee that compiled and published the first College and Univerhity Business
A dminiAtration ("Volumes l andit") . The various
Rockefeller foundations have steadily supported
the f.(forts of colleges and universities to achieve
better business administration.
Andrew Carnegie. in the early 1900s. developed
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

A GLANCE AT THE BEGINNINGS

The effort for improved business administration
of colleges and universities in the United States is
outgrowth of several developments: ( I ) the

movement toward efficiency, which affected all
aspects of organisational activity, beginning about
1890, (2) the increased interest and activities of
huines..nien in higher education. (3) the growth
of the accounting profession. and (4) the survey
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Teaching, and selected Dr. Henry S. Pritchett,
President of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

mituse was a man widely acknowledged as a leader

in the profession, Lloyd Morey, Comptroller (and
later President ) of the University of Illinois, who
in that same year published his own pioneering
textbook. University and College Accounting.
Dr. Mom appointed Thad L Hungate, Comptroller of Teachers College, Columbia University,
who had worked with Trevor Arnett, to examine
approximately 103 financial reports from institutions of higher education. This work was published
by the committee, and also served as Mr. Hungate's master's thesis at Teachers College. The
committee then issued a series of pamphlets on
various aspects of college and university accounting. One listed as author W. B. Franke, C.P.A.,
who had a large practice among colleges and universities. This pamphlet, -Suggested Forms for
Internal Financial Reports of Colleges and Uni-

nology, as the president of this foundation. One of
Dr. Pritchett's first steps was to seek a definition of

a "college or university," and soon after this he
initiated one of the first efficiency studies of such
an institution. Morris Lkwellyn Cooke, one of the
outstanding "efficiency experts" of that time. administered the program. which inch.ded a cost
study. About the same time, Dr. Pritchett provided
his auditor, Harvey S. Chase, C.P.A., of B.
with a number cif financial reports of colic,
id
universities in an effort to develop a standaru .arm

for reporting the financial facts of these institutions; pamphlets resulting from this study were
published in 1910 by the Carnegie Foundation as

-Standard Forms for Financial Reports of Colleges. Universities, and Technical Schools." This
foundation thus sponsored the first endeavor to-

versities," was Bulletin No. 5, published by the

ward standard reports, as well as the first survey.

National Committee in 1932. Three other C.P.A.'s

The Carnegie Foundation supported the Educational Finance Inquiry Commission of the American Council on Education in 1921. resulting in a
thirteen-volume publication in 1925. It supported
the Morey Committee. beginning in 1930. the
work of the Council's 1 inancial Advisory Service

joined Mr. Franke in this study: Lloyd Morey:
Gail A. Mills, who had helped Dr. Marcy write his
book, and who later was to be the long-time Comptroller at Princeton University; and F. L. Jackson,
who for many years was Vice President and Treasurer at Davidson College.
As the committee worked, it was increasingly
in consultation with representatives of the Association of American Colleges, the American Association of Collegiate Registrars, and other organizations. The committee's final report, Financial
Reports for Colleges and Universities, was published by the University of Chicago Press in 1935.

in the late 1930s. and together with the Rockefeller
Foundation, it furnished funds to the National
Committee on the Preparation of a Manual on College and University Business Administration
(known as the Manual Committee).
Since the 1890s there have been many studies,
published and unpublished, on college and univer-

sity administration and costs. Beginning in 1913,
the U.S. Office of Education was a leader in the

The editorial committee of this publication was
composed of Lloyd Morey; E. S. Erwin. of Stanford University; and George E. Van Dyke. then
a graduate student at the University of Chicago
and a former student-employee of Dr. Morey's.
The committee not only produced the first set of
"standard" guidelines, but pointed to other ways

survey movement. from which numerous cost
studies were developed. One of these. in 1929.
was the monumental survey of land-grant colleges
and universities. This led Dr. Arthur J. Klein. who

was chief of the Division of Higher Education of
the U.S. Office of Education. to press for something resembling standard practices in accounting

in which professional guidance might be provided.
Following publication of Financial Reports, the

for colleges end universities.
As a result. and in response to growing demands

American Council on Education established a
Financial Advisory Service. a consultative and reference project (mentioned above in reference to
the Carnegie Foundation ). First administrator cf.
the Service was George Van Dyke. who was followed by .1. Harvey Cain. long -time Comptroller
of the Catholic University of America. and others.
Twenty-one pamphlets were published under the

from colleges and universities for authoritative
guidance in the accounting and reporting field. the
American Council on Education organized in 1930

a National Committee on Standard Reports for
Institutions of Higher Education (the Morey Committee. mentioned above). Chairman of the cornX
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auspices of the Service. which operated until the
advent of World War II.
Much of the impetus for improvement of management practices during this period came from
the two regional associations of college and university business officers then existing: the Central
Association ( then the Association of Business
Otlicyrs of the State Universities and Colleges of
the Middle West ), organized in 1912. and the
Eastern Association ( then the Asssociation of University and College Ilusines.s Officers of the Eastern States ). organized in 1920. The members of
these associations were drawn together by a common need to discover generally acceptable ground
rules for conducting business and financial affairs.
Such interests, thus germinating. would grow in the

ensuing years into the far more elaborate and
sophisticated professional programs that would be
required to cope with problems of management in

an entirely new age. In this movement the American Council was a centralizing force. Long before

there was a national organization of business
officers. the Council was the rallying point for
those leaders of the profession who. sharing their
knowledge and experience. contributed voluntarily
to developing the studies of management principle
of which the Counel was sponsor and publisher.
Tiff St. %RCM FOR MANAG1101.v

PRINCIPLE

it was in this period that College and University
BuVilleC A ihnlitiNfraiietti was conceived. The
authority of financial Reports was unquestioned.
But the success of that guide suggested that there
might he developed a publication .1f similar authority. but broader in scope. touching all major areas
of business and financial administi-atiim. The ques-

tion was discussed at the 1937 meeting of the
Central Association of College and University
Business Officers. In 1938 representatives of four
regional associationsthe Central and the Eastern,
the Southern. which had been organized in 1928.
and the Western. organized in 1936met in Pittsburgh to form a body called the National Committee on the Preparation of a Manual on College and
University Business Administration. The chairman
was J. C. Christensen. of the University of Michigan. The movement thus begun continued during
World War II with the support of grants to the
American Council, in 1942 and 1943. by the
Carnegie Foundation. The four regional dssocia.

tions also contributed to the fund, as did the Association of Business Officers in Schools for Negroes
( later the American Association of College and
University Business Officers) that had been organizd in 1939. Through such an essentially informal
mobilization the groundwork was laid for activities
that would follow World War IL
In 1446 Thad L. Hungate's doctoral dissertation. Financing the Future of Higher Education,

was published by Columbia University. Inclujed
in this work was a new unit: cost of professional
instruction. In 1950 Harvey Stirrer's master's
thesis, under the direction of Lloyd Morey, was
published at Urbana. This was a comparative study
of the Morey Committee's recommendations and

the financial reporting practices in 194S. Also in
1950. Mr. Sherer was appointed by the Manual
Committee to revise the 1935 volume Financial
Reports in the light of his findings: his work for the
committee ended with Volume I.
THE ORIGINAL **VOLUMES I AND II"

The work of the National Committee on the
Preparation of a Manual proceeded from the date
of the first grant, 1942, until publication of College
and University Business Administration had been
completed by the American Council in 1955. The
manual was in two volumes, the first, published in
1952. covering the principles of financial account-

ing and reporting and the second those other
aTects of college and university management
clearly within the realm of the business officer's
interest and responsibility. Not surprisingly, the
publication was universally referred to in the profession as "the manual" or "Volumes I and 11."
Associated with the development of Volumes 1
and it were persons who had achieved or would
attain positions of professional leadership. Thomas
E. Blackwell. then Vice Chancellor and Treasurer
of Washington University, was appointed editor in

1946. Arthur W. Peterson, Vice President for
Business and Finance at the University of Wisconsin, represented the American Council as chairman
of the Executive Committee, the original member-

ship including Lloyd Morey and E. S. Irwin; L. H.
Foster, Jr.. Tuskegee Institute: A. M. Graham.
Winthrop College: and A. S. Johnson. Rutgers
University. Later, during the preparation of VolWife U. the membership included E. S. Irwin and
L. H. Foster. Jr.: John F. Meek. Dartmouth Col-

xi
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lege; W. T. Middlebrook, the University of Min-

versity; Robert B. Gilmore, California Institute of

nesota; and Clarence Schcps, Tu lane University.
Ralph S. Johns headed a special committee of five
from the American Institute of Accountants (now

Technology; R. W. Kettler, State University of
1.4:ew York; Bruce .1. Partridge, Johns Hopkins

the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants) that provided consultation on account-

ing and ai.diting. Mr. Blackwell's Editorial Committee for Volume II included Mr. Middlebrook,
Mr, P:terson. and George Van Dyke, then Assistant Comptroller of the Rockefeller Foundation,
who would himself serve as Editor when the time
came to revise the volumes. ( Far more comprehen-

sive acknowledgments of all who contributed to
these efforts will be found in the prefaces to the
volume.) Expenses of executive committee operations were defrayed by the Commission or Financing Higher Education, an organization sponsored

by the Association of American Universities and
financed by grants from the Rockefeller Foundatio=n and the Carnegie Corporation.

THE Fiasr REVISION: "CUBA (1968 )"
The time for revision arrived shortly. There had
come into existence in 1956 the National Federation of College and University Business Officers
Associations. predecessor to the National Associa-

.

University; Fred S. Vorsanger, American Council
on Education: and Dr. Scheps. The national committee itself was composed of some thirty business
officers, consultants, and representatives of other
organizations including the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants and the U.S. Office
of Education.
An early decision of the national committee was
to combine into a single volume the new revision
of Volumes I and II. Many business officers provided drafts of chapters and scores of others contributed readings and comments. This work went
forward for three years. The Editorial Subcommittee, handling drafts and manuscripts, met monthly
on weekends from May 1964 to March 1967, and
while the costs of operations were covered by outside support, the time and effort were volunteered
by committee numbers. The single-volume revision was published by the American Council in
1968. It became known almost at once as "CUBA
(1968)." About 17,0CM copies were sold before
the book went out of print in 1973.

THE SECOND REVISION: "CUBA (1974)"

tion. and by 1959 the Board of the Federation

The National Association's office was established

formally recognized the need to create a mechanism for revision. In 1960 a national committee
was established under the chairmanship of Dr.
Schell.. but it was not until 1964, when financing
finally was obtained by the American Council. that

in Washington in 1967, some months before the

the new group could proceed. Financing during the

course of the project came from the Amerkan
Council itself, from the American and regional associations of business officers, the U.S. Office of
Education. the Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association, the International Business Machines
Corporation. and the General Electric. Shell. and
United States Steel Foundations.
The Scheps group was called the National Com-

mittee to Revise Volumes I and IL College and
Liniersits. Business Administration. Mr. Van Dyke
was appointed full-time editor, serving thus until
his retirement in 1966, when he was succeeded

briefly by John M. Evans, of the University of
Connecticut. who was throughout the chairman of
the Editorial Subcommittee. Members of the subcommittee were Kenneth R. Erfft, Duquesne Uni-

xii

1968 revision was published. Already it was clearly

recognized that further revision should be anticipated, perhaps in five years, and that the national
office now provided an operating base of a kind
that had not existed before. Even then there was
the hope that the National Association could be-

come the publisher of future revisions, but the
professional machinery first had to be organized.
Accordingly, National President James J. Ritterskamp. Jr. appointed a new Committee on the Revision of the Manual under the chairmanship of
Robert B. Gilmore, Vice President for Business
and Finance at Caltech.
By 1971 the Manual Revision Committee had
developed certain general procedures for the preparation of materials. The drafting of preliminary
texts was given to those professional associations

or National Association committees having primary interest, experience, or authority in the
various management fields. These associations or
committees were invited to assign authors to pro-

Psi; wt.
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duce draft texts. When the drafts were submitted,
they were given a preliminary evaluation by volun
tary groups appointed to serve as short-term subcommittees of the Manual Revision Committee.
each to deal only with its particular subject, and
many including in their membership a consultant
from outside the college and university field also

dures. and support for publication itself. In each
of these fields it had a truly magnificent assistance

participating voluntarily. When the manuscripts

volved in the processes of developing or evaluating
manuscripts. The four regional associations were

were further revised, the texts then were exposed
to sixty to eighty business officers. Manuscripts
completing such eXIIMUIC were adjusted as neces-

sary and forwarded, finally, to the National Asso-

ciation's Board of Directors for approval for
publication.

Because of the central importance of the financial accounting and reporting functions, there had

been, since Ott time of Volumes I and it, close
liaison between the college and university business
professionals and members of organizations representing certified public accountants. By 1970 the
National Association had established its Accounting Principles Committee, designed to become in
the college and university field the equivalent of
the AICPA's former Accounting Principles Board.
This committee, headed first by Gilbert L. Lee. Jr..

of the University of Chicago, and later by W.
Harold Read, of the University of Tennessee, performed a most important early service by estab-

lishing a close working relationship with the
AICPA's Committee on College and University
Accounting and Auditing which. under the chairmanship of Daniel D. Robinson. of Peat. Marwick.
Mitchell & Co.. was developing a new AICPA
guide. Audits of Colleges and Universities.
',trough the Accounting Principles Committee and
through its liaison representatives to AICPA, Dr.
Scheps and Mr. Gilmore. the National Association
participated in the early drafting of the guide, and

in 1972 assisted directly in the exposure of the
draft text. When the AICPA guide was published
in 1973. the text so closely reflected a general professional consensus that copies of the publication
were distributed by the National Association to its
members.

In preparing to assume responsibility for pubiication of College and University Business Adminis-

tration the National Association faced first the
challenge of mobilizing professional resources. then

the less familiar tasks of organizing staff. pace-

and cooperation.
Professional participation was very broad. All

of the Association's "program" committeesthose
dealing with specific areas of management concern

or levels of institutional interestwere deeply in-

similarly engaged, not only in the exposure of
manuscripts but in organizing discussions at annual
meetings and workshops of substantive issues related to accounting and auditing. Further, fourteen
associations havirg interests in the field of college
and university husiness were directly engaged in
the preparation of manuscripts or In evaluating or
exposing the manuscripts finally produced.

From 1969 until 1973 the responsibility for de-

veloping and recommending publication plans
rested primarily upon the Manual Revision Committed under the chairmanship of Mr. Gilmore
with the counsel of the Publications Committee
under the chairmanship of Vincent Shea, of the
University of Virginia. In 1973 these two committees were combined into an enlarged Publications
Committee headed by Kurt M. Hertzfeld, of Amherst College. It was this committee that pushed
to conclusion the review of manuscripts and the
final act of publication.
The long process of preparation was one necessitating special support, financial and otherwise,
that the Association was ill-equipped to provide.
The financial support came in the form of special
awards by the Ford Foundation, the United States
Steel Foundation, Inc., and the General Motors
Corporation, and for this assistance the Associa-

tion and its member institutions continue to be
grateful. This gratitude will be shared, certainly,
by all who find in College and University Business
Administration the management assistance it is
designed to offc--.

Elsewhere in this text there appear the names of
persons, committees, and associations contributing
to this effort. In acknowledging their work the Association is aware that there arc other persons who
also have in some way lent support, aivice, and
encouragement. Thanks go to them, too, with

assurance that their interest always will be welcome. There still will be much to do in the fuure.
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Administration
in
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Education

C01.1 ELIE AND UNIVIASITY BUsiNESS ADMINISTRATION
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Business Administration in Higher Education
'THE ADMINISTRATION of colleges and univer-

out later experiencing a commensurate fall in

sities and the management of their resources
are functions which, although they call for all the
skills end qualities of judgment common to management in other fields, nevertheless are funda-

prices. Existing price data suggest that the average

mentally and necessarily different in essential
forms and motivations.
The difference stems from the nature of the college or university as an institution of importance
to society and to which there is an inherent public
commitment. The difference is subtle and therefore frequently overlooked. Any college or university, whether it is "public" or "private" or whether
its support comes from any imaginable combina-

tion of appropriations, capitation grants, gifts,
tuition, investments, or endowments, is a unique
management entity. It is unique in that the "user"
of its product, the student, is not expected to pay
all of its costs and that resources arc expected to be
expended as fully as is possible, judiciously, to
achieve educational gaols. The difference is something more than that the college or university is
"nonprofit" and thus is not asked to earn profits
for owners or shareholders. Society's commitment
to higher education is a mandate to the institution
to use its resources for purposes of great social

importance. The task of college and university
management is to insure the wise and most effective use of resources for such purposes.
in a Changing Environment

The environment in which colleges and universities function must be considered in a discussion
of their administration. The changes of recent
years in higher education were caused by many
factors, among them inflation and a reduction in
the rate of enrollment growth.
Prior to World War II, the United States never
experienced a sustained general rise in prices with-

annual compound increase in prices from about
1820 to 1913 averaged around two-tenths of one
percent. The price rise in World War I was followed by price decreases that reached their nadir
in the 1930s. No such decrease followed the price
increases of World War 11. Rather, except for
moderate inflation during most of the 1950s and
early 1960s, inflation generally has grown progressively more acute.
Higher education fares poorly in times of infla-

tion; increases in revenues invariably lag behind
increases in cost. Educational institutions thus are

hard pressed merely to "keep up" in terms of
claims on real revenue. At issue is whether higher
education can achieve significant increases in productivity. Some argue that effectiveness and economic efficiency are antithetical to an educational
environment. One point, however, is acceptable to
most: given the prospect of continued inflation and
growing competition for scarce resources, produc-

tivity gains may be important to the survival of
many colleges and universities.
The decline in the rate of enrollment growth in
the early 1970s was greater than predicted by most
of the experts. This decline may indicate a significant, long-term change in the proportion of young
people in higher education. It may indicate a fundamental change in the nature of education beyond
the secondary level ur it may be only a temporary
deviation in traditional educational patterns.
The enrollment growth pattern is an important
phenomenon with which educational administra-

tors must reckon. Powerful pressures for institutional growth occurred in the late 1940s and continued through the 1960s. The response of the
nation's colleges and universities was dramatic: the
capacity crisis was met and students were accom-
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modated. The price of this expansion. however,
was that many institutions became burdened with
fixed charges in the form of heavy bonded indebtedness and other recurring obligations. Geared for

additional growth that did not materialize, they
were caught short by the decline. Unless the
decline in growth is temporary, it could threaten
many institutions that have excess capacity.

At the least. analyses of demographic and
enrollment data suggest that institutions of higher
education should plan for the future on a compre-

hensive and continuous basis. The outlook for
enrollment (coupled with that for inflation) makes
control of resources in higher education an urgent

matter. Priorities must be established in light of
these realities., and good administration can
increase the options open to institutional policy
makers.

executive officers. The titles most commonly used

for the governing board are "board of trustees."
"board of governors." and "board of regents."
The governing board has full and final responsibility for the conduct of operations of the institution. This responsibility usually includes:
1. Selection and appointment of the president
of the institution.
2. Appointment of faculty and administrative

officers. on the recommendation of the
president.

3. Approval of long-range plans.
4. Determination of all major policies.

5. Approval of the operating and capital
budgets.

6. Seeking the funds necessary to permit the
institution to operate and to fulfill its
mission.

INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION

7. Approval of legal documents.

A college or university is a diverse community,
composed of members such as students, teachers,
researchers, administrators, secretaries, techni-

8. Representing the institution to the public.
9. Acting as a final authority on institutional
matters.

cians. salespeople, groundskeepers, and custodians.

Each person in this community is related, directly
or indirectly, to one or more of the primary func-

tions of the institutioninstruction. research, or
public serviceand every policy decision made by
the managers in the community should be weighed
in terms of how it affects these three functions as

well as other pertinent aspects of the institution.
An institution's form of organization should be
determined in a manner that will most efficiently
and effectively enable it to achieve its mission.

The President

The president or chancellor, as chief executive
officer, is responsible to the governing board for
the administration of all affairs of the institution.
It is the president who implements board actions
and provides leadership and stimulation for innovation and high morale in the institutional community. He also supplies initiative and direction
for the strategic institutional planning of programs
and resource requirements. It is his further responsibility to see that the objectives of the institution
arc coordinated, evaluated, and controlled.

The Governing Board

The apex of the organization is the governing
board. The powers of the governing board are
contained in the charter or in the legislative acts
establishing the institution. In public institutions
board members usually are appointed by the governor of the state or the parent governmental body

and in some cases they arc elected by popular
ballot. In many private institutions the board is
self-perpetuating, although some members may be
elected by the alumni or by affiliated professional
societies. In church-related institutions, the mem-

bers often are elected by the legislative body of
the religious denomination or are appointed by its

4
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Although the president delegates authority to
other officers, he may have one or more staff assis-

tants for .work that relates directly to his office.
Assistants to the president may be responsible for
such functions as institutional research, consortium
arrangements. legal counsel, legislative liaison, or
communications with the board.
Th., Administrative Officers

Although no single form of organization applies

to all institutions, there are at least four major
functional areas to be administered in a college or

university. These are: (I) instruction, research,
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and public secs ice. ( 2 ) business and financial
management. ( 3 ) student services, and (4) institutional development, including fund raising.
public relations, and alumni relations. All of these

arc interrelated, and the goals of the institution
will be achieved only if there is an awareness of

1:1

business officer is the financial adviser to the president and the governing board, and is often treas-

urer of the corporation.
The primary responsibilities of the student services officer include such activities as admissions,
student records, counseling, health services, stu-

interdependence and a spirit of cooperation among
the administrators responsible for these functional

dent aid, social and athletic programs, student gov-

areas.

various aspects of auxiliary enterprises.

Not all institutions have an officer for each of
these areas. In many institutions, however, these
officers are: ( I ) a chief academic officer, usually
referred to as dean of the college, provost, or vice

The primary responsibility of the development
officer is fund raising, but in some institutions, he
is also responsible for public relations, communication with federal agencies, and alumni relations.
These functions include radio, television, and
newspaper coverage; institutional publications;
homecomings; dedications; and mailings to alumni,

president for academic affairs; (2) a chief business
officer. typically designated as the business manager, controller. or vice president for business and

finance (or business affairs); (3) a student services officer, who may be identified as dean of students or viee president for student services; and
(4) a development officer. often referred to as

ernment, student publications, placement, and

foundations, and corporations, with associated
record keeping.
The number of persons reporting directly to the
president may be more or less than the four officers

director of development or vice president for

responsible for the major functional areas. The

development (or community relations). Smaller
institutions may effectively combine responsibility
for two or more functions in one person. Larger
institutions may have additional officers for other
functional areas. such as research or continuing

major functions should be coordinated through an

education. The authority delegated to each officer
is determined by the president and approved by
the governing board, if not prescribed in the charter of the institution.
The primary responsibility of the chief academic
officer is to formulate and implement the educa-

administrative group, typically comprised of the
officers who report to the president, often called
the president's cabinet, which should meet at regular intervals.

The officers generally are considered to be
appointed on a continuing basis, even though they
serve at the pleasure of the president and the governing board. Some boards reelect officers periodically. They are not granted tenure in their administrative positions, but may have achieved tenure

tional goals of the institution. He confers with

by virtue of their academic position, which they

department chairmen or deans in the employment

retain.

of faculty. in determining entrance and degree
requirements, and in the continuing study of cur-

Forms of Organization

ricula. In the university there may be various divisions. colleges, and schools, each headed by a dean

or other academic officer. The director of the
library usually reports to the chief academic
officer.
The primary responsibility of the chief business
officer is to manage the business and financial
affairs of the institution. He sets the style and tone

of the office and determines the broad policies of
all institutional functions relating to business and
finance. Above all, he is responsible for creating
the systems and selecting and training the personnel to make the systems work effectively. The chief

Any institution of higher education requires
some type of governing body and a chief executive,
although organizational structure varies according

to individual tradition, mission, size, and whether
the institution is a college or university, public or
private, two-year or four-year. Some states have
commissions of higher education that coordinate
the administration of all state colleges and universities and, in some cases, of private institutions as
well. This ordinarily does not affect the organizational structure of the institution itself, which may

employ either a unitary or multiple form of
organization.

14
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In the unitary form of organization, which is the

THE RANGE OF MANAGEMENT

more common of the two types, authority and
responsibility are centralized in the president.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Authority is delegated by the governing board to
the president, who in turn delegates authority to
officers responsible for major functional areas.
These officers report to the president, who alone

ness affairs are found in various forms and bal-

reports to the board. The chief business officer
works closely with such committees of thc governing board as the budget committee, investment
committee, finance committee, buildings and
grounds committee, and those committees involved
in long-range planning and construction. An officer who works directly with the board in the unitary form of organization does so as a representa-

tive of the president, and at the president's

discretion.
In the multiple form of organization, officers in

addition to the president receive a delegation of
authority from the board, and report to it as well

as to the president. Under this form, the chief
business officer is responsible directly to the board

for the business and financial affairs of the
institution.

A third form of organization is the modified
unitary form, in which the chief business officer is
responsible directly to the governing board only in
a fiscal reporting capacity. For all other functions,
he reports to the president.
In addition to appointing the president, the governing boards of institutions organized on the unitary plan usually appoint the chief academic officer

and chief business officer. in such cases, these
officers should be appointed and terminated by the

board only on the recommendation of the president. Whether or not they are appointed by the
board, the chief academic officer and chief business officer should participate in meetings of the
board, and the president should be permitted to
invite other officers as well.

By working harmoniously, the chief academic
officer and chief business officer can be of immeas-

urable value to the president and the institution.
They should work closely together on many tasks,
such as preparation of the budget, determination
of faculty and staff levels, and new facilities. Cooperation between the two officers can significantly
aid the president in long-range planning an allocation of resources.

6
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The lines of responsibility and the management
specialties within the institution's division of busiances as institutions vary by type and by levels and

forms of support and as organizational patterns
reflect instituticinal needs with regard to the size
of the academic community, the size and character
of the physical plant, the geographical or commu-

nity environment, and even the institution's history, tradition, and perception of its role and mission. The management function is responsive to,
and in a sense must tie together, all the interlocking

elements of institutional life. The function is a
"business" function only in the sense that it is con-

cerned with management of and accounting for
financial and physical resourceswith the handling of funds and of endowments and investments
and of expenditures for salaries and wages, for

operation of the physical plant, for supplies. and
equipment, for housing and food services, and so
on. Yet these are the "business" elements essential
to the institution's existence, and thus the overriding responsibilities of the division of business
affairs are ( I ) to keep the accounts and make
reports through which the total activity becomes
intelligible and (2) to bring to the administration
of the college or university an intelligent and sympathetic awareness of how or whether resources
arc being used to advance educational goals.
No organization chart of the division will, in
itself, set out clearly the measures of responsibility
essential to successful and effective management.
The lines of responsibility and authority will show
primary relationships, but the effectiveness of the

whole will depend, as in other fields, upon the
leadership and upon the degree to which professional skills are brought together in the service of
the institution. There may be one chief business
officer,

a "Vice President for Business and

Finance," for example, or two, a "Vice President
for Business" and a "Vice President for Finance."
But there must be an essential unity in the way
affairs are conducted and here must be participation by the officer or officers in planning and policy
determinations. The "business" organization must
be so constructed that it links the various manage-

ment sectors of the institution and, with trained
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staff and with proper accounting and financial
data-gathering systems, prepares itself to give to

the institution, including design of the sys-

the administration both information and informed

financial analyses, and provision of appropriate controls and audits.

counsel.

The distinctions between "business" management and "financial" or "fiscal" management are
not altogether clear and are, in fact, largely subject
to institutional definition. The characteristic
organization is one that combines in a single entity,

under a single officer, all or most of the business
and financial functions. It is in the large or complex educational organizations that separations of

responsibility have become necessary and apparent, so that some institutions or systems have
separate offices for business management, for financial management, for budget, for personnel administration, or for planning, each having responsibil-

ities that touch the traditional "business" field.
Without reference to specific organizational pat-

terns, however, the range of responsibilities in

tems, preparation of reports, conduct of
2. Participation with the president and the

chief academic officer in preparation of the
institutional budgets.
3. Management of the physical plant, routinely
in its operation and maintenance and, with
other officers, in planning, design, and construction decisions.
4. Management of personnel programs.

5. Management of purchasing, stores, and
property control systems.
6. Management, or financial control within

institutional policy, of auxiliary enterprises
and service departments.
Although student aid programs may be adminis-

tered by another officer, the business officer is
responsible for the custody of student aid and

management may be outlined as follows:
Administrative Management: Institutional planning, design and operation of management information systems, fiscal administration of sponsored
programs, management of risk-reduction and
insurance programs, legal services, management of
student aid funds, and administration of personnel
programs, including faculty and staff benefits and
labor relations and collective bargaining.

programs, and assumes responsibility for utility

Business Management: Purchase of supplies
and equipment, administration of anxiliary enterprises and service activities, development of the

systems, safety and security programs, and traffic,
parking, and communications.
Effectiveness in the business function depends,

physical plant (operation, maintenance, planning,

design, and construction ), and management of
security and safety programs.
Fiscal Management: Administration of endow-

ment and similar funds, management of investments, budget preparation and budgetary account-

ing, internal control and audit, and institutional
research and resource management.
Financial Accounting and Reporting: Develop-

ment and maintenance of the basic financial
accounting and records systems and preparation
of financial reports and analyses.

If it is possible to sift from the foregoing the
direct and primary responsibilities expected to be
assumed by the chief business officer, the functions
include these:
1.

Management of all financial operations of

16

scholarship funds. Legal counsel often is assigned
to his office. He may be, under policies established
by the trustees, the manager of investments or the
administrator of endowments, all such operations
being reportable in the institution's financial state-

ments. He authenticates institutional contracts,
administers the funds of federal or other sponsored

finally, on clear statements of policy and procedure. The articles or statutes establishing the institution may set certain basic guidelines or require-

ments. Whether they do or not, institutional
bylaws should incorporate such a section. For
continuing operations there should be manuals that
set out policy, fix responsibilities, and describe the

proceduresand the ranges and limitsof business and financial management.
QUALIFICATIONS OF THE CHIEF
BUSINESS OFFICER

The chief business officer, as one responsible
for managing the resources of the institution, must

bring to the task high technical competence, a
considerable administrative ability, and a grasp
of, and a liking for, the elements of the educational

7
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environment that make his role as a manager
unlike any othei. He must be equipped by training
and experience to assume large responsibilities and
must be professional in viewpoint.
The chief business officer's academic preparation must be of appropriate depth. Typically, this
includes a degree in business administration,

although the degree may be in another field. In
addition. the officer often is a certified public
accountant and/or has a master's degree in business administration, and in more cases than ever
before. he has earned, or is earning, the doctorate.
Vsliatever the avenue or level of preparation, training in accounting is essential, for development in
the business office context requires familiarity with
the accounting and reporting functions. The chief

business officer must be, above all. the kind of
person who, dedicated to learning, uses every
opportunity for the improvement of professional
knowledge and skills.

As an administrator, the chief business officer
should have both the strengths of the executive
and the capacity to work comfortably and effec-

tively as a counselor to the trustees and to the
president of the institution. The officer should be
not merely a compiler but an interpreter of data

awl financial information. Because a principal
contribution to the institution will be in helping to

determine how resources are used to achieve
primary goals. the officer should be a person who

not only comprehends academic objectives but
appreciates them as personal goals. The chief business officer should be an effective communicator
in the administrative councils of the institution, in
relationships with the faculty and other members
of the academic community. and with those who

comprise the staffs of the business organization.
The officer should be sensitive to questions of
human and public relations and should be able to
represent the institution before any audience interested in its mission. goals, achievements, or courses
of action.
Business officers of such breadth arc not rare.

They are to be found, in fact, in many institutions

officer is that persor who, working within the
framework of his institution's own policies and
objectives, seeks constantly to help the institution
make the most of its resources while in his campus
and community relationships he makes himself an
example of dedicated service. Business officers of
that caliber have influences beyond the limits of
their institutional roles and, in their professional
relationships, have influer:es on the development
of higher education itself.
NEW DIMENSIONS

The climate of the present decade is one of shift
and change in higher education, the challenges to
management enlarged by new perceptions of what
constitutes education beyond the secondary level.
It is, in fact, no longer either sufficient or accurate
to limit discussions of management to the management of insatutksns of traditional form. Because
of new perceptions of the scope of the educational
process, the commitment now is seen as including
all of "postsecondary education," a concept that
the public and the institutions have only begun to
define. There is a vast curiosity about what is spent
on education and how institutions are financed and
what they do with their funds. The single certainty
is that. whatever the outcome, the need for sound,
responsive, and responsible management will continue to grow.
In contemplating the organization and adminis-

tration of institutions of higher education, it is
natural to speculate on the forces in motion and
the prospects for change. No such speculation can
reflect all such forces, much less the shapes they
may take. but new dimensions such as these may

affect the functions of college and university

administration in the future:
1. Institutional governance and policy making
may take new forms. Colleges and universities may become more politicized, more
subject to external controls, as not only students but alumni and other constituencies
become more interested in sharing institutional controls.

many in the smaller institutions in which they

2.

personally arc dealing with all of the major man-

scarce resources in an increasingly crowded
world, the public may become more critical
of higher education's share of the resources.
3. Society increasingly may favor pragmatism

agement responsibilities, others in the large or
multicampus institutions where their roles may be
more specialized. The ideal of the chief business
8
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In the face of increased competition for
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and vocational orientation in education,
resulting in new and different institutional
programs
4. Internal operation of colleges and univer-

sities may be characterized by increasing
tension among interest groups within the
institutions.
5.

Renewed commitment may be necessary
with regard to equality of opportunity.

6. Unconventional educational institutions may

emerge, some of which may be profitoriented, to serve a public whose needs may
not be met by traditional institutions.
This list typifies the challenges and indicates the
direction of higher education in the United States

and other countries. Administration of colleges
and universities promises to become more important and more difficult than ever before. Such a
development makes good administration essential.

18
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Institutional Planning
IS AMONG the most important rePLANS140
sponsibilities of a college or university administrator. It is the act of identifying, specifying, and
selecting alternative goals, objectives, and courses
of action for accomplishing the mission of the it}
stitution. To avoid confusion between ends and

means, there is a sequence of levels at which
planning decisions should be made: from philosophy to objectives to programs to organization to
staffing to facilities to financing.
A statement of mission. purpose, or philosophy
should precede all planning efforts. Although typi-

Regardless of the traditinn. mission, or size of
an institution, planning occurs whether or not it
is specifically provided for. It may be formal or
informal, and goals may or may not be documented. To be most effective. however, planning
must be organized and goals must be realistic and
well-defined.
PRINCIPLES OF PLANNING

Four principles are vital to the planning process:
1. The organization for planning must reflect
total institutional commitment.
2. The planning process must anticipate and

cal mission statements are written in general terms,
an effective statement should be sufficiently specific that it can condition each planning decision;
that is. each planning decision should derive from

facilitate the action that is to follow: that
is. it must generate action.
3. The planning process itself must be planned
and it must be continuous. The master (program) plan for a college or university should
be a living document that is updated at least
annually in the regular course of evaluation
and reporting. program projection, budget

this statement. The statement provides direction
and integrity in planning, and makes possible the
definition of goals and objectives to realize the
mission.

"Mission" refers to the broad. overall, longterm purpose of the institution; "goal" implies
something less remote than mission, more defin-

projection, and operation. For maximum
effectiveness, it should be available to ev-

itive and capable of achievement in a certain
period of time (perhaps five to ten years ); "objective" implies something tangible, which can be
reached in a shorter period of time than a goal.
The statement of mission should provide guidance on such questions as:

I. What is the philosophy of governance?

2. What are the priorities of the institution?
3. What arc the roles of instruction, research,

and public service in the institution, and
how should they interact and reinforce one
another?
4. Are degree programs oriented toward liberal education. professional ends. vocational
ends, or next degree level?

eryone associated with the institution.
4. A key to effective planning is involvement,
which enhances commitment to achievement.

Plans must be developed with the understanding and cooperation of those responsible for execution of the plans, in collaboration with their supervisors, their peers, and
those whom they supervise who also will be
involved in implementation.
A number of factors have combined to make
the planning process in colleges and universities
more elaborate and complex than formerly. Among
these are the increasing size and complexity of
institutions, the increase in numbers and kinds of
persons and organizations to whom institutions are
13
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accountable. the growth and proliferation of fed-

eral and state programs of asistance to institutions of higher Wucation (plus increased dependence upon support from those pro erams 1. and
the availability of methods and techniques. such
as PERT t Program Evaluation and Review Technique). managenent by objectives. program budgeting. and computer simulation, which make it
feasible to plan more elaborately and to base planning decisions on greater amounts of information.
The four principles that underlie the planning
process can be augmented by several others. These
may be summarized as follows:

5. Planning should be integrated with the management function. especially the processes
of budget development, reporting. evaluation. and other aspects of management.
6. The planning-management system must have
built-in checks and balances leading to realism in planning and to responsible execution.

7. The planning process must be reinforced
and undergirded by an adequate data base
that is organized and programmed to make
available for planning decisions the consideration of many alternatives and the consequences of alternative choices. Such techniques as program budgeting and the use of
projection models and specialized computer
programs should be evaluated and utilized
when necessary and feasible.

8. Resources for planning must be provided.
Although many of the employees of a colege or university are involved at one point
or another in the planning process. there
should be one person who. on behalf of the
president. is responsible for the planning
function, and who will have the time and be
furnished the resources to proceed with the
planning process. In some cases the insti-

tution may find it desirable to secure the
assistance of outside consultants. particularly

in the initial stages of developing a planning project. Even the large university is
likely to be unable to employ, on a full-time
basis, all the specialists it would like to use.
Planning therefore must utilize the most efficient balance of resources people, time.
and money.

9. Planning by individual units must be coordi-

nated by the person responsible for the
planning function.
The planning function can be implemented without a special office to support, supervise, or monitor it but to operate this way requires an overt,
institutional commitment of its senior administra-

tors to recognize, reward. and sponsor planning
as part of all administrative activity. If there is a
planning office. its staff should be cognizant of
academic administration planning.

For the planning process to be successful. it
must be integrated. or interlocked, with all the
other activities that bear directly on the implementatitm of plans. such as reporting. evaluation
of performance, and development and adjustment
of budgets.
The interlocked planning-budgeting-evaluationreporting

pattern should include a system of

checks and balances leading to realistic planning
and responsible performance. In order to achieve
accountability. plans must be expressed in terms
of achievement. not only by the person respon-

sible, but by supervisors, and even by persons
outside the institution. If the persons who project
plans for a given unit, expressing these in terms
of objectives, know that their performance sub-

sequently will be evaluated in terms of their
accomplishment of these objectives, they will be
influenced to be realistic or even modest in the
objectives they write. On the other hand, if they
know that their budget requests must be justified
in terms of the plans they write, they know that
it will be self-limiting and self-defeating to make
the plans too modest. Handled appropriately, the
planning-budgeting-reporting-evaluation pattern
can maintain effective checks and balances leading to ambitious, optimistic planning.
Planning helps to provide long-term visibility
of the impact of present decisions, better exposes
the financial reality of possible alternatives, allows
the detection of trends. focuses on a broad spec-

trum of programs rather than on incremental
funding, and, most importantly, links achievement
and cost.
THE PLAN FOR THE PLANNING PROCESS

As previously stated, the planning process itself must be planned. If an institution does not
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hate an annual program planning-budgeting-evaluation-reporting cycle in operation, its approach
to initia:ing such a cycle sluald involve the development of a program master plan expressed in
terms of specific objectives and incorporating
provisions for annual revision of the plan. for
budget development, and for evaluation and reporting. This cycle, not necessarily annual, is the
normal and almost unavoidable sequence of plan-

ning. budgeting, evaluation, and reporting that

takes place in most colleges and un:versities,

whether or not they use management by objectives or other management tools. This sequence
exists to some degree in every institution, although it may be highly unsystematic and subjective; that is. someone makes plans for programs
to be offered (program planning). someone determines the allocations of funds for programs (budgeting). someone exercises some judgment concerning results of the programs (evaluation). and

in most institutions, there is some reporting of

results achieved.
In most cases it will be advantageous to develop
a method for the master plan development program and to review this in detail with everyone
involved in the planning process, beginning with
the senior administrators of the institution, revis-

ing and improving the method in response to

suggestions received. The results of this process
should identify each task to be performed in the
development of the master plan, the person or
persons responsible for the completion of each
step. the date on which it can be initiated (by

virtue of the completion of all tasks that must
be completed before it). the date on which it is
to be completed. and the way it relates to subsequent tasks.
It is essential that the presentation w the
various administrative officers, department heads,
and other involved persons begin with a rationale

for the development of the master plan and for
the procedure to be used in producing it. This
presentation also should indicate the constraints
that apply and the relationship to existing policies
or statements of mission of the institution. Above
all, it is essential that commitment result from
the presentation of the plan and its refinement in

consultation with the persons involved in the
planning process.
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Once the overall plan is completed, subplans

for each of the major units of the institution
should be developed and combined into a single
document. A summary of the completed document, including timetables for implementation of
specific projects, then should be published and
distributed widely, to identify the commitments
of the persons involved and to establish the time
schedule for which they We responsible, individually and collectively.

ROLE OF THE SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS
IN INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

When the objective of planning and the primary activities of the planning function affect the
institution as a whole, the president of necessity
becomes the chief planning officer. He is the key

person in the planning process, whaler a staff
member or a line officer is responsible for its
organization and implementation. The value the
president places on the planning process determines how effective and workable the plan will
be. He should provide adequate time throughout
the year to meet and to discuss planning with the
other senior administrators. This is one means
that leads to commitment and involvement. Because the planning process is involved with academic planning, budgeting, and management, and
frequently with state, regional. and national planning. it must have the specific direction of the
president. The presitient is the person most aware
of the effect of interactions between internal and
external conditions. These interactions may affect
programs, tuition rates, liaison with other institutions, salaries, enrollment policy. and investment
strategy. It is the president who must make the
critical decisions among alternative weds. Because budgets normally are incremental, at some
point incremental changes may become less than
productive for an institution. The president is the
only administrator with broad enough authority
and responsibility to break this chain, if such
action is necessary.
A planning officeas distinct from a planning

functionrelates to the senior administrators in
the following manner:
I. When planning crosses several jurisdictions,
it falls under the purview of the president.
In this case the planning office operates as
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staff, with responsibility for seeing. that a plan
is realized: or it operates as line, with

his own unit for those in the subunits to follow in
the development of their plans. To do this effec-

authority to develop a pm for implementation. Even though the planning office administers and expedites the planning proc-

tively, he must delineate the role of his arra of
responsibility and that of his staff in the cone ::
of the mission of the institution. Staff members

ess, the president must take the lead in

must understand how they fit in the total plan.

establishing the rationale for the planning
process.

2. When planning is within a given jurisdiction, the planning office should provide staffing as needed and provide a communications

mechanism to the administrator involved.
However, the president must help to resolve

impasses that arise because of the many
interdependent steps, handled by different

groups or units, that are involved in the
planning processespecially in the development of a master plan.
Each of the line officers who report to the president, and arc therefore responsible for individual major units of the institution, has a dual role
in the institutional planning process. As a member of the administrative council (or other similar
entity) of the institution, he must participate in
the development of the overall planning process.
contributing to its refinement so that it is effec-

tive for the entire institution. In particular, he
must work with the officer responsible for plan-

ning. the other senior administrators, and the
president on those aspects of planning that involve
more than one of the major units, and which therefore require responsible participation.

In addition, it is axiomatic that he plan for
missions, tasks, and processes in his own unit.
Senior administrators should possess the ability to
write plans in terms of objectives, as mentioned

above, and also should provide such training to
those members of their staffs involved in planning for the unit.
Each senior administrator must support and
interpret the rationale for the planning process.
make sure that those responsible to him recognize that within his unit all persons will be expected to participate in the planning process. that
budget requests will be weighed in relation to the
extent to which the plans support them, and that

RELATIONSHIP OF OPERATING BUDGET
TO INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

A crucial step in the planning process is the
projection of available resources and the applica-

tion of this projection to objectives, programs,
organization, staffing, and facilities plans. "Adjusted" plans should result in specific final goals
and the pattern for financing, including projected
budgets and capital requirements.
In practice, the planning process usually is limited to the consideration of changes or additions
to programs already in operation and the modifications of organization, staffing, and facilities re-

quired for those changes. An exception occurs
when an institution sets out to develop a new master plan, reviewing its educational philosophy and

restudying its objectives anew. To a lesser or
greater degree, it may approach the development
of program plans as if no programs were already

in existence, deferring any study of the practicability of eliminating unnecessary programs or
adding new ones that will be required.
What should happen in the planning process is
that all proposed program changes should be reviewed annually in terms of the specific, established objectives of the institution, iv reflected in
the master plan. These objectives should be reviewed annually for relevance to the philosophy
and purposes of the institution. This can happen
only if the master plan of the institution is a current document, reviewed continuously and updated at least once a year.
An important role of the chief business officer
in the planning process is to provide an appro-

priate perspective on the relationship of resources to plans. Prior to the initiation of the
budget cycle, the chief business officer must brief
the president on the projected financial picture so

that the guidelines provided by the president in

performance will be evaluated in terms of achieve-

initiating both the planning and budget cycle

ment of objectives that appear in the plans. He

may afford a maximum of opportunity for innovative planning while remaining within realistic

also must establish guidelines and priorities within
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limitations. The eounsel and guidance of the chief
business officer also will be needed by the president when budget requests must be adjusted.
Several management techniques are useful in
providing effective interlocking of the planning
and budgeting processes. The use of projection
models, either computerized or manual, can facilitate the development of budget projections that
reflect with reasonable accuracy various program
elements and their interrelation and interdependence. They also can broaden
crspective in
which planning decisions arc madt, by making it
possible to organize and use vast amounts of relevant data in considering alternatives and answering questions about the future.
The relationship between planning and the operating budget can be handled most effectively if
budget development and budget projections can
be delineated in both program budget and object
class patterns. The use of crossover techniques

(for converting from a program budget to an
object class budget and vice versa) with a computerized simulation model can be a distinct
advantage.
RELATIONSHIP OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
TO INslITUTIoNAL PLANNING

The needs of the planning function should be
supported by institutional research, whether or not
there is an office for either of these functions. The
minimum requirements of an acceptable institu-

tional research program for a college or university should include the following:
I. A data bank containing adequate information about students. faculty, and staff: financial resources; physical plant; and the programs and research conducted by the
institution.

2. An information system that organizes the
data bank for effective use, accessibility, and
flexibility.

3. A program of regular studies providing consistent support to the planning process.
4. Provision for specific attention to the evaluation of new programs and research projects, so organized as to go into action whenever programs or projects are added.

5. Provision for support services to faculty

2:1
members and others interested in conducting institutional studies, especially evaluations of the instructional process.
6. Adequate manpower and resources for implementing ad hoc studies needed in con nection with specific planning decisions.
Educators need better ways to define, describe,

and measure educational output. Quantitative
measures are easy to identify. such as semester
hours of credit awarded and number of students
graduated. Qualitative indexes are much more
elusive.

Institutions of higher education in the United
States tend to use one of two conceptions of quality or, in most caws, a blend of the two. One of
these, the idea that the quality of an institution
is measured by the academic level of its graduates, was derived from the European tradition of
higher education. When this tradition is followed,
the quality of an institution is affected as much
by its admission policies as by the quality of its
instructional program. The other conception of
quality in an educational institution is more in
keeping with American traditions generally, that

is, the quality of an educational institution is
measured primarily by the difference in the student between the time he enters and the time he
leaves. Within this perspective the open-door junior college, the highly selective liberal arts college. and the comprehensive university all may

be of high (or low) quality, according to their
performance.
The chief academic officer, in addition to making sure that planning in his own unit is centered

on instruction and its results, must stimulate and
support faculty participation in institutional research. His budget, or that of a research committee. should include funds for faculty (or faculty-supervised) research aimed specifically at
the instructional process.
RELATIONSHIP OF STATE. REGIONAL,
AND NATIONAL PLANNING TO
INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

When an institution is part of a state system of
higher education, its own planning must relate
specifically to the planning done for the state system, and must fit within the context of that plan-

ning. It can strive for individuality and distinc17
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tiveness. but only within the limit. impmed by
the state system. Although private institutions
theoretically are free to make their own plans,
such plans are likely to have greater success if
they fit into national, state, and regional planning
in higher education. By coordinating their plans

with those of other entities, private institutions
may best serve their own interests and promote
the common good.
The pattern of Wend support to higher education makes it impossible for any institution to pro-

ceed independently in institutional planning, as
opposed to and fitting into state and regional planning. Regional planning, through the regional
accrediting associations, the regional compact

agencies, and other organizations, is having increasing impact on institutional planning.
Nearly all the states have established agencies
with statutory responsibility for statewide planning and coordination of higher education.' Their
influence and responsibilities can be expected to
increase significantly as a result of enabling federal legislation.
The growth of voluntary-membership organiza-

tions referred to as consortia is also impressive.
In addition. there are many examples of specific
interinstitutional cooperation. Few institutions can
afford to ignore opportunities to share resources,
facilities, and expertise with other institutions as
they plan for the futur. National planning through

the American Council on Education and other
voluntary organizations provides needed perspective for institutional planning.
SYSTEMS MODELS AND PROGRAMS

The use of management information systems
and, in particular, simulation models is a rapidly
growing development. Unit cost analysis, space
utilization studies, simple projection models. and
other tools useful in management have been used

m institutions of higher education for several
decades. The computer makes possible the com-

bination of an extensive array of such tools in
coordinated systems providing consistent. timely

information support for planning and management decisions. However, these systems must not
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be allowed to become ends in themselves. Their
primary purpose is to make it possible for management decisions to be made more wisely, more
accuratdy, and on a more reliable schedule.
At its simplest a management information system consists of a data base, a set of procedures
for maintaining and updating that data base, and
a set of programs (manual or computerized) for
extracting useful information from the data base.
At a more sophisticated level the management

information system may include an extensive
computerized set of models capable of simulating
many aspects of college operation. Such a system

makes possible the informed consideration of a
wide variety of alternative choices in administrative decision making. By informed consideration is meant consideration in which the implications of the various choices, and their probable
effects, arc clearly apparent.
At the most sophisticated level of computer
simulation, many of the models for the programs
of an institution are combined into one model
or very few modelsin which the effects of qulnOaf* changes in one part of the program ar:: reflected appropriately in most of the mile's. Thus,
a question about the effect of a specific change in

faculty sizefor example, to reduce the studentteacher ratioconceivably might reflect itself (in
such a model) in changes in space and equipment
requirements, custodial and maintenance services.
instructional salaries. support service salaries,
classroom utilization, anticipated budget for the
faculty dining room, and even such elusive factors
as student attrition rates and some indexes of student achievement. This is not to say that in any
existing model it will accomplish all the above.

but that models can be devised that relate all
quantifiable factors whose relationships one can
estimate to a reasonable degree. The effectiveness
of a given model depends on the accuracy with
which such relationships can be estimated and
the extent to which the factors included (and the
outputs chosen) are relevant to the management
decisions that need to be made.
Six major purposes can be served by systems
models and programs:

'Cooperation: Voluntary vs. Statutory." Planning for Higher F-duration. Vol. 2. No. 1 (1/4), February 1973, p. 1.
'William A. Shoemaker, System Models and Programs for Higher Education. (Washington, D.C.: Academy for Educational Development, April 1973).
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Management information systems for current
operations collect and utilize data needed to provide information and means of control for daily

or periodic transactions such as cash balances,
payroll records and disbursements, alumni contributions. and student grades.

Alanagement inf rmatiott systems for planning
organize and analyze data needed for long-range
planning and for projecting goals. needs, and procedures. such as the cost of various instructional
programs, the cost of various enrollment levels,
the cost of instructional procedures, and the resource allocation required to support such
projections.
Simulation emphasizes the interrelationship in
the quantifiable factors of higher education which

will result from various assumptions about the
learning environment, such as enrollment growth
or decline, changes in instructional procedures,
changes in faculty composition and compensation,
and overhead costs.

Procedural or process models attempt to use
PERT techniques to organize and structure the
flow or process of decision making and planning
to encompass all essential steps in a time-flow
sequence, including consultation with interested
groups, decision making. and resulting action.
Comprehensive tailored models define the spe-

cific needs of a particular college or university
and then apply one of several different models to
the development of projections or simulation appropriate to that institution.

Exchange services serve as clearinghouses for

the exchange of information about computer
programs developed in particular colleges and
universities and encourage systems applications
by promoting an exchange of actual computer
programs.

Institutions planning to initiate management
information systems or simulation models for the
first time should begin at an elementary level, gaining experience with single-purpose parts of such
systems or models and proceeding from the simple
to the complex. Many persons experienced in this
field believe that attempts to model an entire institution arc impractical. They feel that no model
should be made so large or complex that it does
not represent a relatively closed system, one that

2:1
is understandable and definable. Certainly, an extensive set of mini-models, each designed for a
specific purpose and understood in all its limitations, is better than a complex model whose credibility, relevance, and flexibility will be limited.
Once it is decided that a comprehensive, "offthe-shelf ' model or system is to be used, the utmost care is required to make sure that the model
selected is well-suited to the institution. The model
must be sophisticated enough to accommodate all
the facets of the institution's programs to be represented, yet it must not be too complicated to

apply to the particular institution. Unles the institution has on its staff, or plans to employ, those

who are experienced in the use of simulation
models, it may be advisable to employ a professional firm to install the system, instruct staff mem-

bers in its use, and guide the institution during
the initial period of its use.
CONCLUSION

Success in planning and its implementation de-

pend equally on the president of the institution
and on the capabilities of those who are responsible for this activity. It is common, particularly
in small institutions, for the leadership and inspiration of the institution to be so centered in
the person of the chief administrative officer that
the planning process is accomplished without the
involvement of many members of the staff, and
without any student involvement. This method
cannot possibly do justice to the requirements of
effective planning in larger institutions.
Accountability of institutions of higher education is to those within as well as without. Each
member should have a full, free opportunity to
understand what the institution is trying to do,
what he has a right to eYret in connection with
what he is trying to do,
what his responsibility is in contributing to the operation and success of the institution. Accountability in this sense

cannot be brought about, or even approached,
without broad knowledge of the planning process.
There should be participation in the development
of plans by those responsible for implementation
of those plans. The planning process should bring

about commitment, and plans should be developed and expressed in such a way as to make
possible the evaluation of their accomplishment.
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Management Information Systems
and Data Processing
FIOLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY administrators re-

The essential ingredients of manual and computer-based systems are the same: personnel, data
input and organization, data storage and processing, and information output. A manual system

quire relevant, accurate, and current information on many different activities in order to make
decisions, provide for efficient operation, and plan
the future of their institutions. Different situations
demand different systems: a large university probably will automate more of its transactions than a
small college, and more complex institutions have

and ledgers and files. A computer-based system
also uses clerks, operations manuals, and sets of
procedures, but in addition has a processing unit,

organizations and enterprises that may require

programs, and data files. In maintaining and

has clerks, operations manuals, sets of procedures,

systems having unique capabilities.
A management information system is an organized method of providing past, present, and projection information related to internal operations and
external intelligence. It supports the planning, control, and operational functions of an organization
by furnishing uniform, [timely] information to assist the decision process.' The design of such a
system should begin with documentation of the requirements of management for information that is

manipulating the data of the organization, computer-based systems as well as clerks can perform

needed and that will be used. Data processing is

4. Do routine updating and computations on

the collection and handling of data, maintenance of
files, and production of reports.
Although modern management information sys-

tems usually presume the use of electronic data
processing equipment, such a presumption is unwarranted in situations where manually oriented
systems are justified under cost-benefit analysis.
Use of a computer can be one of the most expensive ways to obtain information, and is one of the
easiest ways to get an information overload. The
feasibility of electronic data processing should be

based not on net cost reduction, but on the economic advantages of making more complete information available to managers, resulting in better
decision making.

the following operations:

Identify a specific file and classify its
contents.
2. Selectively extract information from, insert
1.

it into, or alter it in, specific individual
records within a file.
3. Transfer records from one file to another or

rearrange them within a single file.

the data in a file.
Search for particular characteristics in records within the files and keep a check list of

.f

all records possessing this characteristic.
(An example would be all overdue accounts.)

6. Make low-level decisions on the basis of
data, usually by automatic comparison of
the data with some prearranged, alterable
standard. (An example would be to compare
inventories to specified stock levels and issue
an order for supplies when inventories fall
below these levels.)

For routine report production, a computerbased system has potential advantages over a
manual system in terms of speed, size (the ability

'Kennevan, Wafter I. "MIS Universe," Data Management. September 1970.
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to manipulate large data files), and accuracy, particularly what' large amounts of data must be summarized and nresented. For special reports, or for
a report whom need was not anticipated, a manual
system is sometimes more efficient and flexible
than a computer-based system if the quantity of
data is small and/or response time is a criterion.
Persons responsible for management information systems must be able to influence data processing from the transaction level to the user level.
Both management information and data processing
systems require planning, organization, and a high
level of technical and administrative skills. Admin-

istrators must be aware of trends in personnel
sophistication, hardware (equipment), and software (operating systems and applications programs) to insure the effectiveness of a computerbased system. A management information system
must have the understanding, involvement, and
support of the chief administrative officers to be
successful. Additionally, this will help to insure
that administrative data processing requirements
arc compatible with other computational needs of
the institution. Only then is it possible to develop
systems that satisfy the information needs of the
entire institui:en in a way that prevents wasteful
and confusing duplication.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

-

and ( 3 ) instruction, research, and public service
projects that consume resources supplied by sponsors or other users in meeting institutional
objectives.
Control information should be provided (usually

by the department responsible for the function)
when exceptions occur. For example, the admissions officer would receive from the management
information system major variances in admissions
patterns, or the officer responsible for budget control would receive from the system major variances
between budgeted and actual expenditures. This
aspect of control should be a part of the more de-

tailed control provisions of the operational data
systems for the specific area.
Operational information typically is provided to:
1.

Financial and accounting officersreceipts
and expenditure accounting, budgetary accounting, purchasing, student aid and loan
accounting, inventory records, cost data, and
portfolio management data.

2. Academic administrative officersfaculty
workload information.
3.

Registrar and admissions officers--admissions, registration and enrollments, courses,
course scheduling, grades, transcripts, and
degrees.

4.

Perionnel officers--personnel data, payroll,
employee benefits, tax data, personnel budget, and applicant-position data.

5.

Alumni and development officersalumni
records, gift acknowledgment, and related

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The management functions of planning, control,
and operation arc widely dispersed in colleges and

universities Claiming a role in the management
process arc faculty and students, deans, academic

accounting.

department chairmen, administrative unit man-

6. Facilities planning officersbuilding inven-

agers, and central administrators; each has his own
perception of the needs for information. However,
management information system activities in

tory records, utilization reporting, and space
planning models.
7. Research administration officersproposal

higher education generally have focused on the

records, grant and contract reporting, and

needs of central academic and administrative

related ac.afranting.

offices and on the colleges and departments.
Planning information should be provided to the
president, vice presidents, deans, department chair-

men, and managers of each administrative unit.
Enrollment forecasts and their implications concerning resources are one of the major planning
concerns. Other information required relates to

8. Managers or major public service operations

records associated with cooperative extension services, community service programs, and ticket operations.
9.

Librarianscataloguing, purchasing, and
circulation.

(1) students, sponsors, and other institutional
users, (2) personnel, facilities, equipment, sup-

Directors of physical plant and auxiliary
enterprisesscheduling and acquisition, usage and costing records required for jani-

plies, travel, student aid, and other resources used,

torial services, maintenance, housing, food

10.
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services, college
operations.

stores,

and

similar

search officersinformation in support of

for management information systems design and
coordination. It should report at a level at least
equal to that of the primary users, but should not
report to any one of these users. The director of

major external reporting requirements, integrated cost studies, and resource use and

the office should be able to communicate effectively
with all levels of management.

II. Planning, budgeting, and institutional re-

prediction models.

In order to meet the diverse operational needs
of these groups, many institutions have developed

The best data processing organizational structure is one that encourages the users of information

to work together for their mutual benefit and at

d= student used by a cashier or bursar for fee-

the same time fosters the appropriate and judicious
use of hardware and software technology in meeting both user and institutional management needs
for consistent, reliable, and timely information in
a cost-effective manner. There are myriad possible
combinations. Evidence that a structure is working
includes:

paying purposes mr Y differ considerably from the

I. A recognized and agreed-upon plan for

a large number of separate systems. Frequently
each system is designed to meet the needs of a
particular manager. resulting in a total system in
which the relationships among separate systems
are not well-defined. For example, the period for
reporting fee payments and the definition of a fun-

period and the definition of a full-time student

management
-minion and data processing systems cr.vmopment.

used by the registrar for academic degree purposes.

2. Reasonably well-balanced development of
ORGANIZING THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
AND DATA PROCESSING FUNCTIONS

systems among various user groups.
3. Clearly defined priorities. assignments, and

deadlines.

There are many ways in which the management
information and data processing functions can be
organized within a college or university. Some institutions have user committees for management

4. Timely and accurate production of scheduled reports.
5. Awareness on the part of users of the rela-

information and/or data processing systems design. Operations and applications programming
may be performed by personnel of an internal or
external service bureau, of an administrative data
proccs;ing center, or of a combined research and
instructional center. Institutions also may find it

tionship of their data and needs to the data
and needs of others.
6. Lack of dependence on specific individuals

with respect to data or systems by having
programs adequately documented.

usef'Ll to share personnel and facilities for the programming and production control functions of all
or certain sections of a management information

7. Capability of readily responding to a major-

ity of integrated information needs such as
those of the Higher Education General In-

system.

formation Survey (REGIS), the National

As previously noted, manual data processing of
part or all of the data for a complete management
information system is sometimes more costeffective than electronic data processing. However,
because most management information systems are
automated, the remainder of this chapter assumes
such systems: the principles apply to both methods.
Functional responsibilities and the assignment of

Science Foundation Research Survey, or the

Information Exchange Procedures of the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHENLS).
8. Ability of users and management analysts to

retrieve and arrange data in meaningful
ways for their purposes within a reasonable
time.

those responsibilities to qualified persons with
sufficient authority to perform are more important
than the organizational structure that logically follows. In general, one office should be responsible

9. A general awareness of costs and alternatives, and evidence that these play a part in
deciding to continue or terminate an activity.
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FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The functions required to develop and operate
data processing systems that support a management information system include:
1. Management Systems Designdeveloping
the overall requirements for organizing pertinent past, present, and projection information for use in planning and control, and
coordinating to sec that the needs of man-

7.

Production Controlscheduling and prog-

ress monitoring of data processing jobs from
the time a request is received until the user
receives the requested information.
8. Facilities Managementmeeting the spe-

cialized requirements of computing facilities for climate control, constant power
sources, alternate facilities to provide processing back-up, adequate equipment maintenance, efficient arrangement of equipment,

agement arc met in operational systems.

and effective methods for accomplishing

2. Management Data Coordination
a. Insuring that definitional consistency is
maintained among the various sources of

data, including the definition of data
elements. Example: What is a full-timeequivalent student?

b. Insuring the structural translation of
data. Example: Does the student system
report data to HEGIS in the same way
that the personnel system does?
c. Insuring the appropriateness of a given
time. Example: Were first-semester fees
divided by first-semester enrollments, not
summer-session enrollments?

3. Management Data Control, Analysis, and

equipment conversions.

9. Securityproviding both data and facilities
protection from intentional and unintentional actions that would result in damage
to the institution.

In addition, the general management and support functions of directing, staffing, scheduling,
training, budgeting. and reporting are required for
these functions.
USE OF DATA PROCESSING IN DEVELOPING
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

When used most effectively, data processing can
support three kinds of activities:

Basic transaction processing and control
to meet the needs of unit managers in per-

1.

Securityproviding the coordination between the management question and the ap-

propriate sources of data for answers to
those persons authorized to receive them.

forming specific tasks.

2. Comprehensive profile and exception re-

portingto meet the needs of

4. Data Processing Systems Designdeveloping the systems requirements for collecting
and handling of data, maintenance of files,
and production of reports that meet institutional management needs and the operational needs of users.
5. Applications Programmingpreparing, testing, documenting, and mainta;ning the programs used in a data processing system and
specifying the operating instructions and
production control procedures appropriate
to the programs.
6.

Operations and Systems Programming
providing the hardware and general system
software such as schedules, utility routines,
and compilers necessary to serve the development needs of applications programmers

and the production needs of operating
systems.

program

managers in seeing the interrelationships,
history, and status of data from a variety of
related units, and to meet the needs for external reporting.
3. Projection information processing-4o meet

the needs of planners in evaluating policy
alternatives by applying forecasting, simula-

tion, and other analytical tools to stored

data

Data processing can provide the desired management information systems repotia, but independent, internal control by other departments is an
essential part of the system.
An effective management information system
must have the capability to transcend organizational boundaries. One way to accomplish this is
to develop a generic grouping of related tasks into
a series of systems and subsystems that support
operational needs and, through the use of common
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elements, provide for comprehensive data. Such a
management information system might be designed
around three major systems, with related subsystems as follows:
I. Resource Management Informationto eqllect and store data and provide reports about
sources, inventories, needs, acquisitions, allocations, and activities or usage of resources and evaluations as reflected by the
organizational structures by which resources
are acquired and assigned. Typical examples
of subsystems are:
a. Personnel.
b. Facilities.
c. Equipment, supplies, and materials.
d. Finance.
2. Student-Sponsor-Patron Information
to

collect and store data and provide reports
about the prospects, selection, preferences,
contributions, activities, and evaluations of
students, sponsors, and other users of the
programs of the institution. Typical examples of subsystems are:
a. Students.
b. Government, industry, and foundations.
c. Alumni, parents, and patrons.
d. Participants, clients, and patients.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

One of the most promising technical developments for the use of data processing to support
management information system. has been the introduction of data base management software programs. A variety of these is available commer-

cially, and each has its own advantages and
disadvantages. These programs generally:
I. Provide for the creation and maintenance of
complex files (data bases) in a very flexible

way. New elements or partial files can be
added readily.

2. Require that a dictionary of common terms
be developed for each data base and that the

dictionary term be used in any application
program that accesses the data base.
3. Provide for cross-relating different files in a
way that is obvious to the programmer.
4. Provide for security protection of whole
files, segments of files, or key data elements
so that they can be accessed only by authorized users.

5. Support batch or on-line processing. Batch
processing permits the uninterrupted proces-

sing of different jobs by organizing them
before processing; on-line processing per-

the programs of the institution. Program

mits the user to enter or access data quickly,
by means of peripheral equipment, without
the need for writing a program or requesting
a report.

information includes goals, contents, capac-

6. Support reporting languages that can be

3. Program Management Informationto col-

lect and store data and provide reports about

ity, demand, requirements, schedules, and
evaluations of a program, and is augmented
by relating to the resource management and
user-sponsor-patron systems. Typical examples of subsystems are

a. Instruction.
b. Research.
c. Public service.
d. Academic support.
e. Student services.
f. Institutional support.
g. Operation and maintenance of plant.
h. Scholarships and fellowships.

Whatever the design of the management information system, a plan is required that will address
both organizational and programmatic needs for
information.

used to meet unplanned requests.
7. Support the use of translation tables to convert data from an institutional format into
externally required formats.
The implications of this technology are particularly important in the systems development and
program maintenance areas. The use of a data Wise
language requires a comprehensive approach to
defining data needs. However, it facilitates use of
the system both by those supplying data and by
those drawing authorized data from the system. It
also simplifies the design problem of adding new
data elements to a file, since all that generally is
required is to supply a name to the dictionary, to
relate the new element to other elements, and to
provide sufficient storage space for the data to be
supplied.
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In theory, application programs such as a payroll report program or a grade report program become independent of the file because they access

only those parts of the file that contain the elements needed to operate the program, and need
no longer be concerned with all the elements in a
file. Prior to data base languages, for example, an
expansion of the personnel file to add a new data
element, such as the equal employment opportunity
code, required a change to every program that used

that file to reflect, at the least, the new format.
With a data base language the only programs
affected by a new data element are the ones that
require that element for reporting.
Program maintenance also is simplified when
data elements are to be redefined or eliminated.
Because a common dictionary of tams is required
to access the data base, it is relatively simple to
discover which programs are using the data element in question.

Data base management is not the only alterna-

tive. Many benefits of a data base approach
adopting common definitions, requiring programmers to use these terms, and using comprehensive

definition of data basescan be gained without
incurring the increased software costs and hardware sizes that may be necessary to support a data
base management language. However, the concept
of data base management has considerable importance, and institutional managers should consider
carefully whether it may be appropriate or useful
for their needs.

4. Automate tranc,iipts of grades by providing
history files.

5. Add automated student scheduling between
the admissions and registration-grade reporting system with appropriate links to the
fee assessment and payment process.
6. Develop a link to the alumni system so that
student data can be passed through.
This approach has its merits, in that each step
supports clear-cut objectives of specific users at a
given time and corresponds to the increased ability
of data processing equipment to deal efficiently
with larger programs and larger files.

The integration of existing applications, while
pragmatic in concept, has created maintenance
problems at the data processing level, where large

numbers of programs have been linked together
and where inflexible procedures have been written

into the basic logic of programs to account for
differences that existed among applications at a
given time.

Both data processing personnel and users have
been frustrated by the apparently constant and insurmountable problems of adapting these systems
to changes in requirements or to new technology.
This has led to significant interest in developing
new, major systems. Student systems and personnel
systems have received the greatest attention be-

cause they represent the amalgamation of the
greatest number of different suppliers and users of
data.

CREATING SYSTEMS FROM APPLICATIONS

The most common method for achieving a management infotmation system is to successively integrate existing applications. For example, a typical

pattern of development of a student information
system has been to:
. Relate programs supporting student fee accounting to programs supporting registration and grade reporting.
2. Relate programs supporting admissions to

those supporting registration so that common data can be passed through.
3. Relate fees collected for housing and other

enterprises to fees collected for instruction

so that more comprehensive bills can be
prepared.

SUMMARY

Every college or university has a management
information system, whether or not by design. The
use of electronic data processing and the degree of
;ls sophistication may depend on such factors as
specific applications, resources available, and the
size or complexity of the institution. Regardless of
the system being planned or in use, the management information function should be administered
by one office, and to be successful, must have the
full and continuing involvement of the chief administrative officers. It is only in this way that the
system will have maximum efficiency and will meet
the information requirements of the entire
institution.
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Risk Management and Insurance
D 1SK is uncertainty concerning the probability
1\ of an occurrencein the context of higher
education. the occurrence of financial loss not off-

the objectives of the Institution in managing risk.
This includes the limitations of risk and possible

loss that can safely be retained as well as the

set by opportunity for gain. Risk management

extent to which resources can be devoted to various techniques for treating risk. It is desirable that
the statement be flexible, feral, and permit practical administration without regular recourse to
the governing board. Also, there should be periodic review of the policy statement to adjust to
changing conditions.

consists of identifying risk and analyzing ways of
treating, controlling, and funding risk. Specifically,
administrators of higher education are charged

with preserving an institution's assetshuman,
physical, and financialat the lowest cost to the
institution. A program employing techniques of
risk management can be more cost-effective than
a program limited to insurance purchase. The ultimate evaluation of a program of risk management
is success in preventing personal injury and prop-

The policy statement must clearly dekgate
authority for its implementatkm to the institution's administration, including identification of
the risk manager. Alternative approaches are
available for risk identification and management.

erty loss. while reducing the cost of risk to a

minimum.
Although a relatively new business concept, risk
management has been used effectively to enhance
profitability. Lack of the profit motive may account
for tit- slower growth of this managerial technique

THE RUM MANAGER AND His FUNCTION

Because of the scope of his job, du chief business officer is the risk manager for most institutions. So many individuals in the institution are
affected by risk management that the task of coor-

in higher education. However, colleges and universities have become aware of the long -range
benefits of a sound risk management program as
a result of a period of crisis in the late 1960s in-

dination cannot satisfactorily be asshgned, referred,

or transferred to others except in the case of a
large institution, where the function may warrant
a specialist or even an entire department devoted

volving availability and cost of insurance.

to managing risk. It is not necessary that direct
line authority be established from the risk manager to all those executing policy. The risk manager must be someone with direct access to mas

STATEMENT OF POLICY

An essential first step in treating risk is the

development of a written statement of objectives
and limitations. Such a policy statement must
emanate from the governing board, but as a practical matter must have its origins in the administration of the institution. This responsibility generally
rests with the chief business officer. It is his function, together with his staff, to develop a policy
statement for presentation to the board. where it
should be discussed in order that board members
understand fully the policy's implications.
Ideally, this statement expresses philosophically

management, and the position must be defined so
as to effect policy implementation.
Whether the risk manager is the chief business
officer or a specialist on his staff. identification of
risk is the first task. A review of financial statements and property and other records will indicate physical assets to be preserved, although an
up-to-date evaluation for risk managment purposes is often necessary. The manager must be
informed of rew building plans and changes in
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Act. These state regulations will affect public

space utilization. Accounting officers, legal counsel, physical plant directors, and academic administrator; are among those to be consulted. Outside
the staff are external auditors, insurance and risk
consultants, insurance brokers, and insurance
company specialists in various fields. The identification process is never-ending; the lines of communication must be kept open, but the risk manager should exercise initiative to keep abreast of
changes that might affect risk handling.

institutions and will be enforced by state inspectors much as federal law requires. For a detailed

treatment of this subject, refer to the chapter
"Safety."
An aid in avoiding risk is careful review of contracts for obligations to indemnify, insure, or save
harmless. Often such provisions are "boiler-plate"

and may be subject to weatiatkin. Inability to
manage a risk may require a chief business officer to modify some activities in order to conform
to the institution's statement of risk management.
Transfer of risk is a technique too often associated only with the purchase of insurance. Another
vehicle for transfer is the type of contract mentioned above, The risk manager must be alert to

RISK CONTROL

Once risk is identified, it should be analyzed
and evaluated. There are several options open to
the manager. He should never overlook the possibility of eliminating or abating the risk. Illustrative of this is the correction of dangerous physical
conditions by the safety specialist. Identification

ways to impose on others the risk of a given
operation where it is justifiable. On construction

operations in which the builder is not directly
supervised, risk generally is transferred to the

is possible before an accident occurs. Designation of a safety officer and property preservation
specialist is essential. Regardless of the size of the

institution and the depth of the risk manager's
experience, consultants may be required. Many
firms offer such a service, and some insurance
companies and major insurance brokers also provide this expertise. As with most insurance poli-

contractor by "hold harmless" clauses. Leases for
real estate should be scrutinized for proper transfer of liability and property risks when appropri-

ate. Relative bargaining position of the parties
may dictate whether transfer of risk is possible,
but even if possible, such transfer is not always
advisable.

cies, the premium base provides a level of loss
pievention service. It is the institution's responsi-

RISK FUNDING

bility to secure this help and see that it is used

Those risks that have been identified, cannot
be eliminated, and have not been transferred by
contract must be deliberately not insured, selfinsured, or insured commercially. The risk management concept dictates that all threeno insurance, total self-insurance of risk, and retention
through use of deductibles (described in the section "Deductibles") be weighed carefully in light

effectively.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 has resulted in increased risk reduction
efforts. The alert risk manager should see in the
Act an opportunity to reduce risk on a scale not

possible before. In many cases, laws act as a
stimulus for making major capital expenditures
that might have been deferred otherwise. The Act
gives the force of law to practices and conditions

of the budget, peculiar financial needs, investment
policy, and experience of administrators. Before

of employment widely recognized as desirable, but
too expensive. The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) has added fines and penshies to accompany the Act. Institutional recognition of OSHA requirements and how to fund and

deciding among the three alternatives, a careful
analysis of risk, including a history of losses, is
necessary. Self-insurance without an adequate
program of loss prevention or control can be a
costly error.
In a normal situation glass breakage is a non-

implement them should challenge the risk manager; the Act should be a code for risk reduction.
All private institutions are subject to the Act.
Many state-supported or related schools are exempt until their state has enacted a law acceptable
to the federal government as a substitute for the

insured risk. Physical damage to vehicles and theft

of movable equipment are other risks that might
not lend themselves to insurance, depending on
the financial situation of the institution and the
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loss history. The probability factor cannot be
overlooked.

Self-insurance offers one advantage over not
insuring. It produces a record of risk cost that
is otherwise lost. One must recognize the administrative cost as part of the overall risk cost. Selfinsurance may be funded from the annual operating budget or a funded reserve established and
carried year to year, depending on the ability and
needs of the institution. Business interruption,
direct property damage up to a given level, and
limited crime loss lend themselves to self-insurance. Liability risks that are insured economically
and serviced for claims on a first-dollar (no deductible) basis seldom lend themselves to selfinsurance.
Some states and institutions have examined the

feasibility of pooling certain risks. A state may
self-insure most risks and provide a self-insurance
program to its entire college and university system. If any generalization can be made, it is that
the combination of self-insurance and retention
through deductibles offers opportunity for savings
after careful study by risk managers.
INSURANCE

Insurance consists of sharing the risks of possible catastrophic losses from specified hazards by
a group of "individuals." Each member, or policyholder, within the group agrees to pay a portion

of the losses suffered by other members of the
group. In this way, the annual cost to each policyholder of such contingencies is reasonably predictable, while removing uncertainty about facing
larger costs of assuming individually the results
of a catastrophe to property. The larger and more
widespread the risk-sharing group, the more
mathematically predictable are the anticipated
losses in any given period.
In exchange for the benefits gained by spreading the risk among many individuals, the policyholder must pay not only his share of the estimated
cost of catastrophes predicted to occur to members of the group during a future period of tin-!.

but also his share of the operating costs of the
organization.

Several factors enter into the amount of insur-

ance premiums. The total amount collected in
premiums must cover (t) anticipated claims for
losses of policyholders during the follow;ng year,
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determined on mathematical and statistical bases,
(2) operating expenses of the company, (3) agents'
commissions, and (4) any amounts retained by the
company or paid to stockholders. The total cost
is reduced by earnings on investment of reserves
and other funds of the insurance company.
No insurance company escapes the economies
of this formula. Lower costs to educational institutions can be realized only by purchasing insurance from companies that operate economically.
Companies that have selected risks wisely, that
have held down operating expenses and commissions, and that have reduced or eliminated dividends to stockholders may offer satisfactory protectkm to colleges and universities at minimum
cost. Insurance should be purchased on the basis
of these factorsnot because of friendship, patronage, or reciprocity.
Agents and Brokers

Although agents work on behalf of insurers
and brokers work on behalf of insureds, the terms

are used synonymously in this text. The largest
insurance volume on a national scale is placed
through agents and brokers. There are advantages
in dealing with an agent or broker having available within his organization marketing skills as
well as claim and loss prevention engineering
services that can be used directly or coordinated
with an insurance company. Although there may
be advantages to retaining a local agent or broker,
an existing relationship does not preclude securing competitive prices.

Agents and brokers traditionally have been
compensated by a commission paid by the insurance company, which varies with the line of in-

surance. This is changing, however, and more
brokers have been willing to perform services for
a specified fee on large accounts, rather than to

rely on commission. In smaller institutions the
percentage commission is undoubtedly a fair means

of compensating the broker for his knowledge
and skill. The risk manage.--insurance buyer must

determine for himself in each instance what the
commission amounts to and whether he is receiving fair services for the money spent.
The Underwriter

The insurance company's decision on accepting
the risk and on the price to charge is the function
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of the underwriter. Although many types of insurance are priced from a manual, it is generally true
that there are numerous variables or credits possible. The underwriter's analysis of the risk is an
essential point. In many instances he receives his

required to present a comprehensive illustration
of services to be wovkled, by whoa they will be

information from the agent or broker or, in the
case of a direct writing company, from a salesman. It is desirable to invite the underwriter to

name other institutions of higher education he
services in cuter to facilitate a "service after the

performed, and what personnel are present at each
servicing location. It is not out of order to ask any
insurer not previously known to the institution to

sale" inquiry, and to evaluate familhuity with the
field. Price and breadth of protection are critical
factors.
Selection of the brokers to compete is an exacting process. They should demonstrate an interest in
the account, with scope of service offered and experience of personnel proper points of judgment.
Proximity of a service office Is desirable. If possi-

the institution, as a full understanding of the local
situation is valuable.
Considemions in Selection
The relationship between an institution and an
insurance company should be long-term. Assum-

ing the quality of service is satisfactory, an accepted minimum guideline is three to five years

ble, the broker should know sonething about a
similar institution's risk management and insur-

of continuous coverage before testing the market.
Different timing might be appropriate, Itawever,
depending on market conditions.
For the large insurance purchaser, competitive
positions between stock insurance companies and
direct writers, including many mutual companies,
probably are indistinguishable. A thorot'gh survey
of prospe..-tive companies by the insurance purchaser or his broker should include direct writing

ance problems. Finally, the broker should demonstrate familiarity with the concepts of risk
management.
Adequate time should ne allowed from issuance

of specifications until proposals are dam. This
should be at least thirty days, and lamer if the risk
is large or complex. It is best to allow a math to
evaluate proposals.

and mutual companies. Brokers have access to
these types of firms as well as all others, even
though mutual companies do not pay a commis-

In gamut, insurance coverages should be
thought of and discussed in terms of the types of
risks. The two major divisions are property insurance and casualty or liability insurance.

sion. It is anticipated that the purchaser will pay a

fee to the broker for his services if a company
other than one offering a commission is selected.

Property Insunince

From time to time, any insurance program
should be reviewed by one of several methods.

Building and Content Valuations. Institutions
with standard fire and extended coverage are insured at actual cash value (AC). Generally, actual cash value is defined as replacement cost new
less depreciation. Risk managers should be aware
that most financial reports show historical cost of
buildings and depreciated cost of capital contents.
To prevent over or muler-insurim property, the
risk manager may want to have an appraisal by
ow of the many firms offering this service. Once
completed, an annual index can be used to update

Some institutions operate on the assumption that

they have a lasting broker relationship, which
dictates that the broker participate in designing
specifications and solicit all proposals from insurance companies.

Another school of thought suggests competition among agents and brokers as well as insurers.
This generally requires that the specifications be
designed by the institution. Often this complex job

is best done by a consultant many such experts
sell no insurance but work for a fee. Design of
specification should produce a clear, insurance-

original appraisals.

term description ci coverages desired. These specifications should enable production of proposals

fore he is entitled to any recovery iron the insurer.

Deductibles. The deducdble amount cd an insured loss is that portion borne by the insured be-

The deductible may be for each loss, an annual
amount of losses, or a combination of both. The
purpose of the deductible is to eliminate the relatively small and frequent losses from insurer=

that may be compared fairly, and yet should be
flexible enough to permit an innovative insurer
to do the best job possthle. Insurers should be
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coverage. The business officer should carefully
appraise the ability of the institution to fund loss
through Increasing deductibles. He should retain
as large a risk as feasible, based on history of loss,
present efforts at loss prevention, and market requirements. However, considerable premium savings may be possible for a relatively small increase
in the deductible.
Perils. It is desirable to insure the broadest spec-

trum of perils by purchase of "all risk" or "difference in conditions" insurance which, instead of
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insurance problem, since this coverage is designed

to protect the institution against liability imposed
by law. Common law rkwtritws vary from state to
state as does statutory law. Immunity from ten
liability is granted in some states to eleemosynary
institutions. Public colleges and universities in
certain states enjoy protection from tort liability
under the theory of sovereign immunity. Longstanding legal comzepts change, so no institution
should consider its condition static.
For those institutions with statutory or common

naming perils, insures against all risks except those
specifically excluded. Such exclusions include war,
nuclear reaction, and wear and tear. The alternative is to insure against specific risks such as fin,
sprinkler leakage, and radioactive contamination.

law immunity from suits, additional caution Is

Property insurance inclucks protection against
direct financial loss due to insurable perils as well
as protection against indirect loss occasioned by
direct loss. Examples of business interruption in-

vidual as well as an institution. This creates tension
and uneasiness among employees unless they are
assured of protection or defense at the institution's

surance include loss of dining services receipts and
housing revenue through fire or disablement of a
central steam boiler.

an endorsement prohibiting the insurance company

Other components of the property insurance

The heart of a liability program is a compre-

package may be transit insurance, covering merchandise and purchases while in commercial move-

ment and other types of flouter (or movable
property) coverage on institutional assets, either
in movement or on premises. Special property
insurance is available on data processing systems
and can apply to both hardware coverage and
media coverage, which refers to processing loss as
a result of direct damage.

Not to be overlooked is boiler and machinery
insurance. the greatest feature of which is intensive
loss-prevention inspection service for steam boilers,

hot-water generators, moving mechanical
equipment, and electrical systems. It protects
against direct loss to equipment, to the enclosing
building. and to bodily injury if such coverage is
desired, as well as indirectly to use and occupaiwy.

Casualty Insurance
Casualty or liability insurance usually concerns
losses caused by personal injury as well as the
liability of the insured for such injury or for property damage. Casualty insurance is as important as

property insurance in protecting the assets of an
institution. In a sense, it is a much more complex

necessary. Although the corporate institution indeed may enjoy some immunity, individual faculty
and staff members may not. There is an increasing

tendency for litigation directed against an indi-

expense. All such liability policies should contain

from invoking the defense of immunity without
specific written consent.

hensive, general liability policy. It is usually desirable to insure all emplopes and agents, including
board members, wing on behalf of the institution,
in order that such persons if named individually
without MG institution will be granted a defense.
This is, of course, a policy decision. The standard
policy grants protection to the university for claims
arising from its position as a landlord, including all
of its operations both on and di premises.
Certain extensions of the customary scope of the
policy are essential. One such extension is contractual liability on a broad-form basis. This protects against liability not imposed directly by law
but is assumed voluntarily under a contract other
than a property lease. Other essential coverage is
the so-called personal injury endorsement. This

extends protection for claims from physical or
bodily injury to the areas of libel. slander. and false
arrest and can be extended to include dissemination of information that may cause damages.
Workmen's Compensation. Each state requires
an employer to indemnify an employee against cer-

tain types of losses resulting from a work-exifleeted injury. Such laws grew out of reform hr the
first decade of the twentieth century, depriving the
31
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employee of the right to sue in tort and guaranteeing stipulated benefits without proof of negligence.
Some consider this a staff benefit, but most authorities agree it more closely resembles casualty insurance in terms of its financial impact on the
institution.

This impact varies with the benefit level of each
state. The important point is that in some jurisdk-

dons such as California, New York, and New
Jersey, the financial impact of compensation liability can be substantial. Such liability is generally
insured. Even in those cases where self-insurance
programs are maintained, it is wise to reinsure
upper-level liability for catastrophic losses.
In those cases in which an institution chooses to

insure its entire liability, several forms are available. For the smallest institutions, the manual rates

are applied to payroll. The premium is set by experience of similar employers in the state. Larger
institutions may secure experience-rated policies.
These contrast the individual institution's experiMCC over a three-year period with similar employers and provide a credit or debit factor to manual

rates. The largest institutions generally find it
advantageous to insure under a restrospective rat-

ing plan in which roughly twenty percent of the
experience-rated premium is retained by the insur-

ance company. The balance of the premium is
determined by the actual claitli payout, modified
by certain additional charges for claim cost and
taxes; thus an individual pays his own way. All
such plans have a maximum annual premium. The
twenty percent retention includes the cost of pure
insurance for exposures that the insurance company cannot pass back to the policyholder in the

retrospective premium plan. For an institution
large enough to qualify for a retrospective plan,
this is usually an excellent vehicle for securing the
proper credit for a good safety program and other
efforts aimed at curtailing employee injury.

In some jurisdictions, a state monopoly is the
only source of insurance. This form nf insurance is
regulated carefully everywhere. Still, it is essential
that experts be employed to evaluate the most ad-

vantageous plan for a giver institution and the
insurance company best able to furnish the invaluable loss-prevention engineering and claims services that must be a part of the workmen's compensation program. This protects both the institution's
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finances and the right of employees to prompt and

fair treatment after injury. Many compensation
insurers operate in only we state and due to efficient, specialized operations, offer substantial
dividends to selected
yholders. This coverage
deserves complete investigation, since workmen's
compensation often represents a significant bud-

wary cost.
It is important that possible endorsements to the
compensation policy be evaluated. Examples are
voluntary compensation endorsements, all-state
coverage for employees subject to a jurisdiction
outside the state of primary work, foreign coverage
for faculty members who may be abroad, coverage
under the Jones Act, longshoremen and harborworkers' compensation program, or federal maritime jurisdiction.

Crime Insuratwe
Careful attention should be given to blanket
coverage of all employees to prevent financial loss

due to their activities. Most crime policies can
include additional protection for loss of money due
to burglary, robbery, holdup, forgery, and counter-

feit money. The policies, including their limits of
liability. must be tailored to the needs of the institution. This requires careful scrutiny by financial
officers, auditors, and agent or broker.

Unemployment Compensation
This liability is new to most institutions of higher
education and resulted from federal government
pressure on the states to make nonprolit employers
subject to the law. It is intended to discourage unnecessary expansion and contraction of staff and
can be costly if not well-managed. Students usually

are not covered; faculty contracts should be so
written that faculty members with contrasts for
teaching in the subsequent fall are not eligible to
claim unemployment compensation benefits during
the summer months.
Management of this risk dictates prudent per-

sonnel practices, especially in larger institutions,
which may be laying off employees in one department while hiring in another. Close coordination
and rethinking of the economics of some summer
layoff practices are necessary. Careful documenta-

tion of discharge for cause is elementary in controlling this risk. Funding generally permitted in-
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eludes either reimbursement to the state for actual
benefits paid to former employees or payment of

°mks. It behooves the institution, on behalf of its
students, to make sure the price is equitable.

modified. Thoughtful but prompt attention must
be paid to each claim for unemployment compensation when notice is received from state employ-

SUMMARY

a payroll tax, which is normally experience-

ment offices.

Each institution must adopt a policy statemat
for treating risk. This statement should be used in
analyzing risks. Authority for managing the treat-

ment accorded the risks identified should be

Student Accident and Health Insurance

centralized.

Almost every institution has a program to provide such group insurance to its students. It may
be mandatory or optional. In a few instances student groups administer and purchase such coverage. In others the institution itself directly purchases the coverage on behalf of students. Many
innovations are being made in the type of insurance
coverage availetiv in this complex, competitive
market. Th: choice often varies with the amount
spent and the size of the institution.
Statistics is the key to effective student health
insurance. The agent or broker handling this cover-

age should provide detailed claim statistics for
joint analysis of the price structure. This insurance
usually is written on a very low company overhead

compared to casualty or property insurance and
has all the advantages of mass merchandising eC011-
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Only after the risk manager has completed a
program of reducing and eliminating risks, assumed or funded risk, and transferred certain risks
to others shoukl the residual risks be transferred to
an insurer.
Careful attention must be paid to selection of the
insurance company intermediary and the annpetitive marketing of the institution's insurance. Coverage is best bought on the brow kg possible basis
after the assumption of maximum risk. Insurance
may be grouped into property coverages, casualty
(including workmen's compensation) coverage,
crime coverage, and insured benefits. (Except for
student accident and health insurance and unemployment compensation, more detailed information

on insured benefits can be found in the chapter
"Faculty and Staff Benefits.")
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Administration of Sponsored Programs:
Instruction, Research, and Public Service
INSTRUCTION, research, and public service are the

resource implkai tons associated with extramural

primary functions of American higher educa-

tion. The degree to which each college or uni-

support in order either to advise appropriate
officials adequately when policy decisions are

versity fulfills any or all these functions depends in

under consideration or to provide leadership in

large measure on the goals of the institution, its
size, and availability of resources. Funds for attainment of these functions come from various
sources such as student fees, state government
appropriations, gifts, income from endowments,

and extramural support (grants and contracts,

their formulation and management. Regardless of
the extent to which the institution engages in sponsored programs, the effect of such funding in the
context of overall institutional objectives and the
administrative requirements imposed by sponsoring agencies are a matter of direct concern to the

principally from agencies of the federal government. corporations, foundations, and voluntary

business officer.
Grants and contracts, the devices for authorizing

health agencies).

sponsored programs, are awarded to institutions,
not to the individuals responsible for the conduct
of programs. Although grants and contracts nor-

POLICY AND PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS

Grants and contracts provide a significant portion of the total revenues of many institutions and

are the primary source of support for research
projects. Society and institutions have benefited
greatly from the availability of such funds, as they
advance knowledge, aid training of new scholars,
and provide ripport for expanded facilities. However, administrators must cdf.sider the real and

potential impact these funds can have on their
institution. If these resources are permitted to become an integral part of the financial fabric of an
institution, any significant withdrawal could create

substantial academic. administrative, and fuer'
problems. Acceptance of these funds is acco
panied by a requirement for strict accountabk
and involvement in sponsored programs

iMpOS.

demands on facilities and staff, which must be
weighed carefully.

The foregoing should be considered in policy
decisions as to the level and type of sponsored program activity the college or university will pursue.

The business officer should be cognizant of the

mally are awarded to institutions because of special

competence of staff members, the institution assumes full legal responsibility for the programs
and for fulfilling sponsoring agency requirements.
It is therefore essential that every effort be made
to insure that sound management practices and
prudent fiscal policies are followed in administering these resources.
ORGANIZATION

Formal policies and procedures for handling
sponsored programs are essential whenever there
is any significant volume. Such policies and procedures, which should involve the business officer
and those in the academic community at an early
stage, should be developed with the cooperation
of all segments of the institution to insure compliance with sponsor requirements as well as maintenance of institutional integrity.
One of the initial steps in negotiation and administration of grants and ctmtracts is the development of an appropriate functional structure.
35
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Institutional support activities required for the
administration of sponsored programs include proposal preparation, review, and submission; grant
and contract negotiations; purchasing; development and negotiation of indirect cost rates; maintenance of accounts and records; management of
inventions and copyrights; affirmative action programs; protection of rights of human subjects and
welfare of animals; preparation and sutaniulon
of reports; administration of cash flow information; and compliance with other grant and contract
conditions. A major task of organizing is coordination of all persons involved.
The academic staff is responsible for preparation and review of at least the technical part of
proposals, performance of the work, preparation
of technical reports, and many other activities. The
business or administrative structure should be designed as a service and coordinating operation.
The coordination required for a successful system. 4 sponsored programs should begin with the
president or pcincipal officer of the institution,
where the various lines of responsibility and
authority converge. Below the president there can
be a variety of organizational frameworks. There
is perhaps only one key clement common to all:
a proposal for a project constitutes an offer and,
legally speaLing, may become a binding contract

(whether called a grant or a contract) if the

sponsor accepts. The final approval of the proposal

thus cannot be taken lightly and should be made
by a duly authorized officer of the institution.
Often there are differences between the initial
proposal and the grant or contract received, or
there are terms and conditions not previously
specified. In that case, acceptance of the resulting
grant or contract also should be made by a duly
authorized officer. Other actions such as vouchers,
financial reports, and final settlements also may
require an authorized officer's signature.
DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

The Vice can fit into any of the following
frameworks, or a combination of them, since absolute generalizations are impossible.

justification for establishing a special office to
handle the administrative responsibilities. In certain circumstances, even when the volume is large,
assignment of the various responsibilities to regular departments, divisions, and officials may be
preferable in order to avoid multiplying the lines
of responsibility within the organization. In either

case, it is essential that each responsibility be

clearly defined and assigned, with sufficient time
and personnel for each. It is important that those
who handle the business and legal problems involved have adequate training, inasmuch as these
problems are not only substantially different from
those encountered in other aspects of educational
institution administration, but also are often more
complicated, particularly in government contracts.

When there is no special office for handling

sponsored programs, the business of
normally
will administer the business and financial details,
and the academic divisions or departments will be
responsible for the scientific and technical aspects.
The institution's legal counsel may assume legal
and contractual responsibilities.
There are many situations,, however, that involve business and scientific as well as legal
aspects, such as inventions and patents. Making
and reporting an invention is primarily a responsibility of researchers, although there should be procedures and reminder services to facilitate reporting. Negotiation of contractual providons for
inventions and patents is a business and legal matter,

and agreements regarding disposition of inventions

must be prepared to be legally enforceable and
must be executed by the research staff. The question of patenting must be decided, and the contract
conditions must be complied with before the institution receives its full payment for performance of
the research.
Therefore, close liaison is necessary among the

business office, the office responsible for legal
matters, and the dean, department head, or project
leader to insure that the institution undertakes only
obligations it can fulfill and to insure that these
obligations are met.
Separate Office

In larger institutions there is often a separate

No Separate Office

When the volume of sponsored programs within
an institution is small, there may not be sufficient
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office for handling many administrative aspects of
sponsored programs. These programs generally
include all three functions (instruction, research,
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Proposals

The Principal Investigaurr. The sponsored roject must have a principal investigator or director,
who should be free to select his subject matter
within the limits of institutional policy and to
formulate independent findings and conclusions.
The investigator's or director's role is predom-

3. Freedom to Publish Is the investigator
free to publish
restriction?

4. Presence at the InstitutionWill the proposed activity require the investigator to be

absent from the institution for extended
periods of
warranted?

inant in performance of the project. He should
devote a significant portion of his time and effort
to the undertaking. The institution is responsible
for fostering an environment conducive to the
project.
Proposal Preparation. Proposal preparation is

basically the responsibility of the investigator.
Howeser, depending on an institution's size, the
volume of sponsored activity, and the individual
investigator's commitments, support services may
be necessary to the efficient production of
proposals.
Basic services include typing and reprographics.
Administrative staff familiar with budgeting and

cost projections should be available to assist investigators in preparation of fiscal elements of the
proposal. Ideally, these same persons would be
responsible for administration after a grant or con-

5.

time?

Is

such

absence

Percentage of EffortIs the amount of

effort committed by the investigator consistent with his other duties?
6. Human SubjectsIf the proposed research
involves the use of human subjects, does
the research protocol comply with governmental requirements and with assurances
filed by the institution?

7. Care of Laboratory AnimalsIf warmblooded animals are to be used in the conduct of the research, have provisions been
made to insure adequate and humane care
in accordance with prescribed institutional
and legal standards?

8. Budgets ---Is the budget sufficiently detailed and consistent with the subsequent
accounting to be rendered for actual costs?
Have all potential cost items been covered
in the estimated budget?

tract is awarded. In addition to their accounting
and budgeting knowledge, administrative managers
should be familiar with the proposal guidelines and
administrative regulations of the institution and the

findings without

his

9.

Staff Benefit and Indirect Cost Rates
Have the institution's staff benefit and indirect cost rates been properly applied and
included in the proposed budget?

sponsor, and serve as the points of contact with
institutional officers responsible for approving, en-

dorsing, and forwarding the proposal to the

10. Radiation HazardsIn the event that the

Reviews. Proposals should be reviewed and

proposed activity contemplates use of materials or devices that may pose a radiation

sponsor.

formally approved by department chairmen, deans,

hazard, such as isotopes or radiation-

or laboratory or institute directors. The business

producing machines, is there evidence of

aspects of any proposal also should be reviewed by
the business officer or his delegated representatives. Factors considered in proposal review may
include:

11.

Eligibility of the InvestigatorIs the individual initiating the proposal eligible
under the rules of the institution to be a

12.

1.

appropriate planning for safety and control?

project comply with the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act and state industrial safety regulations?

38

Patent AgreementsHave the sponsor's

posal include an educational component
that contributes to the academic program

patent terms been considered? Are patent
agreements on file for all persons who may
be in a position to make, conceive, or first
use inventions, improvements, or discoveries under the project?

of the institution and provides training and
support of students?

13. Copyrights and Rights in DataHave the
sponsor's copyright and rights in data

principal investigator?
2.

Safety and HealthDoes the proposed

Educational ComponentDoes the pro-

43
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terms been considered? Are they
acceptable?

14. InsuranceDoes the proposed activity
pose any special property or liability insurance questions?

15. New Staff Will the proposed activity require new staff? Would such expansion be
consistent with the institution's plans?

16. Space and EquipmentCan the project be
housed within existing space? Is it adequately equipped? If not, are requirements

for additional space and equipment consistent with the institution's plans?

17. Cost Sharing Is any cost-sharing commitment made in the proposal accurate and

consistent with the institution's plans and
budgets?

18. Long-Term CommitmentsDoes the proposal commit the institution to continue
the proposed activity beyond the period of
sponsor funding? If so, do budgeting and

planning appropriately support such
commitments?
19. Security Restriction ---If there is a security

restriction, does this conflict with institutional policy?

Final Approval and Submission. A proposal
should not be initiated unless the institution is
prepared to undertake the work, nor should the
same proposal be submitted to different sponsoring

agencies concurrently unless this procedure is
known to each prospective sponsor. The sponsor

should be notified immediately if the institution,
after submitting a proposal, finds itself unable to
conduct the program under the conditions originally proposed.

Although many proposals are submitted in expectation of receiving a grant rather than a contract, increasing complexity in grant instruments
makes prudent a thorough final review, approval,
and institutional endorsement. Depending on the
organizational structure of the institution, final approval should be made by the official who is delegated signatory authority by the governing body of
the institution.
Solicited Proposals. Proposals solicited by govriunent agencies of private organizations require
close scrutiny. The solicitation, usually a Request
for Proposal ( RFP ) or Request for Quotation
(RFQ), results in a contract more often than in a

grant. Acceptance of the proposal by the soliciting
agency precludes further negotiation of terms included or incorporated in the request.
Solicitations generally are made for very specific
lines of inquiry or for an end product that does not
necessarily contribute to the objectives of the institution. Because terms of solicitations often con-

tain provisions appropriate for industry, they
should be screened carefully to insure that necessary negotiations take place prior to submission
and that all changes and exceptions to the terms of
the solicitation are documented in the submission.
Negotiation

In the process of applying for support from
extramural sponsors, negotiations take place at
various stages to establish the scope of the activity
to be pursued and the terms and conditions under

which work will be performed. In many cases
negotiations occur prior to formal submission of a
proposal for agency support. These negotiations
frequently take place between the princit-il investigator and an agency program official, and generally involve matters such as scope of work or objectives of the contemplated activity. However, it
is incumbent on the business officer or sponsored

programs administrator to caution principal inveeigators against negotiating on .;uch matters as

administration of funds received, since conflicts
with institutional policy may develop that make
subsequent negotiations extremely difficult. These

are usually concerns of the business officer or
sponsored programs administrator. and concessions on agency requirements that conflict with
institutional policy should be made only by such
officer or administrator after appropriate consultation with the principal investigator.
Once the proposal is submitted, the terms and
conditions governing work under sponsored program agreements normally are established in nego-

tiations between thc sponsoring agency and the
institution. The responsible administrative of
must take the initiative in requesting the sponsor
to modify provisions to accommodate policy needs
of his institution, again coordinating, when appropriate, with the person responsible for conduct of

the project and with other officials of the institution. Requests for such modifications should be a
condition for acceptance of the award or agree-

39
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_

meat. Since it is legally responsible and liable for
the program, the institution must insist that the
sponsoring agency contact directly the appropriate
responsible institutional representative, not the individual faculty member, to negotiate terms and
conditions of the agreement Faculty members also
should be informed that they cannot commit the
institution.
It is essential in arriving at equitable and satisfactory agreements that institutional officers or
representatives responsible for negotiation become
thoroughly familiar with the sponsoring agency's
manuals, circulars, letters of instructions, and
other publications. Institutional officers should
maintain close liaison with neighboring institutions
participating in similarly sponsored activities in
order to benefit from their experimse.
Acceptance

Many grants do not require acceptance by an
authorized official of an institution; based on the
propose' ..ubmitted, the grant becomes a binding
contract when awarded. Some grants and all contracts require acceptance by an authorized cdficial.
Regardless of the sponsor's policy regarding acceptance of grants, it is rod institutional policy
for all grants to be accepted.
implementation

Following the award the institution should
establish an institutional project number consistent
with its chart of seeming. From the agreement a

central administrative office should prepare an
abstract containing the following information:
Project title
Institutional project number
Sponsor
Sponsor's project number
Department
Principal investigator
Location
Dates
Total budget
Patent conditions
Budget for line items such as salaries, wages,
equipment, travel, etc.
Indirect cost rate
Type of agreement
Cost-sharing requirements

40
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Prior approval requirements
Billing requirements
Reporting requirements
Property provisions
Other special information
A copy of the abstract should be provided to every
party having any responsibility for the project. On

receipt of the abstract the accounting department

takes steps to issue operating reports for the

MicaThe principal investigator and any offices concerned should be furnished a copy of the complete
agreement to insure their understanding of its pro-

visions. The institution, through its eAablished
procedures, should authorize certain Individuals to
commit funds against the project. Commonly the
principal investigator and one other person, such
as the department head, are designated to sign documents that commit funds.
The budget contained in the proposal normally
constitutes the project's initial operating budget

By administrative determination the institution
may make the budget more defiled than was set
forth in the proposal. An administrative office
should monitor expenditures for allowability of
costs under terms of the agreement, as well as for
adherence to the budget Responsibility for compli-

ance with terms of the agreement rests first with
the principal investigator. Especially for a faculty
member assuming responsibility as a first-time principal investigator. it is important to provide written

instructkins. Preferably these instructions should
be part of a broader manual, defining the investigator's responsibilities, with emphasis on budget
adherence and making only authorized expenditures.
TYPES OF SPONSORS

There are a great number and variety of organizations sponsoring research and other programs at
colleges and universities, from large federal agen-

cies to small private foundations. It is practical,
however, to group all sponsors into four general
categories:

I. Federal government.
2. State and local governments.
3. Private industry.
4. Private foundations and voluntary agencies.
The largest single sponsor is the federal gove-n-
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ment, with programs supported by such agencies as
the Department of Defense, Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (which includes the National Institutes of Health, the Office of Education,
and the National Institute of Education), National
Science Foundation, National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, and the Atomic Energy

2:4
pose publicationIestrictions, and title to equipment
purchased with grant funds usually rests with the
grantee, although it may be conditional.
There are also disadvantages in using the grant

for sponsored programs. The grant instrument
functimis as a "fixed ceiling" agreement, and since
any unexpended funds usually revert to the spon-

Commission. The category of state and local gov-

sor, it is subject to downward revision only. Un-

ernments includes the fifty states as well as all
lower government units such as cities, counties,

expended balances on one project may not be used

townships, boroughs, and school districts.

Practically every federal agency awarding grants
has a grant manual incorporated into the grant by

Private industry includes all profit-making organizations, large or small, national or local.
The last category includes all sponsors that vibr-

ate on a nonprofit basis and are not rivernment
agencies. Private foundations are required by law
to dispense their assets philanthropically. Volun-

to offset an ova= on another.

reference, the terms and conditions of which are
binding. Over the years these manuals have expanded until they now cover grantee activities in
great detail. Because of this detail, grants are not
necessarily more flexible or easier to administer

tary agencies such as the American Cancer Society
and American Heart Association generally are
supported by public contributions.
Usually, sponsored programs are identified with
the sponsor who makes the award rather than with
the original source of the funds. Thus it is possible
for a local government agency to make a grant to
an institution with funds obtained from the federal

on occasion the grantor) to consider a grant as a
gift or contribution. The Comptroller General of
the linked States stated in his opinion B-149441,
December 6, 1962, that "the acceptance of a grant

government, with the institution considering the

grantee, while assets in the hands of the grantee, are

local government as the some., of the funds.

charged with the obligation to be used for the purposes and subject to the conditions of the grant.
Clearly, the United States has a reversionary interest in the unencumbered balances of such grants,
including any funds improperly applied."
Prhate foundations and voluntary agencies use
grants almost exclusively. Many foundation grants
are less restrictive than those from the federal gov-

TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS

There are two basic types of instruments
grant; and contractsused by sponsors to fund
extramurally sponsored programs.

Grants
The head of each agency of the federal government empowered to enter into contracts for scientific research is authorized by Public Law 85-934,
September 6, 1958, (42 USC 1891) to make grants
to institutions of higher education and other nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is the

than contracts.
There is a tendency for some investigators (and

creates a contract between the government and the

grantee under which the moneys paid over to the

ernment; however, voluntary articles are somewhat more restrictive, particularly regarding
inventions and patents. Industrial organizations
occasionally make grants but are more inclined to
use contractual agreements.

conduct of scientific research. The intent of this
legislation is to provide a mechanism for supporting research programs without imposing adminis-

Contrexts

trative restrictions generally included in most contract instruments.
There are some advantages in using the grant as

instrument it includes many clauses based on statu-

an instrument for supporting research or other
programs. The work description is generally written in broad, flexible terms; it is less likely to im-

The government contract was developed printer-

ily to purchase tangible items. As a procurement
tory requirements or agency regulations that are
not applicable to procurement of basic research.
Although some clauses may be considered Inapplicable, it is incumbent upon the business officer
or sponsored programs administrator to be aware

48
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of their content, since they jqay contain jvstrictions

unacceptable to the institution, thus requiring
negotiation.

With notable exceptions such as contracts with
the Office of Naval Research, contracts sometimes

are cousidered to be slightly less desirable than

applicable to the particular aryjewt.. The basic
agreement is incorporated by reference. Each task
order is considered a separate contract and upon
completion is closed out by submission of the final
technical report, invention report, and completion
varier. The audit and retention of records re-

grants as a research instrument for several reasons:
( I) the description of work is generally more restrictive, (2) the performance period and report

quirements apply to each .isk order and are not

requirements may be less flexible, (3) there is a
greater tendency to evaluate performance by re-

COST SHARING

sults (positive results cannot be guaranteed in basic
research ), (4) there is a stronger likelihood of encountering such unacceptable terms and conditions
as "technical direction" and "publications restrictions," and (5) there is a greater passibility that the
government will retain title to equipment.

The federal government has developed several
types of contracts, which range from cost reimbursement to firm-fixed pry. The various types
are based on the degree of responsibility assumed

by the contractor for the cost of performance,
which ranges from minimal for cost reimbursement
to full cost responsibility for a firm-fixed price con-

tract. There are several incentive-type contracts
between the two types identified above, the use of
which &Tends on such criteria as the profit factor
or the uncertainties of contract performance.
The Armed Services Procurement Regulation,
which generally favors fixed priced contracts
(ASI'R -3- 402), concludes that cost-type contracts
may be better suited for procurement of research
from educational institutions (ASPR3-403).
ASPR-3-403 states that "in cases where the level
of contractor effort desired can be identified and
agreed upon in advance of performance, negotiations of a firm-fixed price level of effort contract
may be appropriate."
Basic Agreement

The basic agreement is an instrument that contains all the standard contract clauses applying to
future negotiations between the parties. The Office

of Naval Research, National Aeronautics and
Space

related to the date of the basic agreement.

Educational institutions have been required for

many years to share hi the costs of government
sponsored grants. Initially the cost sharing was accomplished by limiting the indirect costs the insti-

tution was permitted to recover, first by agency
regulation and later by statute. In 1966, the limitations on indirect cost reimbursement were omitted from appropriation legislation; instead, a requirement that grantees share in the costs of each
project on more than a token basis was imposed
on grants for research projects. In 1970, a somewhat different statute on cost sharing was incorporated in the Itxlependent Of
(which include
the National Science Foundation and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) and Housing and Urban Development appropriations, which
added the requirement to certain contracts as well
as grants.
The Office of Management and Budget in De-

cember 1970 issued Circular No. A-100, "Cost

Sharing on Research Supported by Federal
Agencies," which provides basic guidelines for cost
sharing and specifies that cost participation by educational institutions, when required, normally

should be at least one percent of the total project
cost. Implementing regulations are issued by each
funding agency. Cost sharing may be accomplished
by making a contribution from nonfederal sources

to any element of the project, direct or indirect,
provided that the costs would otherwise be allowable. Cost participation may be determined for
each individual project, or there may be an institutional agreement for aggregating cost sharing for
all projects sponsored by a particular agency.

Administration, National Institutes of
Health, and the Air Force are among those that
use the basic agreement. Each contract or task

Private foundations and voluntary agencies
normally require cost sharing, frequently in the

order negotiated describes the scope of work, performance period, price, and any special conditions

Full cost reimbursement is generally available

42

form of limitations on indirect cost reimbursement.
from Industry.
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CONDITIONS OF PERFORMANCE
FOR GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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agencies for such costs, institution must use their
own resources, which diverts support from other

All grants and contracts have certain conditions,

educational objectives. It is obviously impracti-

some quite simple and others greatly detailed.

cable to determine indirect costs separately for each

Since they arc binding on the institution, all affected

institutional officers and staff should be aware of
their requirements and take necessary measures
to comply. Some provisions are general as they
apply institution-wide; others apply only to individual projects. In the absence of such conditions,
the policies of the institution must be observed.
Costs

In sponsored programs there are both direct and
indirect costs. Direct costs include the salaries and

wages of those working on the project, expenditures for equipment and materials, and other expenses specifically identified with the project. Indirect costs are those that cannot be specifically
identified with the project, but which are just as
real as direct costs. They include an allotted share

of such items as operation and maintenance of
the plant; departmental, college, and institutional
administration; library operations; charges for use
of equipment and facilities; and certain more general expenses that are to some degree attributable
to sponsored programs. Many costs may be classified as either direct or indirect (but not both), and

practices vary among institutions. The primary
reasons for the variations in practice are the differences in accounting procedures and in forms of
organization.
The Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget, under OMB Circular

No. A-21, in the past has issued principles for
determining costs applicable to research and development and educational services performed by
educational institutions under grants and contracts
with the federal government.' These principles are
incorporated in various regulations such as the
Federal Procurement Regulations (PPR ) and the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR).
Indirect costs are difficult to establish with precision. Unless they are reimbursed by sponsoring

research project. An indirect cost rate or rates
usually expressed as a percentage of salaries and

wages or modified total direct costs should be
computed annually for the various sponored programs of an institution in accordance with appro-

priate government regulations. To apply these
rates to federal ;Janis and contracts, it i$ necessary

to have them audited by and lugotiated with the
cognizant federal agency, appointed under the provisions of OMB Circular No. A-U to represent all
federal agencies in this and other audit matters.
Indirect cost rates may be established either on
a provisional basis, subject to later negotiaticm, or

on a predetermined or fixed basis. When rates
change as a result of negotiation, agreements that
specify provisional rates should be reviewed to
incorporate the new rates. The rates established
may or may not be utilized in comuection with nonfederal sponsored programs, depending on the
policy of the sponsoring organization.
Cost Accounting Standards Board

An amendment to the Defense Production Act
of 1950, signed by President Nixon on August 15,

1970, created the Cost Accounting Standards
Board, chaired by the Comptroller General of the
United States, as an agent of Congress. The
amendment directed the Board to "promulgate
cost accounting principles followed by defense contractors and subcontractors . . in all negotiated

prime contract and subcontract national defense
procurements with the United States in exams of
S100,000." The Board was authorized to make
rules and regulations to implement cost standards
and was directed to require all contractors, as a
condition for contracting, to disclose in wilting
their cot accounting practices and to agree to a
price adjustment for failure to follow disclosed
practices or any standards issued by the Board.
Jurisdiction of the Board extends only to contracts

' Effective April 15, 1973, the division of the Office of Management and Budget responsible for promulfgating and
issuing various circulars on costing and administrative practices was transferred to the General Services
Administration.
Henceforth, circulars such as A-21, A-88. and A-100 will be designated as GSA Circulars when they are revised or
amended.
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negotiated for "national defense," defined in Title
VII of the Defense Procurement Act.2
Cost Accounting Standards Board regulations
have been issued, implementing disclosure requirements prescribed in the 1970 legislation, including

the Disclosure Statement forms to be used by
contractors and subcontractors in setting forth
their accounting practices. A disclosure statement
was initially required only of contractors with very
high volume but will eventually be applied to all
contractors of negotiated defense contracts over
$100,000. The statement includes data on methods

of charging direct costs, criteria used to charge
indirect costs, practices relating to capitalization
and depreciation, and "other costs and credits"
such ris employee fringe benefits, Wetted compensation, and insurance. Regulations also prescribe
a contract clause to be included in negotiated prime
and subcontc acts covered by the disclosure requirement. This claim requires that disclosed cost

ADMINISTRAIIVE MANAGSMENT

mans with respect to any funded activity that
places an individual at risk, and requires an institution to abide by certain protective rules. Mon
universities extend these rules to guide all research
involving human subjects regardless of the source
of funding.
To provide the necessary mechanism for evaluation of planned and current research, the institution should organize a committee on human subjects. Generally, this committee evaluates privosed
research projects to insure that the methods and
techniques used are adequate to protect the rights
of subjects, that the risks to the subjects are outweighed by potential benefits, and that informed
consent of the subjects is obtained when necessary.
Tlx legal and ethical liabilities involved are sub-

stantial and make mandatory a well-organized
committee with clear lines of responsibility and
authority.

accounting practices and applicable standards

Animal Care

promulgated by the Board be followed.
Colleges and universities are considered defense
contractors in their contractual relationships with
the Department of Defense, Atomic Energy Commission, and National Aeronautics and Space Administration and are therefore subject to the rules

Educational institution have a legal responsibility under Public Law 91-579 to provick ade-

and regulations, including cost accounting standards, issued by the Board:, The Board has assured
contractors that standards promulgated recognize
the unique characteristics of institutions of higher
education. When appropriate, the Board can grant
exemptions from Individual standards. Chief business officers should be familiar with the detailed
regulations and requirements of the Board as published in the Federal Register and by other reporting agencies.

Human Subjects

The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has established a single set of require-

quate care and humane treatment for warmblooded animals used in experimental research.
For an educational institution to meet its minimal
legal and ethical obligations it should have a committee for laboratory animal care to review animal

care procedures and assure compile= with high
standards. A doctor of veterinary medicine (Mid)
must be included on this committee.
Personnel
It is generally a result of accepting federal funds,

mainly through grant and contract awards, that
requirements relating to personul (both employees and students) are imposed on the institution.
These requirements are defined in the specific

terms and conditions of a grant or mama, in
foleral legislation, and in executive orders. They

'Application of these cost accounting standards to contracts other than for defense. though not required by law, has
been mandated by regulation of the General Services Administration. However, colleges and universities were exempted
from this regulation. at least temporarily.
' Since Board standards in 1973 were applicable to negotiated defense contracts in excess of 6100.000, there was a
potential for conflict with the cost principles prescribed in .0M13 Circular No. A-21 as wiled to other grants and contracts. However. agreement was reached with the Office of Management and
to make appropriate modifications of
Circular No. A-21 as standards are published to provide a single reference to uWm= costing principles and practices for
colleges and universities.
'The Department of Health. Education. and Welfare published a Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
(N11173.23), which defines humane care in professional terms and descrles facilities that provide humane care. The
recommendations in the Guide are used by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care in
its accreditation program.
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cover such matters as equal employment opportunity; equal pay for equal work; wages, hours,
and working conditions; job listings; nondiscrimination in student admissions and financial aid; and
student unrest. Some of the requirements apply
regardless of the size of the institution and the
scope of federal funding; others have applicability
according to sire and scope. Many requirements
also may extend to private companies engaging in
campus construction or to those providing major
campus services. Failure to comply with requirements may result in cancellation of grants or contracts, disqualification for future awards, or finan-

2:4

research agreements with educational institutions."
Deviations from these requirements are kept at
a minimum by establishment of formal procedures
within each agency, which provide for approval of
deviations for individual agreements by the head
of the agency or an officer designated by him. The
Office of Management and Budget is consulted or
informed by each agency regarding class deviations
applied to all similar agency research agreements.
The circular contains detailed polio, stat:ments

regarding review and dire,..

iv research

Therefore, careful examination and continued surveillance of legislative action is essential.

effort, approval procedures for expeadilut.s under
research agreements, vesting of title to equipment,
and advance payments. These policies and procedures became effective after March 31, 1971,
for new awards or extension of existing awards
with additional funds. Amendments and additions
to the circular may be made as new requirements
arise.

Quality of Management

Statement of Work

cial penalties.

State laws governing educational institutions
also must be observed. These differ from state to
state and sometimes differ from federal laws.

Sponsoring agencies are concerned with the
effectiveness of systems by which colleges and uni-

versities manage the resources entrusted to them.
Evidence of this concern is the Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare's management
valuation program, which is discussed in its twovolume publication A Program for improving the
Quality of Grantee Management, issued in June
1970. The plan incorporates certain measures of
performance for eight management systems against
which the institution's management practices can
be reviewed and evaluated.
Uniformity and Consistency
in Administrative Requirements

Since the publication of the Bureau of the
Budget's Wcstrate Report in 1966, concerted
efforts have been made to bring about greater consistency and uniformity among federal agencies in
administration of grants and contracts. An out-

growth of this effort was the issuance of OMB
Circular No. A-101, which established patio; and
procedures in certain areas of administration for

Each grant or contract document sets forth what

is to be performed as a condition of the award.
This provision in contracts, generally labeled
"Statement of Work," contains:
1. A detailed statement of all elements of the

work to be performed, which may be
prefaced by a general statement of the
project objectives

2. A schedule setting forth the reports, technical data, and all other deliverable end
items required under the contract.
3. Generally, a level-of-effort or a best-efforts
commitment wIwn work is to be performed
on other than a completion basis.
Such statements in grants are generally less formal
and specific than in contracts.
Changes in the scope of work described in a
grant or contract rarely can be made without prior
approval by the sponsor. On occasion some contracts will contain a changes clause giving the
sponsor the right to change unilaterally the scope
of work or the specifications. This in effect gives
the sponsor a degree of technical direction of

° This report. officially titled "The Administration of Government Supported Research
at Universities." was used
on a study by Lee Weorate. which disclosed among other things a need for greater uniformity
of agency administrative
policies.

Subsequent efforts by an interagency task force under OMB aus
may bring about even greater consistency.
This could apply to all nonprofit institutions and would not be
tied, as is Circular No. A.I01, to research peasants.
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the work, which many institutions consider
unacceptable.

log the period of performance. For these reasons
it is often more practical for the sponsored programs office. rather than the purchasing office. to
handle negotiation. preparation, and administra-

Purchasing and Subcontracting

Government contracts may contain require-

tion of subcontracts.

ments pertaining to purchasing and subcontracting
usually absent from government grants and from
agreements with private organizations. In addition
to the p ior approval requirements mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, an institution may have to
agree to accept conditions pertaining to utilization

Prior Approvals

AU government grants and contracts, and some

from nongovcrnment sources, contain requirements for prior approvals in a variety of instances.
Some of the most important of these relate to:
Change in the approved scope of work
Change in the principal investigator
Changes in budget
Purchases above a specified amount
Purchase of equipment
Building construction or alteration
Subcontracts for research and development
Foreign travel
Consultant agreements
Institutional procedures applying to these matters

of labor surplus area enterprises. small business
enterprises. and minority business enterprises. If
purchasing is accomplished through the regular
purchasing office of the institution, which is the
normal prctice, the staff of that office will require
instruction in these matters.
In addition to the above. purchase orders under
government contracts require a number of special
terms and conditions. These are best handled with
an attachment to purchase orders issued under
government contracts, including the following:
Examination of records
Renegotiation
Federal, state, and local taxes
Equal opportunity
Compliance with laws and regulations (which
should be named, such as Buy American Act)
Contract Work Hours Standards Act
Listing of employment openings

should be developed with care. It Is particularly
important to determine the degree of centralization
of responsibility for compliance with and mainte-

nance of records relating to these requirements.
The records of approvals granted usually must be
available for audit.
Accounting

It is desirable to have an attorney familiar with
government contracts prepare the forms recom-

Cwnerally accepted accounting and reporting
procedures for colleges and universities should be
followed in the management and administration of
sponsored programs and projects. In addition, the
accounting system should provide for application

mended for the purchase order attachment.

Government contracts define subcontracts as
including purchase orders, but for the purpose of
this discussion subcontracts are defined as those

of cost principles and standards on a consistent
basis as prescribed in OMB Circular No. A-21.
Familiarity with the provisions of A-21 and

procurement instruments which arc not on a fixedprice basis or arc for research or development, or
both. Virtually all these require sponsor approval
and inclusion of many of the same terms and con-

policies and regulations of sponsoring agencies on
allowability of costs is essential. The system should

ditions as in the prime contract. Subcontracts
under grants also should lulu& applicable re-

be responsive to billing and reporting require-

Subcontracts as defined here require substantially more negotiation than fixed price purchase
orders. Each subcontract must be separately tai-

ments, which vary among agencies.
Adjustments among budget categories should
be controlled, since restrktions on such action vary
considerably among agencies. Budget control is
also important to avoid overruns, which may affect
institutional resources, or underruns, which may
indicate performance levels below commitments
to agencies.

lored, and most require careful administration dur-

Separate accounts for each project shoukt be

quirements from the grant document or applicable
grant manual. Auditing of subcontracts on a cost-

type basis can be a problem unless the sponsor
accepts responsibility.
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established and monthly expenditure statements
provided on a timely basis to aid the sponsored
programs administrator and his staff in effective
management of resources and in preparation of
reports. These records should be retained as re-

cored programs. Depending on the practices of the

individual agency and the dollar volume of the
programs, payments may be made in advance, in
installments, or upon submission of invoices after

costs have been paid. OMB Circular No. A-101

quired and made available for government or other

encourages federal agencies to make advance payments in reasonable amounts to educational institutions whenever practical in all cases where the
agency is authorized by law to do so.

special audits. It should be noted that the fiscal
period for grants and contracts is not necessarily
related to the fiscal year of the institution.

The Treasury Department's letter of credit procedure is an advance payment method commonly
used. Treasury Circular 1075 establishes the policy
regarding advance financing of federal programs.

Audits
Expenditures incurred under grants and contracts as well as the managem

systems employed

to administer the institution are subject to audit
by sponsoring agencies. In addition, the proposal
for indirect cost rates to be applied to federally
sponsored programs is subject to audit prior to

The procedures are detailed in Treasury Fiscal

Requirement Manual, Part VI, section 1020,
under which payment to the in

with respect

to allowable costs is made. Submission of form
TUS 5401 results in depoit of funds to the institution's commercial bank account to meet actual

negotiation of acceptable rates.
The cognizant federal agency appointed under

the provisions of OMB Circular No. A48 is assigned to each institution to represent all federal
agencies in the performance of audits. An institutional representative should be designated to provide liaison with the auditors. He should establish
a working relationship with the auditors so that
he is notified of their activities at the institution.
Arrangements also should be mark for exit interviews upon completion of audits for advice on

cash requirements.
Advance payments also may be made through a
three-party advance payment agreement among
the government sponsoring agency, a commercial
bank, and the institution. Under this arrangement

the agency deposits funds in a commercial bank
account to be drawn on by the institution to pay
costs of the sponsored programs. The amount advanced normally is based on expenditure level,
time required to prepare the institution's billings,
and period required for payment by the appropriate agency disbursements officer.
Without involving a commercial bank, arrangements for advance payments occasionally can be
made directly with a sponsor. The sponsor also

findings.

It should be noted that audit findings are
advisory to the appropriate agency, and that resolution of problems of management or disallowances
is generally negotiated with the appropriate agency
official, not the auditors. Certain major agencies,

such as the Dipartment of Defense, Atomic

may elect to make installment payments. The
schedule of payments usually is established in a4.

Energy Commission, and Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare include appeals procedures

vance by the agency at the time the agreement is
awarded. In the event the sponsor does not approve the use of any of the above payment
methods, the institution will find it necessary to
submit periodic invoices in such detail as required
to obtain reimbursement for project costs.

in their regulations to accommodate situations in

which audit findings amp lie resolved with
agency representation.

An audit by the cognizant federal agency does
not necessarily constitute a final audit of the records. The U.S. General Accounting Office reserves
the right to audit, within the legal retention period,

Records

any records pertaining to disbursement by any
federal agency.

Acceptance and use of funds from government
sponsoring agencies generally arc accompanied by

Payments

an obligation to keep intact and accessible the

Several methods are empliled by federal agencies to pay educational institutions under spots-

records relating to receipt and expenditure of such
funds. Also frequently required are records such
as those relating to property acquisitions and main-
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tenance of the property. These records and any
other pertinent books. documents. and papers are
usually subject to audit by sponsoring agencies or
their authorized representatives, and, in the case
of federal funds, by the U.S. General Accounting

Office. Retention periods for these records generally can be found in applicable statutes, regulations, or terms and conditions of agreements.

Equipment
In the acquisition of equipment financed from
grant or contract funds, one must look to the terms

and conditions of the agreement, appropriate
regulations, and agency policy, since prior approval

almost invariably is required for acquisitions exceeding a specified dollar value. A further condition to acquisition may be a determination that no
existing government or institutional property is
available to fill Cie particular need.
Vesting of title to equipment in the institution
and accountability for the equipment are variable
factors set forth in agency policy statements and
regulations. These should be reviewed for constraints on use of equipment as well as maintenanm, reporting, identification marking, and disposition requirements.

Inventions and Patents
Nearly every contract and many grants for spon-

sored research contain provisions governing reporting and disposition of inventions and patents.
Such provisions arc used less frequently in non research projects. Government agencies generally

have firm policies concerning inventions and
patents. leaving little, or no opportunity for negotiations. However, some agencies such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the National Science
Foundation leave title to inventions with the
grantee or contractor (with a nonexclusive license
to the government) if the latter has an approved
patent policy.
In many cases the government will assert its
right to title. In some instances, however. it may
be easier to persuade the agency to waive title.
(The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is an example.) Voluntary agencies also have
fixed policies regarding disposition of inventions
and patents, but most private, nonprofit organiza-
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lions such as private foundations have no restrictions. In grants and contract% from industrial organizations, there is usually latitude for negotiation.
An established institutional patent policy for the
administration of inventions and patents affects the
extent to which grant and contract patent conditions are acceptable to or negotiable by academic
institutions.
All professional persons participating in a sponsored program should sign an agreement to comply

with grant or contract (or grant manual) provisions specifying sponsor acquisition rights in inventions and patents. It is the participation that
matters, not the source of the faculty member's
salary or the graduate student's stipend. The legal
consideration cited in the agreement thus should

not be salary or stipend but furnishing of funds,
facilities, and services. A standard agreement covering all types of grant and contract conditions is

simpler to administer than separately tailored
agreements.

Periodic review of all grants and contracts containing invention disclosure requilv" meats is desk-

at le and often required. A summary invention
statement may be sent to every principal investigator on the anniversary date of his grant or contract, or all summary invention statements may be
sent out at the same time. (The latter is simpler
to administer.)
Some institutions, particularly those v ith a substantial volume of research, employ patent counsel
to review reports and sometimes even notebooks
to keep current with inventions made and to handle

patent applications promptly. Strictly speaking,
whether or not there is patent counsel. individual
invention disclosures should be made promptly
without waiting for an annual summary invention
statement. Principal investigators frequently need
to be reminded of this.
If the institution does not employ patent counsel, an individual on the staff should be reasonably
knowledgeable in the patent field so that he can
advise research staff members. Agreements with
nonprofit management firms such as Battelle Development Corporation and Research Corporation

arc helpful in evaluation of inventions and, if
patentable. in their management.

Any subcontract or consultant agreement involving research or development activity must
contain a clause covering inventions and patents
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similar to that in the prime contract, grant, or grant

manual unless the sponsor approves a different
arrangement. However, it is generally possib le and
most desirable in government grants and contracts
to pass the enforcement task to the government.

Publication, Copyrights, and Data

Publication of results of sponsored programs is

far more important to colleges and universities

than inventions and patents. Most institution
refuse e.) accept grant or contract terms giving a

sponsor the right to veto or censor publication,
although a delay of up to four months may be
acceptable in the event foreign patenting is important. Some institutions accept classified contracts
for reasons of national security in the interests of
faculty members whose scientific specialties are
in classified areas. Special contract clauses are
available that recognize the differences between
academic institutions and industrial concerns in
security matters. In nonclassified areas, it is con-

si.kred contrary to the Freedom of Information
Act for federal abgncies to prevent pub anion.:
Problems with restriction on publication almost

never arise with private nonprofit agencies and
foundations. Industrial sponsors are another matter. Institutes rarely give industrial sponsors the
right to veto publication because of faculty and
graduate student interest in and dependence on
publication and because of the basic educational
obligation to disseminate knowledge. However, it
is in the interests of both parties to agree to make
no reference to the other in any publication, publicity, or advertising without prior approval.
Data usually refers to recorded information regardless of form or characteristic and is normally
subject to copyright. "The following types of material now or in the near future may be subject to

coPright
1.

Books, journal articles, texts, glossaries,

bibliographies, study guides, laboratory
manuals, syllabi, tests, and proposals.
2. Lectures, musical or dramatic compositions,
and unpublished scripts.

2:4
3. Films, filmstrips, charts, transparencies, and

other visual aids.
4. Video and audio tapes and cassettes.
5. Live video or audio broadcasts.
6. Programmed instmction materials.

7. Computer programs.
S. Other materials.
"Although copyright law does not specifically
mention computer programs, the U.S. Copyright
Office has recognized since 1964 that computer
programs are copyrightable, and numerous programs have been copyrighted." 6
Most federal agencies normally ask only for a
royalty-free, nonexclusive license for reproduction
and use of copyrightable material. Additional controls may be sought when the specific object of a
grant or contract is the production of copyrightable
material. As with inventions and patents, an agreement pertaining to copyrightable material should
be obtained from all professional personnel participating in sponsored programs having requirements
for disposition and licensing. Again, the legal consideration should be provision of funds, facilities,
and services. If possible, having a single agreement
covering both inventions and copyrightable material is an administrative advantage.
There should be a footnote for any publication
in a copyrighted journal or book, giving the sponsor the n-luired license for reproduction and use.

Repots
Upon completion of a sponsored project there
are reponing requirements that must be satisfied.
These requirements vary among sponsoring agencies, but most government projects require the
following reports:

1. A Final Technical Report on the work
accomplished during the period of performance.

2. A Final Report of Inventions disclosing inventions made under the project, shwa in
many cases determination ri patent rights
may rest with the sponsor. It is often necessary to certify whether or not an invention

' House Committee Report "U.S. Government Information Policies and PracticesAdministration
and Operation al
the Freedom of Information Act" (Part 5), Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Governmou
Operations, House of Representatives, 92nd Congress. 2nd Session, March 20. 23. 24. 27, and 211, 1972.
"Copyrights at Colleges and Universities," Washington, D.C.. National Association of College and University Business Officers. 1972.
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has been made during the course of a

tance and use of funds. The business officer or

Mica

sponsored programs administrator should be cog-

3. A Final Equipment Report of equipment
purchased, fabricated, or furnished by the
sponsor during the project
4. A Final Financial Report that sets forth all
expenditures and other financial data (such
as cost sharing contributions) for the
Project-

nizant of these requirements to assure that adequate policies and procedures exist within the Institution to satisfy them.
Closeouts and Terminations

The closeout, or conpletkm, of a sponsored

If compliance with government security regula-

project is a regular occurrence. Termination of a
project before its scheduled completion date, however, is quite different; it happens much kw frequently, but it is important that policies and procedures exist to minimize the impact on finances
and morale should termination occur.
An institution cannot expect to be reimbursed
for costs incurred (with rare exception) beyond
the closeout or completion date of a grant or contract notwithstanding verbal promises made for
additional funding and time extension, or commitments made to personnel or suppliers by the institution. Close monitoring is therefor necessary as
a project completion date appal:aches, and when a
renewal proposal has been suinnitted, to verify

tions is a requirement of certain sponsored programs, an administrative after or reliable staff

whether the renewal will actually occur.
Terminations as stated are different from close-

Some of these reports, particularly 1 and 4
above, also are required by nongovernment sponsors. In addition to final reports, various periodic

reports such as those on inventions, equipment
acquisitions, project progress, and expenditures
frequently are required, particularly by federal
armies. Terms and conditions of grants and contracts as well as sgency policy should be reviewed
carefully for such requirements. In some cases continued funding of projects is depeolent upon timely
submission of required reports.
Security

member should be designated as security officer to
supervise such compliance. He shodd be respon-

sible for keeping the institution informed of all
security regulations of sponsoring apncies. He
should insure that safeguards are available for mail

and storage facilities, and arrange for internal
security procedures. He also should aid in &wiring facility clearance so that classified information
may be obtained from the federal government by
faculty members who have a need to k w, arrange

the necessary visit clearances for staff members
attending meetings, and perform all other duties
necessary to insure the institution's compliance
with security regulations.
Miscellaneous Requirements

In addition to the specific requirements identified above, there are other administrative requirements frequently imposed as conditions of accep-
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outs or completions. For government grants and

contracts OMB aradu No. A-21, paragraph J.
45, "Termination Costs Applicable to Research
Agreements," outlines the costs that will be paid
after the termination date. In addition, paragraph
J. 36, "Severance Pay," must be taken into consideration. When persons are terminated because of
a sponsored project termimdion, severance pay is

depeoknt on written and reasonable personnel
policy statements that are institution-wide, not
merely limited to government sponsored projects.
Suspensions, sometimes known as Stop Work
Orders, are occasionally included in the provisions
of federal agreements. They amount to temporary
termination, with obligation to resume work if the
suspension is lifted. Most institutions refuse to accept such clauses, since persons in colleges and
universities, particularly faculty and students, cannot readily be shifted back and forth among different projects or different fund sources.
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Legal Services

TNSTITUTIONs OF HIGHER EDUCATION have become

1 increasingly involved in litigation and other
legal matters, with a consequent need for more
legal services. Among the reasons for this involve-

nwnt are greater sophistication in legal analysis,
such as in the changing treatment of the privilege

versus rights concept; the enactment of social
legislation applicable to colleges and universities,
such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (including

the Equal Pay Act), Titles IV, VI, VII, and IX
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (as applied by
the Higher Education Amendments of 1972), and
the Occupational Safety and Heal:h Act; the advent of labor relations and collective bargaining;
and the dependence of many colleges and universities on federal financial aid and contracts. These
factors and others have resulted in a significant
increase in the aggregate body of law that influences colleges and universities. This body of law

is updated constantly by court decisions and
changes in law.
A law in its broadest sense may be defined as a

rule, adherence to which is enforced by governmental action. Sources of law are the U.S. Constitution and acts of Congress, as well as their
state, commonwealth, and territorial counterparts.
The term law" also may include municipal ordinances, as well as administrative regulations and
orders validly adopted by a public agency (in the
case of public institutions of higher education, the
general orders of the governing board and of its
chief executive officers). There are often administrative procedure acts that govern administrative
rule-making, usually through specific notice and
hearing provisions. Typically, these statutes allow
an exception for "internal organizatimt.' Counsel
should be consulted to determine the applicability
of these laws to particular proposed actions and to
insure that any action taken is in compliance.

Through the administrative chain of delegation,
actions of deans and academic councils also may
have a limited effect as "laws," depending on the
authority given these officers and bodies. Not in-

frequently, such actions have acquired a sort of
"common law" development, through which their
force and effect often are grounded on practice
and acceptance, with resulting expectations that
decisions made within traditional authority will be
honored unless clearly overruled by higher author-

ity. Thus, a faculty member cannot lightly disre-

gard academic and ethical decisions of these
bodies, and the university often is "estopped" from
doing so because of reliance by others.
Least understood as "law" are private engagenwnts entered into in such a way as to entitle the
parties, and those claiming under them, to invoke
the aid of governmental processes to enforce ad-

herence or to remedy a breach when it occurs.
Contracts are the most obviot examples, but there
are many others, such as conveyances, deeds of
restrictions, trusts, and simple gifts. Technically,
only the rules that authorize resort to governmental
process to enforce these transactions are "laws,"
but the substantive effect is that the provisions of
the transactions themselves become "laws" with
respect to parties who are bound by them.
The internal rules of business, especially those

of large corporations, take on many aspects of
legislation, although usually without a due process
analogue. Governments also contract, and when

they do, they usually are bound to honor their
engagements as any private entity is bound to do.

A notable exception is the case of a contract
entered into in excess of governmental power,
usually because of failure to meet some procedural

requirement. The traditional view is that this
failure voids the =tract. But this is an area in
which the law is undergoing change; it is becoming

i6
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increasingly common for courts to "estop" the

Ions, and may be expected to devote full attention
to the institution because the!: will be no competition from other clients. On the other hand, outside
counsel often may perceive aspects of a problem not
known to the staff. Sometimes both staff and outside counsel are employed. Staff counsel can be
available on a daily basis for most of the institution's legal problems, while outside counsel may
be retained for trial litigation and occasional, specialized matters such as patents.

government from excusing compliance with contracts on such grounds, when there has been reasonable reliance on the other side and no major
public policy violation would result from the government's performing under the contract.
If contracts and corporate rules of internal management and practice are recognized as a kind of
law, the rules of governing boards, presidents,
deans, and others in private institutions of higher

education also must be included. Such engage-

Legal counsel may report to the president or

ments will not be enforced if doing so would result
in government aid of policies that violate funda-

mental law. This is illustrated by Shelley

chancellor or to another administrative office. The
office of counsel should be situated organizationally so as to insure its integrity and ability to meet
all the institution's legal requirements.
In some states the state attorney general's office
acts as legal counsel for public institutions.

v.

Kraemer, in which the U.S. Supreme Court held
that state court enforcement of racially restrictive
covenants would violate the
Fourteenth
Amendment.'
Because an institution's contracts with its staff
are often -contracts of adhesion" made under circumstances in which the employee has little or no
bargaining power with respect to contract terms,
the traditional disinclination of courts to interfere
on the campus has been tempered in such cases
with a reluctance to
the university to excuse
its own adherence
.. rule on the basis of an
"escape hatch" r,
ri .. permitting change of anything at any tit
tn interesting example of this

SELECTED LEGAL PROBLEMS

Few enterprises are so varied in the kinds of
transactions in which they are involved as are
institutions of higher education. In addition to their
primary functions of instruction, research, and
public service, such institutions buy and sell real

property and securities, manage radio and television stations, employ thousands of persons in an
extremely wide range of occupations, operate complex businesses and residence facilities, and employ
substantial security forces. The discussion that follows reflects the rules in most states in significant,
substantive areas of concern to institutional administrators. There may be local exceptions and there
almost always arc local applications, for which
counsel should be consulted.

principle is Greene c. Howard University, in which

a federal court held a university to its published
undertakings to faculty, notwithstanding general
handbook language to the effect that all rules
were subject to change.=
LEGAL COUNSEL

Governance and Delegation of Authority

A unique function of the lawyer is to counsel
with respect to the possible legal consequences of
a given course of action. Further, the lawyer should
advise the client of the degree and quality of risk
of a proposed action, and help develop a range of
alternatives designed to accomplish a policy objective with a minimum of risk.
An institution may employ legal counsel on its
staff or it may retain counsel outside the institution.
There are advantages to each. Staff counsel will
be more aware of the institution's particular prob-

Each institution has some kind of fundamental,
legal instrument that establishes the basis of its
legal existence, its mission, and the composition
and powers of its government. Many of the older,

private institutions have charters in the literal
sense. In the case of some private institutions the
fundamental instrument is a trust. Some public
institutions and a few private colleges and universities are recognized by specific constitutional provision. The usual case is that of statutory provision

'334 U.S. 1.68 S.Ct. 836 (1948).
1412 F.2d 1128 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
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for public institutions and articles of incorporation
and sometimes a kind of license for private institutions. These fundamental instruments almost invariably provide for a governing board, typically
composed entirely or principally of laymen. Public

board members usually are appointed by a high
executive authority, such as the governor, although
in some cases they are elected. Boards of private
institutions normally are self-perpetuating.
Within the ambit of the governing "charter," a
board has full authority to govern the institution.

Courts historically have been reluctant to overturn decisions of governing authorities and those
acting under them, particularly on questkais of
academic program and policy. Despi'.

erosion

of the deference principle in the courts, there is
still considerable judicial restraint to intrusion in
such areas, at least where constitutionally prohibited classifications and constitutionally protected rights are not involved.

With authority, members of governing boards
assume commensurate responsibility and, possibly,
liability exposure. There has been a considerable
expansion in the liability exposure of board members of publicly held corporations, and this development may be expected to have its effect in higher

education. That impact may be felt principally in
private institutions, where its form may parallel
the liability of charitable trustees for prudent management of the trusts within their charge. In the
case of public boards, the general doctrine of immunity for discretionary acts performed within the
scope of authority may continue to shield trustees
and regents from personal liability.
No governing board can manage without extensive delegation. However, the board is responsible in a legal sense (even if its members are not
answerable by way of personal liability) for whatever its officers, agents, and employees do under
its authority. In view of the board's ultimate responsibility for the affairs of the institutions the

extent and limits of its delegations should be
clearly stated. For board committees, this usually
is done through bylaws or rules of procedure. Beyond that, it normally is accomplished by a broad
grant of authority to a chief administrative officer,
with certain specific limitations.
The board's actions in delegating authority need
not be renewed as the composition of the board
changes. In the absence of a specific provision to

the contrary, the governing board is a continuing
body whose contracts can and do bind it for future
years, and whose policies continue until changed
by the board itself.
Finally, delegations may be terminated, and the
act of a board in authorizing an agent.administra-

tive officer, faculty council, or committeeto act
for it does not necessarily deprive the board of

authority to act itself concerning the matter
delegated.

Personnel
Termination and Layoff of Faculty. Higher edu-

cation is almost unique in its tradition of shared
authority in major aspects of its work. The faculty
typically is charged with major responsibilities in

such areas as curriculum, standards for student
performance, and its own selection and retention.
In an age tending to increased formality and challenge, there is increased reason to codify the scope
and procedure for the exercise of this authority,
and the reserved power of the executive or board
to disagree.
The concept of collegiality in academic decision
making has been challenged particularly by collective bargaining and in the application of constitutional principles of due process. The effect of collective bargaining is still in doubt. The use of this
"industrial" form of employer-employee relations

in higher education has produced unique and
sometimes difficult problems, such as the definition

of who constitutes "management." For a detailed

treatment of this subject, refer to the chapter
"Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining."
Principal constitutional issues were framed at
public institutions in the context of procedural and
substantive rights of probationary faculty members

who are not retained on probation or awarded
tenure. Questions to be considered are whether
such members are entitled to a specification of
charges and a hearing at which evidence in support

of and rebuttal to the charges can be presented,
and, if so, whether the other attributes of a trial,
such as confrontation and cross-examination, representation by counsel, and a formal record, also
are required; and what the difference is between
probation and tenure, since these things also are

necessary to separate a tenured faculty member
"for cause."
The problem is complicated by the established
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constitutional principle that the government cannot
exercise its discretion in an unconstitutional man-

ner. Thus, it could not refuse to retain a faculty
member because of race or religion, nor could it
do so because of the exercise of constitutionally
protected rightssuch as exercise of freedom of
association by joining a labor unioncm the part

of the faculty member. From this, it has been
argued that unless a statement of reasons for nonretention is given, the faculty member cannot know
whether the reasons for nonretention are constitutionally proscribed. Further, without a hearing, the
member cannot know whether the reasons stated
are the real reasons.

These issues were addressed by the United
States Supreme Court in the landmark cases, Board
of Regents v. Roth and Sindermcum v. Perry, both

decided in 1972.3 In Roth, the court held that
where a year-to-year probationary faculty member

has been given no legal right to a fresh or continuous appointment (the usual case), he or she
has no vested property interest In continued employment. As a result, denial of a new appointment
does not constitute a taking of property in derogation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Nor does the
faculty member suffer an impairment of liberty,
unless the denial of reappointment is accompanied
by what are, in effect, charges of immoral, dishonest, or other heinous conduct. A conclusion
that the faculty member lacks academic suitability
Is not enough to constitute such a charge. Where

chars of heinous conduct are made, the faculty
member Is entitled to a hearing, but because of the
absence of a property interest, the hearing is only
"to clear his name," not to gain reinstatement (unless, of course, local rules or laws call for reinstate-

ment In such a case; the U.S. Constitution does
not).
Sindermann arose in a different context. In that
case, there were substantial allegations that the
reason for nometention was the exercise of constitutionally protected rights. In addition, the local
faculty manual was so ambiguous on the question

of tenure that there was a real question as to
whether it existed. A decision favorable to the
faculty member on either issue could result in his
reinstatement, and the court found the allegations
sufficient to warrant trial on both.

ADS INISIZATWE MANAGEMENT

There are substantial indications that most institutions of higher education in the United States
have concluded a period of rapid growth. While
this is not applicable to all colleges and universities, many institutions face problems of staff reduction if only because of changes in the academic
disciplines that students are entering.
Administrative regulations should dearly state
the rules on layoff. Typically, layoff is triggered by
a decline in students, which requires a consequent

redmtion in the number of faculty members
needed for their instruction and academic supervision. Institutional administrators must determine
whether to wait for a decline in number of students
before reducing the number of faculty members, or
to begin layoff in reasonable anticipation that a
decline will occur. Also to be considered are standards that will guide the layoff, such as questions of
seniority, breaks in service, and the possibility of
split assignments or transfers from one discipline
to another.
Termination and Layoff of Support Staff. The

principles regarding terminations and layoff of
faculty are pertinent to support staff as well, although details of their application are different.
Governance of support staff is usually far closer
to general government, civil service, or corporate
models than It is to academic governance. Local
laws as well as an Institution's internal policies and
labor contracts must be consulted for questions
concerning personnel issues of support staff.

Regardless of whether it is faculty or support
staff, if financial reasons are given for reductions
in force, It is essential that vet), careful documentation be available to support proposed actions.
Affirmative Action and Nondiscrimination

In pursuit of national policy to end discrimination on the basis of race, sex, national origin,

color, and religionand the effects of such discriminationthe federal government has moved in
a number of ways having particular impact on

higher education. There are three principal sources
of federal authority in this area the U.S. Constitution and the original Civil Rights Act enacted
shortly after the Civil War; recent legislation, particubilily the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and the

power of the federal government to condition

2406 US. 564, 9. Wt. 2071 (1972) and 406 U.S. 593, 92 1Ct. 2694 (1972), respectively.
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grants and contracts on compliance with affirmative action programs.
The first of these, the U.S. Constitution, is the
basis of the breakthrough efforts to bar government
actions in aid of discrimination.* Both the Constitution's "Civil War Amendments" (13-15) and
contemporary legislation are used as the basis for
court action in this area. The statute most often
utilized is the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended

in 1972. That law enacted nine tides, of which
four are of particular interest to higher education.
Titles IV and VI are applicable principally to
students and to candidates for admission, and will
be discussed further. Titles V: and IX are administered by the Office of Civil Rights cf the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Title VI
bars discrimination on the basis c T race, color, or
national origin (not religion or sex) in federally
assisted programs of employment, and Title IX
comprehensively bars sex discrimination of students in applications for admission and in employment by institutions of higher education.
Title VII declares it an unlawful employment

practice for any employer with fifteen or more
employees to discriminate with respect to any
"benefit of employment" on account of the applicant's or employee's race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. The enforcing agency for Title VII
is the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ( EEOC ), which is established by that Title.
It has broad powers to investigate complaints, to
attempt to bring about compliance through conciliation and, failing that (and subject to deferral
to qualified state or local agencies for sixty days),
to institute litigation. If the employer is a public
agency, the EEOC must act through the attorney
general in instituting court action. If no action is
taken by the EEOC, the attorney general, or a local

all forms of compensation. "Equality" is determined by examination of effort (a measurement of

physical or mental exertion), responsibility (the
degree of accountability required for performance), and working conditions (whether any difference is of a kind customarily taken into consid,:mdon in setting wage rates). Enforcement is by the
Wages and Hours Division of the Department of

Labor. There are many other statutes bearing on
the subject, including Tales VII and VIII of the
Public Health Act, as amended by the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act and the Nurse Training
Act of 1971.

First applied (in recent years) to federally assisted construction through the Philadelphia Plan,

an approach using the government's contract
power bars race, sex, color, religion, and national
origin discrimination, and requires programs of
affirmative action to remedy the effects of past discrimination. The principles are formulated in the
President's Executive Orders 11246 and 11375,
and detailed in the Higher Education Guidelines

(issued in 1972), and in a series of regulations
concerning affirmative action plans set forth in
Chapter 60 of Title 41 of the Code of Federal Regulations (notably, Revised Orders 4 and 14).
In broad terms, affirmative action plans call for
institutions to determine, through statistical data,
whether they are "underutilizing" women or minor-

ities (that is, whether fewer are employed than
might reasonably be expected, based on those
available in the relevant labor market) and, if such
underutilization exists, to establish goals and time-

tables (not quotas) for the elimination of this
underutilization. There are other important aspects
of affirmative action, including anti - and -gym
policies, sick leave provisions, selection criteria,

and many more. Enforcement resides with the

agency, the person aggrieved may institute an

Office of Federal Contract Compliance of the De-

action within ninety days after the Commission has
so notified him.
The institution also must be concerned with the
Equal Pay Act of 1963, made applicable to higher
education by the Education Amendments of 1972.

partment of Labor and, by delegation, with the

This law requires that equal wages be paid for

rapidly developing areas of law in which there are
unsolved major issues, Including due process rights
of institutions when threatened with a loss of federal contracts or with other sanctions, questions of

equal work. Neither men nor women may be paid

less than the opposite sex for an equal job.
"Wages" are defined comprehensively to include

Office of Civil Rights of the Departnunt of Health,
Education, and Welfare for institutions of higher
education.

Affirmative action and nondiscrimination are

'See: Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483, 74 S.Ct. 686 (1954) and 349 US. 294, 75 S.Ct. 753 (1955).
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privacy and confidentiality, preferences ("reverse
discrimination"), and job qualifications and testing.' Certain regulations on these issues have been
extant for some time, and others have been issued
more recently. Still evolving is the extent of the
institution's discretion with respect to test validation and to employment practices that have a "disparate effect," that is, which reject greater numbers
of women or minorities than might be expected by
chance. This is an area in which legal counsel is
very useful. The institution may be involved with
many agencies, both federal and local, and may
risk various sanctions (including back pay, termination of federal contracts, and injunctive action)
in its efforts to act with justice and to comply with
applicable laws and regulations.
Influence of Federal Programs

One of the most signiriamt developments affecting higher education has been the advent of substantial federal programs. Included may be student
aid, grants and contracts from many agencies, and
support for both academic and academic-related
facilities.
There are federal standards governing overtime

and premium pay (Fair Labor Standards Act),

safe working conditions (Occupational Safety and
Health Act), hiring the handicapped (Vocational
Rehabilitation Act). age discrimination (Age Discrimination Employment Act), unemployment insurance, and others. The National Labor Relations
Board has asserted jurisdiction over private institutions of higher education, if engaged in interstate

commerce under the Board's "yardstick." There
are also Environmental Protection Agency orders,
as well as conflict of interest rules issued by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
which affect institutions that may hire former employees of that Department. Most of these have
their analogues in state and local legislation,. with
which institutions also must be concerned.
Such regulations present many legal problems.
An example is the liability exposure to the federal
government for breaches in grant agreements or
failure to exercise due diligence in recovering loans

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMEArt

made under federal programs. Many public and
private agencies have grant and contract clauses
that need to be examined by institutions before
acceptance of a grant or contract. For a detailed

treatment of grants and contracts, refer to the
chapter "Administration of Sponsored Programs:
Instruction, Research, and Public Service."
Student Affairs
Discipline. The relationship of the student to the
institution once was explained in terms of the nowoutmoded privilege-right dichotomy, wherein the

student had a privilege to attend cdlege, which
the college had a right to terminate at any time, or

by the related doctrines of in loco parentis or
'wrens parriae, both long since out of favor with

the courts.
Dixon v. Alakuna State Board of Education"
established the right of students to a hearing bearing at least "the rudiments of due process" before
a conduct expulsion or other serious disciplinary
action could be taken. The precise content of the
"rudiments" still may be disputed, but it is clear
that, at a minimum, the student is entitled to:
1. A clear statement of charges of the alleged
misconduct.
2. A hearing at which the evidence against the
student is presented.
3. An opportunity to challenge such evidence,
and to present evidence in rebuttal.
4. At least a summary record, and a fair decision based on the record.
More also may be required. If the institution has
counsel (or someone legally trained) to present its
position, the student is entitled to the same (but
at his or her own expense).' The student may be

entitled to a list of witnesses to be presented in
support of the charges and to a summary of their
evidence. Technical rules of evidence and other
judicial rulessuch as those restricting the scope
of cross-examinationare not required, and most
courts have concluded that the code of conduct
need not be so precisely drawn as to qualify as a
criminal statute.' However, "conduct unbecoming"
rules may yet present problems.

'See: Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 91 S.Ct. 849 (1971).
'294 F.2.d 150 (5th Cir. 1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 930 (1961).
'See: French v. Bashful, 303 F.Supp. 1333 (E.D.La. 1969).
/See: Esteban v. Central Missouri State College, 415 F.2d 1077 (8th Cir. 1969), cert. den. 398 U.S. 965, 90 S.Ct. 2169.
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While courts continue to be chary about challenging institutional discretion in matters of discipline, they have not hesitated when substantive
constitutional rights are perceived to be involved.
Thus, courts have held that an institution could
not punish a student for constitutionally protected
expression (although it could punish the student

colleges and universities usually are exempt from
property assessment with respect to academic and

academic support facilities. This typically is not
true in the case of investment property, or with
respect to special assessments for direct support
of services such as street lighting: local law must
be consulted in both instances.

for expression that violates carefully prepared and
valid rules of time, place, and manner, or that presents an immediate danger of physical disrupticm).9
Similarly, institutions are severely limited in their

Public institutions may resort to eminent main
to acquire adeitkmal property either under their
own authority or through an appropriate governmental unit in the same jurisdiction. Many states

authority to discriminate in recognizing student
clubs and in providing institutional resowces and
facilities for such clubs."
Discrimination. Several of the provisions of the

accord the same privilege to private, nonprofit
schools. The usual nde is that state-operated institutions arc not subject to local ordinances govern-

particularly applicable to students and to candi-

ing the use of property. Thus, in many states a
state university need not secure a building permit
to erect a facility on a campus within the bound-

dates for admission.

aries of a city or county. However, advice of

Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended in 1972, are

Title IV bars denial of admission or continuation of students at a "public college" on grounds

counsel should be sought to examine the particulars of the local rule.
Law enforcement is an area in which even the

of race, color, religion, or national origin; it is
enforced by the Department of Justice. Title VI

state institution is subject to local jurisdiction.
Typkally, city police officers have full powers to
enforce state laws anywhere in the city (federal
enclaves excepted in certain cases), including a

bars race, color, or national origin discrimination
in any program receiving federal assistance; the
sanction is termination of assistance, at least for
the particular program.
Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in any program or activity benefiting from federal financial
assistance. It is specifically applicable to discrimination with respect to students, applicants for admission, and employees." It seems clear that an
institution receiving federal grants could not dis-

college or university, whether it is public or private,
state or local. County sheriffs have similar powers
over institutions outside city limits. In short, even
though a college or university may have its own
security personnel who are empowered to exercise

the authority of police officers within institutional
boundaries, the campus is not a sanctuary from
local law enforcement personnel. Local police do
not need permission to enter the campus in the
course of their duties, alt ugh when circum-

criminate on the basis of sex in any program
directly aided by such grants. Thus, students could
not be denied admission to programs on the basis
of sex, much less denied entry into a "sex-stereo-

stances permit, considerations of comity may
prompt them to notify institutional authorities of

type" professional program. Conduct rulesfor
example, lockoutalso would appear to have to

their intention. Both institutional and local police

apply equally to men and women.

are subject to Fourth Amendment limitations
against unreasonable searches and seizures.
The institution is well advised to have a working

Property
An institution is usually one of the major property owners in its area, and often has substantial
holdings in other locations as well, such as outdoor

agreement with local authorities covering how
each will act in given situations in cases of concurrent jurisdiction. This should not be left until

science laboratories, farms, and properties for
investment. Unlike most owners of real property,
°See:

an emergency occurs.
Campus authorities may enter a dormitory room

Tinker v. Des Moinesinelependent Community School District, 393 US. At 89 S.Ct. 733 (1969).

'See: Healy v. lames, 408 US. 169. 92 S.O. 2338 (1972).
"Drat* regulations were Issued for notice and comment on 20 June 1974.

Li)
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under appropriate circumstances for purposes of

which is royalty-free. They are the lowest form of

health or safety and enforcement of dormitory

license and give an employer slight protection

rules. Counsel should be consulted with respect to
the circumstances justifying such entry as well as
the drafting of pertinent dormitory license or lease
provisions.

against others who may use an invention. An express agreement is always preferable to rename
by the employer on these common law rights.
Patent applications must be filed within one year

from first publication of the invention, and it

Patents and Copyrights

usually takes two years or more after filing a patent

Patents. Legal questions comxrning patents
sometimes call for the help of an outside expert,
since few institutions find it practical to have staff
patent counsel. Patents can be awarded only by
the federal government and foreign sovereigns.

Generally, only the inventor may apply for a
patent, and this usually is done with the cooperation of the employer. Institutions experienced in
the administration of patents often have attorney-

prepared agreements with faculty and staff in
which the employee, associate, or consultant agrees

to assign his or her patent rights to the trustees
under stated terms and condidons, usually including a formula for divisitm of royalties. These agreements typically give ownership to the trustees and
sometimes provkk for the possibility of release of
proprietary rights to the inventor under appropri-

ate circumstances. The invention must be submitted in a proper, delineated form to the institution through an administrator, committee, outside
consultant, or some combination of these, which
then may elect whether or not to file a patent

application to secure a patent. Application for a
patent may give the inventor (and his or her assignees) a "patent pending" status in the interim.
This gives notice to woukl-be users of their potential liability should the patent be issued, and the

inventor can contract for what is, in effect, a
waiver of rights during this period (a kind of
license).

There are a number of important questions in

patent law still in the process d development,
chiefly revolving around what is an Invention"
for patent purposes. Generally speaking, processes
are patentable but laws of nature, including mathematical expressions of scientific facts, arc nee.'"
Copyrights. A copyright is an exclusive right to

prohibit others from copying a Minuted literary
work. Willful infringement of a copyright is a
crime, and plagiarism is a serious academic offense.

Infringement may be remedied by private suits
for damages (but only if two copies of the copy-

righted material are filed with the Register of
Copyrights) or by other civil relief. A professor
has a common law copyright in his or her own

application.
If a college or university pursues a patent, it may
bear all or most of the development costs. If the
inventor pursues the matter, he or she bears the
full costs of securing the patent and of any further
development.

lectures. The professor, through appropriate court
action, may prevent students or others from marketing notes of his or her lectures. The institution
has probable standing to join the faculty member
in these efforts.
Recent principal legal questi. ons for colleges and
universities have concerned the right of an educational or research institution to copy a copyrighted
scientific work for use of its own personnel. The

Ownership of patent rights developed in the
course of employment belongs to the employer by
virtue of the implied agreement of employment to
invent. However, implied agreements arc subject
to difficult problems of proof, and therefore such
employment arrangements and the ownership of

Court of Claims has upheld a limited right to do
so as an aspect of 'lair use."" Counsel should be
consulted for the limitations of this exception.

patent rights virtually always are expressed in
writing. "Shop rights" to an invention arise when
an inventor uses an employer's facilities to create
or to perfect an invention. They amount to a non-

Gifts, Taxes, and Consortia

exclusive license appurtenant to the business,

ent upon, and actively encourage, gifts. For the

Both public and private institutions are depend-

'Vottsekalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63,93 S.Ct. 233 (1972).
'Williams and Wilkins Company v. United States, F.2t1--(Ct.CL, 1974); 42 LW 2282, cert. granted, U.S. Sup. Ct.
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public institution, the giving program is often the
"margin of excellence" which, when addd to the
base of taxpayer support and student fees, permits
it to enhance its programs. For the private college

to accord favorable tax treatment to income from
certain of these joint efforts, despite authority contra*, to its positicm." Thus, if Institution A and
Institution B each operates Its own laundry, serv-

or university, the program often is essential to

ing its own needs exclusively, no income is realized

survival.

on account of funds transferred on the books of

The unrestricted gift presents few legal problems. Most substantial gifts, however, are burdened with some kind of trust. Depending on trust
conditions, the institution as trustee may have
broad discretion with respect to programs to be
benefited, may or may not pool the gift with others,
may or may not be permitted to use principal, and

may or may not be able to charge overhead costs
to the trust.
All private colleges and universities should be

certain that their Internal Revenue Code taxexempt status is current and is in the most favorable classification. In general, gifts of capital gain
appreciated property and tangible personal property (the property itself, not merely the right to its
use) may be given to institutions that qualify under
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c) ( 3 ) with
the donor entitled to a deduction (up to percentage
limitations specified in the Code) of the appreciated value (not merely the donee's bads) if, in the
case of personal property, the property is related
to the exempt function of the donor. Certain gifts
of charitable remainder and income interests in
trust also may be made, with the donor entitled to
a current deduction, if Treasury rules are scrupukmisly followed."
Tax counsel will be able to advise the institution
how to tailor its giving program so as to make it as

attractive as possible to potential donors. But the
Institution's lawyer should not at the same time
act as counsel to donors, who should have their
own counsel.

Closely allied to these tax problems are tax
issues presented by consortiacombinations of
two or more entities engaged in a particular and
limited enterprise. The necessity to achieve maximum use of scarce resources increasingly has com-

pelled institutions to find ways of sharing certain
kinds of facilities and programs. The tax problem
stems from refusal of the Internal Revenue Service

account to the laundry function. But if the institutions combine their laundry resources into a single
operation, to be owned jointly by them in order to
realize the benefits of an economy of scale, money
paid to the laundry is taxable income to that enter-

pise, even though it serves no other customers.
Attempts are under way to change that result by
legislation.

Inforntaikm Systems

Institutions steadily are beconing more involved
in the aglection and retrieval of data through automated systems. Three legal problems involved are
noted here:
1.

Privacy. Considerable quantities of confidential information relating to individuals
often are stored in computers. Depending on
particular circumstances, the deliberate

revelation of such data may constitute actionable invasions of privacy. A negligent
revelation, such as failure to maintain adequate security systems, may become acticmable as the law develops in this area

2. Contracts for acquisition of hardware and
softwear.

Muldmillion-dollar

agreements

have been negotiated with little or no involvement of counsel by the institution; this
approach may benefit vendors that do use
attorneys, to the disadvantage of the institution. Institutional administrators should
thoroughly unikrstaml the conditions pnrifered by vendors, develop their own provi-

sions, and take advents": of all the legitimate negotiating leverag they may have.
Legal counsel is only one of many factors
indispensable to that result.
3. Regulation. The federal giwerminnt and

many states are considering legislation that
in some instances would heavily regulate the

"Internal Revenue Code Sectitm 170 et seq.
Bureau of Standards and Suppliers, Inc. 4.ssaciation v. linked Sulks. 158 F.Supp. 560 (Ct. a., 1958)
ten. den. (1958).
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automated information handling process.
This regulation usually has as its goal the
protection of privacy, and in many instances
establishes criminal sanctions for noncompliance. The form of regulation (whether by

commission or by direct application to the
operator) inevitably will generate legal
problems, not only as to compliance, but
also as to the basic form of the regulation
itself. Overbroad regulatory language can
have a significant impact on extensive university capital investment for research and
administration by computer process.

plaintiffs must follow. Also, charitable immunities
formerly available to private institutions have all
but disappeared. The institution therefore must be
concerned for its tort liability exposure. The Occupational Safety and Health Act (and state laws

enacted in conformity with it) also expands the
ambit of liability exposure to the institution.
Classically, courts designated persons who en-

tered the property of another as "business invitees," "bare licensees,"
rs," or as falling into some intermediate classification. The duty
of care the property holder was bound to exercise

was reduced as one timed down the scale: thus,
a trespasser often was protected only against delib-

Separately incorporated Auxiliary Enterprises

erate injury. In time, this categorization proved
unsatisfactory, as was shown by the engrafting of

Institutions often find it useful to have certain
educationally related function operated by entitles
legally distinct from the college or university. Common examples are college stores, college unions,
and food services, and in some instances the entire
student organization.
These operations present special problems of
unemployment and disability insurance exemption,
of tax-exempt status for both income and property
tax purposes, and of assuring their legitimacy as
separate entities. The separate entity becomes a

multiple exceptions and qualifications ( "attractive

problem when the institution and the auxiliary
organization are different in name only. Institutions whose management is coterminous with the
management of the auxiliary enterprise may find
both categories of activity subject to similar rules
and regulations of the institution.
Torts and Liability

Nearly all public institutions formerly enjoyed
an immunity from liability for most of their torts.

Thus, persons injured on account of negligent
operations of the institution could not recover for

their injuriesat least, not from the institution.
Many private schools enjoyed analogous exemptions developed under one or more of three common law theories.
Most of these immunities no longer exist. Courts
and legislatures largely have eliminated the public
institution's sovereign immunity in cases of non-

discretionary torts such as negligence, although
there usually are claims and notice provisions that

nuisance" is a familiar example). The modern
view is to inquire as to what safeguards are reasonable in light of all the relevant circumstances. in-

cluding the severity of risk, the foreseeability of
harm, the likelihood that persons will be on the
property, and the cost and practicality of avoiding
or abating the danger, such as by posting notice of
the danger or by fencing off.
Determination of Which Institutions Are "Public"

Ingiturions of higher education are categorized
as "public" or "private," with different legal consequences attached to each. Public institutions are
subject to all the constitutional limitations implicit
in the concept of "state action": they cannot discipline students in violation of due process principles, and cannot decline to retain employees on
grounds prohibited by the U.S. Constitution, such
as the exercise of constitutionally protected expression. But these institutions enjoy a partial im-

munity from suit in federal court under the
Eleventh Amendment; their officers usually are
personally immune under state law for "discretionary" acts and have the protection of tort claims
acts procedures. The public institution also may be

in a favorable tax position as a potential donee,
and is often beyond the authority of local ordinance. On the other hand. the private institution is

not subject to the plethora of laws limiting the
extent and procedure of exercise of powers by
government.
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it :s arguable thate.otherwise "private" institution that receives substantial public financial sup-

ADHERENCE TO LAW

portas most do, directly or indirectlyis suffi-

institutions of higher education, as inheritors of
a very special and precious tradition of integrity,
and as Kemp" have special reason to scnipulowly honor the letter and grit of the law. This is
demanded not only by ginciples of fabsess, but
also by the necessity of maintaining the wide support that is requisite to their well-being. To paraphrase an apt law review variation on a conment
by Justice Holmes, if it is said that persons must
turn square corners when they deal with institu-

ciently infused with "state action" as to make it
public. As is true in other areas, courts are unlikely
to take a rigid attitude on this issue. Thus far, they
have been liberal in finding "state action" where
discrimination is involved'®, but slow to do so on
questions of procedural due process." Moreover,
"state action" is a constitutional concept, and has

not been applied to questions of the public or
private nature of the institution for purposes not
involving the Fourteenth Amendment, which
makes most of the provisions of the Bill of Rights
applicable to the states.

tions of higher education, it is hard to see why these

institutions should not be held to a like standard
of rectangular rectitude in their own affairs."

"See: In re Girard College Trumwskip, 386 Pa. 548, 127 Aid 287 (1956). overruled Pennsylvania v. Board of
Directors of City Trusts. 353 U.S. 230 (1957); 391 Pa. 434, 138 A.2d 844 (1958); cert. den. 537 US. 570
(1958);

Conintonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Brown, 392 F.2d 120 (3d Cir. 1968). cert. denied, 391 U.S. 921. 88 S.Ct. 1811 (1968).
"See: Cromer v. Trustees of Columbia University, 287 F.Supp. 535, 547 (S.13.N.Y.. 1968); Wallin, v. New York
University. 492 F.2d 96 (2d Cir., 1974); but see: Belk v. Chancellor of Washington University, 336 F.Supp.
45, 46
(E.D.P4o., 1970).
"48 MIN. I.. Rev. 1299. quoted in Farrell v. County of Placer. 23 C.2d 624, 628 (1944).
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Student Aid
HE USUAL FORMS of financial aid to college and

I university stunts, administered through the
institution, are scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, grants, loans, part-time employment, and

special arrangements for the payment of tuition
and other charges. This segment of the financial
affairs of the institution, affecting the welfare of
individual students as well as the institution, requires judicious and effective administraticat.
ADMINISTRATION

Administration of the student aid program is a

responsibility of both academk and financial
officers. Broad policies and procedures for award
and administration of student aid should be
adopted by the institution. These may be based on
recommendatious of a committee of representatives
from academic departments, admissions and student aid offices, student personnel of
business
office, and student body. Such a student aid committee should determine, in areas of its carcern,
standards and requirements relating to academic
and other qualifications of applicants and methods
used to appraise their financial needs.

An officer should be appointed to implement
student aid policies and coordinate the work of the
program, although graduate fellowships and assistantships usually are administered by a separate
office, such as the graduate school or the student's
academic department. In small institutionb the student aid function may be a principal part-time as-

assistance, evaluation of financial need and qualifications of applicants, and decisions ccmcerning the

amounts and kinds of student aid to be granted.
Although the business officer should be responsilge
for receipt, custody, and disbursement of all funds
for student aid and for all aspects of their acantntins and fiscal reporting, many federal studerh aid

programs require accounting and fiscal repatin
by the student aid officer.

To mg* with laws pertaining to aid funds,
student aid officers and appropriate staff in the
business office must review periodically, and becane acquainted with, provisions of rederai, state,
and local laws and regulations as they relate to all
forms of payments to students. Under federal regulations, a student who receives federal aid funds
may not be paid amounts that exceed his computed
wed, including income from any source. An institution that fails to comply with this restriction may
be habit to repay the amount of "overmet need"
to the government. Whenever posstle, there
should be a data bank of information for each stu-

dent, indicathv the amount and type of aid from
institutional as well as outside sources.

Information describing the total student aid
program should be published in ronvenient, comprehensible form. The publication should imiude
kinds of aid available, general rules and regulations
in granting aid, qualifications and eligibility re-

supporting staff are

quirements applicable to special funds and types
of aid, methods of applying for aid, and procedures
to be followed in arranging for deferred payments
of fees and charges, Information on loan funds
should include interest rates, repayment schtxfules,

Within the framework of approved policies, the
student aid officer should be responsible for administering the program, including such procedures
as receipt of applications for all forms of financial

and obligations of borrowers.
While financial need in most cases is the basic
criterion for granting student aid, many insthutions
consider other factors such as academic achievement, vocational objectives, and leadership poten-

signment of the officer. In large institutions or
those with significant student aid budipts, a fulltime administrator and
required.
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tiaL All students seeking aid should be required

to cmnpkte the appropriate application form,
which solicits such information.
Professional financial analysis services, such as
the College Scholarship Service and the American
College Testing Program, are available to evaluate

family financial circumstances to determi= the
support to be expected from the family. At the
student's request, results of these evaluations are
sent in conficknce to institutions for use in detra6
mining the amounts of financial assistance needed
by the applicant.
FORMS OF STUDENT AID

In order to make the most eftective use of their
stmt aid funds, institutions typically grant assis-

tance to a student through a "package" of aid,
which may include a combination of scholarship or
grant and self-help such as loan or we
Adjustments in the amount and composition of the package are made from year to year as the financial and
academic circumstances of the applicants or the
resources of the institution change. Some institu-

tions award aid for the entire period of study

institution. Student aid officers should cooperate
with such organizadons but should suggest that,
whenever possibk, the standards, qualifications of
stta;lents, and other regulati= of their institution
be followed.

Institutions are smnetimu. tsked to accept gifts

to which the term "scholarship" is applied, but
with the donor reserving the right to designate the
recipient. Such receipts cannot be treated as scholarship funds, and donors should be informed that
their funds are being accepted as agency funds for
use of the designated students. Donors should be
notified that such funds are not gifts to the institution and therefore are not tax-deductible.
Assistantships

Assistantships, like fellowships, usually include

tuition remission for graduate students, but the
award, or stipend, is generally less than that of a
fellowship. Unlike fellowships, however, assistantships require performs of services, which should
be charged as expenses of the department in which
the work is pertormed, regardless of the basis on
h recipients are selected.

unless circumstances change; others require annual
application.

Grants

Scholarships and Fellowships

Grants typically are awarded to students with
special talentsmusic and art students, athletes,

Scholarships, which generally are awarded to
undergraduates, are based on scholestic achievement and/or financial need, and rarely cover total

and othersusually without egard to schola,sdc

educational

grant programs and many state "scholarship"

expenses.

Some scholarships

are

awarded for amtdemic excellence or special talents
in specific areas, regardless of financial need.

Fellowships, which are awarded to graduate
students, usually are of larger amount; tradition-

achievement or financial need. Grants also may be
mandated by law, such as the federal opportunity
programs.

Loans

ally, applicants have not been required to demon-

There has been an emphasis on self -help, partkularly student loans. This has been caused partly

strate financial need. Scholastic excellence has been

by the expanded availability of loan funds from

the important criterion, but some institutions are
introducing the need factor as costs rise and funds

federal sources, which provide loans at subsidized
interest to students meeting certain need criteria.

become scarce.
Recipients of scliolarsh "~s and fellowships are
not expected to render service to the institution as

In addition to federal programs, there are state

a consideration for their awards, nor are they expected to repay them.
Foundations, fraternal orders, religious grouPs,
and similar agencies often grant scholarships and
fellowships directly to students they select, based

in many cases on information supplied by the

and private programs of loans with subsidized interest. Loans also are made directly to students by
agencies outside the institution. As with scholarships from outside sources, colleges and universities should cooperate with the organizations and
encourage them to observe the institution's standards, policies, and regulations in administering
loan funds.
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sequent endorsement, empluisizes the business

t i o n a l l o a n fund. W h e n a l o a n is r e p ai d b y t h e r e-

nature of the loan.

Interest on loans, if any, is added to the fund to help
cover occasional losses and to insure perpetuity of

Since it is the duty of the business calm to
collect loans, he should insure that both an initial
and an exit interview are held with recipients of student loans. At the exit interview, stress should be

c i p i e n t , it is a g a i n m a d e a v a i l ab l e f o r l e a d i n g.

the loan fund.
Long-term loans are granted to students whose
needs for assistance are sufficiently great that the
amount of gift -aid funds and employment available
is not sufficient to meet the students' entire needs.
Long-term loans generally do not require payment

of interest while the student is attending school.
(or the interest is paid for the student), but do

carry an interest charge during the repayment
period. Short-term loans are maintained by some
institutions to provide imandiate funds for emergency purposes. The amount that can be borrowed
usually is small, and the repayment period may
vary.

on the student's oldigaticm to pay any interest
stipulated, to repay the loan, and to keep the insti-

tutkm advised of his correct address and name
changes. A written agreement should confirm in-

terest paymnts and the schedule for repayir at.
A monthly schedule is often best.
The business officer is respimsible for developing
an efficient system for collecting student loans. Advance notices of interest and principal payments
due should be sent regularly by the business office

or Ming agent to all borrowers. Notices of payments made, which also show the balance of usRid principal, and readnder letters should origi-

A student should be granted a loan only after

nate in the business dfice. Telephime calls to

review of his application form, a personal interview
by the appropriate college officer, and the execu-

delinquent borrowers produce satisfactory results.
Data processing equipment is effective in preparing
bills and statements, notices and repasts for pay-

dal of a loan note, which must contain pertinent
information regarding truth -in- lending laws, according to applicable statutes. In addition to other
informadon about the student, the application form
should disclose all sources and amounts of income
of the applicant for the following year, estimates
of expenses during the year, and amount of loan
requested. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of references and a cosigner, if there is one,
must be furnished. This information is valuable in
locating borrowers who fail to keep the institution
informed of changes of address. On a loan made
to a minor, a cosigner may be necessary to enforce
the legal right to collect the note according to laws

ment, analyses and reports on student ban fund
activities, aging of loan notes, and other phases of
accounting and reporting for student loan funds.

A number of institutions use banks and b3ling
agencies for the administration of collection of
student loans.

An institution that accepts funds to be lent to
students, regardless of the source, accepts the responsibility for administering the funds effectively.

When a student is granted an aid package that
includes a loan, it must be made dear to the student that the loan portion is an obligation that
eventually must be repaid.

of the state in which the institution is located.
Ordinarily, responsibility for approving a loan rests
with the student aid offer.
The administration of loans approved is a respon-

Part-Time Employment

sibility of the business officer. He should verify
authorizations and terms of loans, ascertain that

aid may be expected (although not required) to
accept part-time employment, loans, or both as

recipients have no outstanding delinquent accounts,

prepare the notes, and issue checks payable to
students for the amount of the loans. Checks
should be endorsed by students, even though proceeds from loans are to be paid immediately to students' accounts. The issuance of checks to students
who borrow funds, which also requires their sub-

Part -time student employment often is incorporated in the student aid program. Students seeking

part of their self-help obligation. Ideally, the parttime employment function is vested in the student
aid office.

The student aid office should refer students to
prospective employers. Final selection of students

to be employed should be the responsibility of
those in areas where the students will work. Part-
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Personnel Administration
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION is

a systematic ap-

promh to manpower recruitment, utilizatirm,
compensation, and development. When fully and
properly implemented, it creates an environment
that is conducive to, and facilitates the accomplishment of, the goals of the educational institution in
the most effective manner. A well-developed program of personnel administration can:

1. Assist administrators in clarifying the organi. -talon of the staff and workload in their
departments.
2. Enable administrators to develop and main-

min fair and equitable compensation policies and practices.

3. Facilitate !miffing of the organization with
competent employees.

4. Insure that the institution complies with
federal and state laws relating to employ-

Personnel administration is usually a staff function, but may include certain line functions. Those
involved in personnel administration participate in

the development and implementation of institutional personnel policies all practices by working
with other institutkmal administrators and supervisors. The personnel administrator should, of
course, play a very active part in helping initiate
these policies and practices. A personnel of ter
may have direct administrative authority over certain institutional employees in order to insure compliance with federal and state laws.
The need for consistent application of personmg
policies, laws, awl government regulations

throughout the college or university is of such
importance that it dictates centralization of the
entire institutional personnel function. This is
especially true with respect to the impact of fed-

ment and maintains data for federal, state,
and local personnel audits and reports.
5. Assist employees in understanding the organization and in identifying with it.
6. Encourage and assist department heads and
supervisors in initiating and maintaining
orientation, training, and development programs that will make it possible for employees to understand what is expected of
them, to perform their work efficiently, to

eral and state legislation regarding equitable employment practices, which must apply equally to
all employees. Since the influence of the personnel

develop their skills and abilities, and to

clearly identifiable personnel operation or function.
Historically, the chief business officer normally

achieve their full potential.

7. Help employees motivate themselves to
work together productively.
8. Facilitate communication among adminis-

trators, supervisors, and employees about
personnel matters.
9. Provide procedures for resolving grievances.

10. Assist administrators in interpreting and
reacting to concerns of employee organizations, unions, and special-interest groups.

operation affects all segments of the college or university, responsibility for establishing and implementing the institutional personnel program must
be assigned to a major administrative officer. In a
small institution this assignment may be given to
sonuone who has other administrative responsibil-

ities. It is important, however, that there be a
has been responsible for promotion and development of what was identified as personnel administration in the institution, usually as it related to
nonteaching employees. Academic administrators
have been responsible for largely unstructured personnel activities related to the academic staff. Regardless of this separatimi of functicms, it is advisable for the chief academic officer to avail himself
of the specialized assistance of the personnel an=
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when it is required. Much overlapping of duties,

confusion, and unwarranted expense can be
avoided, however, by centralizing all personnel administration under one officer. Centralization can
best be accomplished by making the personnel
operation responsible directly to the highest practical level of authority.
An institutional decision as to whom the chief
personnel administrative officer should be respon-

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

basic tool include:
I. Writing and verifying, by on-the-job audits,
individual position descriptions.
2. Sorting positions into a classification
structure.

3. Outlining class spec' and relative
values.

4. Delineating use of class specifications --for
example, as a basis for budget preparation

sible must therefore be made in the context of

and personnel programs and procedures.

individual workloads, capabilities, and persrmal-

ides. The decision should be based on how the
personnel program can best serve the institution.
As conditions change, reorganization may be

required.
Regardless of organization structure there
should be specific action by the governing board of
the institution, which defines the broad objectives
of the personnel program and the major features
of its relationships and structures. The personnel
program is much more likely to be better received
and greatly strengthened in its utilization if there
has been employee participation in its development
and if provision is made for employee committees

or councils for communication and advisory
purposes.
Key functions of a comprehensive personnel department include position classification; canpensation and benefits; employee relations; recruitment,
selection, and promotion; affirmative action programs; orientation and training; performance
evaluation; organization and manpower planning

and development; labor relations; records; and
sometimes, safety. Each of these functions should
be considered and evaluated separately; however,
in practice they should be organized to blend into
a totally effective program.
POSITION CLASSIFICATION

A classification plan provides a method for
grouping individual positions together under common class titles and descriptions and is basic to all
programs and processes in personnel
don. It also is essential for insuring and documenting equal employment opportunity. The selection

COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

Compensation and benefit plans provide a systematic approach to establishing salary levels for
positions, establishing practices relative to vacations, holidays, leaves, insurance, and retirewnt,
maintaining equitable relationships among positions based on levels of responsibility, recognizing

competitive salaries paid in the labor market,
maintaining salary and benefit levels that permit
recruitment and retention of personnel, and affording a mans of rewarding improved or meritorious
performance. Because compensation and benefits
represent total employment cost, each program
must be developed and evaluated in the context of
total compensation.
Careful consideration must be given to the most

effective use of the institutional dollarin the
form of take-home pay, pay for nonproductive
time, insured income in case of loss of pay because
of disability or layoff, delayed compensation to be
paid after retirement, or indirect income through
"job niceties" such as inexpensive parkin. Basic
to the development of all compensation and bermfit plans is a determination of the institution's

financial resources and its ability to support the
various benefit plans, many of which become far
more costly than was anticipated at the time of
oeginal adoption.
Compensation and benefit plans are implemented by acceptable techniques applied to such
established basic principles as:
1. Internal equity among all classes of work in
the classification plan.

2. External equity with rates paid by other organizations in competition for the supply of
qualified applicant

of a plan presupposes sufficient analysis of the
organization and positions to determine the factors
for job evaluation. Techniques involved in establishing and maintaining at classification plan as a

3. Cost-of-living changes.
4. Performance.
5. Length of service.
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

Maintaining consistent application of policies
and practices, thus tending to prevent personnel
problems and grievances and helping to solve those

that occur, requires an effective liaison and communications program among staff, faculty, and
administrators. Emp'oyee relations includes administration of factors affecting morale and such
matters as discipline, seniority, layoff, and rehiring.
Involved in this activity are:

1. Development of the personnel function as

one of advice and counsel on personnel
matters
2. Education and training of ckpartment heads
and supervisors.
3. Communication of personnel practices and
Wicks through explanations by supervisors
and through the use of handbooks, training

programs, meetings with employees, and
other appropriate media.

4. Establishment of a formal procedure for
handling employee grievances.
RECRUITMENT, SELECTION, AND PROMOTION

The recruitment and selection of nonteaching
employees was one of the earliest functions of
personnel administration in colleges and univershies. Recruitment and selection procedures should

include a systematic program for securing qualified applicants and for recommending applicants
who are best qualified for a vacant position. It is
no longer considered adequate for an institution to
rely on recruitment procedures in which an applicant must take the initiative in seeking employment

with the institution; the institution must take the
initiative in securing applications from individuals
who might not be reached through the traditional
procedures of referrals and general advertising. A

recruitment program must acquaint employees
with existing vacancies and assist in the transfer or
promotion of current staff members. Qualifications
to be considered include not only technical skills

and abilities, but also traits or qualities that are
needed to bring strength and balance to both the
operating unit in which the vacancy exists and the
overall institution.

Screening and selection procedures must be
carefully developed and implemented, with equal

concern for the rejected applicants as well as those

selected. Proper validation of all screening and
selection procedures is extremely important in
meeting compliance standards established for equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action
programs.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

Federal regulations make it imperative that
imaginative programs for affirmative action be
developed at each employment level to provide
equal employment opportunity and advancement
to all Individuals regardless of race, color, religion,

sex, age, or national origin. These efforts may
include:
1. Analysis of legal requirements.

2. Promulgation of a formal statement, to be
acted by the governing board, of policies
and practices of the institution, without bias

as to race, color, religion, sex, age, or national origin.

3. Programs for implementation of these policies and practices
4. Sensitivity training for administrators, supervisors, and present employees.
5. Special recruitment of women and the culturally disadvantaged.
6. Orientation and training programs especially

designed, for example, to assist culturally
disadvantaged employees in becoming part
of the working community.
7. Training, conducted both on and off the job,
and upgrading.
S. Follow-up and evaluation procedures.
9. Effective liaison with appropriate compliance
review agencies.
ORIENTATION AND TRAINING

Orientation and training programs provide services to the new employee in adjusting to the employer and the work unit, to the employee in develaping skills, abilities, and knowledge relating to
promotional opportunities, and to the administrator and supervisor in implementing such activities.
The programs should be developed after searching

out stated needs for training and development
activities. Needs may range from reading and
writing for illiterate employees to skill training,
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such as typing, or sensitivity training and professional development. These services, which can be
provided within or without the institution, by the
employer or by other agencies, may include:
1. Centralized orientation sessions to assist new
employees in identifying with the college or
university.

2. Centralized training programs on business
and academic policies and procedures, office

practice techniques, supervision, and other
skills usable by employees throughout the
organization.
3. Technical assistance to departmental administrators and supervisors in development of
departmental orientation and training programs that assist employees in becoming acquainted with the department and its work
methods.
4. Training supervisors in how to supervise and
train employees.

5. Administration of educational assistance
programs for enrollment of employees in
developmental courses in vocational schools,
colleges, and universities.
6. Encouragement of attendance in appropriate
professional meetings and workshops.

Performance evaluation is a continuing process,
but there should be provision for periodic formal
review. There are several approaches that can be
used in the design of a performance evaluation
system:
1. Employee characteristics analysis.
2. Task performance analysis.
3. Management by objective.
ORGANIZATION AND MANPOWER PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT

Systematic reviews of staffing requirements are
necessary in order to implement recruitment, promotional, and transfer patterns for existing staff.
The program should be designed to promote internal movement of promotable staff members, to
encourage individual employee development by
planned movement within the organization or by
training, and to analyze such factors as:
1. Skills and abilities required for all positions
in the institution.
2. Skills and abilities of present employees.
3. Turnover of employees in each class of work.

4. Growth trends of each department of the
organization and implications of patterns
upon future personnel needs.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance evaluation is often thought to be a
mechanical process for determining who will be
given a pay raise. Performance evaluation can be
used in making such decisions, but a good per-

formance evaluation program will serve many
other, equally important purposes. It can:
1. Help employees see how their work appears
to supervisors.
2. Assist employees in improving their
performance.
3. Assist supervisors and management in analyzing the effectiveness of the organization
and its operations.
4. Help supervisors and management in identification of employees who should be considered for development, promotion, transfer,
or dismissal.
5. Increase employee morale by providing a
means of communication with management

6. Assist in attainment of departmental and
institutional goals.
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5. Projections for recruitment, development,
and promotional programs.
LABOR RELATIONS

Labor relations is an increasingly important
activity in personnel administration. At one time
only maintenance, service, and craft and trade
employees were thought to be interested in unionization. Perhaps there is no group of employees,
including administrators, that has not given some
thought to the advantages and disadvantages of
unionization. In the event that bargaining units
exist or are a possibility, consideration of the relationship between the union and the college or university should include:

1. Determining the labor relations philosophy
of the governing board and the senior administrators of the institution.
2. Obtaining legal counsel and labor relations
consultation as circumstances dictate.
3. Defining the bargaining unit or units.
4. Determining the ;ssues that will be negotiable.
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5. Negotiating with union representatives.
6. Presenting the institutional points of view to
the employees involved, to other institutional
staff members, and if the situation warrants,
to the general public.
7. Implementing the provisions of a negotiated
contract.
8. Keeping the administration informed of pertinent events and trends.
For a detailed treatment of this subject, refer to

the chapter "Labor Relations and Collective
Bargaining."

Because personnel records are an essential part of
the institution's management information system,

they should be integrated with it to the extent
practicable.
SAFETY

A well-developed safety program is required of
all educational institutions by federal as well as by

many state laws. The personnel department may
be responsible for administering the institutional
accident prevention program, including record
keeping, and for providing training in safety meas-

REMUS

Development of a centralized system of employee records is an integral part of a personnel
program. Such a system serves the operating and
legal needs of all personnel programs and the statistical needs of personnel managers, personnel
research, and administration, with particular emphasis on budget planning and administration.
Record systems should be established and continually evaluated concerning:
I. Nature of records required.
2. Record systems available for utilization.
3. Record retention policies.
4. Legal requirements regarding record keeping.

ures. Adherence to safety principles will reduce
accidents, improve quality of service, and often
reduce the cost of operations. Elements of a safety

program include strong administrative support;
active supervision; constant search for, and correction of, physical defects and unsafe practices; and
training of employees in safety measures.
Claims under workmen's compensation and disability laws should be processed through the personnel department, which al o should be assigned
responsibility for maintaining records and preparing reports required by law.
For a detailed treatment of this subject, refer to
the chapter "Safety."
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Faculty and Staff Benefits
DENEFITS have become a significant part of
total compensation, and they often are key
elements in union negodations. The personnel department normally is responsible for administra-

tion of the benefits program, and also should
conduct periodic reviews of the program and recommend changes as appropriate.
Because br,efit programs are costly and complex, careful planning is essential. The entire compensation program must be surveyed when new
plans or programs are considered or existing ones
are revised. For example, it would be inappropriate
to establish retirement or disability benefit levels
without considering the substantial benefits available .ron social security and other statutory pro-

grams, such as workmen's compensation or, in
some states, temporary disability plans.
One method of regarding the total benefit package systematically is through functional benefit

pensation and are recognized as employee entitlements through which certain social and individual
needs are met. Such programs in educational institutions usually include medical, disability, life insurance, and retirement benefits. Other programs
offered by some institutions inclutk remission of

tuition, housing, periodic health examinations,
travel and personal accident insurance, recreational and cultural events, leaves of absence, and
credit unions.
INSURED PLANS OR DIRECT COST PROGRAMS

Medical Care

The medical care plans of colkges and universities usually fall into two categoriesbask
hospital-surgical-medical plans and major nmdkal

coverage. The hospitalization plain normally provide bowfin for inpatient, semiprivate accommo-

planning. Such planning may utilize a simple

dations, such as room and board, special diets,

matrix with the various benefit plans listed alms
one axis and the various contingencies along the
other, thus revealing needs, duplication, and unneossary coverage.
le continuous communication program is an
integral part of the administration of the benefits

general nursing service, use of operating room, and
drugs and medicines. The surgical-medical plans
cover physician fees, laboratory tests, X rays, elec-

program. Communications would include informa-

tion about benefits available, proposal changes,
new features of existing plans, and cost to the
employer (or value to the employee in dollars).
Generally, a message is most effective if it can be
presented to the empkyee's spouse as well as to
the employee. Annual reports concerning the bene-

fits program as it pertains to the individual employee are an effective means of communkation;
these usually are mailed to the employee's home.
Although ben -fit programs historically have
been considered a means to attract and retain employees, they are now important aspects of com-

trocardiograms, etc. Payments usually are based
on fee schedules, which are fixed or "reascsable
and customary." These plans either provide for
payment of claims directly to the hospital or doctor, such as Blue Cross-Blue Shield, or reimburse
the insured for payments made to the hospital or
doctor.
Major medical plans are designed to meet the
costs of catastrophic or extraordinary medical expenses. Such plans normally carry large benefit
amounts ($25,000 to $50,000) per family member, and reimburse usually eighty percent of covered

expenses not reimbursed by a base plan or excealing a deductible amount. Typically, the cost of these
plans varies more with the deductible selected than
with the maximum benefit specified. Basic hospital
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plans also can be written to include provisions for
major medical cuverege.
A coordination of benefit (C.O.B.) clause
should be included in health care plans because
such clauses tend to eliminate double reimbursement of benefits.
All full-time employees should be eligible for
participation in the nwdical care program at the
time of employment. In order to avoid selection
against the insurance company, eligibility for enrollment is limited specifically to the first month
or two of employment, with an open enrollment
period held annually. Although most institutions
pay for empkiyee coverage only, the trend is to
pay a part of the full cost of dependent coverage
also.
Introduction of medicare has increased health
protection resources for persons age sixty-five and
over. Consideration should be given to =timing
the institution-sponsored health care program into
retirement. Such coverage should be available to
the retiree or spo :Ise on an employee-pay-ail basis
as a minimum cezimitment, with the institutkm
paying for all or a partial of the coverage if financially feasible. Institutional payment of the medicare put B premiums also can be moldered im-

portant financial assistance for the retiree. Of
course, such assistance must cohmide with the

philosophy of the institution.
Efficient claims handling is essential to health
care programs, as prolonged processing can be a
source of annoyance to the claimant and the institution. Procedures must be establisInd to expedite
claims handling and to control ants.
Short-Terin Disability Income

Most colleges and universities provide salary
continuation programs with acheduks of limited
duration. These programs frequently provide full
salary for a certain period, the duration of which
usually depends on length of service. For example,
an employee may accumulate one day of sick leave
per month of service.
One drawback to this type of plan is that the
employee may feel he has "earned" the sick pay
and therefore is entitled to it upon termination or
retirement; however, most institutions do not recognize "earned" sick pay for this purpose, and the

conditions of the benefit should be stated in a
handbook.

Short-term disability plans sometimes are insured (accident and sickness insurance ), but more
frequently are self-insured, that is, paid out of currein funds.

Lang-Term Disability Thaw
Although most periods of disability are of short
duratkm, disabilides of longer duration may present a virtually !mochas financial situation. Protection against lcmg-term &abilities should, after a
suitable waiting period, provide adequate benefits
to at least age sixt -five. In addition, contributions
to the retirement plan should be continued during
the period of disability in order that income will be
adequate upon retirement The plan should include
a method of adjusting disability income to meet
rising living costs and standards. An institution
also may consider contributing toward the disabled
employee's health and rife insurance coverage.
In establishing disability plans or revising existing ones, consideration must be given to benefits
from other institution-sponsored programs and
from government programs, such as social security
and veterans' haunts.
Disability programs are often part of retirement
plans. MINN disability programs are insured, and
some are self-insured and administered. The specific terms of a (Usability plan should be stated
formally so that employees may learn exactly what
is available in case of disability.

Life Insurance

Life insurance programs available at colleges
and universities usually consist of term insurance
rather than types of coverage that accumulate cash
reserves. Such insurance is written on a group basis
and is issued without medical examination, provided a minimum percentage of the group partici-

pates in the plan. In establishing a new life
insurance plan, or in reviewing an existing plan,
consideration should be given to such factors as
classes of perm:mut to be included, age groupings,

waiting periods, amounts of insurance, shark%
premium costs, and continuing insurance after redrement. Life insurance plans should include all
permanent, full-time employees, either as a single
group or in selected classifications. Participation
should be available at the time of employment or
after a reasonable waiting period.
Amounts of insurance may be determined in
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various ways. One method is to provide the employee, regardless of age, with insurance of a fixed
amount or of a stated multiple of the basic salary

or wage. Premiums usually increase with age in
this case. Another method is to hold the premium
constant but to decrease the insurance as the age
of the individual increases. Participants frequently
are permitted to elect, at their own expense, additional insurance above that provided in the basic
schedules.

Other benefit variances provide survivor life
insurance benefits that more nearly fit individual
needs. This program typically provides a dependent spouse and/or children with a monthly income
in lieu of lump-sum distribution. This benefit is a

percentage of monthly earnings, payable to the
spouse until death, remarriage, or a given age,
such as sixty-five, with children's benefits usually
continued until the youngest child reaches a given
age, such as twenty-three.
As the employee approaches retirement age, the
need for high financial protection usually is re-

duced and the emphasis of protection normally
shifts from the group life insurance plan to the
retirement and death benefits available from a
retirement plan. Group life insurance can provide
the protection needed by employees during high-

expense years at a reasonable cost. It seems to
make little sense to provide a substantial amount
at the death of an individual who has no
dependents.

The cost of life insure= plans may be shared
by the institution and the participants, or it may
be assum -d in full by the institution. If group life

insurance is term insurance, coverage ceases a
short time after the insured member leaves the
institution. The employee usually has the right to
convert this insurance to a permanent, Individual
policy without medical examination during a
designated period and at the premium rate established, based on age at the time of conversion. Some

institutions provide continued life insurance protection after retirement, frequently at a substantially reduced level. The COM of this extended coverage is relatively high in terms of benefit dollars.

The amount of group life insurance typically
does not represent an individual's entire insurance
portfolio, but rather an important base that may
be supplemented by personal programs.

2:8
Accidental Death insurance

Many colleges and universities offer accidental

death and dismemberment insurance (AD&D),
which pays specified indemnity amounts if the individual dies as the result of an accident or if he sus-

tains the accidental kw of sight or of parts of the
body. Although many institutions have AMID
provisions in their life insurance plans, there is
danger of misleading the employee to assume that
his insurance protection is greater than it is. An
employer is responsible for making sure that the
full amount of group life insurance is paid for
death from sickness as well as accident.

Retirement Plot
The retirement plan is basic to the benefits program and, of all benefit plans, usually represents
the largest single financial commitment In determining the adequacy of a retirement plan, maideration must be given to such factors as:
I. aasses ci personnel to be included.
2. Amount of retirement income to be provided.
3. Waiting periods.
4. Retirement age and/or length of service.
5. Average age of employees and employnont
turnover.
6. Vesting, or ownership of retirement benefits.
7. Sharing of costs.

Retirement plans pnerally were designed to
provide employees with inecune in addition to
social security after retirenmat from the institution

under whose program the payments wee made.
Retirement plans funded under TIAA-CREF are
the most common exceptions to this practice, as
they provide for transfer (or potability) of benefits from institution to institution. Retirement plans
frequently provide different benefit; and means of

funding for various personnel groups, such as
faculty and technical, clerical, and service staff.
Such differences should be based as much as possible on the different needs of these grasps.
Requirements for Participation. Many retirement plans require a waiting period before technical, clerical, and service staff are eligilge (or are
required to partkipate ), while plans for members
of the faculty and administrative officers frequently
require relatively short waiting periods. The waiting period may be based on age, length of service,

or a combination thereof. There is, however, a
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trend toward shortening or eliminating the waiting
period for nonfaculty employees.

Participation in the retirement plan should be
mandatory during the major portion of an employee's working years. This means that compulsory participation should occur near the age of
thirty or thirty-five. Consideration can be given to
immediate participation for a new employee who
already has a retirement contract such as TIAACREF, assuming that the employing institution is
willing to contribute to such a contract.
Although participation may be made optional
for those in service at the time a new plan is implemented, it is better for the employee as well as the
institution if participation is required immediately.

Prix service credit for participants can be provided when a new plan is installed, based on age,
her nth of service, or a combination thereof.
Arrangements for meeting the cost of retirement

plans vary widely among institutions. The cost
may be divided between the institution and participants or it may be assumed by the institution.

Age as Retirement. Retirement plans should
specify an age for retirement. Early retirement is
often to the mutual advantage of both the institution and the individual. Arrangements for early
retirement should be considered carefully according to individual circumstances. Provisions may be
made for extension of service in individual cases
at the option of the institution. Unless controlled,
however, extensions may bccome the rule rather
than the exception. Therefore, extensions should
be made for renewable periods of one year, subject
to approval, often by the governing board, which

should indicate clearly that extensions are mn
automatic and that retirement is not postponed
indefinitely, but will occur on a certain date.
integration with Social Security. The substantial
increases in social security benefits and coverage,
as well as commitment to adjust benefits to changes
in the cost of living, make it essential that social
security benefits be considered an integral part of
retirement planning and funding. An appropriate
plan must meet whatever criteria of benefits and

cost have been established, considering institutional sources and social security. Frequently,
higher contributions are made on salary above the
social security base than on the salary subject to

social security taxes. This arrangement tends to

provide higher-paid participants with retirement
benefits similar to those available to lower-paid
participants when related to salary.
Level of Retirement Benefits. The level of retirement income to be provided should be &added by
institutional policy and should be reviewed periodically. The retirement plan should reflect

changes in the compensation of participants. It
also shouki provide suitable arrangements for par-

ticipants to =tribute when leaves of absence
without salary are granted, so that the steady accumulation of benefits will not be interrupted.

If the objectives of the plan are to be realized
for both the early and the later years of retirement,
the retirement income should be protected as much

as possible against the effects of inflation. One
method of achieving this is through use of the
variable annuity contract Premium payments under such contracts are invested in common stocks
on the assumption that the cost of living and the
yield from common stock investments follow sim-

ilar trends. Such retirement contracts provide
periodic payments to retirees in amounts that historically have reflected the changing value of the
dollar's purchasing power.
Ownership of Benefits. Participants usually acquire vesting rights at some time during their term
of employment, depending cm various conditions
such as age and/or number of years of participa-

tion. "Full vesting" means that if a participant
leaves the employer before retirement, he retains
the right to all the benefits purchased by the employer's contribution as well as his own. A participant is less than fully vested if he has not met
the age and/or length-of-service requirement for
full vesting. The retirement plan should not allow
a retiring or terminating rerticipant to receive a
cash settlement in lieu of a retirement annuity. The
accumulated funds should be kept intact to be used

solely for their intended purpose, that is, to provide retirement or death benefits. However, it
might be desirable to pay out a small portion of
the accumulated funds upon retirement; TIAACREF permits payment of up to ten percent at the
option of the retiree.
When a retirement plan is initiated, it is desirable to provide for those who have served the insti-

tution for many years, but who will not meet the
years -of- service requirement before reaching re-
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tirement age to achieve an adequate retirement
income, either under the regular provisions of the
new plan or through a special program. The purchase or commitment for prior sen ice is often very
costly. Therefore, it wmetimes is not possible to

achieve full coverage for prior service and thus
insure that benefits are made available uniformly
to all.
Some institutions administer the retirement plan

completely, from investing the funds to sending
monthly payments to retirees. Normally the serv-

ices of an actuarial annuitant are obtained to
advise on appropriate funding of the plan.
Erclusion Allowances. Internal Revenue Service
regulations make it possible, under a formula, for
an employee to have his salary reduced or to forgo
an increase in salary in return for the purchase by

the institution of a fully vested, nonasdgnable
annuity contract for him.' This option may prove
helpful to older employees who are thus able to
give up a portion of current income to build a
greater retirement benefit and reduce their current
tax liability. Other benefits such as group life insurance normally are determined by the base salary
and not the "reduced" salary.

Options. Retirement plans should provide a
number of options for paying retirement benefits,
so that the retiring participant can select a suitable

annuity and provide for spouse or other beneficiary. The plan should not require final selection
of the option prior to tb, retirement date.
Pre-Retirement Court teling. The transition from

active to retired Mails can be traumatic. Preretirement counseling ideally should begin ten
years prior to retirement. At that time. one should
consider the implications of retirementfmancial,
legal, health, geographic, and housing.
Approximately one year prior to retirement, in-

dividual conferences should be held to explain
various benefit options available under the retirement plan as well as disposition of health and life
insurance benefits. The fact that there are itwome
tax implications also should be mentirmed, so that

the employee may seek professional counsel if
necessary. The employer does not use these conferences to advise the employee about which option to select, but rather to present him with the

2:8
facts necessary to make a knowledgable decision.
Tin personnel department Is usually respcanible
for pre-retirement counseling.

TiAA-CREF
Many educational institutions provide employees with retirement, life insurance, mescal insur-

ance, or a combinatkon dieted through TIAACREF. There are many other companies that
provide these services corm:reign* and efficiently,
but TIAA-CREF is mentioned because of its predominance in providing these services for higher
education.

CREF pray Wes retirement benefits based on
common stork investments. TIAA provides fixed dollar retirement annuities. Subject to the provisions of an employing institution's TIAA-CREF

retirement plan, participants may allocate their
premium payments (inchiding the institution's
contributions) between TIAA and CREF in any
proportion, including full allocation to either company. The ;nirpose of the TIAA-CREF system is

to provide a retirement income more responsive
to economic change than a fixed-daar annuity
alone and less volatile than a variable annuity
alone.
Socied Security

Employees of most colleges and universities
have been covered by social security since 1954,

although the public nstitutions of a few states
have elected not to participate. Social security provides significant benefits for retirement, disability,
death, and medical expense.
Workmen's Compensation

Workmen's compensates plans usually are
highly regulated by individual states. However, it
benefits employers to take internal measures that
reduce the cost of workmen's compensation. One
of the most effective steps is establishment of a
safety committee whose recommendations are accepted and implemented, (For a detailed treatment
of this subject, refer to the chapter "Safety.") Requirements of the Occupatknal Safety and Health
Act make this almost mandatory for covered employees. To avoid misunckrstanding, employees

In 1973 I hr maximum amount permitted under IRS rules to be paid into a retirement plan. was twenty percent of
salary.
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and supervisors must know the procedure to follow
in case of accident.

The cost of workmen's compensation plans is
borne by the employer and is related to the claims
incurred. Workmen's compensation insurance may
be purchased from an insurance carrier or a plan
may be self-administered by the college or university. IvIvn insurance is purchased, the premium is
based
0.1aims experience plus the cost of administration. %NA a self-administered plan, the university makes claim payments directly to the claimant.

Unemployment Compensation

The "Employment Security Amendments of
1970," followed by separate amendments to each

of the fifty state employment security acts, extended unemployment compensation coverage to
institutions of higher education as of inuary 1,
1972. Altimugh this program varies from state to
state, the cost of unemployment compensation is
related to claims incurred. This cost can be minimized by establishing and following sound permnel procedures, particularly documenting reasons

for termination and establishing a procedure for
interviewing all terminating employees. Two areas
requiring special consideration are an information

system that allows claim forms to be completed
and returned on a timely basis and an employment
procedure that can offer reemployment to persons
terminated within the college or university. A sys-

tem of requisitioning to fill all open positions is
implied in the latter procedure.
INDIRECT COST PROGRAMS

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

regional labor market. Vacation benefits for staff
members normally are related to length of service.
Often there are increases in the length of the bow-

fit at the fifth, trait, and twentieth years, but the
practice varies widely. It is important, however,
to apply the benefit consistently for all staff members at an ingitution.

Holidays
There are both national and state legal holidays.

Holiday practices vary widely from state to state,
and laws of the applicable state should be reviewed

before stating the practice. Many institutions recognize certain legal holidays and add so-called
"floating holidays" to their schedules in accordance with the particular need of the organization
and the desire of the employees.

Leaves of Absence
Most colleges and universities have a practice
regarding leaves of absence. Reasons for such
absences may be personal need, educatkm, pregnancy, or military or sabbatical braves. In most
instance, the salary is suspeinled but 7..cnefits and
seniority continue during the period of the leave if
the employee returns to work within a grecified
time. Often there are conditions such that if the
employee works elsewhere during a leave, he is
terminated. (Veteran's rehire privileges apply in
cases of military leave.) Pregnancy leaves should
be considered in light of the federal "Sex Discrimination Guidelines." The benefit normally is
granted with permission of the department head
and the personnel officer.

Because such benefits as vacations and holidays

usually are included in the budget as part of sal-

Sick Leave

aries, they do not appear as a separate cost. How-

Insurance companies sponsor plans that provide
pay for absences due to illness, and several states
have statutory plans. These plans often are part of
a comprehensive health insurance program. How-

ever, there is a cost in terms of lost work time,
which is a significant factor in planning workloads.

Institutional policies regarding pay for time ort
worked influence recruitment and employee relations. The most common indirect cost benefits are
vacations, holidays, leaves of absence, and sick
leave.

Vacations
This benefit usually is irfluerwed by practices of

other institutions and commercial firms in the
78

ever, many institutions have self-insured sick
leave, based on length of servicefor example,
one day for each month worked to a maximum of
ninety days. A thorough analysis of an organization
should be made before instituting self-insured arrangements, and conditions such as "bona fide ill-

ness or accident only" and "no pay in lieu of
unused sick time" should be described clearly.

FACULTY AND STAFF BENEFITS

REVIEW OP THE BENEFITS PROGRAM

Every institution should revicw its benefits program periodically to determine its effectiveness and
to adjust the program to changing conditions. For
nonfaculty employees, the trend is toward industrytype benefits that uatially are considered compensation, such as shift premium pay, holiday pay,
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jury duty supplementary pay, National Guard sup plementary pay, and meal allowances.
One method of maintaining an awareness of the
latest developments is to subscribe to one of several reports. There are also several organizations
that handle only college and university insurance
problems.
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Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining
TABOR RELATIONS refers to the relationship be-

1-4 tween the administration of an institution
(management) and organized faculty and staff
(employees) together with organizations to which
faculty and staff belong. Collective bargaining, an
important facet of labor relations, refers to negotiations between representatives of organized employees and the institution to determine such matters as salaries and wages, hours, work rules, and
working conditions. The relationship between the
administration and any organized faculty or staff
is critical not only to negotiations of a labor-man-

agement contract but also to the efficiency of
the institution, demands made on the time and
energy of key administrators, and prospects of
work disruption.
This discussion of labor relations and collective
bargaining includes the following:
I. Labor Legislation

2. The Bargaining Unit and the Institution
3. Negotiating the Contract
4. Administering the Contract
LABOR LEGISLATION

Of utmost importance to the administration's
relationship with faculty and staff is the nature
and extent of labor relations legislation, which
establishes the right of employees to organize and
be represented exclusively by labor organizations
for the purpose of collective bargaining. Private
and public institutions arc not covered by the same
laws, but in states having enabling legislation, the

expansion of unionization among personnel of
public institutions has been greater than in states
without such legislation.
Private institutions, except those with operating

revenues of less than $1 million, are subject to

the National Labor Relations Act (1935) as

Landrum-Griffin Act (1959); thus their labor
relations will involve the National Labor Relations Board or one of its regional offices. Public
institutions in many states are subject to somewhat similar state statutes. State laws, however,
vary from each other Ind from federal laws both
substantively and procedurally. For example, fore-

men, supervisors, and managerial personnel in
private institutions are net protected by the National Labor Relations Act as amended, but some
states have granted them the right to bargain collectively on the same basis as the rank and file,
but in separate units. (The Board has criteria to
determine who is a supervisor.) Private institutions should familiarize themselves with the Act
and public institutions should know their state
labor lawsprior to evidence of organization.
In states with no applicable laws, some institutions have granted union recognition, resulting in
formalized collective bargaining or less formal
"meet and confer" discussions of such matters as
working conditions, salaries, and benc4its. Decisions to enter into such forms of labor-management relations should have the-approval of the
governing board.

Illegal Practices

The National Labor Relations Act and most
state labor relations laws set restrictions on employers and unions so that employees' rights are
protected. Violations of these restrictions comprise "unfair labor practices " For example, any
person acting as an agent of an employer, directly
or indirectly (not only administrative personnel,
but any person acting in a supervisory capacity,
to the lowest supervisor level) may not legally:
1. Threaten employees with loss of jobs or
116.-tefit- if they join a union, or promise ben-

amended by the Taft-Hartley Act (1947) and the

efits if they do not join a union.
8I
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8. Point out that employees may vote for or
against the union even though they may

2. Threaten to discontinue an operation or de-

partment if a union is organized by these

have signed a membership card (or did not
sign one).
9. Correct false or confusing statements made
by union organizers or others concerning
institutional or related matters.
Labor organizations also are forbidden under
the National Labor Relations Act and the labor
relations laws of some states to engage in practices designed to restrain or coerce employees in

employee&

3. Question employees about their union activ-

ities or membership under conditions that
tend to restrain or coerce employees in their
free choice.
4. Spy on union gatherings or give the impression of surveillance of such activities.
5. Grant wage increases or other benefits deliberately timed to defeat self-organization
among employees.
6. Take an active part in organizing a union

the exercise of their rights "to join or assist a
labor organization or to refrain from so doing."

bring pressure on employees to join a "company union."

For example, unions may not:
1. Tell employees they will lose their jobs unless they support the union's activities.

7. Show favoritism to one of two or more

2. Cause or attempt to cause an employer to

or committee to represent employees or

unions competing to represent employees.

engage in discrimination against an employee

8. Take an active part in or foster an action
initiated by institutional employees to de-

in any way that tends to encourage or discourage union membership.

certify a union.
Many management activities concerning unions
are permitted by the Act, however. Prior to selection of a union, management may:

3. Make an agreement that requites an employer to hire only members of the union

or persons "satisfactory" to the uniona
closed shop. (However, a requirement that
employees become members within a specified time after they are hired is legal in most

I. Continue all operations and policies in a
normal manner and insist that no organiz-

statesa union shop.)

ing activities be carried on during working
hours. (However. employees may discuss

4. Picket in numbers such that nonstriking employees are physically barred from entering
grounds or buildings.

unionization during off -duty periods. )

2. Withhold or express its views concerning
unions and collective bargaining as long as
the message does not contain a threat of
reprisal or promise of benefits.
3. Explain advantages or disadvantagei of belonging .to a union.
4. Discuss employee benefits and compensation
plans and compare them with these enjoyed
at other institutions.
5. Explain economic facts on which the institutional budget is developed and resources
allocated.

6. Explain representation election procedures
for determining the union's right to represent
employees.

7. Urge employees to vote in the election because the majority of those voting tit termine the outcome, which is binding on every

employee in the proposed unit.
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5. Threaten bodily injury to nonstriking employees or commit acts of force or violence
on the picket line.
-6. Engage in secondary boycotts or jurisdictional strikes.
THE BARGAINING UNIT AND THE INSTITUTION

The bargaining unit is the specific groip of
employees the union seeks to represent for the
purposes of collective bargaining and the resolution of grievances. Usually the union files a petition describing the unit with the appropriate labor

relations agency at the state level. In most instances, labor relations laws provide for such agencies to determine appropriate units on a case-by-

case basis according to legislative intent or administrative guidelines. Occasionally parties will
agree mutually on the unit definition which, if
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lepl, may be approved by the appropriate state

required to be excluded from any other

or federal administrative agency
for example.
the National Labor Relations Board. The agency
also resolves disputes over inclusion or exclusion
of particular groups of employees.
Examples of bargaining units identified by types
of staff or faculty entering into conventional collective bargaining are:
Maintenance. custodiaL grounds, and food serv-

group. Under the National Labor Relations
Act, professional and nonprofessional employees are not included in the same group

ice employees
Clerical and secretarial personnel
Security personnel
Foremen and supervisors
Middle management personnel
Teaching and research assistants

Interns and residents (in medical schools and
hospitals)

r-lulties (separate bargaining units for law
schools)
Doctors, dentists. nurses, and pharmacists
Librarians (professionals and paraprofessionals)
Radio and television technicians

If the union and the employer are unable to
agree on the unit, or the unit agreed on is not

unless the professionals vote in favor of such
flrouPing-)
Supervisory and nonsupervisory employees are
not combined in a single unit, although differences
of opinion may develop as to whether certain persons have sufficient supervisory responsibilities to

justify their exclusionfor example, department
chairmen elected by the faculty and who serve on
a rotating basis. Under the National Labor Relations Act, supervisors arc excluded from provisions of the law and therefore may not be in any

unit certified by the National Labor Relations
Board at a private institution. However, many
state laws permit foremen or supervisors to have
separate units. Some institutions have given informal recognition to supervisory units, although they
are not legally required to do so.
College and university administrators should
not underestimate the importance of determina-

tions regarding bargaining units. The size and
composition of such units will influence the out-

examining these facts sometimes vary significantly

come of representation elections, the nature of
proposals requested by the union at the bargaining table, the efficiency of operations, and the
added demands on time and energy. It is often
easier for unions to recruit a majority in a small
unit than in a large one. When there are several

from those of the National Labor Relations Act.

units

The following are examples of the more frequently
accepted criteria:
I. The extent of community of interee.p.rnong
employees
similarity of skills, working
conditions. supervision, and/or uniform personnel policies such as wage and salary administration and employee benefits.

at an institution, strong competition among the
unions seeking to negotiate the most favorable

acceptable to the agency having jurisdiction, the
agency conducts a hearing to examine the facts
and arguments before making a decision binding
out all parties. The criteria under state laws for

employees represented by different unions

contraet often results in a multiplicity of proposals
and problems not otherwise expected. Some institutions have many units, although the majority of
institutions with collective bargaining agreements

have no more than two or three units, and often

2. The history of collective bargaining at the

only one.

institution, if any.
3. The desires of the employees.

institutional Policy Decisions

4. The geographical separation of employees

and the organizational structure of the
institution.

5. The effect of the proposed unit on efficiency
of the institution.

6. The nature of the work performed. (Security personnel such as police and guards are

Good manager..ent requires that institutions
adopt, change, and implement personnel policies
on a continuous basis and solicit ideas from and
communicate with staff and faculty. Once union
membership cards are circulated or union meet-

ings arc organized, the administration often is
restricted in its actions, depending on statutory
provisions.
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From the organizing step to administration of
the agreement, options are available to the administration in each phase of the development of
labor relations. Decisions on these options should
achieve specific purposes, based on an awareness
of the probable consequences of alternative propositions. Among the more fundamental decisions
are these:
1. What is the institution's attitude toward collective bargaining with its employees? Favorable? Neutral? Opposed?
2. If the institution ooes not consider unionization desirable, at what stage will steps be
taken to minimize the prospects?

3. Is the attitude toward union activities the
same for faculty members as for custodial
and maintenance personnel?
4. Does it matter whether the various employee
groups choose to be represented by several
different unions in separate bargaining units
rather than in one overall unit?

5. Are there matters that the administration
believes should be exclusively management's
right to decide? Or is it willing to negotiate

on any issue?
The trustees and senior administrators of some

institutions have chosen to maintain a neutral
position and have publicly acknowledged that the
decision for or against unionization was a choice
to be made solely by the affected employees. In
other instances institutions have seemed to favor
selection of one union over another, which may
be illegal or improper. In other cases, aggressive
erforti htive been successful in discouraging unionization. Institutional policies may vary with the
type of employees being organized, such as faculty, security personnel, maintenance workers,
and custodians, but the policies should be weighed

carefully since they have implications for the
future.
Once the decision is made, impkmentaf.qg must
be consistent with relevant laws, if any, concern-

ing the employer's conduct and that of the union
during t!..e period of recruitment of members.
First-line supervisors may be questioned by their
employees about the institution's position on colic live bargaining, the union's campaign commitments, the peer pressures being exerted, the laws

governing the representation election, and the
benefits and disadvantages of union membership.
To avoid misunderstanding and possible charges
of unfair labor practices, such questions should be
anticipated and written replies developed for use
by all supervisory personnel. In some cases it may
be advisable to refer questions to a designated
person who is knowledgeable in labor law.
Determination of Employee Interest
in Collective Bargdning
When there is a question of employee desire for
union representation, the National Labor Relations Board, or its counterpart established by state
statute, normally conducts a secret ballot election. Prior to the election, voter eligibility must
be determined. For example, should part-time employees be included? Other decisions concern the
date and hours the polls will be open, number and

location of voting places, designation of institution and union observers, and other procedural
matters.

Federal representation elections normally are
not held in response to a union petition for certification as the exclusive representative unless the
union first has evidence of support by at least
thirty percent of the employees involved. Proof
of support for a union is furnished to the administrative agency, not to the institution, and may
be in the form of membership cards, dues deduction authorizations (check-off form), or signed
petitions designating the organization as the employees' bargaining representative.

The employer, however, may and sometimes
does voluntarily recognize the union as the bargaining agent without an election, but except under
unusual circumstances, it is wiser to require the
potential membership to vote. Also, the administrative agency may order an employer tc, recognize a union based only on evidence of majority

interest if the agency finds that the employer's
unfair labor practices have made a free-choice expression by employees in an election impossible.
The advantage of having an administrative agency

conduct an election is particularly important if
problems arise as a result of the election, such as
unfair presentation of issues, possibility of tampering with ball -ts, or intimidation of voters.
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Employee Communication
Institutions that have an established pattern of
communication with employees and their families,
regardless of union activity, have a distinct advan-

tage over those that do not. Institutions should
not wait to communicate with employees until an
organizing drive begins or when negotiations

break down. Further, the historical pattern of employee communications is important to prove the
legitimacy of the institution's motives and to avoid
being charged with unfair labor practices.
NEGOTIATING THE CONTRACT

Pre-Negotiations

In preparing for negotiations, the administration should establish a policy committee, decide
who will serve on its negotiating team, who will
be the spokesman, and what authority the policy
committee will have. Labor counsel should be
retained. Each side has full responsibility for deter-

mining who will represent its interest in negotiations. There arc no restrictions on the composition
of the committee or qualifications of its members,

and selection of union or management representatives is not a bargainable issue. Someone
on the bargaining team must be assigned the
responsibility for taking notes, and each side must
be responsible for its own note-taking.
Tile negotiating teams need not be numerically

equal, although generally there arc three to five
persons on each side of the table. Larger committees may exist when the union or institution
is inexperienced in collective bargaining, but larger teams are generally less productive in negotiating sessions. Resource staff should be used during negotiations as needs arise.
The spokesman for the institution usually coordinates the planning and preparation for the
bargaining sessions, development of management's

proposals and counterproposals (together with
supporting arguments), and determination of the
strategy of the bargaining process. He also is the
communicating link with senior administrators
and trustees.
Essential to effective collective bargaining is
the accumulation of extensive economic and competitive personnel practices data. The data should

include current and proposed wage and salary
rates, costs of each type of employee benefit, and

any proposed changes. Evaluation of contract pro-

posals should include a test of their effect on
management's rights. It is axiomatic that management should seek to maintain maximum flexibility, since almost every issue negotiated in collective bargaining is designed directly or indirectly
to limit such flexibility. The institution's policy
committee should determine in advance the nego-

tiator's latitude on issues, which must be broad
enough to negotiate the best contract possu,ie.
Good Faith Bargaining
The National Labor Relations Act requires "the
performance of the mutual obligation of the em-

ployer and the representative of the employees
to meet at reasonable times and to confer in good
faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms
and conditions of employment" It also provides

for "the execution of a written contract incorporating any agreement reached if requested by
either party, but such obligation (to meet and
confer in good faith] does not compel either
party to agree to a proposal or require the making of a concession." Historically, the latter provision has been subordinated to the former.
The National Labor Relations Board has found
employers unlawfully refusing to bargain in good
faith when they have practiced dilatory tactics; refused to meet with "outsiders" serving on the union
committee; effected changes in wages, employee
benefits, or working conditions without prior dis-

cussion with the union or without the p.4.ties
having reached an impasse in negotiations; or bargained with individuals in disregard of the union

representatives. The Board and most state agencies require the employer to furnish to the unions
upon request relevant financial, wage, or personnel data considered necessary for effective bargain-

ing and the processing of grievances. However,
an employer has considerable latitude in gathering its information, which does not have to be in
the exact form requested by the union.
A union bargaining or striking to gain illegal
demands, such as a closed shop agreemeat against
an institution covered by the National Labor Relations Act, is not bargaining in good faith. Other
examples of union improprieties are inequitable

representation of nonunion members employed
in the bargaining unit for which the union is the
exclusive
presentative, requiring the employer
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to favor union members over nonunion members
(as in promotions), and coercion of the empLyer in selecting its bargaining or grievance

the

- Procedures.")
2. "Interests" disputes involve matters being

representatives.

negotiated or renegotiated, and are an
integral part of the collective bargaining

The Unique Characteristics of Faculty
Collective Bargaining

process.

A negotiations impasse occurs after many issues
have been agreed upon or dropped as "demands"
and the parties have reached a point past which
further progress seem unlikely.

A unique characteristic of faculty collective
bargaining in higher education results from the
concept of academic governance and the nature
of policy decisions in which faculty senates, councils, or departmental or divisional committees
have paricipated. Many such subjects would be
outside the scope of industrial collective bargaining. The dichotomous representation of faculty

Mediation.

need to be determined by the National Labor Relations Board or state agencies.
Although the overlapping is mutually acceptable, the National Labor Relations Board and the

courts ultimately may delineate the mandatory
issues subject to faculty collective bargaining at
private institutions. Nevertheless, administrators

able issues.
1-or the service and support staff, the more con-

ventional categorization of mandatory, permissible, and illegal bargainable issues. should pose
few problems, except to the extent that the broader
faculty bargaining concepts may become appli-

cable to that group also.
Impasse Procedures: Mediation,

Fact-Finding, and Arbitration

Labor-management disputes, after questions of
representation have been resolved, are of two
basic types:
1. Disputes over "rights" granted by an agree-

ment usually concern the interpretation or
application of provisions of a contract, sub-

ject to redress under the grievance proc:dure. (These disputes arc discussed in

At this point, the union and the

institution may seek a mediator to join the parties
and help effect the basis for an agreement. Under
the National Labor Relations Act, the parties are
required to advise the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) and any state or local
dispute settlement agency that a dispute exists if
no agreement has been reached within thirty days
after giving notice of the end of a contract. The
FMCS staff then usually communicates with the
union and institution representatives but docc not
become involved unless it seems evident a strike
may develop or the parties jointly invite participation. In the public sectnr federal law does not
apply, although some
es have a compqrable

interests by both unions and senates may thus

and many faculties are confronted with other difficult decisicy s concerning the residual roles of
senates. councils, and committees. The "separation of powers" dilemma is confused further by
the accepted labor relations theory that although
certain matters are exclusively management's to
decide, the effects of such decisions on the terms
or other conditions of employment are bargain-

section "Grievance and Arbitration

mediation service. Even though the Act is hal
applicable to public institutions, the FMCS will5

try to assist if both the labor organization and
the institution request its services.
As the word "mediation" suggests, the mediator seeks a voluntary compromise or reconcilia-

tion of the differences. He has no authority to
direct a settlement, only to persuade and cajole.
His broad experience often can be helpful in suggesting alternative "propositions, one or more' of

which may be mutually acceptable. Also, the
mediator sometimes can assume blame when face-

saving is a barrier to a settlement.
As in other phases of labor relations and collective bargaining, there are effective as well as
harmful methods of utilizing the mediation process. The union's international representative, who
is frequently at the bargaining table a-iisting the
local union committee, nu be highly experienced
in utilizing a mediator. He may know how to proceed, especially if the in.stiution spokesman is also

knowledgeable and understands the subtleties of
the action.
Fact-Finding. In the public sector, where strikes
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often arc prohibited by law or court decisions,
there is a trend toward a statutory requirement
that Cie parties enter into a fact-finding hearing
an infrequent procedure in the private sector except in certain emergency labor disputes covered
by federal law.
A fact-finder or a palm! of fact-finders usually
is expected to recommend the basis of a fair settlement after hearing and weighing the evidence.
Although fact-finding may be productive, the proc-

ess is time-consuming and demanding, as objective data and infcrrintion must be gathered and
prepared for introduction through witnesses, and
arguments and rebuttal testimony must be considered. Extreme care must be exercised in the
selection of a fact-finder.
Recommendations of fact-finders serve
a
form of mediation in that usually there is no binding advance commitment by either party to adopt
the recommendation Thus, the process lacks
finality, and may create further tensions if one
party accepts and the other rejects all or part of
the proposed settlement. However, rejection of
recommendations normally requires a position
statement.
ArbPrazion of "Interest" Issues. Essentially the
same quasi-judicial process is involved in advisory

arbitration of -interest" disputes. The decision is

not binding, but may be found acceptable for
political, psychological, or economic reasons.
Binding arbitration differs from fact-finding pri-

marily in that a settlement is imposed on the
parties, which they accept as final and binding.
This process, in the absence of enabling legislation, often raises questions of the legality of such
delegation of responsibilities when used by public
authorities.

In the public sector, if fact-finding or arbitration is expected, negotiations should be adapted
to the union's probable course of action. Some
negotiators seldom reach an agreement before
having exhausted all available mediation, factfinding, or arbitration forums. Other negotiators
may hope to gain more from impasse procedures
than they can achieve through collective bargaining: or the leadership of the labor organization
may think the recommendations of fact - finders or
the decision of the arbitrator will aid them if there
is dissension within the union, or if union officers
face strong opposition in a forthcoming election.

! of

Strikes, Secondary Bc.ycotts,
and Jurisdictional Disputes

Good management requires that all institutions
expand their emergency action plans (which oper-

ate during such disruptions as severe weather,
power failures, and riots) to anticipate labor dis-

putes that could result in strikes, slowdowns,
mass call-ins for sickness, or picketing by unions
involved in secondary boycotts or jurisdictional
controversies. Private institutions may obtain relief through the regional office of the National

Labor Relations Board against secondary boycotts, jurisdictional strikes, and certain forms of
picketing.

Such planning should include expected reduction in staff, difficulties in obtaining supplies

and services, pickets seeking to keep nonstrikers
from entering and leaving the institution, possible

violence or threats of violence, and attention
from the news media. Public institutions also
should expect involvement, directly or indirectly,
by the legislators, governor, and other government
officials.

During strikes at public institutions, there are
legal actions to be considered. In the case of secondary boycotts or jurisdictional disputes, legal
recourse often is indicated. Some of the more con-

ventional solutions are compulsory arbitration,
prescribed fact-finding procedures, and injunctions. Injunctive procedures may be the remedy
for wildcat strikes in violation of no-strike agreements signed by private institutions.
Terms

Agreements

The length of time the signed agreement will be

in effect without further bargaining is an important consideratic ,or the institution, union, and
employees. In the early years of colleztive bargaining in industry, contracts often were mitten
for one year, after which issues were subject to
renegotiation. Progressively the terms lengthened
to two years, then three years or even longer. In
a majority of multiyear agreements, all provisions
remain constant for the full term, except perhaps
wages. Agreements usually make provision for
additional wage or salary adjustments of negotiated amounts to become effective at the beginning

of the second and third years, or there may be
a provision permitting renegotiation of wages only
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(under a wage-reopener clause) on the anniversary date each year. However, there are techniques
for administering the contract during multiyear
agreements, such as letters of understanding, in
which both sides agree to certain terms. During
periods of wage and price controls, unions frequently seek shorter agreements so that they may
negotiate more generous contracts if or when controls are lifted.
Tyre are advantages to multiyear agreements.
Under National Labor Relations Board rules, exclusive rights of representation by an incumbent
union cannot be challenged by another union during the first three years of an agreement. This
restriction minimizes prospects of unrest and
disruption, which are sometimes by-products of
jurisdictional campaigns by rival unkms, and
provides some stability and continuity to the labormanagement relationship. (If it is an unsatisfactory relationship, it also prolongs the dissatisfaction, as eters: can be no decertification election
during the saive,period.) The institution generally
is free from further demands for two or three years
even though wages may be increased as indicated
above. If the agreement provides for a predetermined wage adjustment in the second and third

years, there should be no further negotiations
for the entire period. There are substantial advantages to the administration in not being confronted with annual, time-consuming arguments
and threaes of strikes.
There are exceptions to the argument favoring
long-term contracts. for example, when negoti-

ating a contract for the first time, mistakes in

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Bargaining with Multiple Entities

Occasionally either or both parties may find it
desirable to combine with others. Association-type
bargaining exists when there are two or more institutions; council-type bargaining exists when there

are two or more unions and a single employer;
there also can be multicampus bargaining in a university system. There are many complexities, implications, advantages, and risks involved in these
combinations, but all find some acceptance. There
is less competition among unions when they are
jointly participating in negotiations, but there is
difficulty in reaching mutually satisfactory agree-

ments for several institutions or even several
campuses of one system. One modified format that

long has had currency in industry is the "master
agreement" covering uniformly the major topics
for all groups, supplemented by appropriate "local

agreements" that speak to needs of a particular
campus or group of employees.
ADM I NISI E RING THE CONTRACT

After the agreement is typed (usually by the
institution) and then reviewed by both panics, it
is customary for it to be printed and a copy
furnished to employees and supervisors at all
levels. The reproduction cost of employees' copies
may be borne by the union, the institution, or both;

this is a negotiable issue. It is important that the
management staff be familiar with provisions of
the agreement. Orientation sessions to discuss new

or changed policies may be indicated. A single

of the contiuct may prove unsatisfactory. Such

administrative of
should serve as contract administrator or coordinator. The terms of the signed
agreement, which arc enforceable tither through
the grievance-arbitration process or through the

errors are extremely difficult to correct or negoti-

courts, should not be taken casually. The union

ate out of the agreement. Few mistakes, except
those in building design, have a greater life expectancy, and because of this some institutions
elect to sign only a one-year agreement in the

and the employer may, of course, negotiate written
deviations from the contract or enter into letters
of understanding to clarify specific issues.

judgment and language (omissions, commissions,
and'ambiguitiet may occur, and some' provisions

beginning.

A second exception exists in the case of public
institutions that do not have taxing authority but
that are dependent on year-to-year legislative appropriations. Such institutions may not enjoy the
same latitude on long-term agreements as do private institutions. However, some public institutions
have negotiated multiyear agreements.

Placement of Collective
Bargaining Responsibility
Collective hargaining may be the responsibility
of various officer. The extent of centralization or
fragmentation of the function will vary, depending on such factors as experience and competence

of the scoff, awareness and appreciation of the
long-term consequences of decisions reached, the
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size of the institution, its history of collective bargaining, and applicable federal and state laws.

3. Provide advice to those responsible for resolution of grievances in the early steps of
the grievance procedure, conduct grievance
appeal hearings and render decisions, and

Under labor relation statutes, the spokesman
for either party in collective bargaining must

plan and present the institution's case in

have authority to negotiate. Employers may be in
violation of laws and guilty of unfair labor practices if their representatives do not have authority
to negotiate, but only to issue policy statements
from the employer. This does not mean the representative should have plenary authority, but the
authority granted to the negotiator is a factor in
deciding whether the employer is acting in good

arbitration proceedings or assist counsel in
doing so.

4. Respond to union requests for exclusive
recognition

as bargaining r., presentative
and represent or assist in representing

the institution at National Labor Relations

Board or state agency hearings and pre-

faith.
Disregarding legal obligations, successful nego-

election conferences.

tiations probably require a senior administrator
to serve as spokesman for the institution. Employees wish to have their needs considered by
senior management and they desire evidence of
concern from this level. The institution's spokesman should have stature and be able to explain

5. Respond or assist counsel in unfair labor
practice charge proceedings.

6. Analyze and make recommendations concerning proposed labor relations legislation
that may directly or indirectly affect the in-

effectively and convincingly the institution's prob-

stitution and keep abreast of significant

lems in effect, he serves as spokesman for the

trends in federal and state legislation, as well

as court and arbitration decisions affecting
employee relations. (The National Labor
Relations Board issues a weekly bulletin on
current decisions.)

president. He must be well-informed and willing
to discuss a wide range of subjects in considerable
detail with employees and their representatives
during negotiations, grievance meetings, and casual conv^rsations.
There is no single., best, or perfect organization
for the collective bargaining function in a college
or university, since personnel administration encompasses diverse employee groups, such as faculty, administration, and staff. The personnel ad-

7. Be sensitive to personnel policies and super-

visory and managerial practices that may
contribute to employee unrest and recommend appropriate changes in policies and
practices.

ministration function frequently is divided between
two administrators, one of whom is responsible for

8. Coordinate actions involving faculty and staff

faculty and .onc_for administration and staff.

other consultation, examine alternatives, and.
recommend proper courses of action.

However, the institution should appoint one person to serve as spokesman for the purposes of collective bargaining, and that person should:
I. Establish, in collahoration with others, the
philosophy and posture of the institution's
relationships with labor or similar professional organizations representing, or seeking
to represent, any group of Employees for the
purposes of collective bargaining.
2. Negotiate with local and international officers of unions or other organizations con(miming such matters as wages, hours, work
conditions, employee benefits, grievances,
and draft contract language.

union matters, obtain necessary legal and

In smaller institutions, the budget and workload

may not justify the full-time services of a specialist in collective bargaining. Services 'Nuked
for representation elections, unfair labor practice
charges, and arbitration proceedings may arise
only infrequently, if at all. Accordingly, these spe-

cialized services can best be provided by labor
relations consultants and lawyers specializing in
labor law. Any comprehensive labor agreement
contains a mechanism for resolving differences in
understanding or failure to comply with terms of

the agreement. This mechanism is described in
the agreement.
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Grievance and Arbitration Procedures
The conventional grievance procedure provides
for internal review of alleged violations by various
4:ycls of administration and often includes progressively higher levels in the labor organization,
beginning with the steward at the department level
and ending with the international union representative. Grievances should be settled at the lowest

possible level, and most are settled in the prearbitration steps.
Binding arbitration is often the final step in
the grievance procedure, the result of a decision
following a quasi-judicial hearing before a neutral person or panel having no attachment to either
the institution or labor organization. The grievances processed in arbitration should involve only
"rights" derived from thi agreement, not "issues"
to amend or modify the terms of the agreement.
Issues are subject to negotiation and the various
impasse procedures previously discussed.
The arbitrator usually is chosen from a panel
of persons experienced in lalkir-management relations previously approved (by unions, manage-

ments, and other arbitrators) for referral by the
American Arbitration Association, the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service. or the arbitration panels of state dispute settlement agencies.
In arbitration hearings, the panics are given

an opportunity to present testimony. evidence,
and arguments, as well as to cross-examine oppo-

sition witnesses. Ordinarily the normal rules of
evidence do not prevail at such a hearing, which
tends toward informality rather than a rigid. judicial proceeding. The arbitrator rules on who
should proceed first and who has the burden of
proof. In complaints alleging discrimination because of race, sex, religion, age. or union membership before administrative agencies, the burden of proof theoretically is on the complainant.
A record may be made of the proceedings by
a court reporter if either or both parties desire
a transcript. which also is provided to the arbitrator. If both parties wish a copy of the record.
they usually share the cost; otherwise, the request-

ing party pays the expense. The arbitrator's fee
may be and usually is divided between the union
and the institution. Some contracts specify that
:he fee be paid by the party that loses the award.
The most frequently arbitrated grievances arc
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disciplinary actions (reprimands. warnings, suspensions, or discharges), which the employee and
union believe were not for "just cause." Other
common issues relate to seniority provisions for
promotions and transfers, overtime work assignments, reductions in force, and recalls. Since every portion of the agreement is subject to controversial interpretation or application, grievances
in arbitration even may extend to holiday, sick
leave, or vacation benefits, assignments of work,
wage rates and job classifications, safety, rules and
regulations, and past practices.
Faculty collective bargaining agreements may
involve additional disputes related to faculty functions, such as approved sick leave or granting of
personal leaves, credits for graduate courses ap-

plied to horizontal increments of the index for
salary schedule. extracurricular assignments and
compensation (coaching, drama, concerts, newspaper, and yearbook), summer teaching assignments. pay for cancelled classes, involuntary transfers among campuses, elimination of positions, and
charges of discrimination.
Not every complaint or grievance unresolved at
a lower level is arbitrable, depending on the specific language of the negotiated agreement. The
issue of arbitrability itself is decided by the arbitrator. The timeliness of filing, appealing, or responding to grievances at various levels also is
frequently an arbitrated issue.
Discharge and Disciplinary Actions
Discharge and disciplinary actions arc an important supervisory responsibility because of the
of
on employee and supeivisor morale. on productivity. and on the potential complications that

may follow a poorly handled case. Managerial
decisions concerning discharge and discipline arc
subject not only to the grievance and arbitration

terms of the agreement. but to investigation by
federal and state equal employment opportunity
enforcement offices when racial, sex, religious, or

age discrimination is alleged. In such cases an
employee has recourse to both the grievance procedure and the federal and state agencies involved
in discrimination. Managerial decisions also may

be subject to charges of unfair labor practices
before labor relations agencies if discrimination
for union activity is contended.
There are many employee faults that motivate
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management's decision to warn. reprimand. suspend, or discharge a person. including (for service and support staff) absenteeism. incompetence
or negligence. ,insubordination, theft or dishonesty,
falsification of employment records, intoxication,
sleeping on the job, and violation of posted rules.
The action taken against the employee usually is
challenged by a union appearing before an arbitrator on such grounds as: the employee was not
guilty as charged; the penalty was too severe for
the infraction; the employee was not given adequate instruction or counseling; the foreman's attitude or conduct was a contributing or mitigating

The Supervisor's Role in Labor Relations
The first -line supervisor (department head, supervisor, foreman, director, chairman) is the key
to a successful labor-management relationship.
His knowledge of the contractual obligations and
responsibilities of all parties, his personal attitudes
toward unions and shop stewards or other union
officers, and the way he perceives his managerial
position contribute substantially to the development of the labor-management "personality" of
the institution. Supervisory errors may lead to excessive grievances, costly arbitration, and possible
strikes. Supervisors require constructive training
in both the letter and intent of the terms of union
agreements. They also need an understanding of
the extent and limitation of the legal rights of
union stewards, union business managers, and international union representatives, as well as instruction in how to receive and respond to

factor; the rule or order was not applied to all
employees equally or the penalties were not meted

out in a predictable and uniform manner; or the
employee had long service with no previous infractions on his record. Most of these amount to
rules of "procedural due process."
Faculty grievances processed through the various steps, including arbitration, have been different from those initiated by service and support

grievances.

Many persons in managerial positions find it
difficult to adjust when they arc overruled on a
discipline or discharge action or in their application or interpretation of personnel policies. The
first year or two after. the introduction of collective bargaining can be especially traumatic. The
institution's senior administration should devote
special and immediate attention to helping supervisors recognize these changes and adjust to them.

staff, especially when the agreement excludes from

third-party adjudicatim any action based on academic judgment, when tenure decisions by peers

are excluded, and in those situations in which
much of the academic governance is by an insti-

tutional entity such as a faculty senate rather
than through the more adversary relationship
established by many union agreements. However.
issues of due process frequently arise from refusal

Employee Relations Consultants
and Labor Attorneys
Institutions, including those with knowledge-

to reappoint. termination of appointment, and
denial of promotion: these grievances therefore

able and capable staff members, have turned to
employee relations consultants and labor attor-

can seriously -affect promotions and tenure. Faculty issues in arbitration may include questions
of timeliness and adequacy of academic and professional progress evaluations and counseling or
alleged arbitrary or discriminatory use of the pro-

neys for several reasons:

I. To fill a gap in the technical competence
of the staff.
To compensate for lack of experience in the
face of new developments.
3. To obtain independent, objective judgmen;
and recommendations.

cdures. There is often frequent overlapping of
academic judgment with contentions of procedural improprieties, which causes uncertainty
about the protection of caveats limiting the arbi-

4 To stimulate and broaden organizational

trator's authority or jurisdiction in dealing with
refusals to reappoint or denials of promotion.
These hazards arc evident in various arbitrators
decisions handed down after the academic year

viewpoints and thinking.

5. To draw on the consultant's resource information about trends and prospects.
6. To avoid enlarging the permanent staff.
7. To obtain the part-time services of expensive talent that the institution could not
afford on a full-time basis.

has ended--the el-rsed time from the original
filing of the grievance to the date the award is
rendered may be nine months or longer.
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Qualified consultants usually have an extensive

library of labor relations reference materials to
wh ch reports of the latest developments in labor

other institutions concerning the quality of the
relationship between consultant and client, his
ability to assist with the problems, and his avail-

relations are added continually. They probably
have a strong background in management and

ability in helping to implement recommendations,
if necessary. Moreover, one should know whether

union philosophies, strategies, and tactics, and are

the consulting wort will be assigned to a person

familiar with most arguments and counterarguments associated with support of issues and

in the firm other than the one with whom the
subject was discussed.

grievances.

Of special value to many institutions is the
ability of an employee relations consultant to serve
as the devil's advocate beabre serious problems
develop. This %s most valuable to institutions seek-

ing to minimize the probabilities of successful
union recruitment by occasional "audits" of policies or practices the professional union organizer
might be able to exploit. The consultant's services
are most usable on a continuing retainer arrange-

ment whereby he is available by telephone for
idea testing, guidance, and review of proposed
revisions of policy statements and employee hand-

books. Employed on this basis, he is likely to be
available when needed, to have a continuing in-

terest in the institution, and to be equipped to
anticipate and prevent problems.

During actual negotiations, the consultant or
attorney may serve either as the chief negotiator
or as a resource person, depending on the expertise available at the institution. Whenever possible, it is better to have as the spokesman a staff
member who has intimate knowledge of the institution's operatic is and who will administer the
agreement. The consultant in this case can serve
. as an adviser. In those instances when an atterney or consultant acts as spokesman for an institution first experiencing collective bargaining, the
role gradually should be transferred to an administrator being developed for that purpose. One
or more of the labor relations subscription services will be invaluable for the future administrator.
Before considering the services of an employee
relations consultant or labor attorney, the institution must decide what it expects to gain from the

expert and who should benefit from the services
performed, beginning with the president and vice
presidents. Only then is the selection of the con-

sultant apt to be rewarding and satisfactory to
everyone concerned.

In addition to the consultant's competence in
the appropriate fields, inquiry should be made of
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SUMMARY

To anticipate future .developments in the field
of labor relations and collective bargaining, the
president first must identify his institution's position in relation to current trends. Only then can
he determine whether the institution is moving
toward the best choice of the probable future options and whether the administration is preparing
to cope with developments over which it may have

little or no control.
Knowledge about the future of labor relations
is essential for the president to cushion the impact
of new developments and minimize the probability of occurrence of those that are unexpected.
The competent employee relations officer or consultant should be working on solutions to potential problems before others have recognized they
are developing.

There are advantages and disadvantages to
unionization and collective bargaining, and some

presidents ask the administration to maintain a
completely neutral position on the subject, especially during organizing drives. Others recognize

the probability that the extent of union organiration among specific groups is likely to remain
coastnnt becat:sa of the corrections and improveInents instil:diens make that diminish the severity

of discontent. Still others expect an annual list:
union demands with resulting changes in the agreements, most of which have an associated cost; mishandled grievances and occasional arbitration

awards; more restrictions and less flexibility on
management's right to manage; seniority in lieu of
merit advancement; and rigidity in administration
of contract terms. Positive considerations resulting
from unionization are: more internal consistency

in the interpretation and application of personnel policies; more equitable treatment of employees with less favoritism shown by certain
supervisnrs; and earlier consideration of the employee relations impact on institutional planning.

Part 3

Business

Management
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Purchasing
N EFFEt'TIVE organization for purchasing pro-

the common requirements
ckpartments.

motes the basic objectives of an educational
institution by providing faculty and staff members
necessary supplies, equipment, and services. The
purchasing function can be performed more effectively and economically by trained specialists than
by those for whom purchasing is not a primary

3. Better budgetary and financial control of
departmental expenditures.
4. Ekavelopsuent of qualified personnel through
specialization in purchasing.

The basic objective of a purchasing department
is to identify, select, and acquire needed materials
and services as economically as possible within
accepted standards of quality and service. This
should be done in a timely and organized manner
that provides for essential accountability of uni-

5. Reduction in administrative costs through
elimination of multiple purchasing staffs,
records, and procedures.
6. Reduction in inventories because of closer
supervision regarding the quantity of materials on each purchase order and greater
utilization of the available supply of materials through transfers and substitutions.
7. Provision for adequate testing a.nd inspection of materials purchased.
8. Assurance of cash discounts by prompt

versity expenditures. Although the purchasing
process should be a joint effort among the using
department. purchasing department, and vendor,
the purchasing department must have the final
authority to conduct and conclude negotiations
concerning prices and conditions of sale. Institutional commitments should be made by the purchasing department in accordance with requisition/ordering procedure.

handling of vendor's invoices and assurance
of taking exemption for state sales tax and

other taxes not applicable to colleges and

ORGANIZATION

complexity of an institution and the amount spent
influence the sophistication of purchasing practices
and techniques, but size should not prevent centralization of purchasing authority and responsibility in a senior administrator. Budget and staff
support should be commensurate with the size of

the annual expenditure and special purchasing
needs at the time.

Some of the significant advantages of centralized purchasing are:
1. Definite economies resulting from the pool-

ing and integrated, overall planning of

various

2. Development of standard specifications for
the common commodities purchased, resulting in more uniform quality and less variety of materials, supplies, and equipment.

responsibility.

The responsibility for purchasing should ba
centralized under the chief business officer. The

of

universities.

9. Prompt delivery and better service by suppliers, resulting from more careful selection and better follow-up systems.
10. Benefits of competition, resulting in improved study of markets and other research.
11. Better public relations, resulting from consistent and equitable treatment obtained by
dealing with one department.
Specialized purchasing operations may, under
some circumstances, be delegated or assigned on

an interim basis to persons outside the central
purchasing organization. However, this delegated
responsibility should be performed within the policy and procedure of the institution. For example,
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procurement of food commodities and supplies
often is delegated to the director of food services;

computer equipment rental or purchase, to the
director of the computing center, library books,
to members of the library staff; merchandise for
resale in the student store, to the store manager;
new construction, to an officer responsible for
planning or supervision; hospital or health-related
needs, to the hospital director or health sciences
administrator. Specialized purchasing authority
and responsibility should be delegated in writing
by the chief business officer and should include

any prescribed limits on types of purchases and
dollar amounts.
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Effective purchasing in an educational institution is a cooperative undertaking between buyer
and supplier and between the purchasing staff and
other persons within the institution. The purchasing department must maintain satisfactory relationships with external suppliers and internal consumers. Satisfactory relations between the staff of
the purchasing department and other staff mem-

bers of the institution prevail if the purchasing
functions are performed with understanding, dispatch, fairness, and competence. The purchasing
staff must be sensitive to the problems and needs
of departments and individuals, anticipate where
controversies might arise and try to avoid them,

Busorass MsmoardErr

The purchasing power of an institution should
not be used for personal acquisitions for faculty
and other staff members. Some institutions maintain lists of suppliers offering special considerations to institutional staff members, who then may
deal directly with suppliers. Such an arrangement
provides a service and relieves the institution of
problems resulting from the special handling required for personal purchases. In these cases, the
institution should not become a party to any dispute between buyer and seller.
A code of conduct for the staff members of the
purchasing department, defining obligations and
ethics, should be published; this code should be
reviewed with the staff periodically. The following principles have been adopted by the National
Association of Educational Buyers and can form
the basis for such a code:
I. Give first consideration to institutional objectives and policies.

2. Obtain the maximum value for each dollar
expended.

3. Cooperate with trade and industrial associations and government and private agencies
engaged in promotion and development of
sound business methods.

4. Demand honesty in sales representation
whether offered through verbal or written
statements, advertisements, or product
samPles-

and if not possible, resolve them promptly to
maintain good public relations internally and

5. Decline personal gifts or gratuities that

externally.

6. Grant all competitive bidders equal consideration; regard each transaction on its own
merit; foster and promote fair, ethical, and
legal trade practice.
7. Use only by consent the original ideas and
designs devised by one vendor for competitive purchasing purposes.
8. Be willing to submit any major controversy
to arbitration.
9. Accord a prompt and courteous reception

An institution's reputation for fair and consistent treatment of suppliers can best be accomplished if purchasing is done solely on the merits
of the transaction. Suppliers who have made gifts
to an institution, whose officers or representatives
are donors or alumni, or who are located in the
same community occasionally request special con-

sideration. Extreme care should be exercised in
giving special consideration to these suppliers; if
possible, the request should be denied. Institutions may prevent conflicts of interest through a
policy of full disclosure. Departure from sound
sward procedures may eliminate competition or
base it on political pressure or personal contacts,
thus jeopardizing the image of the institution. If
in doubt, legal advice should be obtained to avoid
conflict.

might influence the purchase of materials.

insofar as conditions permit to everyone calling on legitimate busituss.
STATEMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

A statement of policies and procedures for the
purchasing function is essential. The statement
should define the responsibilities of the purchas-
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ing department and assignment of authority
within the department; establish criteria for selection of vendors, for bidding procedures, and for
determination of quality, standardization, and
other operating policies; and formulate procedures
for departments to use in requesting purchases.
The statement of policies and procedures should
provide for regular audits of purchasing operations. These audits reveal such information as
whether proper bidding procedures are followed,
orders are awarded to the lowest and most responsible bidders, and competitive prices are obtained.
Under special conditions, the audit may encompass a review of the ability of bidders to perform.
Some publicly controlled institutions must use
nurchasing procedures prescribed by statutes or
Amernment regulations. Certain states have established central purchasing departments to serve all
state agencies, including educational institutions.
Such totally centralized public purchasing agencies

generally are not structured to meet the unique
requirements of colleges and universities, and it
is the obligation of administrators in these situations to properly identify the problems and offer
remedial action. However, if economies would
result from a state or other central department,
it may be beneficial to utilize such purchasing
agencies.

Many purchasing procedures may he relatively
routine, requiring some technical skill. However,
in two important areas, the purchasing agent must
exhibit considerable judgment, based on knowledge
and expericr.ce. These areas are development and
use of specifications and selection of Kurces of
supply. Judgments must be made that affect the
entire purchasing organization and that determine

to a large extent the degree of confidence the
public has in the integrity of the institution.
FUNCTIONS OP THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

The following are to be considered in operating
an effective purchasing department:

1. Prepare. with the cooperation of the using
departments, delivery schedules and quality

and quantity specifications for items and
services to be purchased.
2. Provide using departments with current information on new products and services, alternative materials, and costs.

3. Encourage

competition among vendors
through negotiation, competitive bldg,
and contract buying.

4. Insure that purchase orders and contracts
contain all necessary conditions, such as
guarantees, warranties, governmental regulations, shipping instraitions, f.o.b. points,
and credit terms and discounts allowed.

5. Develop records as needed to determine
requirements of the institution for supplies,
services, and equipment.

6. Maintain adequate records and files of requisitions, purchase orders, vendors, catalogues, product information, and prices.
7. Arrange for control and disposal of surplus
equipment and supplies, salvage, and scrap.

8. Advise c.rd assist other departments that
have
functions.

delegated

some

purchasing

9. Explore and use pi ale advantages of interuniversity, consortia, or cooperative purchasing programs.

In addition, the purchasing department should
develop and encourage use of standard specifications for items performing the same functions in
the various divisions of the institution. Standardization facilitates quantity purchasing, interchangeability in use of equipment, and reduction in service and inventory costs.
A continuous program of research and testing
is generally a responsibility of the purchasing department. Testing may be performed by vendors,
independent laboratories, or the institution, each
under the direction of the purchasing department.
Research activities include studies of sources of
supply, adequacy of specifications, analyses of
commoditiss in relation to specifications, analyses

of substitute materials, and forecasts of market
trends. The purchasing department should maintain a catalog file as extensive as practicable and
files of specialized sources of information such
as governmental publications, technical handbooks, and other books and magazines to aid in
carrying out the purchasing function. Much helpful information is available from national laboratories, governmental agencies, and minority vendor directories.
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Those responsible for purchasing should be
knowledgeable of:
1. Government safety requirements such as the
Occupational Safety and Health Act, as
amended, and other safety requirements as
they relate to purchased equipment or
suPPlies.

2. Governmental requirements, where applicable, or developing minority suppliers and
placing affirmative action clauses hi construction contracts.
3. Imports, customs regulations, and duty considerations generally and specifically as they
relate to Public Law 89-651, Education and
Scientific and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1966. Knowledge of the international monetary situation is also important.
ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS
OF THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

If the institution operates a central stores system and maintains an equipment inventory, these
should be a function of the purchasing department.
Other activities of some purchasing departments
may include operation of typewriter repair shops,
duplicating centers, and photographic departments,
control of narcotics licenses and alcohol permits,
handling of returnable containers and control and
disposition of radiological materials, supervision

of vending machines. and travel reservation and
ticketing services. If these arc part of the purchasing department, specific attention to internal control is mandatory and audits should be more
frequent.
Contracts for construction and remodeling

often are not a responsibility of the purchasing
department, but it may cooperate in advertising,
receiving, and analyzing bids, and in the review
and award of contracts and their modification. To

be effective, the purchasing department should
participate at the appropriate time in construction
planning in order to assist effectively in the review of preliminary plans. Reasonable access for
deliveries to proposed buildings is a design feature that may be overlooked in the architectural
planning. Since the purchasing department is re-

sponsible for the logistics of supply, it should
interject opinions on this design feature. Interior

design services for furniture, furnishings, and
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equipment for new buildings should be provided
by contract through the purchasing department or
from in-house sources under the direction of the
purchasing department. This task requires close
cooperation with the architects, future users of the
facility, and physical plant officers. The purchasing department should assist in preparing both
budget estimates and ordering and delivery schedules for furniture, furnishings, and equipment.
PURCHASING PROCEDURES

The usual purchasing cycle involves determining requirements by the using departments, com-

municating requirements to the purchasing department, conducting negotiations for purchases,
selecting sources of supplies, issuing purchase or-

ders or contracts, and receiving materials. The
purchasing department should establish records
and files of appropriate information and periodically review the entire cycle.
Cormnunicating Requirements

There are basic forms to accurately communicate the using department's requirements to the
purchasing department and to implement the purchasing procedure used in contracting with third
parties. These forms are requisition, bid or quotation, and purchase order or contract.
Information about requirements of using departments is communicated to the purchasing department by issuance of a requisition on which the
requirements are clearly stated. The format and
content of requisition forms vary widely among
institutions but, at a minimum, should provide for
a description of the item to be purchased, quantity of materials requested, designation of the date
required, designation of the account to be charged.
and approval by appropriate academic officers and
business or budget officers.
It is desirable for the requisition form to provide space for using departments to indicate pref-

erence for particular vendors, with reasons for
such preference. Such suggestions, while not binding on the purchasing department, often are helpful in finding sources of supply and in evaluating

special services offered by a particular vendor.
The purchasing department should be aware of
communications between the using department
and any vendors.
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The requisition should be designed by the purchasing department and should be printed and dEstributed to using ckpartments. In some instances
special requisitions are used for requests for food,
printing. stores. or other needs. The requisition,

by proper signature. authorizes the purchasing
department to expend funds against a named sowant for equipment, goods, and services.
The bid or quotation form provides a uniform
rapiest to one or more suppliers to make an offer
to the institution according to specified terms and
conditions.

The purchase order is the formal contract to
purchase goods or services offered. The purchase
order should be designed carefully with the advice
of legal counsel, keeping in mind accounting and
computer needs where appropriate.
Determining Quality and Quantity

Determination of suitable quality for the intended purpose must be a cooperative decision of
the using department and the purchasing department. The relative technical competence of can

group concerning the product to be purchased
should determine the degree of participation in
this decision. Determination of the quality of commodities used throughout the institution, such as
paper products. office supplies, and furniture and
office equipment, is primarily the responsibility of
the purchasing department, but determining the
quality of specialized scientific equipm, at and supplies normally rests with the using departments.
Descriptions of quality should conform to recognized standards. Nonstandard specifications
substantially increase costs, often without a corresponding increase in quality. Although nonstandard
specifications and special restrictions may insure
high quality, they should not be structured to
eliminate qualified bidders.
Whenever possible, it is desirable to define
quality in objective terms. Several methods may

be used, such as competitively equivalent brand
names. model or catalog numbers, standard market grades. performance or functional requirements. conformance to sample, and detailed
written specifications and blueprints covering material and design. Specifications should contain reference to such governmental requirements as safety
and affirmative action. Since purchasing officers of
public institutions generally are not free to award

purchase orders on the basis of best value and
lowest cost, the need for detailed specifications is
particularly important.
If details si specifications or performance requirements are used, provision must be made for
inspection and testing to verify compliance with
the specifications. If performance can be accurately and adequately defined and measured, performance specifications may be preferable to detailed engineering specifications. Under the latter,
if the product meets detailed design specifications,
the vendor has fulfilled his obligation, whether or
not the performance is adequate. If performance
specifications are used, the vendor is required to
supply a product that will serve the specified
purpose regardless of design.

The quantity of products to be ordered is a
cooperative effort of the purchasing and using
departments. Historical usage may be one criterion
for quantities or
Rarely should the quantity

ordered exceed tl
an academic year,

estimated usage required for
at any rate, care should be

taken not to sear. tge needless stockpiling of
goods.
Source Selection

The materials selected must be satisfactory to
the using departments, but selection of the source
of supply is the responsibility of the purchasing
department. Whenever possible, more than one
supplier should be considered. Recruitment of new

vendors should be a regular part of the buyer's
job, and new suppliers, especially suppliers representing minority groups, should be developed to
serve the requirements of the institution.
Purchasing department buyers must have
acquired a knowledge of marketing and distribution channels for various types of materials and be
capable of selecting the most economical and efficient level for each purchase, giving consideration to educational buying cooperatives. In addition to understanding production cycles and

knowing the most propitious time to purchase
certain items, buyers should be aware of the importance of anticipating price trends.
Determining Price

The circumstances of each purchase govern the
procedures used in determining price and award-

ing orders. Where competitive bidding may be
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employed, the buyer has fair assurance that he is
receiving the right price.
Price analysis can be used to determine the fair
price in the case of items available from a single
sour= or wlve competition is lacking. The price
may be compared with a price formerly paid, with
General Services Administration price levels, with
published price lists from which an expected discount is available, or with that paid by other in-

stitutions using the same quantity and quality.
Price analysis also should be used where prepara-

tion time is short or for items of small dollar
value that are purchased infrequently.
Cost analysis is an analysis made on the vendor's cost to arrive at the proper price. This pro-

cedure usually is used when a large dollar contract is negotiated with a single source.
Negotiation may be used in the absence of criteria for competitive bidding to arrive at the correct price. Examples are occasions when the dollar
expense involved does not justify the cost of specifications to the extent necessary for fairness to
bidders, when the service or product is unique to
one vendor, when real price competition is lacking, when equipment is being purchased for com-

patibility with existing equipment. or when an
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technical consideration of the legal aspects of bidding, including detailed clauses regarding time of

orating bids and options for rejection. Requests
for bids must stipulate that quotations or bids are
to be firm prices unless, as circumstances sometimes dictate, cost bids or escalator clauses in the
quotations are desirable.
When an institution is able to select bidders, the
purchasing department should invite them to submit quotations only if it is willing to place an
order with them. Unless public bidding regulations
require disclosure, some institutions may elect not
to tell unsuccessful bidders the details of quotations
of other bidders.
A value analysis (or value techniques) program
requires that the purchasing &raiment be continually alert to economic advantages. Equipment
should be selected that will hx-rease productivity
without increasing labor effort. Consumable sup-

plies should be selected to provide the greatest
utilization possible. Thought should be given not
only to what a product is but how it is used, so
that less costly substitutions can be recommended
to achieve desired results at reduced costs. This

constant probing and analysis of present usage
can be extended beyond hard goods to business

emergency exists and there is insufficient time to
write specifications and take bids. All parts of a
contract are negotiable, including price, delivery,
elements of the specifications, and length of the
contract. Negotiation implies arrival at a mutually
acceptable arrangement through bargaining. An
adequate documentation/audit trail is essential.

systems and procedures employed to accomplish
the institution's objectives. Aggressive pursuit of
value analysis should occasionally result in buying
the best value even though a higher initial price

Informal quotations also may be used to ob-

A purchase order is a legal document and, when
accepted by the vendor, constitutes a contract between buyer and seller. It therefore should contain all pertinent details of the agreement, conditions of sale, and governmental legal requirements.
The format and content of purchase orders vary
among institutions as do the number, distribution,
and uses of the copies. Combination forms should
be used whenever possible to reduce the number
of forms used in the purchasing department. The

tain price estimates when early delivery is required,

when specifications are not complete, or when
the value of the purchase is nominal. Telephone
inquiries and other informal contacts with sales
representatives may proves prices quickly on
required items; nevertheless, the request should
include as many elements of a formal quotation as
air, feasible.

Formal quotations call for the preparation of
a written bid document, generally known as "Request for Quotation" or "Invitation to Bid." Formal bidding may be either publicly advertised or
invited, but in both cases the request for quota-

tions or bids must be prepared with great care.
Publicly advertised requests for bids involve more

is paid.

The Purchase Order

purchase order forms should be prenumbered,
identify clearly and completely both the institution

and the vendor, describe the product adequately
and specify the quantity of items ordered, provide
delivery instructions, and show the required deliv-

ery date. The order should show prices. It also
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should include other information, such as terms of
payment, discounts, account number to be charged,
f.o.b. points, warranties. insurance requirements,
and other items designed to protect the institution
from defaults by vendors and negligence and accidents by carriers. It should Include a statement that
the vendor. upon acceptance of the purchase order,
confirms that the product furnished meets safety
standards of the state. Also included should be a

statement that the vendor, by acceptance of the
order, confirms that he is complying with the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. A sufficient number of copies
of purchase orders should be prepared to accommodate the needs of the institution and vendors.

After an order has been placed by the purchasing department and accepted by a vendor, subicquent changes must be mutually acceptable to buyer
and seller. All changes must be specified in writing
and copies distributed in the same manner as

copies of the original purchase order. This prin-

ciple applies also to cancellations. When the
volume of changes warrants, development of a
change order form is advantageous.
The responsibility of the purchasing department

does not end with placing purchase orders. A
follow-up and expediting system is needed to insure
that materials are delivered in time to meet requirements of the using departments. Realistic delivery
dates should be indicated on departmental requisi-

tions by the using departments, and procedures
must be establisheu to insure observance of delivery dates indicated on subsequent purchase orders.
Satisfactory supplier service should be documented; records also should be kept of unsatisfac-

tory supplier service, so that those suppliers can
be avoided in the future.
Emergencies arise that make orders for immediate delivery or commitment necessary, and procedures should be developed to provide emergency
service. Although emergencies sometimes occur
through failure of equipment or needs that cannot
be anticipated, frequent emergency or confirmation
orders may indicate poor planning, coordination,
and organization. A formalized procedure should
be established and documented for using departments to insure proper handling of comritments
made under these circumstances. Also, corrective
measures must be taken to reduce occurrences of
emergencies.

Other Purchasing Procedures

A blanket (or standing) purchase order is
awarded to a selected supplier for consumable
goods or services to be released as nee-. This
technique should be used to facilitate receipt of
items not available in the institution's stores system or to reduce inventory require4 .cents. The
order should be for a specific period and preferably on a predetermined price schedule. Monthly
rather than individual iinviims can be stipulated to
reduce the volume of paperwork.
Limited dollar (or small) purchase orders reduce
the volume of paperwork processed through normal business channels. Procedures, policies, and
forms may be designed to enable departments to
acquire items of small monetary value without
formal purchasing action. In this way a large number of orders representing a small percentage of
the expenditures can be processed without individual review by the purchasing staff. As a result,
the purchasing department will have more time to
spend on transactions for which opportunities for
savings are greatest. It is important that the purchasing department select in advance those sources
with which small orders are valid. Checks and bal-

ances can be built into the system to minimize
direct, day-to-day involvement of the purchasing
staff.

Requiremeu's (or minimum) contracts usually
provide for an institution to purchase all its requirements for specified materials, such as fuel oil,

from a given source for a stated period of time.
They may be used to obtain advantageous prices
by combining the requirements over a period of
time from many units within the institution into
one large quotation and contract. The contracts
provide flexibility in delivery terms, avoid bulk
storage by the institution, and exedite filling individual requisitions. A simple release system may

be used or a prearranged shipping schedule may
be established for easy administration. Monthly

billing may be more desirable than individual
charges.
Systems contracting usually applies to an entire

family of items used repetitively; such items are
normally of low unit value. Examples are plumbing, electrical, and hardware supplies. The vendor has responsibility for providing designated
materials to the institution at a prearranged price
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over a predetermined period within an agreed
delivery response tune. The objectives of systems

contracting are to simplify ordering procedures
and to reduce costs of carrying inventories.
The check-with-order technique, selectively em-

ployed, is one in which a blank check, valid in
amounts up to $200 to $500, is sent with each
order. Following the delivery of all specified mate-

rials, the supplier enters the amount due and deposits the check. Post-audit procedures are used
to validate the expenditures.
Cash ,purchase might be appropriate for lost
cost anti infrequently used items that require per
sonal seltution or that are available only through
retail cash sources. Policies and procedures for
cash purchases should be establislrld and made
known to Al staff members. Direct reimbursement
for petty cash purchases may be made to staff
members by the business office upon presentation of proper receipts. Limits on dollar amounts
and other regulating criteria must be clearly stated
to insure that this method is used only when it
is economical and appropriate and when items
are not in stock in stores.
Making In-House

In any "make in-house" or "buy open market"
situation, a cost analysis of the "makes' process
should be conducted, with special attention to
labor costs and fringe benefits. Since the decisions

to make in-house often are made by the using
departments, these departments should be encouraged to communicate with the purchasing depart-

ment to assist in the decision. The purchasing
department may be able to suggest commercial
sources for the requirements.
Leasing

Outright purchase or borrowing to buy often
will result in a lower total expenditure than leasing. In each lease proposal it is imperative that
the charge for the use of funds be calculated and
compared against all alternate methods of financing. including third-party leasing. Leasing may be
advisable in fields with changing technology when
of.olescence is a factor or the period of use is
relatively short. Vendor responsibility for maintenance of ecanplex equipment may be obtained
more easily by leasing the equipment than by pur102
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chase. When leasing is the only viable answer,
care should be exercised to provide cancellation
options that are least damaging to the institution's
financial resources, The institution should identify
the source of funds to cover payments of lease
charges for its entire period of effectiveness.
Receiving Procedures

A central location may be provided for receiving supplies, or they may be delivered to various
locations. Some factors that determine whether
central receiving or =than receiving is appropriate in a given situation are:
1. Loading dock facilities.
2. Control of traffic.
3. Capability to perform receiving functions at
individual buildings.
4. Verification of delivery and control and payment of collect and freight charges.

5. Effectiveness of inspection and claim
processing.

6. Identification of true costs in central receiving compared to the fragmentation of costs
in random receiving.
Central Stores

Central stores are a desirable resource in effective purchasing. The needs of each institution must
be determined by its location and the availability
of vendors that can supply its needs, as well as
institutional size and ability to combine needs into

contracts or large purchases. The layout of the
campus and the building facilities predetermine
the feasibility and cost of distribution. The stocking of commonly used items can reduce repetitive
purchasing, require smaller departmental inventories, effect quantity buying, accomplish standardintim, and meet current needs more effectively.

A department can use stores to obtain, on a
single order and delivery, a variety of items that
might normally require many individual orders
and deliveries at higher prices. Whether the goods
stocked are sold at cost or marked up to recover
the cost of operation, periodic checks should be
made to test the cost effectiveness of any centralized stores facility.

Against the advantages of central stores, the
cost of space, personnel, inventory, delivery, and
inventory loss must be considered.
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Auxiliary Enterprises, Organized Activities,
and Service Departments
UPPORT or service activities often are classified

SS in three separate but related categories: auxiliary enterprises, organized activities related to educational departments, and service departments.

The classification of an activity depends on its
relation to the educational process, its relation to
the consumer, and the source of its revenue. The
operations of the three activities should be shown
separately in the operating statements, and each
activity should be supported by detailed schedules
of revenues and expenditures. Such statements are
essential for internal use to ascertain the degree of
self-support attained and to provide the basis for
exercise of controls. Separate bal:nce sheets may
be prepared but need not be published.
AUSILIARY ENTERPSISES

who is generally in the business office. He should
have sufficient authority to develop procedures and

practices to manage the enterprises effectively.
Their special needs necessitate adjustment of prac-

tices of support departments such as purchasing,
accounting, controller, and personnel. An exception to this form of administration, which has been
adopted by public institutions in California and
New York, consists of an administrative division

managed by an officer who reports to a board
representing the entire university community (students, faculty, administration, staff, and governing
board ).

Each auxiliary enterprise must have clearly
written, detailed administrative policies. Otherwise,

confused operating procedures and overlapping
authority nay result. If an outside agency conducts

An auxiliary enterprise furnishes a service to

the activity. the written policy is replaced by a

students, faculty, or staff, and charges a fee directly
related to. but not necessarily equal to, the cost of
the service. The public may be served incidentally in
some auxiliary enterprises. They are essectiai elements in support of the educational prog:am, and
conceptually should be regarded as self-supporting.
Little or none of the revenue generated comes from
educational and general sources. but in the case of
housing and food services, there may be a limited
amount of sales to the institution. Other examples
of auxiliary enterprises arc college unions, college
stores, rental facilities, institutionally operated
vending services. recreational areas, faculty clubs,
laundries. certain parking facilities, and, frequently.
imereollegiate athletics. The need for specific auxiliary enterprises should be reviewed periodically.
The administration of auxiliary enterprises takes

legal contract or agreement. Such conract services
may include the operation of food services, housing, college stores, hospitals, and newspaper and

other institutional printing. In such cases, the
officer responsible generally serves as contract liai-

son between the institution and contract service
agency. The contract services still are regarded
individually as auxiliary enterprises. and collectively as an administrative division within the
institution.

Auxiliary enterprises are related directly to the
objectives of colleges and universities. They can
contribute significantly to the realization of those
objectives in direct relation to the quality of service
rendered. For example. any totally self-supporting

function satisfying the needs of its consumers

one of two basic forms. The customary form of

(customers) contributes substantially to the effectiveness of the institution. Such a function provides

administration is a division managed by an officer

needed services, allows the institution to benefit
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front the services without cost to the institution,
and requires little involvement by the academic

administration.

In developing policies for the program and
management of auxiliary enterprises, advice and
cooperation should be sought from representatives
of the institutional community to be served. The
objectives of the institution with regard to auxiliary
enterprises should be articulated by al institutional
interests. After the objectives are written, the officer
responsible for auxiliary enterprises should be independent to operate within written policies such
as civil service rules, purchasing policies, and required financial obligations. The activity should be
evaluated for effectiveness by measuring performance against objectives.
Auxiliary enterprises should be expected to pay
their share of general administrative expenses as
well as direct operating expenses, including debt
service and provisions for renewal and replacement. If a subsidy is received, the accounting rec-

mds and repurts should disclose the amount and
source. Similarly, if revenues exceed expenditures
after provision for reserves and any debt service,
the amount of excess and its disposition also should
be disclosed.

Housing and Food Services

Student dissatisfaction with traditional dormitories has resulted in significant changes in the
residence halls of many institutions. Some residence
halls have become living-learning units containing
classrooms or other learning facilities. Dining
areas or kitchen facilities often are included. There
are coeducational residence halls, and some institutions have modern apartment complexes that accommodate faculty, staff, and single and married
students in one facility. Still another form of hous-

ing is the student cooperative, which is owned or
leased and managed by students.
Some institutions have housing boards, with
student, faculty, and administration members. Such
boards not only influence long-range housing plans
and budget developments, but also provide a dayto-day liaison between students and housing administrators, thus dealing with problems as they

arise.

Renovation of existing residence halls Is more
economical than new construction. and often is
more pleasing to students, especially when done
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according to student sugpstions. Where new
dwellings must be built, an alternative to the traditional sequence of separate design and construction
is the packap construed= contract in which units
are planned and built by one developer according

to performance specification. In some cases, a
leaseback arranpment is used, in which a developer builds at his own expense and leases dwellings
back to the institution.

The management of residence halls has both
business and educational aspects. Close cooperation between business officers and student affairs
officers is especially important in development of
budgets and of provisions for counseling and other
student services. Management of student housing
usually canes under the direction of the chief business officer, but assignment oI space, development
of social programs, and establishment of regulations may be duties of the officer responsible for
auxiliary enterprises, a student affairs officer, or
another administrative officer.
The type, number, and frequency of operating
repots vary with local factms. Some more significant periodic reports prepared for the adminis-

trative dikes include the statement of revenues

and expenditures, reports on occupancy, expenditures for repairs, custodial services, and utilities,
and expenses for counaling, student government
activities, and other programs.
Institutional food services have undergone
changes similar to those in housing; one example
of this is that voluntary board plans are available
at many institutions. With the advent of apartmenttype housing. smaller, family-style dining rooms
and student kitchens have replaced some traditional dining halls. Some institutions have converted dining hails into cafeterias, and often the

hours of serving meals have been relaxed or
changed to allow for continuous service or service
hours consistent with student styles. Student committees can perform a valuable service in developing menus and evaluating daily food quality.
A food services department serves the entire college or university community. Because this service
is also a business operation, appropriate costs
should be charged. Responsibility for a profitable
business operation and the extent of Tykes offered
rests with the administration. For example. a snack
bar-dining room might be the only place for com-
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muting students to rest between classes or after
lunch. This facility then functions as a lounge.
Demanding a profit under these conditionslong

purpose. Union facilities should be designed to

volumeis

Unions are as diverse as the colleps and uni-

serving hours
unrealistic.

with

low

dollar

While most institutions employ a director to
meow, food services, others rely on food service
management companies for this function. Where
such companies arc employed, the institution gains
from the company's professkmal competence. The
institution negotiates, as part of its contract, fair
prices and quality as well as space. equipment use,
utilities, insurance. and all direct operating
expenses.

The cost per meal served, according to the
various components, is the most meaningful measure of comparison of food service costs as it eliminates the factors of absenteeism and sales volume.

ft also gives a reasonably accurate comparison
among food services departments in various parts
of the country.

Controls that are normally a part of business

implement the purposes, which recognize several
functions.

versities they serve. Their facilities can be divided

into ten categories: recreation, social, culturalhobby, meeting, service, food, commuter, organizational and administrative, stores, and adult education Many unions are governed by a policy board,
and the responsibilities delegated to union directors
vary from complete responsibility for food service,

bookstore, meeting moms, budget control, purchasing, program, and maintenance to primary responsibility for housekeeping functions only, such
as space assignment, cleaning, and games room
operations. Many of the union buildings with debt
service depend on a student fee for ammtization;
in others such a fee may not be necessary. Operating funds usually derive from a variety of sources,
such as student fees, appropriations, and earned
income.

benefits because of the low cost per meal served.

College union often include service operations
in their programs. Good management is essential
for these operations which, together with the bookstore and sometimes the athletics department, are
the cash merchandisers of the institution. To be
effective, union managers should have the same
tools as those required by commercial managers, as
well as immediate access to information on sales,
cost of goods, inventory, cost of payroll, and indirect costs. The union system of accounts should
be integrated with that of the institution.
Unions render an important service to the institutional community by remaining open during
vacations and other periods when many facilities
arc closed, thus providing the only food and recreational services. This and other factors unique to
the college union should be consWered when comparing its revenue-generating operations with those
of commercial enterprises. While the union enjoys

College Unions

the advantages of tax exemption and a captive
market. these may be offset by unusual service

operations should be mandatory. such as monthly
physical inventories. receiving and storage security,
and control of cash. Audits by the internal auditor
are useful to indicate to the food services director
whether the department is adhering to institutional

policies and whether there are any problems of
which he is unaware.

A cki working relationship should be created
between the student housing and the food services
departments. Tice application for housing should
include information on food service plans. The ap-

propriate time for indicating optional board arrangements is at the beginning of the student's
first year. The boarding stutknt is the basis for
most successful fond services departments because

of the advantages of fixed income and a know,
number to be served at each meal. The student

A college union is defined by the Association of

College UnionsInternational as a "community
center of the college for all members of the college
family -- students. faculty, administration, alumni,
and guests" and is considered a building, an organization. and a program. Many unions use this definition or an adaptation of it in their statements of

demands. long operating hours, and the academic
calendar.
College Storrs

Every institution should evaluate carefully the
services expected of its college store. Once the
objectives arc outlined, the institution must decide
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if its requirements are best met by service from
privately owned, local stores; by a cooperative
somewhat independent of the school; by store

activities arc operated primarily for demonstration
purposes. Examples of organized activities are
demonstration schools, college theaters, hotels or
restaurants operated for the instruction of students
enrolled in courses in hotel or restaurant adminis-

facilities leased to an operator; or by an institutionally operated store. If the store is operated by the

institution. the store manager and chief business
officer must decide which services to offer and how
to finance them. in much the same manner as other
budgets in the institution are prepared.

tration, and stores that sell products of experimental farms and dairies. The goods or services
created by these activities are incidental to the

College stores have guidelines, commonly called
retail accounting, with which to judge the effectiveness of their operations in comparison with the

students. In the instruction or laboratory procedure, expenditures are incurred for raw materials,

basic instructional or laboratory experience of the
technical suppliet., and service personnel.
Certain organized activities, such as laboratory
schools and medical and dental clinics, complement the work of educational departments by pro-

operation of regular retail stores. Normal retail
accounting principles provide an excellent means
for measuring the financial success of the store's
operation. However, profitability is not the sole
criterion of a successful operation.
Instructional materials frequently must be obtained without regard to the cost involved. When
this occurs, the store is no longer merely a retailer,
but an essential arm of the institution, serving educational needs. Cooperation between academic departments and the store manager is essential to
insure accurate information regarding these needs.
The college store needs the income from the sale
of general merchandise to augment the small margin often incurred in the operation of essential
merchandise departments, especially the textbook
operation. Purchase of merchandise, control and
evaluation of inventory, departmental evaluation,

accounting. advertising, and display in college
stores should follow established retail practices.
The college store has the same physical requi,ements as a normal retail store. and it should be in
the best traffic location possible. Standards for
store size arc available from the National Association of College Stores.

viding program support for instruction and re-

search. These activities may provide by-products
or services available, for a charge, to students,
faculty, and staff members, or to the general public.
Because these activities are closely related to
education and research, their administration should
conform to academic lines of control. The chief
business officer's responsibility is, however, somewhat different from that in the usual educational
and research activities, inasmuch as many organized activities involve more business management
Olen do educational departments.
The direction of each organized activity generally is assigned to a member of the educational
department. and normal business controls, accountability, and record systems should be maintaint.d. Organized activities seldom are combined
into a single administrative unit as in the case of
auxiliary enterprises and service departments.
In some cases educational and research activities
comparable to those classified as organized activities are of such small scope that they are performed

ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS

as an integral part of the normal departmental

An organized activity related to an educational
department is supportive of instruction and helps
demonstrate to students the classroom or related
educational techniques. Organized activities may
generate some revenue, but their bask support
usually is derived from the institution's general

tional activity. An organized activity whose
operations are of major magnitude may be shown
in the financial reports separately from other

supportits appropriation and/or student fee income. Revenues generated by organized activities

normally arc considered incidental, since such
106

activity. Should revenues result from such activities, they would be recorded as sales of the educa-

organized activities. Even though its detailed accounting may be decentralized for purposes of institutional control, there should be central recording of revenues and expenditures. A large activity
may justify special supervision within the educational or research department. In this case, the
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chief business officer should be consulted in the
selection of the supervisor, and he shook! establish
and supervise detailed accounting records and special operating reports as warranted by the size and
character of the activity.
Hospitals and clinics administered in connection
with medical or dental schools are a unique activity
and offer special problems in the classification and
reporting of operations. Frequently, hospitals or
clinics are shown as a major item of both revenues
and expenditures in a separate category.
The successful operation of organized activities
requires cooperation and understanding between
the chief business officer and academic officers.
The primary objectives must remain the educational process and research activities. When an
activity ceases to serve these objectives, it should
be reclassified.
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

A service department provides a specific type of
service to various institutional departments rather
than to individuals and is supported by internal
transfers from the institution's operating budget.
Such a service might be purchased from commercial sources, but for reasons of convenience, cost,
or control, is provided more effectively through a
unit of the institution. Examples are scientific apparatus repair shops, glassblowing shops, instrument-making shops, statistical and tabulating de-

partments. addressograph and mailing services,
secretarial pools, duplicating services, offxremachine repair shops, laundries, photographic de-

partments, printing shops, travel bureaus, audiovisual services, telephone systems, and motor
pools.

Management and operation arc usually the responsibility of the chief business officer, although

some service departments. such as a computer
center or a glass-blowing shop. may be under the
direction of an academic officer or a department
chairman.

The rates charged by a service department

institutional expense.
The service may be provided on a direct (owner-

ship) basis or on a contractual (rental) basis. In
institutions large enough to support a staff to do
so, assigning the administrative duties to one person
as a director of services, or as a liaison for several
contract services, is an efficient practice that promotes better management.
CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES

The classification of activities among the three
categories may vary from institution to institution,
reflecting differences in the purposes for which the
activities exist. For example, at institutions where
gate receipts are sizable, intercollegiate athletics

should be classified as an auxiliary enterprise;
where gate receipts are negligible and the athletic
program is intended primarily for student participation, intercollegiate athletics may be classified as
an organized activity or identified in the physical
education department. Another example of variation in classification is the central duplicating serv-

ice, which usually is a service department, but
might be classified as an organized activity related
to an educational department if it is operated as a

practical laboratory for students specializing in
printing technology.
BUDGETING AND COST ACCOUNTING

Each activity in the three categories should have
its own budget and accounting system to identify
salaries, wages, operating supplies, equipment, and
other expenditures. Indirect costs, such as those
for administration, plant operation, and maintenance, also should be apportioned to each activity.

Only through cost accounting is it possible to
establish appropriate rate schedules, identify subsidies, if any, and compare the resulting costs with
commercial costs.
The three classifications lend themselves to budgeting and analysis techniqucl, such as planning,

programming, and budgeting systems (PPBS).

should reflect operating costs, including salaries,
wages. staff benefits, costs of materials and supplies. operation and maintenance of the physical
facilities occupied. provision for the renewal and
replacement of equipment, provision for debt serv-

quality, or measure of service can be discerned
readily. Cost accounting should relate the results
of service evaluation to cost elements in a clear,

ice, and a share of general administrative .

analyze, and compare costs with commercial

Elements and subelements of costs, unit of product

timely manner, and should be employed to identify,
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counterparts. Development of budgets, the establishment of prices pertinent to institutional policy

related to the extent to which costs We to be
recovered, and evaluation of service in terms of
success in meeting pre-established goals (other
than only financial ones) can be accomplished
effectively regarding these services.

ausvnIss MANAGEMENT

activities related to educational depirtments, while
prepared by a cognizant academic officer, should
be developed in consultation with the chief business officer or his representative. Institutional
financial and business policies should be followed
in the management of all three activities, and the

Budgets for auxiliary enterprises and service
departments should be prepared by those responsible for these functions and should be approved

disposition of any net revenues should be determined by institutional policy. Inasmuch as the
primary objectives of these activities may change
over time, they should be reviewed periodically to

by the chief business officer. Budgets for organized

determine whether they are properly classified.
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Facilities Operation and Maintenance
HE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE of build-

1 ings, grounds, and other physical facilities of
an educational institutioc are the responsibility of
the physical plant organization. This function falls
within the business administration of an institution
and should be managed by a qualified person frequently designated "director of physical plant."

The physical plant organization is concerned
fundamentally with timely service operations,
maintenance, alterations, and related activity pertaining to the facilities portion of a total learning
environment. The organization affects all segments
of the institution and effectively must provide the
level of service necessary in a manner compatible
with institutional objectives. This activity requires

ef icient. courteous, and dedicated persons who
also possess technical and professional capability.
The manner in which they perform their services
helps provide an effective, economical, and harmonious total operation. The public relations fu -

tion of physical plant employees should not be
underestimated. Personal contact with all departments, utilizing effective communication channels,
is necessary to maintain good rapport within the
organization and with all customers. There is frequently a correlation between level of maintenance
and custodial service in buildings and respect
shown the facilities by users. An effective educational program requires good, properly maintained
facilities.

A small institution with only a few employees
may consider a maintenance program using services of contractors as a means of obtaining varied
skills needed for proper maintenance. Good specification preparation and maintenance program
supervision by the physical plant offia is necessary, but a quality maintenance program can be
effected in this manner without maintaining skilled
craftsmen in all trades on the physical plant staff.

Principles discussed in this chapter are universally
beneficial, regardless of size or management philosophy of an institution.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

For administrative purposes, the physical plant
office should be organized according to functions.
The head of the office should appoint a supervisor

for each function that he does not personally
direct. Normally there are at least six basic areas
of responsibility in the physical plant office: administration, building and equipment maintenance,
custodial services, utility systems, landscape and

grounds maintenance, and major repairs and
renovations.
Many institutions assign additional functions to
the physical plant of
such as automotive service, construction planning and inspection, communications (telephone, telegraph, mail, and messenger service), risk management, purchasing and
stores for the physical plant office, safety, security,

traffic, tire-fighting, waste disposal, and trucking
and moving.

The administrative group carries out the duties
of management and administration for all areas
under the jurisdiction of the physical plant office.
This includes development of policy for use within
the office, as well as operating guidelines within
overall university policies. Daily decisions are
necessary for effective use of staff, material, and
money; effective scheduling is essential, with all
work completed as required or promised. Effective

management control requires persons with professional knowledge in labor relations, career
training, data processing, buildings, and related
systems, contracts, and record keeping. The physical plant administrative staff should be represented
at the decision-making level on all matters affect-

ing the Ace.
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Effective budgeting for the complex functions
of physical plant operations is critical. Competition

for the limited funds available has caused state
legislators, governing boards, and institutional
councils to seek appropriation standards or formal ization criteria to provide equitable distribution of
funds to institutions within their charge. Although

no widely accepted system has been developed,
some states have determined formulas for allocation of their physical plant budget moneys. The
system of unit cost allocation (cost per square
foot) is the most widely used system for budget
allocation, but has many inequities if used exclusively. Many other variables that bear heavily on
physical plant costs are not taken into consideration by averaging them into a unit square footage
cost.

The physical plant budget should provide for
normal and recurring operation and maintenance
of facilities. Funds for other purposes, such as
building alterations for a particular department or
college, should come from other sources, such as
the department or college making the request.
Tnat is, no services other than routine operation
and maintenance should be provided unless they
are charged to the user department or college or
to a special account provided for such projects.

Records related to payrolls, billing, material
ordering, and dispatching of work orders are important to the conduct of physical plant operations
and often can be maintained on data processing
equipment. The director of physical plaiit must
have effective production control and cost control
and analysis, requiring rapid feedback with more

detailed input and output information than is
available on normal fund ledgers.
A record file of each building should be maintained in the office of the director of physical plant.
The records should include name of the building;

date of construction; original cost; date, nature,
and cost of major renovations; utility systems;
floor plans; record of painting and routine mainte-

nance; and original architectural drawings and
construction specifications. For accurate informa-

tion and future use, the file also should include
"as built plans" and the working drawings and
plans of subcontractors and each mechanical trade.

Labor relations is increasingly important as
more employee organizations, unions, and other
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bargaining units are formed. Good personnel records are necessary and in-house training programs
for staff and supervisors are highly desirable to
encourage the best motivating and managing techniques. Technical schools can be used in lieu of or
in addition to in-house training. Apprenticeship
programs are an alternative when instructors are

not available from other sources. Although the
labor relations function is often administered by a
centralized personnel or labor relaters office, that
office should have the active cooperation of the
director of physical plant. For a detailed treatment
of this subject, refer to the chapter "Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining."
Effective management of buildings and systems
requires professional and technical knowledge of
such facilities and may necessitate having engineers, architects, draftsmen, and estimators on the
staff or on a consulting basis. This group should
analyze systems, modes of operation, and selection
of replacement materials or systems; prepare docu-

ments for contractual maintenance and renovations; and recommend standards for construction.
BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Building and equipment maintenance includes

all items related to routine repair of buildings,
structures, and utility distribution systems, includ-

ing normally recurring repairs and preventive
maintenance. This service is provided by carpenters, electricians, plumbers, painters, roofers,
steamfitters, tinsmiths, and other skilled workers.
In large institutions, each of these skills may be
represented by a separate staff with an appropriate
number of supervisors. In small institutions the
maintenance crew may be limited to one or two
persons, including the director. The work should
be planned, organized, and scheduled on the basis
of regularly required servicing, emergency repairs,
and annual requirements for painting, major repairs, and other preventive maintenance activities.
When extensive repair or renovation projects must
be completed during brief periods, such as between
sessions and during vacation periods, additional
help may be employed on a temporary basis or the

projects may be performed under contract. If a
particular project requires skills or costly equipment not available at the institution, the services
and equipment should be obtained from outside
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sources on the basis of competitive bids.

Modern maintenance programs may include
communication systems, two-way radio systems,
and do-it-now capability, such as small crews with
trucks fitted for their service specialty, with support crews to complete scheduled maintenance.
Formalized, planned maintenance programs for
small and large operations are desirable and, in
most instances, once organized and implemented,
will provide the most economical operation. Such
programs can be automated for greater efficiency.
The need and the program should be comprehensively evaluated from a functional and economical
point of view before work is initiated. In the long
run, a well-planned maintenance program will save
money. In the short run, it can be quite costly to
organize and implement but if done well will reap
benefits in addition to the financial considerations.
Consumption of utilities is a major item in physical plant budgets. Systems consuming these utilities must be in good operating condition to avoid
an inflated financial burden. Diligent surveillance

and maintenance are essential in keeping these
systems in good operating condition. Maintenance
mechanics must be well-trained, and a continuous

retraining program is necessary to keep them
abreast of changes in technology. Close attention
to operating hours, peak loads, and waste of utilities also can have significant impact on the utility
cost. Occasional review by consultants may indicate how to reduce costs. The control systems on
modern heating and air conditioning systems are
complex and require trained technicians to assist
maintenance crews.
Many older buildings contain inefficient, uneconomical systems and obsolete structural components. There may be requirements for improved
heating systems, addition of air conditioning, new
office equipment, improved lighting, and increased
electrical capacity. All proposed changes should
be reviewed by professional engineers and practical solutions developed before decisions are made
regarding replacements, modifications, and
renovations.
CUSTODIAL SERVICES

Custodial care includes routine duties to keep
interiors of buildings in a presentable condition.
In addition to maintaining floors and restrooms,
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custodians also wash windows, walls, and venetian
blinds, provide snow removal adjacent to building
entrances, and may perform minor maintenance.

The group may serve as a labor pool to provide
assistance in moving and setup for special events.
Custodial maintenance operations may include use
of specialized crews for some operations, such as
floor stripping and rewaxing. Regardless of their
duties, custodians must know their job expectancy;
that is, their duties should be defined.
Custodias usually report directly to their work
assignment. This eliminates lost time in travel to
and from the physical plant administration building. For maximum efficiency the cleaning portion

of custodial services should be provided after
normal class and of
hours. Buildings with high
weekend use should be on a seven-day schedule.
Adequate training of new employees and a periodic retraining program directly influence quality
and efficiency of service. Uniforms and identification badges may be provided for custodians.

The work assignment for each custodian and
the cleanliness requirements of each building will
vary, depending on the building's use. Each building should have its individual cleaning priorities

by specific areas. This insures cleaning critical
areas regardless of daily manpower fluctuation or
traffic.

Supervisors must schedule the work effatively.
If work schedules and acquisition of materials are
planned in advance, efficient use of staff members
can be achieved. Supervisors should prepare work
assignments based on daily progress. Variations
from the total time estimated for each assignment
should be reviewed and explained as part of the
supervisory responsibility. Proper scheduling requires careful evaluation of each building, awareness of the academic and administrative calendar,
and seasonal considerations. Supervisors also must
keep abreast of new products and equipment. This
is especially important in view of high labor costs.
They also should be consulted on design and on
materials being considered for new construction
or alteration projects. Their advice may save maintenance costs and years of complaining.
Local, state, and federal safety standards and
institutional policies regarding facilities use will
have an impact on the need for custodial
services. A campus ordinance forbidding domes-
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tic animals in buildings, except seeing-eye dogs, is
recommended.
OPERATiON AND MAINTENANCE
OF UTILITY SYSTEMS

Utilities include heating, cooling, power and
light, water supply, sewage treatment, gas, and
other utilities necessary for the operation of the
institution. it is a major and costly item in the
physical plant budget, and prudent management
decisions are essential to obtain the most effective
results. The director of physical plant must continuously analyze the systems to assure reliable,

efficient. and economical operation. The utility
system operation and maintenance procedures

need to be closely correlated with the overall
building maintenance program.
It is recognized that institutions may have various systems. These range from total purchase of

utility services to the capability to produce and
perform all services or a combination thereof. In
some urban areas where buildings are in close
proximity to a utility plant. it may be more economical to purchase both electricity and heat
(steam or high-temperature hot water) from local
utility companies rather than to generate them.
Because utility companies supply their products
at various rates. a thorough study often is required
to insure that the rate paid for a particular service

is the most advantageous. Utility rates arc controlled by state commissions. Utility companies
are staffed with rate experts who usually will assist
institutions in determining whether they are sched-

uled on the proper and most advantageous rate.
An alternative is to have a professional rate engineer periodically review utility arrangements.
Construction involves long lead times and

utility loads must be projected continuously for
at least five to ten years in advance. Distribution

systems should adhere to a master plan that
projects into the future as far as possible. Voltages.
steam pressures, and pipe and cable sizes selected
for distribution systems must anticipate future load
growth.

Utilities must be planned not only to meet expected maximum demands, but also to provide
standby capacity as a back-up for equipment fail-

ure and to allow for equipment shutdown for
mandatory annual overhaul. The decision to gen-
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crate electricity in addition to heat must weigh the
economics of the relatively simple heating system
against the more complicated total energy system,
that is, utilizing a turbogenerator to produce electricity at the same time it reduces the pressure of

steam so that it may be distributed for campus
heating and cooling loads. Electrical tic-ins with
utility companies provide a back-up source for the
total energy system. A record of the degree-days is
a vital factor in the plant size required for heating
and air conditioning.
In order to determine the most desirable air conditioning system, a thorough review of all costs
installation, operation, and maintenancemust be
made of the available types of systems. These generally include central chilled-water plants, individual systems that cool one building, and individual room units such as window air conditioners.

The central chilling plants or bailding units may
be of the absorption, centrifugal. or reciprocating
type.

Fuel systems include gas, oil, and coal. Gas is
by far the most convenient fuel but is not always
available. Its price can vary from the least to the
most expensive, depending on the area and type of
service. Oil has slightly better availability but less
convenience. Coal is the most available fuel in
most areas. Its evaluation must include freight, ash
removal expense, purchase and maintenance of
handling equipment. additional operators, and re-

quired storage space. Gaseous and particulate
emissions must meet federal. state, and local laws.
Minimal environmental problems arise from use

of gas. The serious pollution problems resulting
from the use of coal can be reduced by installation
of effective precipitators.

Water may be purchased from a municipal
source or the institution may operate its own water
system. including supply. In either case. the water
supply must be tested to assure that the chemical

characteristics of the water will not adversely
affect the plumbing system or laboratory apparatus

through corrosion or deposition of solids. The
water supply also must be checked frequently to
assure purity and to guarantee a consistently acceptable product.

Sewage or waste water treatment normally is
purchased from a municipal plant with the cost
being proportional to water consumption. It therefore is desirable to review frequently the use of
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water and to implement wa.er conservation programs to prevent waste.

Operation of the utility system requires technical competence and constant supervision. Plans

for modification or expansion of utility systems
should include the latest engineering developments

and use of automatic control systems. Proposals
for boilers and other high-pressure vessels should
be reviewed by the insurance carrier's engineering
and inspection divisions, because safety and risk
features of systems have a direct bearing on premium rates.

Decisions in such matters must be made with
the assistance of competent engineers. Larger institutions may have the competence on the staff,
while smaller institutions may have to rely totally

MAJOR REPAIRS, RENOVATIONS,
AND ALTERATIONS

Major repairs and renovations to buildings are
necessary from time to time to keep the condition
of buildings and their systems at an acceptable
level for use and to meet safety standards. This
activity includes replacement of roofs, walls, floors,
ceilings, and lighting; tuck pointing; and upgrading

or replacement of electrical and mechanical systems. These activities are not considered normal
maintenance, since they are usually large in scope
and are performed infrequently. To the extent that
funds are available, amounts are allocated to the
physical plant office and identified under a separate
category such as major plant projects.

on a consulting engineer.

These projects often require design and engineering plans accompanied by formal estimates.

LANDSCAPE AND GROUNDS MAINTENANCE

Estimating procedures that have proved to be most
reliable are those that have utilized cost standards.

Maintenance of attractively landscaped grounds
will enhance the respect shown the institution by
students, staff, and the general public. This responsibility requires a stall' sufficient to maintain lawns,

These standards can be acquired or developed

shrubbery, flower beds, walkways, and parking
areas, and to remove snow and perform similar

new environmental conditions due to change in
program or function. This type of change is identified and funded under another category such as
alterations and improvements. Information and

services. In addition, it may be advisable to obtain
professional service for both landscape design and
supervision of the groundskeepers. In large institutions, the responsibilities may require the attention

of a full-time staff member; in institutions with
limited requirements, the services may be obtained

on a contract basis. Some institutions use local
nurseries for all grounds maintenance work.
A master plan for campus landscape development and utilization should be prepared by a landscape architect engaged especially for the purpose

locally in accordance with the local market.
Academic departments and administrative
offices may request room modifications and specify

costs for the development of these projects should
be provided by the physical plant office.
Performance of major repairs, renovations, and

alteration projects in addition to normal maintenance requires careful scheduling. It is important
that the director of physical plant be apprised of
the volume of this work simultaneously with release of operating budgets so that planned use of
manpower is continually possible. At any rate,

or by the institution's supervising architect. The

arrangements should be made in cooperation with

master plan should include projections of the location of future buildings, roads, parking lots, walkways. and playing fields and should give consideration to the location of subsurface utilities and the

and normally under the direction ofthe phys-

practical aspects of maintaining all items in the

by assigning a project supervisor. This fixes responsibility and provides a specific source for

most efficient manner. Supervisors concerned with
campus maintenance should be asked to study and

approve any master plan and modifications of it
before it is adopted. After a master plan has been
adopted, all planting of lawns, trees, and shrubbery

should proceed according to the plan in order to
insure consistent development.

ical plant office.
One of the more successful ways of organizing
the work process to accomplish major projects is

decision making and coordination.

If a project cannot be performed by the physical plant staff for any reason, the work may be
assigned to an outside contractor selected on the
basis of the lowest acceptable bid and such factors
as timeliness, quality, and aesthetic considerations.
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This procedure assigns responsibility for building
modifications and repairs to the director of physical plant, with whom such responsibility should

to verify shipments with purchase orders and place
goods in storage or inventory according to a pre-

determined system for inventory control and for
efficient service to those requiring goods. Withdrawals from stores should be by requisition identifying the buildings and work orders involved.
This procedure provides data essential for cost
accounting and for control of materials. The variety and volume of supplies stocked will be deter-

reside.

Building standards or codes should be developed to provide minimum requirements for all
building and remodeling, and some institutions
must comply with federal, state, and local codes,
as applicable. This insures that the structural and
architectural integrity of the campus buildings,
grounds, and utilities will be maintained at a high
level and provides for special needs concerning
fire, safety, and accommodations for the handicapped. Without these standards, new buildings
can be functionally and aesthetically depleted in a
short time. Building and remodeling plans should
take into consLieration items previously standardized by the physical plant office, such as key systems, door closers, and items for which replacement parts are kept.

mined by the size and complexity of the institution

and by local availability. The supervisor should
review the inventory at least annually to determine
that stock and proposed purchases are limited to
essential and regularly used items.
OTHER PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES

In addition to the responsibilities and functions

described above, the physical plant office frequently is assigned responsibility for construction
planning and inspection, risk management, pur-

chasing and stores for the physical plant office,

PHYSICAL PLANT SHOPS

The physical plant office must be provided with
a shop equipped with the basic tools and machines
required for the maintenance function. Its size and
the variety and sophistication of equipment will be
governed by the number of buildings and the extent of the grounds. Most institutions construct or
assign a separate building exclusively for this purpose, usually on the periphery of the grounds.
it is beneficial to have a stores-supply operation
and a salvage function associated with the shop to
fully benefit handling of the large volume of supplies processed by this operation.
If practical, the service building should house
the offices of the director of physical plant and his
staff and also should serve as the headquarters for
the maintenance staff. With the exception of cus-

todians who go directly to and depart from their
duty stations, all plant employees should report to
a central point in the service building at both the
beginning and end of their working hours. At large
institutions there may be several reporting stations.
An essential adjunct of the physical plant shop
is a storeroom or warehouse for supplies used in
plant operation and maintenance. If possible, the
storage area should be in the service building, and
all shop supplies should be delivered there.
A person should be designated as receiving clerk
114

safety, security, traffic, fire-fighting, and trucking
and moving. Other assigned activities are described

below, such as automotive service, communications, and waste disposal.
Automotive Service

Responsibility for administrative control, maintenance, service, and repair of institutionally
owned motor vehicles may be assigned to the physical plant office or may be assigned to a motor pool

operated as a service department. Automobiles
usually are available for use by faculty and staff on

the basis of approved requisitions. The extent t.
which an institution maintains repair facilities for
its motor vehicles and equipment depends op the
number of units. if large numbers of vehicles are
involved, institutional repair shops are economically feasible. Some institutions may use vehiclerental agencies that supply cars, trucks, buses, and
other types of motor units on an annual contract
basis.
Communkotions

Responsibility for supervision of the communi-

cation systems may be assigned to the physical
plant office, but the policy is determined by the
administration. Included may be telephone sys-
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tents, interoffice communication systems, and mail
service. Requests for additional or expanded serv-

its own sewage treatment system, this service usually is contracted with the local municipality.

ices should be evaluated according to the established need for them and with recognition of the

Solid waste disposal is a complex and costly

cost involved. New and improved systems, such as
Centre% switchboards and visual displays for information retrieval from central data banks, may
be implemented where practical.

Handling of mail normally requires a central
mail room in which mail is received and sorted for
distribution to various departments. Large ingitudons will need persons to collect and distribute all
mail.

Waste Disposal

activity. Several methods can be used: iminemting,
shredding, compacting, hauling to a landfill, or a

combinatical of thew methods. institutions may
elect to contract this service or handle it themselves, but a regime! comept of solid waste disposal with other communities is recommended. An
institution that handles its own solid waste disposal
will find it necessary to make a sizable investment

in containers, compacters, transporting vehicles,
and other related equipment.
Recycling of waste paper and other recyclable
materials for resale normally is not economically
feasible, but when students have programs for this

The approaches used by colleges and universities for disposal of solid, liquid, and gaseous
waste are no different from those used by most
commercial organizations. The physical plant
office may be responsible for storm and sanitary
sewer lines on the institution's grounds and also

purpose, the physical plant office should cooperate
as much as possible. The complexity of the problems of solid waste disposal and strimency in governing regulations make it apparent that individual

for the runoff of rainwater beyond the institution's
property lines. Although an institution may have

greater cooperation is necessary at the community

solutions by small agencies are impractical and
level.
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Facilities Planning, Design, and Construction
N PLANNING NEW CONSTRUCTION, an institution

I hrst must establish general guidelines before
more specific issues can be settled. New construction must be conceived in terms of a master plan
e compendium of the institution's educational
philosophy and academic programs, administrative

structures, kind and number of students served,
rate of growth, facilities needed to accomplish
these goals, and resources required. The physical
plan, a component of the master plan, determines

where a new structure will be built, and is an
important part of the overall program of institutional growth. Questions concerning use of a proposed facility and its relationship to the academic
master plan. relationship to other facilities, relationship of one department to another, and special
requirements such as laboratories must be answered before architects can design an efficient
building.
An institution may use its own staff in compiling
a master plan. or it may hire a firm with total plan-

ning capability. Many architectural firms employ
consultants in education, traffic, security, and other
fields pertinent to colleges and universities. An
institution possibly may obtain from such firms a
more objective analysis than members of its own
staff might provide. A disadvantage of this method
is cost. however, institutions and large commercial
concerns often have found that an in-house staff
with total planning and design capability not only
may result in false economies over the long term,
but also may often function at greater cost, project
by project, than the consultant-practitioner. Even

engagement of a consultant does not lessen the
responsibility of staff planners. Comprehensive
planning is complex, and a detailed contract that
benefits both parties is essential. For a detailed
treatment of long-range planning, refer to the
chapter Institutional Planning."
LONG-RANGE FACILITIES PLANNING COMMITTEE

Responsibility for reviewing and revising the
physical plan should fall to a long-range facilities
planning committee. To be effective, this committee should have broad-based representation, with
staff specialists and members of the administration
and faculty.
Comprehensive physical planning is difficult for
a new college or university. and even more so for
an established institution, where the plan must con-

tain a pattern for growth that is integrated with
the past. Plans often must be revised because of
changes in educational objectives, teaching techniques, and funding. Thus, planners regularly must
schedule reviews and revisions of the physical plan.
In addition to maintaining the physical plan, the

long-range facilities planning committee usually
screens requests for new construction and major
renovations. The committee periodically should

examine the progress of new projects, and the
president then should make recommendations to
the governing board concerning relative priorities
of construction and renovation projects and the
best methods for implementation.

if a college or university planning committee
gathers most of the data, it may be advisable to
obtain some advice from outside consultants.

PROGRAMMING THE NEW PROJECT

When hiring a consulting firm, an institution must
clearly define the tasks delegated to it as well as

approved, an ad hoc subcommittee should be
appointed. The work of the subcommittee is to

those tasks to be handled by staff planners; the

guide project planning and to assist in the develop-

Ad Hoc Planning Subcommittee

Once new construction or major renovations arc
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meat of a program for a specific building. Recommendations from future users should be submitted
to the subcommittee with accompanying rationale.
The physical plant office should provide technical

data concerning the site and utilities and, later,
evaluations of various structural, electrical, and
mechanical systems recommended by designers. It
is helpful for members of the subcommittee to visit
recently built facilities similar to those they are

planning. By this means, unsatisfactory features
can be avoided and good features can influence *se
development of project design.

Project Program Requirements
The work of the subcommittee should culmitate

in a statement of user requirements, commonly
known as the project program. Although some
institutions work with documents such as notes
from planning conferences, these records are seldom as effective as formal program documents,
which help architects and engineers by providing

three kinds of essential information. From the
master plan, the project program uses guidelines
in areas such as the institution's educaticatal philosophy, academic and research programs, planning criteria, and projected growth. Specific fea-

tures of the building are determined by the
subcommittee, based on data collected. Finally,
from technical information prepared by the physical plant office, the project program selects data
pertinent to the project, incleding utilities locations, electrical characteristics, and test borings.
Institutions sometimes have a constructkon standards handbook, which outlines administrative and
planning information, specification documentation,
design and construction requirements, and mate-

rials. The subcommittee continues to work after
architects and engineers have been engaged, cooperating with them and the institution's facilities
planning staff.

Selection of Architects and Engineers

An important responsibility in preparing for new

construction is the selection of architects and
engineers. The appearance, efficiency, and cost of
a building including operation and maintenance
expensesare largely a result of their design. With
appropriate participation of the long-range facilities planning committee, the president will make
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recommendations to the governing board on the
selection of architects and engineers. Normally, en
architect will be hired, but sow, projects may require the services of an engineer alone.
Design competition is one method of selecting
architects. However, this option often is too ex-

pensive and time - caning to be useful. An alternative is a careful analysis of job requirements on
the one hand and capabilities of available architects on the other. Among the important qualities
to iooic for in selection of an architect are design
integrity, technical competence, and interpretation
of program requirements in the design. Evaluation
of all these factors can be accomplished by personal inspection of completed proOcts. Architectural fees and services to be performed are additional factors to be considered in the selection of
an architect
Once the architect is chosen, the parties should
sign a contrwt that states assistance the institution
will render, services the architect will provide, and
remuneration he will receive. Most architectural

contracts are modifications of a standard model
recommended by the American Institute of Architects. Architectural fees may conform to a scale
established by a local political subdivision for work
done at institutions under its control, or may be
negotiated with the architect on an hulividual basis.
In any event, the fee is based primarily on cost
of construction, with some consideration given to
du simplicity or complexity of the building. if an

architect engages the services of eneneers, the
architect pays for their services from his fee.
The in
pays the architect according to a

schedule agreed upon in advance. A typical
arrangement might be:
Percent of
Total Fee

Phase
l

2
3

Schematic Design
Design Development
Working Drawings and
Specifications
Supervision of Construction

10-15
15-20

40-50
4
20-25
Another system in use is based on hourly rates for
the architect, designers, draftsmen, specifications
writers, and special consultants. The charge usually
includes a markup for overhead costs and requires
separate billing for out-of-pocket expenses such
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as travel, long-distance telephone calls, and blueprint& Under both arrangements, if the institution
decides to terminate the project or discontinue the
services of the architect, it pays only for services
rendered, with a nominal amount added to cover
the architect's final expenses.

tiously. If a builder has been selected early through
a negotiated contract, his representative also
should be included in the planning process to advise on possible construction problems. The campus architect-planner and the physical plant
representative may be especially helpful in com-

DESIGN

municating between academic or administrative
planners and prciessional designers.

It is primarily architects and engineers who
carry a project through the design stage until the
job is ready for bidding. They need considerable
assistance from the ad hoc planning subcommittee
and the facilities planning staff, and may require
the aid of consultants. Architects conceive the design, while engineers are responsible for devising
systems to fit the design. The process requires the
exploration of -.11 options, development of concepts

and costs, and then refinement, correction, and
coordination of all drawings and estimates. The
major steps in the design process are schematic
design, design development, and working drawings
and specifications.
C'onsultants

Even in the earliest stages of design, architects
and engineers may require help from consultants in
solving complicated problems in special-purpose
buildings and in specialties such as audiovisual
equipment, acoustics, interior design, food services,

and landscape architecture. The architect and institutional representative should interview the con-

sultant, state his responsibilities, and require a
memorandum from him that delineates services to
be provided and their cost. The institution rather
than the architect has final approval of consultants

Review

At each important design stage, the ad hoc plan-

ning subcommittee (or campus architect) should
require that the plans be examined by the director
of physical plant and appropriate members of his
staff. Physical plant representatives may be able
to suggest design changes to simplify operation and
maintenance and thus reduce the building's operating costs. A thorough plan review also covers code
compliance and requirements of the federal Occu-

pational Safety and Health Act or similar state
program. Good architects are acquainted with
most pertinent codes and with the Act's standards,
but mistakes do occur.
Specifications

An important and complicated step is preparation of final specifications. Although the architect
is responsible for this task, institutional officers
must work closely with him and carefully review
his work. The institution and architect must decide
which specifications are appropriate for the building. Five methods of specifying constmcdon products are:
1. Descriptive specifications, detailing the exact

added to the design team. If a consultant is ap-

product characteristics desired.
2. Proprietary spec:fications, which allow the

proved, his fee may be assumed by the architect or
paid by the institution.

easily by requiring brand name products.

Coordination

institution to control quality levels more

3. Referrer standards, which stipulate that
products must meet quality levels established

With many persons working on the same project,

and published by authorities and testing

close coordination of their work is important. As
the architect moves the project from schematic
drawings to final working drawings, he and his
engineers and consultants should meet frequently

institutes such as the American Society for
Testing and Materials and the National Fire
Protection Association.
4. Performance specifications, which require
that products mcomplish certain functions

with the institution's ad hoc planning subcommittee
and facilities planning staff. Architects and engi-

neers need firm decisions from the institution's
planners as early as possible to perform expedi-

for example, that the ventilating system
change the air in the building five times an
hour.
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5. Cash allowances, which arc a tactic to

ay
a specifications decision.
Proprietary specifications are a problem in competitive bidding because they eliminate competition

by naming the brand to be used. As a result, they
usually are prohibited on work done at public
institutions or with public funds. Sometimes they
are necessary; even federal and state projects may
have to specify products by name in cases where
new materials must match existing materials in
quality and size or where new equipment must connect with systems previously installed.

In addition to instructing the architect about
types of specifications to be used, the institution
should provide technical and legal review of the
work. Technical review is advisable because many
architects rely heavily on manufacturers for help
in writing specifications. Problems may arise with
this method in competitive bidding. In such a case,
the documents should be examined by institutional
representatives to insure that specifications are not
so restrictive that they eliminate all products except those supplied by the assisting company.
The institution's counsel should review nontechnical portions of the general and supplementary conditions before final approval is given. Sections of particular legal importance include
insurance coverage and its relation to the institu-

tion's overall insurance program, conditions for
release of liens, guarantees, and performance and

payment bonds.
Although movable furniture and fixed furnishings for laboratories, libraries, physical education
buildings, kitchens, and other facilities require
specifications, they usually are excluded from the

general contract. Their acquisition should be a

responsibility of the institution's purchasing officer,
who should work closely with the architect and the
ad hoc planning subcommittee during the period
of specifications, preparations, bid, and installation
of equipment.
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

A list of reliable contractors is as important to
an institution as a set of comprehensive specifications. investigation of contractors under consider-

ation and the subcontractors they will employ
should include queries into their

ern for

quality, financial standing, reputation, integrity, the

experience of the proposed construction superintendent, and ability to work well with architects
and project supervisors representing the institution.
To aid the investigation, contractors should provide du following information:
I. Current financial statement.
2. Schedule of projects currently under con-

tract, a list of those completed within the
last five years, an estimate of their value, and

names and addresses of clients and architects involved.
3. Statement of experience with projects similar

to the one under consideration.
4. Munber, names, and qualifications of the

supervisors proposed for the job.

5. Name of bonding company.
6. Affirmative action policy.

A "Contractor's Application for Prequalificadon"
may be developed by the institution. Such a form
produces a complete record of the experience, capabilities, organization, and financial condition of
every company that applies.
Bidding Venus Negotiation
With some exceptions, the most economical con-

struction contracts are those awarded through

competitive bidding procedures. To insure economy and avoid graft and favoritism, most federal
and state agencies require competition on projects
they fund. However, private and even public institutions may find it less expensive in certain circumstances to negotiate a construction contract with
only one company. One reason for this savings is
that competitive bidding requires preparation of
many detailed documents and drawings that can
be eliminated if a contractor is hired early in the
design stage. Furthermore, good mmtractors, when
participating at an early phase as members of the
building team aim with planners, architects, and
engineers, can bring practical decisions into the
design process for more economical construction.
Bidding Documents

Before calling for competitive bids on a project,
the architect for the project must prepare certain
documents, review them with the institution's personnel, and then provide an appropriate number to
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each invited contractor. Bidding documents prepared by architects usually include the following:

for example, some already may be committed to

Working drawings.
2. Specifications, including general and supplementary condi6ons.
1.

3.

Bid proposal form, including spaces for
total cost, breakdown by trades, any alter-

nate and unit prices requested, and time
needed for completion.

A refundable deposit usually is required for the
loan of these bidding documents; if a contractor
wishes additional copies, he purchases them. Single

sets of the drawings and specifications should be
on file with the ad hoc planning subcommittee, at
the of
of the director of physical plant, facilities
planning and/or architect's of
and such other
offices as may be required by state or local laws.
Upon submission of bid proposals, the following
usually are also required from the bidder as part of
the package of bidding documents:
1. Bid bond signed and returned by the contractor with a deposit as a guarantee to perform if selected.
2. Performance bond signed at contract settlement, insuring that if the contractor is unable to complete the job, his bonding company will.
3. Payment bond, often combined with the performance bond, insuring that subcontractors
will be paid.
4. Contractor's affirmative action policy.
5. List of subcontractors.

6. Evidence of liability and workmen's compensation insurance.
Bidding Procedures

On those projects funded totally or in part by
state and/or federal agencies, open bidding among
any and all bondable bidders is normally required
by such agencies. In situations where closed bid-

ding is allowable, an institution should invite at
least three contractors to submit bids, in order to
make bidding competitive. A danger exists that
sonic of the better companies may not risk preparation costs when a large number of bidders lowers
their probability of award. Local conditions may
help determine how many contractors to invite;

their full capacity.
An unresolved issue in Mang is the determination of which procedure produces the highest quality. The traditional system calls for a general contractor to submit a total price for the entire project

(with alternates separately priced to allow some
leeway for negotiation and change) and then to
act as coordinator for both the work he perNms
and that of his subcontractors. This method simplifies administration: the contract establishes clear

lines of authority running from the institution
through the architect to the general contractor,
subcontractors, suppliers, tradesmen, and laborers,
while providing single responsibility through the
guarantees following completion of the work.
However, the growing compleuy of structural,
mechanical, and electrical systems has popularized

the mulubid method in which as many as three
to five subcontractors are awarded separate contracts for portions of the job. Proponents claim thUt
the multibid method allows the institution to eliminate the general contractor's profit on certain com-

plex work that is too technical for him to administer efficiently. General contractors counter that
speed and coordination suffer as responsibility is
dispersed. Institutions using multibids either must
provide a staff member to supervise coordination
or else award the architect an additional fee for
this task.
Two weeks is the minimum time contractors
should have for preparing bids; if other similar jobs

are out for bid at the same time, a month might
be appropriate. Due dates and delivery locations
should be specified in the bid invitation and strictly
adhered to. Bids should be opened and read in the
presence of all bidders who wish to attend, and the

architect should prepare a tabulation of all bids
and distribute it to all the bidders.
Bidding Problems

Although competitive bidding determines the
low bidder, award is never automatic or immedi-

ate. Before announcing the final decisitm. the
architect and a representative of the institution
should analyze all bids for the best combination of
alternates and for certain danger signs, such as an
extraordinarily low bid. Since most bids in a competitive market normally fall within a range of ten
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percent, a contractor whose bid falls below this
range may have developed a particular efficiency
or may have made a serious mistake. If a mistake
has been made, the contractor should inform the

institution promptly, and advise whether he intends to forfeit his bid boat or proceed with the
contract as bid. When such circumstances arise,
legal counsel should be sought by the institution.
Negotiations

Institutions not bound to competitive bidding
may wish to negotiate with one general contractor
or with several subcontractors. Advantages may
include greater wed, economy, and quality, but
these advantages can be maintained only if the

contract is carefully administered. The key is
selecting reliable firms. Major contract types are:
1. Guaranteed maximum. This arrangement re-

quires the institution to pay for labor and
materials and to reimburse the contractor
for managing the project. The Wilder guarantees that the labor and materials expense
will not exceed an agreed-upcm maximum.
2. Cost-plus. This arrangement is similar to the

first, but without a guaranteed maximum
for the builder.
3. owner- builder. Under this arrangement the
institution authorizes one of its officers to
act as general contractor, and designates an
experienced staff member as construction
supervisor. This system allows the institution
to deal directly with subcontractors and to
eliminate the general contractor's overhead
and profit, but it places great demand on the
staff and should be attempted only when an
experienced supervisor is available.
Speed of construction is the primary advantage
of a negotiated contract. By reaching an agreement
with a builder, the institution can eliminate the
tvo- to four-week bidding period and the one to
two weeks for bid analysis. On some projects the

process can be speeded further by beginning
foundation work before detailed working plans
for the later stages of construction have been
drawn.

Change Orders
While change orders should
avoided if possible, they may be necessary for any of the follow-
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ing reasons: improvements, unanticipated site or
building problems, and mistakes. Mistakes are
inost frequent, and usually it is the institution that
suffers most, whether changes result in additional
or reduced costs. If the architect or engineer makes

a mistake, it usually is the institution's mistake
under terms of the contract. Rarely does a designer
return part of his fee because of inaccurate or incomplete work. For the institution, change orders
mean delay and greater cost because of redesign,
estimating extra construction, and perhaps even
refinancing.
Common causes of changes are:
1. Errors of commissiotm, which develop from
design mistakes that make further construc-

tion or installation according to original
plans impractkal.
2. Errors of omission, which result in gaps in

plans, such as omitting access panels for
utility systems or safety hooks for upperfloor windows.
3. Substitutions, which may be warranted by

newly developed materials or equipment or
by the unavailability of specified products.

4. Changes in scope, which occur after construction has begun and planners decide that
more space is required; availability of funds

may necessitate increasing or reducing sip
or quality of the project.
5. Changes in personnel or administration.
6. Discovery of unknown site conditions or
Wilding problems.
The best way to control the number of changes
is to engage good designers and to conduct rigorous

plan reviews, using the original program as the
constant control document. The institution must
expect change orders and never sign a contract
that leaves this expensive 155Ik 'Inresolved. All
change orders must be in writing, approved by
authorized personnel.
Construction Schedule

Construction contracts should require the contractor to submit a detailed financial breakdown
and a proposed construction schedule soon after
award. These may take the form of a bar chart or
of a critical-path-method diagram, and should include estimates of the contractor's monthly billings
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to the nearer thousand dollars. This information

edly will have a project supervisor performing a
similar function, but the institution still should
have a staff member who keeps himself informed
on the progress of the work. Sonn larger institutions find it economical and effective to employ

allows the business officer to manage his cash How
more effectively.
CONSTRUCTION

their own inspectors and not require the =hit=

Preconstruction Conference

to perform this function; this will result in a redo:dim of the architect's fee.

The preconstruction conference is an on-site
coordinating conference. The architect organizes
this meeting to resolve any last-minute questions
of contractors, suppliers, subcontractors, and insti-

tutional representatives. Detailed but important
matters such as timing of subcontractors, use of
power and water, parking, and the confines of the
construction site often remain unsettled until
major contract decisions are made, and this meet-

ing should eliminate confusion and causes for
delay.
Lines of Authority

The contract states the chain of authority controlling construction. The institution, which provides the site and bears the cost, is the ultimate
authority, but the contract often empowers the
architect to act as the institution's agent in matters
related to construction. Depending on contract
terms, he can inspect the contractor's work, reject
unacceptable materials, and order the contractor
to maintain the schedule. He can condemn portions

of the work that are poorly executed, and order
the contractor to rebuild. However, he cannot interfere with the way the contractor manages the
job or deal directly with subcontractors or workmen under the contractor's control.
The institution should never bypass the architect
if the contract gives the architect the authority to
deal directly with the contractor. If the institutes
approves work, equipment, or materials that the

architect disapproves, it may have no legal recourse against the architect or builder should prob.
!ems develop during the guarantee period.

This does not mean that the institution should
ignore its new building during the construction
period; one experienced staff member should be
appointed to work full-time as the institution's
representative. If this is not possible, someone
should be appointed to keep a daily construction
log. The architect may employ his own representative to report to him, and the contractor undoubt-

Construction in Progress

One of the architect's duties is to keep all parties
informed on the status of the work. He can do this
best by issuing bulletins on a regular schedule, perhaps once or twice a month. These bulletins should
provide informed= on such items as work com-

pleted, financial dined= to date, problems, cost
revisions, and change orders. Periodic meetings of
all parties also may be helpful in communicating
progress or resolving problems.
During construction, the architect should make
periodic inspections of the project. If any work is
not being accomplished in accordance with the
plain and specifkations, the architect should
undertake to have the contractor correct the problems. This may require tearing out existing work
and having it redone. Physical plant representatives
also may inspect the work for the owner and report
any problem they see developing directly to the
architect for him to resolve.
End of Construction

Near the end of construction, architects, engineers, and institutional representatives inspect the
project and make a "punch list" of uncompleted

items. The architect is not bound to imlude the
institution's suggestion in the final punch list he
compiles for the contactor unless those suggestions fall within the requirements of the construc-

tion =tract He then should send the punch list
to all interested parties to inform them that the
job will be complete as soon as the contractor
finishes the remaining items satisfactorily.

When the contractor notifies the other parties
that all items on the punch list have been completed, all principals convene for a tour of the
facility. If, as a resat of this tour, the architect and
institution agree that the contractor has met all the
stipulations of the contract, they then can collect

any remaining releases of liens and accept the
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building. When disputes about the work occur between the client and contractor, the architect usually will act as mediator and judge. Most contracts
also include an arbitration clause to cover especially complex situations.

warranty period usually begins when equipment in
satisfactory =edition first is used by the institution
in normal operations, but it is vital that the institu-

ACCEPTANCE AND OCCUPANCY

tion determine the start of each warranty period
with written agreements from the =tractor and

The contractor also should deliverthrough the

architectall guarantees to the institution. The

architect concerning these dates.

Even in amicable cases, the "final inspection"
often is not final. Demands for additional space
sometimes force an institution to accept a Wilding for "beneficial occupancy" before it is men-

For efficient use of equipment, the =tract
should require the contractor to compile for the
institution a manual that includes manufacturer's
literature, catalog cuts, and specifications sheets
all the technical data and instructions necessary for

pleted. In such a case it is important to clarify
exactly when and how the builder will finish the
work. It is standard procedure in such a situation
for the institution to retain a portion of the funds
as an incentive to the contractor to complete his

the operation and maintenance of the building.
This manual should be approved by the architect
If test operations are included in the contract, it
is recommended that the architect designate the
time for them. This usually occurs after the institution has accepted the building as substantially com-

work.

Certification by the architect that the contractor
has completed his work and should receive final

plete. the method of testing is to have the contractor supply the skilled personnel necessary to
operate the building for five consecutive days of
eight hours each. During this period the =tractor

payment prepares the way for acceptance of a
building by the governing board. Acceptance
means that the institution legally owns and controls
the building. Because most buildings open with a

will demonstrate the operation of all equipment to
the architect and the director of physical plant and
other interested persons.
One of the last contract details and one of the
most important is the final set of as-built drawings.
Because the process of construction inevitably requires changes from the original working drawings,

few incomplete items remaining on a punch list
and many pieces of equipment under guarantees,
it would be more accurate to speak of a "schedule
of acceptances." The important point is that the
transaction of acceptance should not be completed
before certain administrative details in the original
contract have been satisfactorily examined and executed. These include certificates, guarantees, op-

it is essential that the institution acquire at least
one set of revised, reproducible drawings that in-

erating manuals, test operations, and as-built

corporates these alterations. It is usually the architect's responsibility to provide such drawings, and
a stipulation to that effect should be included in
his contract

drawings.

The contractor is responsible for preparing and
collecting all certificates of inspection from public
agencies and professional testing laboratories and

When a building is accepted, it should be in-

delivering them to the architect for retention in

cluded in the institution's schedule of insurance for
buildings and contents.

contract files.
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Security
THE MISSION of a security, law clforcem-mt,
public safety, or police department is to pro-

may have several locations. In this situation,

vide a safe environment through excellence in
protection of life and property. Regardless of
whether an institution operates its own department, contracts for this purpose, or depends on
local jurisdictions, the f Towing services are

stitution were "dosed"that is, enclosed by a

essential:

1. Protection of constitutional rights.

2. Creation and maintenance of a feeling of
security in the community.
3. identification and elimination of hazards and
of opportunities for crime.
4. Protective patrols to deter and detect crime,
to detect fire and safety hazards, and to prevent traffic accidents and congestion.
5. First-aid and rescue capabilities.
In addition to these essential services, it is highly
desirable to provide investigative capability to follow up on crimes, accident investigations (if not
handled by another department), and emergency
transportation of sick and injured. Other services
sometimes provided are protective escort, parking
enforcement, and lost and found operations. Whatever functions are assigned, members of the department also have a public relations role in rendering information and assistance to faculty, staff,
students, and visitors.

The Open College or University

access may be gained more easily than if the insingle perimeter. If an institution operates its own
security department, its officers often have author-

ity only on institutional property, while protection on surrounding streets "vends on local law
enforcement or on the act
$ security officers
as private citizens.

Another concomitant of the open university
concept is that the institution remains accessible
at all hours, unrestricted by any barriers or system of permits, thus posing a challenge to security
by outsiders even when the institution lies within
a single perimeter.
AN INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT

The decision to create an institutional depart-

ment rather than to rely on external agencies
should be based on a firm commitment to the
administrative, budgetary, and personnel requirements of such a department as well as on the following factors:
1. The extent of crime and security problems
at the institution.
2. The ability and willingness of external agencies to deal with institutional problem; effectively, consistently, and in a manner that is
relevant and sensitive to the uniqueness of
academic life.

An important criterion in determining security
requirements is the accessibility of the institution.
The definition of an "open" college or university

3. The institution's desire to have control of
and influence on security and law enforce-

differs among institutions, but each college or

4. The institution's willingness to act as its

university that falls into this category may experience increased security problems. Urban insti-

own policeman and to accept the responsibilities, costs, and risks of engaging in law

tutions often are open in the sense that public
streets may cross the campus or an institution

enforcement.

ment programs.

5. The extent to which the department will be
125
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a viable, integral part of the institution, improving its quality of education, research,
and public service.
Since the security department represents the
institution and takes part in its functions, it too
has a mole in educating members of the commu-

nity both by example and by service, thereby
creating respect and goodwill for all such agencies.

College or university security requires many
services that a local police force is not expected
to provide. The department must be responsive
to the needs of a young, intelligent, and often liberal and progressive community.
Organization of the Department

College and university security departments
vary in organization. In some cases the security
or public safety director is accountable directly

to the president or to a chief administrative

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

policy manual, the director should establish an
operations manual, which provides specific guidance for the staff.
To be effective, policies and procedures of an

institutional security department must be welldefined and should recognize the character of the
institution and current crime problems. Enforcement policies must recognize the supremacy of

the law and the principle of equal protection
under the law. Department policy should not interfere with enforcement of unpopular laws or set
quotas for arrests or traffic violations, but should
include a minimum standard of performance for
officers and stress prevention of crime, with arrest
as a last resort.
If the department has police powers, at least
upon the property of the institution, these should
include:

I. Arrest by warrant, on view and upon probable cause.

officer. The director also may advise other inter-

ested persons of his activities, such as the student services officer, who may be notified of an
incident involving student conduct. In other cases,

the security director may report to the director
of physical plant, or there may be a dual reporting responsibility, such as to the student services
officer on matters of investigation or patrolling
and to the director of physical plant concerning
such problems as thefts of institutional property.
Some states have designated a coordinator of
security, who is responsible for reorganizing and

improving security at all public institutions of
higher education in the state. Among the coordinator's principal functions are the establishment
of uniform training, general standards for staffing
and equipment, and procedures for reporting and
record keeping.
Policy and Procedure

2. Lawful searches.
3. Direction and control of traffic.
4. Investigation of crime.
5. Use of necessary force to perform its duties.
Such authority is most effective when granted by
the appropriate state or local jurisdiction. If the

department does not have police powers, there
may be instances in which ckputization of security
officers is advisable.
Any changes in security regulations should be

approved by the security director and his superior officers: however, any changes that affect the
entire institutional community should be under-

taken only by a principal administrator. The
director should have the authority to establish
procedures for the department, law enforcement
objectives and priorities, and internal departmen-

tal controls. The program and staff should be

A policy manual is essential to the security
program. If an institution is developing its own
department, the help of security consultants or
other experts should be solicited in preparing the
program and in drafting the manual. An excel-

evaluated on a regular schedule to make certain
that desired levels of service are maintained. In

lent resource is institutions having such programs.
When a security director is hired to set up a new

system of records, files, and reports. Monthly and
annual statistical and financial reports should be
submitted by the director to appropriate officers
of the institution for use in crime analysis,
budget justification, and administrative briefings.

department, he should prepare the first draft of
the manual, subject to further review and approval of higher authority. Upon approval of the
126

cases where budgets have expanded and the record
has improved, reductions may be in order.

The security department requires a uniform
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Ideally, the reporting procedure also should
provide:

I. Thorough initial and follow-up reports on
every reported crime and incident.
2. Distribution of reports, on a need-to-know
basis, to other agencies as intelligence items.
3. Inclusion of crime experience in the uniform
crime reports.
4. Confidentiality of reports.
5. Permanent storage and ease of retrieval.
Qualifications and Training

The director of a college or university security
department should be experienced in law enforcement or private security. There is no substitute
for such experience, although proven leadership in
another department of the institution is sometimes
accepted in place of the experience requirement.
A security director must be sensitive to the higher
education environment, since it is essential that
members of the institutional community, particu-

larly students, have confidence in the security
operation.
Officers working with the security director also
should be sympathetic to the college or university environment. Some institutions require that
all security officers be enrolled in a degree program and that their salaries be. based on credits

event of emergencies, and familiarization with institutional philosophy, policies, and regulations. A
new officer may work temporarily with a senior
officer for specific, on- the -job training. In-service
classes should be offered periodically, drawing on
resources of the community. For example, an instructor from the institution may address security
officers on human behavior; a local police officer
may lecture on drug abuse; an attorney may discuss search and arrest laws with members of the
department.

Since the basic role of the security officer is
to observe, identify, and report, it is essential to
provide instruction in report writing, proper procedures for interrogation, and the fundamentals
of good investigative techniques.
Uniforms and Equipment
Security may be strengthened not only by stressing individual protective measures and b5 utilizing
security devices such as locks and alarms, but also
by the conspicuous presence of a uniformed force

on foot and in mobile patrols.
Some institutions have accepted a uniform of
blazer and trousers for its officers rather than the

traditional police-type attire in the belief that
community members find the former style of
dress preferable. Concern must be given to this

ords. In certain institutions security officers may
continue their education tuition-free, or they may
be given other assistance in furthering their

decision if the institution's experience shows that
the major offenders are outsiders. The presence
of a police uniform serves as a deterrent, particularly to an outsider who is unaware of a blazerslacks police image. At some institutions there

education.

a mix of the two types.

accrued as well as on their performance rec-

Thorough training programs must exist to insure professional competence and development.
Arrangements should be made for security officers to attend police training programs and workshops, and the resources of regional organizations
are available in most states. In many jurisdictions
a state training program is mandatory for all law
enforcement officers, including security officers at
colleges and universities. Requirements vary from

state to state, and city or county regulations regarding law enforcement agencies often must be
met as well.
The institution should sponsor a continuous, inservice training program that includes study of
human relations and sensitivity training, thorough
orientation concerning procedures to be used in

An institutional security department should pur-

chase and issue all items of oviform and equipment for its officers to insure quality, uniformity,
and its right to inspect and control usage. Where
uniforms are used, they should be clearly distillguishable,,even from a distance, from those of all
other law enforcement agencies in the area.
Law enforcement falls into two general categoriesvisual and nonvisual. Visual law enforcement, such as the presence of uniformed officers
walking posts or traveling in marked vehicles, is
intended to prevent crime. Nonvisual enforcement
is investigation of crime and apprehension of suspected offenders.
Many institutions do not permit weapons, but
institutions that do issue weapons to security offi-
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cers must provide training in their proper use.
Rules must be established concerning the handling of weapons, and it must be emphasized that

firearms are to be used only for protecting the
officer's life or the life of another. Officers should
requalify in the use of weapons at least every six
months.

Many innovations have been formulated to
meet specific security needs. One institution has
installed a successful "blue light" program that
involves a campus-wide emergency telephone system marked by blue lights and connected directly

to the campus police dispatcher so that instant
help may be summoned. Another innovation is
the use of officers on horseback, who are especially useful in patrolling wooded and other less
populated areas. and who also can be raective in
controlling crowds. Some institutions have found
the use of guard dogs beneficial.
An adequate communications system is essential to the security department, and should include
a communications center operated on a 24-hour
basis and a two-way radio provided to each security officer on duty. Radios having more than one
frequency may be necessary if officers are to communicate with the local police jurisdiction as well
as the institution's security department.
Electronics is recognized as a better means of
controlling access and for protecting certain facilities than either watchmen or fixed guardposts.
Central consoles in the security headquarters may

monitor various types of alarms, closed-circuit
television, remotely controlled electric strikeequipped doors, and also may perform other security, fire safety, and equipment control functions. Such devices are expensive initially, but
may pay for themselves by eliminating labor costs
while providing a uniform level of protection.

Use of Students in Security

Student Security Patrols. An effective aid to
security in some institutions is the use of student
security patrols. Both male and female stmlents

volunteer or are employed to patrol buildings
and grounds, with special attention to problem
areas such as parking lots. Although student patrols have no police authority and take no police
action, they may be used to help with peaceful
demonstrations and with crowd control at athletic
and similar events.
128
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Each prospective memb,-.1 of the patrol should
be interviewed by the secwity director and should
be able to pass a physical examination. Training

in first aid, human relations, proper use of firefighting equipment, and other subjects should be
provided. Members usually should not work more

than four hours a day or between the hours of
10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. except in unusual
circumstances.

If uniforms are supplied to student security
patrols, they should be distinctive, but not the
same as those worn by the regular security staff;
members should not wear badges. If uniforms are
not supplied to patrol members, an armband or
other type of identification may be used.
Each student should carry a flashlight, whistle,
notebook or clipboard, and two-way radio to report observations and summon help from regular
officers when necessary. Bicycles are useful, and
students patrolling on foot or after dark should
travel in pain.
Student Police. Some institutions employ a security force comprised largely or entirely of students. Student police, while effectively checking
crime, also may improve student- police relations
and ease campus tensions.
Some student police have their tuition paid Wider a scholarship program administered by the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, a
crime-fighting agency of the federal government.
Institetionv havin a student police force may use
a cadet system, in which recruits direct traffic during athletic events, operate radio transmitters, and do other police work during apprenticeships that
last a year.
Institutions with criminal justice degree programs may draw their student officers from these
programs. Such students often intend pursuing
law enforcement or criminai justice careers, and
thus are highly motivated.
CONTRACT AND PART-TIME SECURITY SERVICES

Some institutions may prefer to contract for
security services rather than to establish their own

departments. While pod results can be obtained
with this method, there may be certain disadvantages: guards provided by contracting agencies
may not always be as well-qualified as desired,

and they may not be familiar with the special
problems of the higher education environment.
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Contract security officers and off -duty officers
from other security agencies can be used as extra
manpower on special occasions, such as athletic
events.
LIAISON WITH OTHER AGENCIES

The security department must be largely selfsufficient. but able to work harmoniously with
other institutional departments. It also should
maintain effective liaison with other law enforcement agencies, the courts. the prosecuting agen-

cies, and the press. It is advisable that the local
chief of police be informed of public functions

3:5
to be held at the institution, so that he may be
prepared to assist if necessary.
All members of an institution must be assured
at least the same degree of protection afforded
anyone in the outside community. Students rightfully have demanded equal protection and prompt,
intelligent response to their problems, and those
colleges and universities with inadequate security
programs must call upon outside agencies. Com-

munication and cooperation with local police
units foster mutual understanding and otherwise
are helpful to both the institution and the
community.
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Safety
nL INSTITUTIONS of higher education have the

moral and legal obligation to provide safety

that is, freedom from health hazards and risk
of injury. Apart from humanitarian and legal considerations, any accident represents an unwanted

interruption in the normal course of business.
Whether it is an injury, a property loss, or merely
an interruption of normal procedure, it is costly,
undesirable, and unnecessary.
Losses may be covered by insurance, but insurance premiums over the long term reflect actual
losses, plus overhead and profit. In addition, many
institutions operate with high deductibles or selfinsure a large portion of losses. While the initial
costs of a safety program may be high, the savings from good performance can be significant.
An effective safety and accident ',invention pro-

gram can be self-supporting through savings in
workmen's compensation losses and reduction of
ProPt MI damage.

The Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970 affects almost every employer
in the United States. It is administered by tir U.S.

Department of Labor through the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The
Act was designed to operate through state goveniments, but until state standards are at least
equal to those of the federal government, federal
standards apply. OSHA does not directly affect
public institutions: however, they will be subject
to occupational safety and health standards as
the programs of the various states are approved.
All private institutions must complywith fed-

eral standards if the state plan has not been
approved, otherwise with state standards. OSHA
safety standards cover most hazards. The law requires unannounced inspections by federal compliance officers, with potentially severe fines for
noncompliance, prison sentences in certain cir-

cumstances, and specified periods of time for the
abatement of hazards found.

An effective safety program enables institutions, large or small, to conserve resources and
meet their legal obligations. to provide a safe
environment.
ADMINISTRATION POLICY

For a safety and accident prevention program
to be effective, it must be the responsibility of
the president. He should have a policy statement
developed that reflects his acceptance of the moral
and legal reponsibility for maintenance of a safe
environment. This statement should be approved

by the governing board. It should include provision for safety of employees, students, and the visiting public. The statement should provide guide-

lines for engineering, training, and motivation,
and request the full cooperation of all involved.
Finally, it should assign responsibility for safety
to specific individuals. It should make clear that
safety is important to management, and that there
are persons accountable to the president for safe
facilities and performance.
ORGANIZATION

Responsibility for coordinating the institutional
safety program must be assigned to an individual
who is part of line administration. He should have
direct access to senior institutional officers and
councils. Ideally, he should not have other operational assignments, such as physical plant or se-

curity, that might dilute his attention to safety.
In small institutions, however, some combinations

may be inevitable. Salcty is an administrative
function. The individual assigned responsibility
for safety must be adequately supported by professionals in health and safety. In large institutions several may be needed. In small institutions
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faculty expertise may be used but decisions must
be reserved to line administration.

causes, and specify corrective action. A procedure for follow-up should be established. Department heads and supervisors can be trained in accident investigation and reporting techniques and
should be shown the benefits of such reports.

Authority should be delegated to the safety
officer to take immediate action when imminent
danger exists. This authority necessarily must be
used sparingly and with good judgment. In the
academic environment, the safety officer accomplishes most goals by persuasion and persistence,
as safety cannot be easily mandated, but must be
-sold." A safety committee with faculty, staff, and
student representation can be an effective adjunct to the program by providing guidance and
approval for policies or by coordinating major

Records may be useful in determining the
trends or shortcomings of a program. For example,
accident or incident records are important in specifying situations with a high probability for accident. Such situations can be defined as any 'veer
miss," unsafe practice or condition, delayed treatment case, or accident that under similar circumstances could result in serious injury or damage.
Many elements are involved in the accident sequence, and seldom is an accident attributable to
a single cause. Careful investigation may reveal
an unsafe act, one or more unsafe conditions, per-

projects.
ACCIDENT REPORTING, INVESTIGATION,
AND RECORDKEEPING

A definite procedure must be established for
reporting accidents, unsafe conditions and practices, and progress in the safety effort. OSHA requires that specific records on prescribed forms
be maintained, and there are established fines for
noncompliance. Injury and occupational illness

reports are required for statistical and planning
purposes. Such reports also may be the basis for
legal protection of the institution or employee in
court actions that may arise.
The basic reason for accident reports is accident prevention. Summary and analysis of accidents provide essential data for assigning resources

to areas of greatest need and cost benefit. All
members of the institutional community should be

encouraged to report all injuries and accidents,
no matter how minor. Reporting recommendations
apply not only to faculty, administration, and staff,
but also to students and visitors.
Accidents should be reported on a standard report form. Forms for reporting accidents usually
are available from insurance carriers at no charge.

If these are not suitable, such forms may be developed within the institution. A time limit for
reporting and recording accidents must be spedfled to meet the requirements of OSHA and local
laws. Reports should be sent directly to the safety
officer for investigation, review, follow-up, and
possible presentation to the safety committee. Included in the report should be a recommendation
for prevention or other necessary corrective action.

The review should be complete and accurate,
include a statement concerning the most likely

sonal factors. or a combination of the three.
Unsafe conditions are a primary focus of
OSHA rules and regulations, and it is beneficial
to establish a system for reporting unsafe conditions on a routine basis. Such a system may include a survey by the institution's safety officer
and may incorporate a simple form for reporting or investigating unsafe conditions. A primary
function of the department head or supervisor is
maintenance of a safe environment. Therefore,
he normally is involved if an unsafe condition is
found, and corrective action should be initiated
by him. More hazardous conditions may require
immediate action.
Unsafe practices, although not stressed as
strongly as unsafe conditions in safety laws, are

the cause of the majority of accidents, and the
reporting of unsafe practices should be included
in the system developed for reporting hazards.
As with safety of the environment, work techniques are a primary responsibility of the department head or supervisor, and corrective measures
should be taken by him. The only exception to
this procedure is an imminent danger requiring
immediate action by the obseiver.
To prevent injuries and accidents, it is essential that rules governing the use and treatment of
equipment and machines, as well as behavior in

areas containing them, be understood and followed by all persons. Such rules should be posted
in each department in a conspicuous place or be-

side the machinery or equipment to which they
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specifically refer. A check-out procedure should
be conducted by the department head or supervisor before anyone is permitted to operate machines or equipment.
Progress reports on the effectiveness of the
safety effort should be part of the program; they
may include statistical and narrative information.
in the past, primary focus on accident reporting
was in use of the terms "frequency" and -severity." Although these may be of interest in comparing experience with other institutions, they are
not meaningful to management. One of the most
useful ways to report to management is in financial terms.
There are many systems of reporting; such systems may include the ratio of workmen's compensation costs to payroll dollars, insurance premiums paid, credits on premiums (or penalties)
based on performance, or actual losses. A statistically valid system has been developed, supported
by the National Safety Council, which includes
the "bidden costs" of accidents.' This system results in a standard charge for each type of acci-

dentlost time, medical treatment, first aid. and
property damage. Once established, it is simple
to maintain and update and provides an accurate
appraisal of the true cost of accidents. To insure

that they are read, progress reports should be
relevant and interesting to all persons on the distribution list. This will broaden the base of support for the safety effort.
INSPECTIONS

The safety program should provide for periodic

inspections of all departments. The inspections
!timid be conducted by qualified persons, who
record their findings in written reports for the
safety officer. Also, self-inspection by individual
departments is an important part of data collection, establishment of responsibility, and communication. inspectors should examine the entire environment, not only for conditions that may result
in injury, but also for conditions that may produce
illness, such as improper use of laboratory chemicals. A check list is an important aid in conducting inspections,, for even an experienced safety
professional occasionally overlooks some items.

More frequent inspections and random observations should be scheduled for more hazardous
areas.

Since the majority of accidents are caused by
human failure, it is important that inspections include scrutiny of work practices and procedures
as well as of the physical environment. The person responsible for an area or department should
be informed of inspection results and be included

in the formulation of recommended corrective
action. Recommendations should be followed up
to insure that hazards are corrected. The emplugs in all inspections must be on conditions or
practices with a high potential for causing serous
injury or property damage.
Review of all plans and specifications for new
construction or renovation should be Included in
the safety program to avoid built-in hazards discovered only after the facility is in use. It is much
less expensive to correct the hazard on paper than
after the project is complete. In order to perform
this function, the safety officer must be familiar
with applicable codes and regulations, such as

the of OSHA, local building or fire codes, and
insurance company standards.
SAFETY STANDARDS

Standards established by governmental codes
and laws must be considered minimum standards
for safety, and it is often necessary and desirable
to exceed the legal requirements. Many institutions

provide such standards in booklet form to architects and engineers, representing those requirements that are unique to a particular organization.
Building standards should include not only the
basic requirements to meet the needs of the particular building, but special requirements such as
facilities for maintenance and housekeeping, fire
protection, facilities for the handicapped, ventilation, illumination, and first aid or emergency needs.
Grounds standards may be provided for walkways

and roads, traffic control, and lighting. Plantings
should be located such that they do not interfere
with safe driving.
Special safety provisions apply to laboratories,
depending on their use; for example, the requirements for a research laboratory are different from

'Rollin H. Simonds and John V. Grinsalch, Safety Management: Accident Cost and Control (Chapter 7), Homewood,
11, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1963.
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those for an undergraduate or teaching laboratory.

office work, custodial duties, or nonhazardous
laboratory procedures. Some require that no per-

The nature of the work also has an effect on
safety requirements. General requirements for

sons work alone or that persons working alone be
monitored in some way, check in periodically, or

laboratories should specify adequate lighting and
ventilation, alternate means of egress, safe and

sign in and out, with regular checks by security
persons. The safety offer may wish to ask one or
more members of the safety committee to assume
specific responsibility for following up on compliance with established safety standards. In the
event of an accident, those responsible for the
follow-up procedure should make sure that corrective action is taken by the appropriate person,
and that the safety officer receives a full report
of the result

efficient swage and handling of materials, and
appropriate protective devices for persons using
the laboratory, such as safety showers and eyewash facilities, emergency breathing apparatus,
sprinkler systems, and explosion venting. These
devices should be tested periodically and must be
properly maintained. Limits should be set on the
quantities of flammable and corrosive materials

stored in the area at one time.
Motor vehicle standards should include the
latest legal requirements for safety devices, a sys-

EMERGENCY PROCEDVRES

tem of qualifications for drivers using institutional

Numerous emergencies may be encountered,
and it is necessary to establish special procedures
for each type. Situations included in such planning are fires, bomb threats, gas leaks, tornadoes,
floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes. Emergency
procedures should include a chain of command

vehicles. a reporting system for vehicle defects,
and follow-up procedures to insure that vehicles
arc maintained in safe condition.
Office areas should consider standards for electrical supply adequate for typewriters, desk lamps,
and other electrical equipment. Floor loading and

stability are a consideration for filing cabinets.
Many modem files can be attached to a wall or
to each other for stability. Since of
workers
vary in their requirements for comfort, minimum
standards should be established .o regulate office
temperature and ventilation.
Shops and maintenance areas require attention
to machine guarding, ventilation, dust collection,
electrical grounding, use of flammable liquids, and

adequate training ot persons who operate the
machinery and equipment. These requirements
are detailed specifically in the OSHA regulations.

There arc other specialized requirements to be
met in establishing or operating food services and
similar occupancies that may be peculiar to educational institutions.
Large public assembly areas such as theaters
and stadiums present the possibility of catastrophic accidents. Safety standards and inspections of

these areas should be especially rigorous. Adequate emergency exits and lighting as well as emergency procedures should be provided.

Many institutions have standards for persons
working alone in shops and laboratories. For the
most part, these standards limit the functions that
may be performed after normal working hours to
134

establishing the authority and responsibility of
various individuals. In emergencies. procedures
sometimes must be changed at an instant's notice;
therefore, responsible persons should be selected
for this function.
Building evacuation is required for fires, explosions, bomb threats, hazardous atmosplwres, and

certain natural disasters. The evacuation plan
should include responsibility for activating and
executing the plan, with the necessary training and

practice. It should include an assembly checkpoint to insure that all persons have been evacuated; this point should be free of the hazard
causing the evacuation. For example, in the event

of a bomb threat or fire, the sidewalk immediately adjacent to the building would not be satisfactory as an assembly checkpoint because of the
danger from flying missiles or the interference
with fire-fighting operations. Handicapped persons
may require special assistance.
Disaster shelters should be designated, and all
persons informed of their locations and the safe
mutes to reach them. It is important that shelter
locations and routes be properly identified with
easily understood signs. Depending on the estimated time persons may be required to spend in

the shelters, provision must be made for food,
1.4 I'
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ventilation, and sanitation. Designated persons,
usually department heads and supervisors, require

training in the management and operation of
shelters.

Notification and alerting systems are required
in any emergency plan. in addition, special communication systems such as telephones and radio
beepers are necessary for alerting key persons,
Depending on available resources and facilities,
separate systems may be established for different
types of emergencies. Periodic testing is required
for operational readiness and training uf personnel, and to insure that there are no "dead spots"
where signals are inaudible.
First aid facilities, equipment, and training are
essential for an emergency plan. Special stations,

134
r

fire-fighting equipment, certain medical supplies,
and personnel trained in some or all areas may be
required. Shelf-life of supplies should be determined, with outdated supplies replaced as neces-

sary. The institution's physicians probably will
want to become involved in selection of supplies
and training of personnel. The local fire department can be helpful in providing assistance and
training in the use of extinguishers and other firefighting aPParafun-

Rescue teams may be included in the plan to
provide emergency rescue, radiation monitoring,
and other services. Special equipment, as well as
necessary protective clothing, should be made
available to these teams. Such teams also must
receive training and practice.
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tl?esndowment fund must be maintained inviolate

in perpetuity. Principal, moreover, is construed
to include not only the original value of the fund
when established and the original value of any
additions to the fund, but also appreciation in the
value of investments of the fund. For example,

if a donor established an endowment fund of
$100,000, with the income to be used for faculty
salaries, and over a period of ten years the value
of the investments of the fund grew to $180,000,
the full $180,000 would have to be kept inviolate

and no portion of the $80,000 of appreciation
could be expended.
To achieve as much flexibility as possible in a
gift, educational institutions should discourage use
of technical trust language in deeds of gift or wills.
It is important that the officers responsible for
fund raring and fund administration be aware of

these implications. If it appears that an institution may
forced to serve as a trustee in the
technical, sense, the problem should be resolved
in the courts as promptly as possible by applying for relief from the formal requirements of
trusteeship.°

An anomaly in the trust fund approach to endowment funds is the practice of commingling
assets for invest r.nt purposes. In private trust
law, the rule forbidding a trustee to commingle in-

vestments of two or more separate trust funds is
strictly applied. (Under special legislation, however, banks are permitted to commingle the assets
of trusts of which they are the trustees.) If one
accepts the concept that endowment funds are trust
funds, pooling investments of endowment funds is
not permissible. However, most educational insti-

tutions have pooled investments of endowment
funds for many years, and this practice has never
been challenged. This deviation from private trust

law as applied to endowment funds of educational institutions seems to have gained universal
acceptance.
Another consequence of viewing endowment
funds as trust r:Inds is that the governing board
may not delegate responsibility for management of

investments of endowment funds, even though it
has freedom to delegate other important decision-

making authority to officers of the institution.
Therefore, in some jurisdictions the governing
board, or at least an investment committee composed of governing board members, actually must
decide to purchase or sell specific investments.
Absolute Ownership Theory of Endowment Funds

Several states have rejected the trust theory in
favor of the doctrine that charitable corporations
hold their endowment. funds solely for their own
benefit. It follows that the investment and administration of those funds are governed by the law

of charitable corporates rather than by the law
of private trusts. This does not result in clear-cut
gains for educational institutions in those states,
however, because the law of charitable corporations is loosely applied and often confusing, drawing on a mixture of corporate, trust, and contract
principles. It is possille, for example, for a court
in an "absolute ownership" state to reach the conclusion that appreciation must be considered part

of principal as in private trust law, contrary to
the general principle of corporation law that appre-

ciation may be treated as earnings.
Moreover, subject to provisions to the contrary
in the law of the state of incorporation or in the
charter documents, the governing board of a charitable corporation does have some freedom to
delegate authority in connection with investment

functions to a committee of its members or to
appropriate corporate officers, but the dektgation

of investment authority to professional investment managers who are not officers of the corporation should be made subject to the ultimate
responsibility of the board.
Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act

The model Uniform Act was proposed as a
solution to the problems involved in administering

endowment funds. This model Act permits prudent use of appreciation, specifies the nature of
investment authority, allows the delegation of

'Colleges and universities should scrupulously avoid serving as executors or trustees of testamentary trusts and are
legally foreclosed from serving in those capacities in most states. A donor may achieve the effect of naming the institution as an executor or testamentary trustee by naming an institutional officer (usually an investmest or other financial
officer) in his individual capacity. This procedure, however, should be adopted only when the donor is fully aware that
conflicts may arise between the institution and other beneficiaries and when the institutional officer is fully aware of his
fiduciary responsibilides.
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a power to make investment decisions, and prescribes a standard of business care 21E4 prudence

to guide governing boards in

:er..i.

their

duties.3

Important definitions included in the model
Act are:
institutional fund means a fund held b) an institution for its exclusive use, benefit, or purposes,
but does not include (1) a fund held for an institution by a trustee that is not an institution or (2)
a fund in which a beneficiary that is not an insti-

tution has an interest, other than possible rights
that could arise upon violation or failure of the
purposes of the fund.
Endowment fund means an institutional fund,
or any part thereof, not wholly expendable by the
institution on a current basis under the terms of
the applicable gift instrument. (Implicit in this
definition is the continued maintenance of all or
a specified part of the original gift.)
Historic dollar value means the aggregate fair
value in dollars of (1) an endowment fund at the
time it became an endowment fund, (2) each sub-

sequent donation to the fund at the time it

is

made, and (3) each accumulation made pursuant
to a direction in the applicable gift instrument at
the time the accumulation is added to the fund.
Appreciation as used in the model Act means
appreciation over historic dollar value. Therefore,

if the market value is below the historic dollar
value of the fund, the institution may spend only
the yield.
LIFE INCOME AND ANNUITY FUNDS

Institutions also may receive gifts or bequests

but regardless of the reporting method usecl, the
funds must be labeled clearly as subject to life
income reservation by footnote or otherwise.
A life income agreement is an agreement
whereby money or other property is made available to an institution on the conclithon that the
institution bind itself to pay periodically to the
donor or other designated individual(s) the hwome
earned by dm assets donated to the institution for

the lifetime of the donor or of the designated
individual(s). If the institution is obligated to
pay stipulated amounts rather than only the income actually can wd by the assets, the term "an-

nuity agreement" should be used. An annuity
agreement is an agreement whereby money or
other property is made available to an institution on the condition that the institution bind itself to pay periodically to the donor nr other designated individuals) stipulated amounts, which
payments are to terminate at a time specified in
the agreement.
Prior to the passage of the Tax Reform Act of

1969, arrangements with donors were often informal. Many institutions sought to avoid the
finding of a trust relationship under local law by
use of "life income agreements" and scrupulous

avoidance of use of the word "trust." The Tax
Reform Act of 1969 clearly established the existence of a trust relationship (for Internal Revenue Service purposes) when educational institutions are trustees of life income funds. The Act

stipulates that gifts or bequests subject to life
income must be to qualified pooled life income
funds or charitable remainder =WIWI or annu-

subject to payment of income or specified amounts

ity trusts (as defined in the Act) in order to qualify
for the inconw, estate, or gift tax charitable deduc-

to one or more beneficiaries for life. In this instance, the institution functions as a trustee for
federal tax purposes. Such funds are not Institutional funds" within the scope of the moJel Uni-

tions. Definitions of these entities must include
detailed provisions governing administration of
various types of trusts. Donors may make additional gifts to their existing pooled life income or

form Act but will become such upon the death of
the last beneficiary. They nevertheless possess
many characteristics of institutional endowment
funds for administration and investment purposes.

unitrusts. However, additions to annuity trusts are
not permitted under the Act.
Institutions that now administer or plan to administer life income trusts should seek advice from
counsel to insure compliance with relevant provisions of federal and state laws. The officer region-

Opinions vary regarding the proper method of
classifying life income funds on the balance sheet,

"As of I November 1973. the following states have used the model Uniform Act: California, Colorado, Connecticut. Illinois, Kansas. Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, New Ham
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and Washimpon.
In addition, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island
similar acts before the model Act was prepared.
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In the "net-plus-maktup" unitrust, payments
are limited to ordinary earned income as in the
case of the net income unitrust except that payments may exceed the stated percentage up to but

not exceeding the amount required to make up
any accumulated deficiencies from prior years
(years in which the trust earned less than the
stated percentage).
The net income and net-plus-makeup unitrusts
differ from pre-1969 separately invested life income funds only in that the payout rate stated in
the instrument imposes a ceiling on distributions,
expressed as a percentage of the fair market value
of the trust assets.
The net income unitrust will be used most frequently by older donors seeking maximum income
when the institution has no income-oriented pooled
fund, and this naturally will dictate the investment
strategy. Once the initial investment is made, investment activity in such trusts must be executed
with care in order that income payments are not
reduced.

The net-plus-makeup option usually will be
chosen by younger donors seeking capital appre-

ciation until retirement and maximum income
thereafter. The investment strategy therefore will
be similar to that for a straight unitrust initially
and shift to a net income strategy at a later date.
The development office is responsible for informing the investment officer in detail of the donor's
objectives in such cases.
The straight unitrust differs from the others in
that a stated percentage of the market value of
the trust assets must be distributed annually regardless of whether this amount is earned by the
trust in the form of interest or dividends. To meet
the payout obligation, tax law specifies that the
trustee must first pay all ordinary income from
the current year or prior years, then pay realized
capital gains from the current year or prior years,
and finally return principal to the beneficiary, if
necessary. Moreover, the payments retain their
character in the hands of the beneficiaries and are
taxed to them accordingly. Hence the straight uni-

trust is primarily of interest to donors in high
tax t kets who seek maximum appreciation and
minimum ordinary income. This dictates an active,

closely supervised, growth-ore nted investments
pmgram.

Administratively, several options are available
for the management of unitrusts. The institution

can, in effect, run a small "trust department,"
making individual decisions with respect to the
investment of each straight unitrust. This is diffi-

cult and costly for a large number of trusts. It
may be possible, however, for the institution's
investment adviser to prepare a list of a limited
number of low-yield, growth-oriented securities in
which all straight unitrusts will be invested. These

ordinarily will be issues held in the institution's
regular portfolio. Such a list should be monitored
closely and reviewed regularly.
An institution may elect to have a bank serve

as trustee of its unitrusts, in which case the investment vehicle for all but the largest trusts ordinarily will be the bank's growth-oriented common

trust fund. Such an arranpment may permit an
institution to accept smaller straight unitrusts than

it could afford to accept if it retained direct investment responsibility.
An institution also may elect to invest its straight
unitrusts in a minimum number of growth-orie lid
mutual funds.

Charitable Remainder Annuity Trusts

An annuity trust is defined in Section 664(dXl)
of the Internal Revenue Code as one created by
a donor irrevocably transferring money or securities for the benefit of a charitable organization
in exchange for a fixed dollar amount (at least
five percent of the initial fair market value of the
transferred property) to be paid at least annually
to a designated beneficiary or beneficiaries for
their lifetimes or for a fixed term not to exceed
twenty years. At the death of the doom or the last
surviving beneficiary, the trust terminates and the
assets of the annuity trust are transferred to the
charitable organization for which the trust was
created.
Except that the amount of the annual payment
is fixed at the outset, the annuity trust is essentially similar to a unitrust; the same "tiered" pay-

out rules applies to it and straight unitrusts. Because of the fixed annual payment, the donor has
interest in investment strategy only to the extent
that (1) it affects the character of the payments
and (2) the trustee pursues a strategy that, at a
minimum, preserves sufficient assets to make the
required payments for the life of the beneficiary.

:
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It follows that the investment strategy for such a
trust should be growth-oriented.

depending on board action on use of earnings from
the investments of such funds.

RESTRICTIONS ON USE
OF ENDOWMENT EARNINGS

ett PRES PROCEDURE

In accounting records and financial reports,
funds in the endowment and similar funds group
also should be classified according to any limitations

placed on use of their earninP.4 Earnings should
be classified in the accounting records as unrestricted if no limitations are imposed by the donor
and restricted if limitations are imposed by the
donor. If the governing board, rather than a donor,
establishes limitations on use of the earnings from

any funds in this group, the term "designated"
should be applied to such funds. "Designated" can
refer only to unrestricted funds.
All endowment funds therefore should be classified according to limitations on (1) expenditure

of principal and (2) use of earnings from the investment of the funds. For example, if a donor
specifies that the principal must be retained but
makes no stipulations concerning use of the earnings, the fund is an unrestricted entbwment fund.
If the donor specifies that the earnings from the
fund be used for a certain instructional department
or other identified purpose, the fund is a restricted

endowment fund If the governing board decides
to use the earnings from an unrestricted endowment fund for a specific purpose, that fund becomes a designated endowment fund. The same
situations may exist with respect to use of earnings from term endowment funds, which also may
be classified as unrestricted, restricted, or designated term endowment funds.
If a donor makes a gift to an Institution, speci-

fying only that it be used for a specific institutional purpose and not stipulating that the assets
of the fund be maintained in perpetuity or for a
period of time, and if the governing board elects
to invest the fund and expend only the earnings
for the purpose stipulated by the donor, the fund
becomes a restricted quasi-endowment fund. Other
funds in this category may be classified as unre-

stricted or designated quasi-endowment funds,

In some instances a donor may, by the terms
of his gift, have so limited either the purpostni for
which an endowment fund may be used or the
manner in which it may be invested as to severely

limit the value of the fund to the institution. In
such cases it is often undesirable, impractical, and
sometimes impossible for the institution to continue to comply with the donor's wishes. To gain
relief from impractical restrictions, the institution
may bring a cy pres action in an appropriate court,

seeking to depart from the original terms to the
extent necessary to make the fund useful while
adhering, as nearly as possible, to the donor's
original intent.
Cy pres has not been a satisfactory answer and

is applied reluctantly in some states. Therefore,
the model Uniform Act provides a statutory procedure for the release of restrictions with the consent of the donor. If the donor is deceased, unable
to consent, or cannot be identified, the appropriate court may, upon amilication of the governing
board, release a limitation shown to be obsolete,
inappropriate, or impractical.
DONOR RELATIONSHIPS

Institutions should endeavor, when possible, to
discuss terms of proposed gifts and bequests with

potential donors. Conferences will help donors
recognize the wisdom of making wholly unrestricted giftssome of which may be treated as
quasi-endowment fundsor of establishing term
endowment funds, rather than funds for limited
purposes that must be maintained in perpetuity.
When a donor is reminded that restrictions may
make achievement of his purpose difficult and administration of his fund impractical or impossible,
he often Is willing to grant broad latitude not only

in the use of the fund and its earnings, but also
in the manner in which it is invested. Most donors recognize that a fund causing administrative

'In this and subsequent sections, use of the term "income" to describe the amount allotted on a regular, periodic
basis by the institution for current expenditure has been avoided, because many institutions have adopted "total return"
spending formulas under which they may expend not only yield ("income" in the traditional trust law sense) but also
a prudent portion of appreciation. T. -Cfore, the neutral term "earnings" is more appropriate to this discussion.
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problem" ultimately is a poor memorial to their
generosity.

A representative of the institution also should
review gift instruments in draft form to suggest
changes in terms or wording that will help the institution comply with the donor's wishes. While
most gifts to institutions are motivated by charitable considerations, tax and legal considerations
are also important. It is essential, however, that
representatives of the institution avoid acts or
statements that might be construed as tax or legal
advice. The donor should refer such matters to
his own counsel or financial adviser.
POLICIES FOR ADMINISTRATION
OF ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS

Every institution should establish policks to insure compliance with all conditions, restrictions,
and designations imposid by donors and the governing board on use of funds and their earnings.
The chief accounting officer (usually the controller) and the independent auditors should periodically examine administrative policies and practices. Such examination should be supplemented
from time to time with a review by legal counsel.
Assets of endowment funds must not be hypoth-

ecated or pledged for any purpose. Although
quasi-endowment funds can be used fps any pur-

pose, true endowment funds should not be invested in property of the institution, whether income-producing or not.
Administration of endowment and similar funds

requires maintenance of a register of all such
funds. Thy register should include such information as (1) names of the donor and members of
his family, with brief biographical comnxints, (2)
amount and date of donation, (3) identification
of the type of fund, (4) designations of, or restrictions on. use of the fund or its earnings, (5) identification of the source of such limitations (donor,
grantor, or governing board), (6) limitations on
investments, and (7) reference to formal acceptance and other actions by the governing board.
While such a register is a useful administrative
tool, its limitations should be recognized. It may
present terms and restrictions in summary form,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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when in fact such term and restrictions may
have been developed through correspondence
with a donor over a period of many years. It is
therefore essential that an institution maintain
complete files of all original gift instruments and
related correspondence, as such cbcuments provkle an authoritative basis for res Jiving difficult
interpretations.6 The administrative officer and
others responsible for fund raising must insure
that information essential to the ministration of
an endowment fund is in writing at the time of
donation of the original gift.
The institution's organizational units designated
as recipients of revenue from restricted andowment, term endowment, and quasi-endowment
funds should be informed of the amount of expendable revenue available for their use.
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSETS
OF ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS

To the extent legally male, colleges and universities may find it advantageous to pool investments of endowment and similar funds. An investment pool permits broad diversification with

attendant protection of princird and relative
stability of revenue. In addition, it permits economies in administration and accounting.
Even though assets are invested as a pool, the

identity of separate funds must be maintained.
Individual accounts must be kept, usually in subsidiary records, for the principal of each fund in
the investment pool. This is particularly important
if the pool is administered on a total return basis
in conformity with the model Uniform Act or other
applicable state law. While the market value of
assets of the pool may exceed the aggregate historic dollar value of the funds invested, the value

of the proportionate share of the pool's assets
assigned to a particular fund may be greater or
less than the historic dollar value of that fund. If
the value of the fund's share of the assets is less
than its historic dollar value, then only the yield
may be utilized.

A consolidated pool is desirable for investment of endowment, term endowment, and quasi-

endowment funds. It is preferable to have sep-

'As the term is used in the model Uniform Act, "gift instrument" means a will, deed, grant, conveyance, agreement,
memorandum, writing, or other governing document (including the tenors of any institutional solicitations from which
an institutional fund resulted) under which property is transferred to or held by an institution as an institutional fund.
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4:1
arate investment pools for funds such as life
income and annuity funds, which have objectives
and characteristics different from endowment and
similar funds.
If an institution adopts a total return investment
policy for its pooled endowment and similar funds,
life income funds must be invested in a separate
pool because of requirements of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969. Institutions not using the total return method may continue to invest life income
funds in a pool with other institutional funds as
king as adequate accounting records are maintained. However, any institution with a significant
number of life income funds should establish one

or more separate life income pools to facilitate
compliance with the stringent operating rules established by the Act.
The terms of some gift instruments may pro-

FISCAL MANAGEMENT

citinges, is wIreiirestiiitrolis on the sale' of securities are removed, L' c fund then may be invested
in a pool.

Certain life income gift options available to
donors since the passage of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 also require separate investment.
These are discussed in the chapter "Investment
Management."
OPERATING INVESTMENT POOLS

The operation of an investment pool necessitates procedures permitting equitable distribution
of earnings and assignment of market values of
the individual funds invested in the pool.
Investment earnings are distributed to the various participating funds on the basis of the assignment to each fund of a number of units calculated

on the market value of the assets of the pool at
the time of entry of each fund into the pool. This

hibit pooling or commingling of assets. Legal interpretation of complex language in gift instruments

procedure is known as the "market value" or

is often necessary, but generally the requirement

Under this method, when an investment pool is
inaugurated, or when a change is made from the
historic dollar value to the market value method,
an arbitrary value, perhaps $100, is assigned to a
share or unit. Each institutional fund then is considered to have the number of units directly proportional to its historic dollar value at the time
the market value method is inaugurated. For example, if $100 is assigned for each unit, a fund
of $10,000 has 100 shares.
Thereafter, the pooled assets are valued at specific intervals, usually monthly or quarterly, and

that a fund be "held separate" is construed as
meaning only that the fund balance be separately

identified at all times and not that the assets of
the fund be separately invested. Language to the
effect that the fund be "invested separately" or
that "its assets shall not be commingled" requires
that the fund be separately invested. When it is
possible to guide a donor in drafting a gift document, the benefits to the fund and to the institution 01 pooling investments should be explained
and the donor's consent sought for participation
in the pool.
Separate investment sometimes may be necessary because of special provisions in the gift in-

strument or because of the nature of the gift
property. For example, a donor may require retendon of a partkular investment, limit investments of the fund to certain types of securities or
other property, or contribute assets that are un-

"unit" method of accounting for investment pools.

a new unit value is determined by dividing the new

total market value by the total number of units.
This new unit value is used to determine the number of units assigned to, or "purchased" by, a new
fund as it enters the pool. The new unit value also
is used in calculating the value of a fund that may

be withdrawn from the pool. For example, the
market value of assets of an investment pool hav-

marketable (restricted stock ), not income-produc-

ing a total of 100,000 units may be $15 million

ing, hard to value, or uncommonly risky. These
characteristics might disqualify the gift property
as a proper investment of an endowment pool.
The only solution is to establish a separately invested fund in the donor's name. Then his fund
alone will suffer the consequences of any change
or loss in value occurring because of the nature
of the gift property. If the character of the asset

at a given monthly or quarterly valuation date; the
value of each unit, therefore, would be $150 ($15
million divided by 100,000 units). A new fund of
$30,000 entering the pool on that date would be
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assigned 200 units ($30,000 divided by $150).
Ado, a fund holding 300 units being withdrawn
from the pool would have a value of $45,000 (300
units multiplied by $150).
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th making distributions from the pool, the total
investment earnings are divided by the average
number of units held by all funds participating in

the pool during the year or period in order to

An institution may distribute gains and loses
annually to each fund in the pool. However, most
institutions do not regard the additional work involved as justified.

determine the distribution per share. Earnings are

Realized gains and losses on separately invested

distributed at this rate on the basis of the number of units held by each fund, with suitable adjustments made for units held for less than a full
year or period.
Either of two procedures may be followed in
admitting funds to or withdrawing funds from the
pool. One is to admit funds to or remove them
from the pool only on valuatice dates. The other
method is to admit or remove them at any time,
the valuation of units being that of the latest valuation date. (Under provisions of the Tax Reform

funds should be distributed directly to the funds;
thus, the fund balance changes each time an investment is sold and a gain or loss is realized.
In the past, many colleges Ind universities followed the historic dollar value method of distributing revenue. When there was little or no change
in the valuation of assets held, trigs method equitably distributed investment revenue. However,
because equity securities and other assets that
fluctuate in value are of increasing importance to
investment pools, the market value method provides a more equitable distnbution of revenue and
realized and unrealized gains and losses to each
fund. The historic dollar value method is no longer
considered acceptable. As a collateral advantage,

Act of 1969, this method cannot be used for
pooled life income funds.) If the latter method is
employed, unit values should be determined with
sufficient frequency to avoid inequities resulting
from undue variations in unit market value.
An account for realized gains and losses on investment transactions usually is established for
each investment pool. This account is charged or
credited for unit valuation adjustments upon withdrawal of participating funds from the pool. Upon
withdrawal, a fund receives assets equal in value
to the market value of the units it held in the pool
at the withdrawal date or the last valuation date.
The difference between the historic dollar value
upon entry and the withdrawal value represents a
portion of the aggregate of realized gains and

fluctuations in unit value of the pool provide a
useful measure of performance of the investment
pool, undistorted by additions or withdrawals of
funds.
REVENUE STABILIZATION RESERVES

To minimize the impact of year-to-year fluctuations in the amount of current revenue available
from an investment pool, many hatitutions have
established revenue stabilization reserves by allocating current investment revenue. Historically,
two methods have been followed in establishing

losses and unrealized appreciation of the portfolio.

such reserves.

Accordingly, upon withdrawal of a fund, the dif-

Under one method, a portion of the total revenue from the investment pool is not allocated to
the participating funds, but is set aside in a stabilization reserve: the balance of investment pool
revenue is distributed to the participating funds as
described in the preceding section. According to
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, this method is not in accordance with generally accepted accounting principks. Institutions
having such reserves should dispose of any Bala ses under the guidance of their independent

ference is charged to the realized gains and losses

account as an appropriate disposition of the adjustment. If the aggregate of unit adjustments is
material in relation to undistributed realized gains
and losses, a separate account could be established

and appropriate disclosure made in the balance
sheet

The realized gains and lanes account Is not
assigned shares in the investment pool, and no
revenue is distributed to It Thus, the revenue
otherwise allocated to the account is distributed
to each of the funds participating in the pool in
proportion to the number of units held by each
fund.

auditors.

Under the other method, all earnings from the
pool are distributed to the participating funds as
described in the preceding section. The amount

'Audits of Colleges and Universities., New York. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1973.
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applicable to the unrestricted endowment funds
is reported in full as unrestricted current funds
revenue under a title such as Endowment Earnings, and the amount set aside for the stabilization
reserve ki shown in the same statement as a Transfer to Unrestricted Current Funds BalanceAllocated. Under this method, the reserve relates only

to earnings from the unrestricted endowment
funds and is reflected in the balance sheet as a

148
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separately listed equity of Unrestricted Current
Funds BalanceAllocated. Amounts not spent in
restricted fund accounts remain as balances to be
carried forward to the next period.
This method is acceptable to the Institute and
may be used by any institution in establishing such
a reserve. The need for and size of the reserve
is determined by each institution and should relate
to institutional needs.

4:2
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Investment Management
NVESTMENT management objectives an policies

I vary markedly. The principles that guide institu-

tions of higher education differ from those of a
bank, insurance company, foundation, pension
fund, or mutual fund. The differences stem primar-

ily from the basic characteristics of a college or
university: that it is perpetual, is exempt from income and capital gains taxation, and needs both
current income and indefinite future protection of
its purchasing power.

Investment management for an educational institution involves endowment, term endowment,
and quasi-endowment funds (the last also may be
referred to as funds functioning as endowment).
Normally, dune funds are Invested for relatively
long periods to provide recurring income for mstitutiona. operating purposes. Life income and annuity funds also may be administered on a similar
basis.

In addition, many institutions have current funds

not needed immediately for operating purposes
and other funds earmarked for use as needed for
plant construction or other capital improvements.
These funds are invested for relatively short peri-

ods for maximum current return and safety of
principal, combined with sufficient liquidity to permit cash withdrawals for expenditures.
Some institutions manage the investment of employee pension funds, which require investment
policies that may differ from those applicable to
other institutional funds.

managing an institution's investments rests with
the governing board. This responsibility usually is
delegated to an investment committee, which may
be separate from a finance committee.
The investment committee should be small and
composed of members of the governing board with

knowledge of investments and related matters.
Typically, this committee is a policy-making body
and does not directly manage the institution's
investments by attempting to select securities for
the portfolio. The day-to-day management should
be clearly and fully delegated to one or more professional portfolio managers, subject to investment
guidelines and reporting requirements mentioned
later in this chapter.

Some institutions may have a board member
willing to manage the portfolio and serve as chair-

man of the investment committee. There are a
number of risks in such an arrangement, however.
Competent talent rarely is available on a volunteer
and continuous basis; a possible conflict of interest
may exist; and if investment performance proves
to be unacceptable, it may be difficult to dissolve
the arrangement.
.,It is important to consult legal counsel concerning delegation of investment responsibility to insure

that such delegation is in conformity with state
laws and institutional bylaws. In most cases it is
possible for the governing board to delegate investment responsibility to an investment committee. In turn the investment committee may delegate

to an officer of the corporation the discretionary
ORGANIZATION FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Whatever the size of an institution's endowment,
it is essential that the investment funds have continuous, professional supervision. Each institution
should select the form of managenwnt organization
best suited to its investment objectives and the size

of its portfolio. The ultimate responsibility for

authority to buy and to sell.
Institutions with sufficiently large endowments

can achieve continuous supervision by hiring a
full-time Investment manager and supporting professional staff. Under this arrangement the investment committee should choose the manager and
define Investment objectives. Thereafter the com-
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mittee should confine its work to reviewing policies
and procedures and monitoring and evaluating

small endowments the bemifits of a pooled investment fund with multiple managers.

performance, with the selection of individual investments left to the manager.

INVESTMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES

A common approach is to retain one or more
outside investment management idganizations to
manage the portfolio. An arrangement using outside r,ianagement has the advantages of minimizing
interference, simplifying the problems of measuring results objectively, and changing managers.
The role of the investment committee under this
arrangement is similar to the one described above
choosing the adviser(s), defining policies and

Recommendations concerning investment policies are usually the responsibility of the investment

procedures, and judging results.
Individual managers and firms often have areas

of special expertise. In making a sizable commitment to investments in common stocks and binds,

managers should be employed who are wellqualified in these investment media. Use of competent outside management also may extend to real
estate and other specialized investments.

If an institution uses an outside investment
manager, however, the extent of the power to delegate is not entirely clear. (This subject is discussed

in the chapter "Administration of Endowment
Funds, Quasi- Endowment Funds, and C !1,..v Sim-

ilar Funds. ") Regular reports to the investment
committee concerning transactions and holdings
as well as the power to terminate the agreement at
any time are essential means of committee control.
A common practice, even with an outside manager,
is to delegate the discretionary power to buy and

sell while retaining the investment committee's
power to take compensating action for any trans-

action. In such a situation securities purchased
would have to be sold or securities sold would have
to be repurchased. This practice requires prompt
reporting of transactions.
Institutions with small endowments ($10 million
or less) will have a more limited choice of maiagers. They also may wish to choose less specialized firms. There are a number of mutual funds,
some with no sales commission and others managed by well-established investment advisory com-

panies, through which small portfolios can be
managed with care and competence. The nonprofit
investnwnt organization created specifically to
manage institutional endowment funds, the Common Fund for Nonprofit Organizations, oilers
150
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=mime, but the governing board should =firm
these policies. The committee should iecommend
investment policies expected to provide maximum
investment returns, within acceptable limits of risk
and consistent with the purposes of the funds. The

definition of maximum investment return for a
given fund will depend on the investment objective

of that fund, such as maximizatice of yield or
growth. In establishing policy and in making specific investment decision that have not been delegated, an investment committee should *twine on
the basis of a majority of its members.
the investment objective of most
educational institutions has been the preservation
principal and the production of dividend and
interest income. More recently, a Invadened concept of return on investments has developed, which
assumes that changes in market values of portfolio
securities are also a part of the return on assets.
This comiept, known as "total return"the sum

of net realized and unrealized appreciation or
shrinkage in portfolio value plus yield (dives
and interest income )is an accepted measure of
investment results. The ykid from dividend and
interest payments on securities invested for total
return is not the primary consideration.
Combined with an investment obpctive in ter=
of total return, there usually is a financial matte.
meat and budgeting policy which recognizes that
inflation is a consideration in preserving principal
and that current expenditures must favor neitlimr

present nor future financial requirements. The
choice between present and future must be made
in tim process of financial plannii* and budget
making, and reflected in investment ckcigons.
Investment achievements in equities have remilted in Increased emphasis on themso much
so that the average endowment por.folfo is invested
more heavily in equities than in fixed-income securities. This emphasis has created a dilemma for

some governing boards and administrators. To
what extent can an institution forgo current income

for the benefit of greater income in the future?
Many institutions have converted some growth

4:2
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equities into higher-yield equities to increase current income. This practice no longer can be considered the only or best investment strategy. The

alternative to this strategy is the total return
concept.

An institution should have as its long-term investment goal the striking of a reasmable balance
between meeting present needs and providing for
future needs. Achievement of this long-term goal
calls for a policy of maximum investment productivity at an acceptable level of risk. Investing for
total return ordinarily involves a portfolio containing both equities and fixed-income obliptions,
with the former, as noted above, usually predominating. Under certain conditions investing for total
return might involve a portfolio 100 percent in
equities, but under other conditions might involve
a portfolio 100 percent in fixed-income obligations.

Usually, however, there will be a mixture of the
two.

Total return has a second, distinct aspect different from its investment aspect. This is determination of the "spending rate," the proportion of total
return that may prudently be utilized by an institution for current operating purposes. Systematic
logic is needed to determine the amount of appreciation to be used for current weds, and spending
rides ShOilid be developed that reflect a consistent,
prudent, and deliberate balance between meeting
current needs and reinvesting to meet future needs.
A change in investment strategy to obtain higher
total return generally means lower current investment yield. If an institution adopts total return, it
normally is faced with lower yield and therefore
might need to use appreciation. A reasonable objective would be to insure, given the total return
formula, that the real value of endowment funds is

notes.

Any institution adopting total return as a policy
requires the approval of legal counsel and formal
approval by its governing board. The institution's
funds should be classified with endowment funds
separate from quasi-endowment furxis. Usually an
institution should undertake a careful re-examination of all endowment funds received in the past

to identify those funds with no restraint on expetxliture of appreciation.

When legal counsel is consulted, it should be
with the knowledge that there are a growing num-

her of legal opinions which take the position that

appreciation, realized br dnitatzed, is available
for expenditure unless the instrument of gift or bequest vecifically prohibits the spending of appreciation. The model Uniform Management of Insti-

tutional Funds Act (discussed in the chapter
"Adminigraticm of Endowment Funds, (uasi-Endowment Funds, and Other Similar Funds") provides that the governing board may use for expenditure for current needs, for purposes for which an
endowment fund is established, so much of the net
appreciation, realized and unrealized, of the assets
of the fund over its historic dollar value (recorded
value) as is prudent. Each institution through its

governing board should satisfy itself that the
spending of appreciation of endowment funds
under its total return policy meets the vital test of
prudence. A conceivable test of prudence might be
the objective of maintaining the real purchasing
power of the endowment Quasi-endowment funds
by definition may be withdrawn from an investment pool at any time at their market value and
totally expended by the governing board of
institution at its discretion.

Institutions maintaining a balanced fund or
holding substantial bonds and other fixed -ice
securities also may operate on a total return basis.
In such cases, the institution still should spend only
a prudent part of the total return. For example, if

the yield alone is eight percent, the governing
board must determine whether it would be prudent
to spend the total amount or whether a portion of
the interest is, in effect, compensation for inflatkm.
Whether a college or university adopts the longterm objective of seeking maximum total return as

well as a polic of speuling part of the appreciation, objectives must be clearly stated, approved
by the governing board or its authorized committee, and communicated to its Investment manager.

In addition to the cameo, the details of a total
return plan must be approved, such as valuation
basis and date for allocation of appreciation. Recognizing that the economy and stock market move
in cycles, investment objectives should be oriented

primarily to long-term Investment opportunities
with characteristics that enable the institution to
attain at least the average total return of the market
as measured by corporate earnings and appropriate
market indexes.
151
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THE INVESTMENT MANAGER

Selecting an investment manager may be the
most significant action taken by the investment
committee. An important criterion in selection
should be the record of performance of the firm
and particularly its individual staff members who
will manage the account over several years. Each
firm under consideration should provide information on the objectives of all accounts managed, and
performance should be measured against these
objectives. It is necessary to understand the philosophy, style, and method of operation of any firm
under consideration. In addition to the proposed
fee, specific aspects of an investment management
organization that should be reviewed include:
1. Workload: the number and type of accounts
and the degree to which the manager's time
is spent in nonportfolio activities such as administration and marketing.
2. Organization: the depth, experience, and
retention of key persons; for example, the
number of persons, their backgrounds, and
length of service.

3. Investment philosophy and style: the procedures used in making portfolio decisions,
the criteria for selecting investments, the degree of concentration or diversification in a
types portfolio, the types of companies and
industries favored, the degree of risk-taking,

ment objectives generally match those of the institution, select one or more, then develop with the
manager the best overall policy to meet the institution's needs.
The investment committee should rely on the
manager primarily for recommendations of portfolio
strategy to fit the current investment environment
and for selection of individual investments. The
manager's responsibilities for supervising the port-

folio include recommendations for changes or
modifications in investment policy and surveillance
of investments in the portfolio through review of

information developed internally and from other
sources such as investment bankers, brokers, and
advisee)? services.

The investment manager, whether an employee
of the institution or an outside firm, should meet
regularly with the investment ammnittee. Quarterly
meetings usually should be considered the minimum. The investment manager should provide the
committee with written reports, preferably mmdhly

but at least quarterly, showing cost and market

values as well as performance measurement. Where

discretionary authority cannot be provided, or is
not panted, procedures must be established to
permit prompt action between meednp. These
procedures may call for frequent contact between
the manager and chairman of the committee and,
in some circumstances, other committee members

the expected performance during market
rises and declines, and the changes in key

as well.
The investment authority granted by the govern-

strategies and methods of operation during

ing board to the manager should be as broad as

recent periods.

legally postdble to provide the maximum amount

4. Research: the quality and quantity of research and the ability to relate research to
portfolio management.

5. Trading: the ability to execute purchase and
sale orders and the use of commissions.
6. Control: the supervision of portfolio managers and their results, and adherence to
stated objective and company policy on
strategy.

7. Communication: the frequency and manner
of reporting and past success at retaining
accounts.
It is impossihle to select the one best manager,

and any manager will have varying performance
relative to the market. The investment committee
should identify a group of managers whose invest-

of discretion in investment chekes. The more
restrictions placed on management, the less chance
there is tc take prompt action on timely investment
opportunities. If it is believed necessary to have
prior approval of all investment actions, the policy
for interim action may include authority to change
investments between meetings, provided the

change is approved by the chairman or a specified number of committee members when no
change in investnumt policy is involved.
Matters of policy should be discussed at meetings of the investment committee and the committee should explore and define with the manager and
the chief financial officer the best policies and procedures to anain desired objectives. The committee
should evaluate the devee to which policy is being
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followed and the effectiveness of that policy, as
well as review results of investment decisions.

expenses such as costs of supervisim of murities,
investments in real estate, and other types of Investments, plus the cost of custodial arrangements.

Overall performance of the equities segment of the
portfolio should be compared with several of the

Indirect ants also may be included. Each fund

unmanaged indexes. The reasons for any prominced tkviation from the unmanaged Indexes

may bear its proportionate share or an institution
may choose to accept such costs as part of general

and investment objectivo should be analyzed with
the manager. The performance of managers should
be evaluated on a three- to five-year moving average, unless it becomes obvious Boom that investment perfornmce is unacceptable.

institutional expense.

The arrangement for buying and selling investments varies with the nature of the portfolio and
form of management organization. When an institution has its own internal investment organization,
the full-time manager employed by the institutim

CUSTODIAL AND SAFEKEEPING SERVICES

should be responsible for execution. When an

A custodial or safekeeping arramemem with a
bank or trust company can be advantageous and
reduce risk and liability of trustees. Other services
performed by a custodian may be preparation of
up-to-date portfolio appraisals, timely exercise or
sale of stock rights, wesentation of called bonds

inekpendent adviser is employed whether a bank,
trust company, or investment management firm
it should have its awn trading department, with
persons whose principal responsibilities are executing transactions, checking markets, and identifying
prospective tellers or purchasers of particular se-

curities. This arrangement provides for the mat

for payment, and con verdon or sale of convertliele
securities. Service also can be extended to include

advantageous purchases and sales.
It is important to select investment banking and

use of the custodkm's noninee name. A nominee
is an individual or a partnership established for the

brokerage firms that execute ockrs promptly and
efficiently; that have research divisions capable of
providing investment information; that are waive
in underwriting new issues or in managing private

limited purpose of facilitating the transferability

record ownership of securities without regard to
beneficial ownership or interest. This device facili-

placement; that make a market for,, or deal in,

tates compliance with the requirements of the

certain securities; and that provide investment perkw:ranee measurement service.
Even thougt -Ike investment management firm
executes trmacaons, the allocation of the institution's business slmuld be determined by the man-

organized securities markets. The delivery of securities endorsed by a corporation is not acceptable.

Arrangements for custodial services should be
specified by written agreement. They may inelnde
safekeeping, receipt and delivery of securities, collection of interest coupons and dividends, voting

ager in consultation with the institution. Care
should be exercised to avoid conflicts of interest.
It k not only appropriate but good practice to require allocation of commissions to those investment brokerage firms providing services. It is also
pod practice to review quarterly the allocation of
brokerage commissions paid by the fund, including
identification of individuals In the brokerage firms
and reasons for using them.

of proxies (if desired), notification of calls and
maturities of bonds, informatken about issuer= of
subscription rights and stock dividends, interest
defaults, plans for recapitalization, reorganizations,
formation of protection committees, and other information requiring institutional action. Also, the
custodian statements should include classification
of murities hoklings, amounts of interest and dividends received, and amortization schedules, where

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

applicable.

Under custodial arrangements, receipts and de-

After an instituton's investment objectives have
been determined, the investment committee must

liveries of soarrities may be from or to brokers
against payments charged or credited to a desig-

translate the objectives into policy. Policy ordinarily will evolve over a period of time, often as

nated bank ammo or received or remitted by
check.
Costs tO investment management include direct

the result of a series of decisions on specific invest-

ments. Thy initial policy action is a governing
153
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board resolution pertaining to purchases and sales
of securities. As previously discussed, this action
should authorise as full and complete delegation
and discretion as Is acceptable to legal counsel and
the governing board.
RA lowing this, it is appropriate to develop administrative guidelines for the manager, including
the frequency of and recipients for reports of trans-

ackns (for example, monthly repeats to the
investment committee and custodian), other re-

porting requirements, investment performance
measurement and evaluation techniques by which
managers' results will be wavered, and the expected frequency of meetings.
Common stock guidelines may include limits on

the size and number of individual investments.
Some institutions may wish to establish for any
single investment a maximum percentage of the
total portfolio and a maximum and minimum dollar anoint to safeguard against overccarcentration
or a tendency to hold too many different issues.
Percentage limits may be set for total equity positions in any one Industry or group classificatimi,
over-the-counter securities, securities in foreign
issues, and outstanding shares of any one company.
A certain percentage may be invested in companies
with growth potential.
For bonds, guidelines may include percentage

limits on the total issues in any one industry or
group, on securities of any one issuer, and on the
amount of private placements. Limitations also
should be set on the level of quality ratings of

bonds. Consideration may be given to the distribution of maturities of investments, including commercial paper and other short-term securities. In

establishing commitmat limits for fixed; ...lame
investments, different issues of the same debtor
properly may be classified together. These guidelines should be flexible and reviewed periodically.
The types of investments commonly held by
educational institutions irw.lmk bonds, debentures,
notes, preferred stocks, convertible securities, cam -

men stocks, warrants, mutual fund shares, real
estate, leasebacks, and mortgages. The list of investments should be reviewed continually. An
unusually large appreciatimi in the value of a particular holding should not necessarily dictate a reductimr in the investment. The size of a company,
nature of its business, and quality of its manage-

ment are relevant factors to be considered. Prompt
sale of securities not accomplishing investment objectives should be encouraged.
There exists a basic tendem toward too many
different holdmgs because of the volume of gifts
and bequests received in the form of securities and

the desire of some donors to have their gifts of
securities retained. A common policy is to require
that all securities received by gift or bequest be

disposed of as promptly as possible unless prohibited by terms of the gift or begs an and unless a
particular security is already held In the portfolio
or is under consideration as an acklition to the portfolio in the near future.
Diversification of investments is essential for

proteethm against unforeseeabk trends in the
economy and the securities markets, ownership of
securities not measuring up to expectations, and
investment in enterprises involving greater than
normal risk.
Investments in a portfolio should be diversified
by number and variety of securities. Decisions on
both aspects will depend an investment objectives.
Proportions of the debt and equity holdings should
not be defined too rigidly. Special factors affecting
decisions on proportions include type and quality
of fixed-income securities, trend of interest rates,
future growth and present value of equities, income, *variability of particular investments at a
given time, and marketability.
The investment manager should be free -to set
an investment strategy within the limits established.
During different periods of economic and market
cycles, it may be preferable to make substantial
shifts in securities holdings. While it may or may
not be considered appropriate to hold certain types
of securities, it is inappropriate to have rules that
are too rigid.
The investment committee should monitor actions taken by the manager to implement investment strategy and insure that poky changes are
not undertaken without prior approval.
SHORT-TERM INVESTING

Money is a commodity that should be used as
carefully as any other asset of an institution. The
peaks and valleys in the cash receipt and dbibursemem patterns create opportunities for short-term
investing. The consolidation of Ina accounts and
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similar use of excess balances, including some of
the float (value of checks outstanding), can pro-

duce additional income. Cash flow patterns for
individual institutions should be maintained and a

daily cash report utilized in conjunction with a
cash forecast of three to six months. All fumls
available for short-term investing may be pooled
unless circumstances or legal requirements dictate
otherwise. Generally there are three types of funds
in a poolfunds to be spent in current operations,
funds earmarked for specific project payments nu%
as construction, and temporary investment of endowment funds. While specific project funds are
often available for longer periods, flexibility and
timing are important in investment considerations.
Liquidity and limited exposure to price fluctuation
are also of primary importance.

Because of the nature of short-term invading,
the chief financial officer of the institution often is
assigned the responsibility for making short-term
investments. Authority for such investing should
be defined and delegated by the investment com-

mittee of the governing baud. In order to maxi-

min return, the manager of endowment fund
investments should be aware of and utilize, if appropriate, short-term investment activities whether
or not under his purview.
The most common investment media for shortterm investing are commercial paper notes, U.S.
treasury bills, banker's acceptances, certificates of
deposit, and short-term bonds of U.S. government
agencies. Risk and reward are inseparable in any
investment decision. Quality, liquidity, and safety
must be considered in all short-term investments.
Such investments should be made with maturities
scheduled or repurchase agreements sufficient to

meet cash needs. It is generally worthwhile to

4:2
the securities, the lender also has the unrestricted
use of collateral, representing the iull value of the
securities for the period they are on loan.
Several firms make a specialty of rervicing larp
portfolio accounts by generating security loan ar-

ranpments. Although the practice of securities
lending is well-established, any institution contem-

plating participation should first learn all of the
procedures, including protective controls. In contracting for security loans, care should be exercised

to evaluate the financial stalility of the brokerdealers involved.
MEASURING INVESTMENT Rsavons

An important responsibility of the gemming
board is to insure that endowmmn and other funds

of the institution are invested to produce stated
objectives. Productivity depends on many factcxs,
such as the degree of volatility and risk the trustees

are prepared to accept in the market value of in
vestments, restrictions impaled on investments by
donors, and the relative emphasis on current income versus long-tenn growth. Whatever criteria
are used to judge the return on investments, it is
essential that the rate of return be properly meas-

ured and that timely reports be made to the
trustees.

The historic dollar value accounting method
does not provide the information required to compute investment returns in a manner that permits
accurate analysis of investment results. The most
practical method of providing the required infor-

mation is use of a market value, unit method of
accounting. For portfolios in an institutkm's pool,
the same computations can be made on worksheets, purely for performance measurement

invest for any period in any amount when return
exceeds the cost of staff effort.

purposes.
The rate of return on investments has two com-

LENDING SECURFTIES

yield is simply the income earned on investments
from dividends, interest, and net rental income for

To enhance earnings, a substantial number of
colleges and universities lend securities they own
to broker-dealers. A security loan is a transaction
in which the owner of securities gives up phrical
possession of certificates to the borrower and in
return receives cash or other collateral equal to the
full current market value of the securities. While
continuing to receive the equivalent income from

ponents, yield an market value chow. Rate of
the period, stated as a percentage of the fund's
market value during the period. The market value
change is the net increase or decrease in market

value over a designated perkxl, expressed as a
percentage of the beginning market value. The
combination of yield and market value change is
the total return on the fund. It is important that
both components of total return be computed and
155
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reported to the trustees at regular intervals.
Sgnificant cash flows into or out of invested

evaluating the quality of investment management,
it is also important to exclude real ertate not currently appraised and unmanaged investments, or
those not under the control of the investment manager. Unmanaged investments iiIude such items
as unregistered or "letter" stock, gifts of securities
that the donors require to be held in the portfolio
as a condition of the gift, or fermis invested in institutional buildings. It may be useful for other reasons to report earnings on at investments, including such items, but they should not be Included for
the purpose of evaluating investment management.

funds can seriously distort the rate of return earned
on the total fund. Use of a unit method of account-

ing makes it possibk to compute a rate of return
that eliminates the effect of cash flows. The resulting "time-weighted" rate of return, as opposed to

the "dollar-weighted" result, is the appropriate
measure of results achieved by the fund's investment manager. In averaging rates of return over
successive periods, arithmetic averages (adding the

rates of return and dividing by the number of
periods) should be avoided. The geometric average
of rates of return is the best measure of how profitably the portfolio has been managed.

Scram. REsPostmenzrr

Many institutions are interested in comparing
their investment results with the rate of return
achieved on widely quoted indexes, such as the
Standard & Poor's 500-Stock Index or the Dow
Jones Industrial Average. In making such com-

Although the basip objective of college or university trustees in managing endowment and other
funds is to produce maximum long-term investment return without assuming inappropriate risks,

IN INVESTMENT MANAGEMST

trustees should be aware that many institutions
also are concerned about the social responsibility
of corporations in which they invest. The addi-

parisons, it should be noted that dune are common
stock indexes, whereas most institutions have significant heddings of fixed-income securities. Furthermore, because of volume ^nd price weighting,
these indexes are not full!
eesentative of the
movement of the larger cv
of stocks. The unit
values published each
ter by the Common
Fund also provide a bt
for comparison. There
are several stock brokerag. firms offering performance measurement services. Dartmouth College,

tion of social and political amsiderations to
econanic and market considerations makes the
optimum chrice of investments a more complex
problem.
If a policy statement on investor responsibility
is adopted by a governing board, it should include
descriptions of the responsibilities of officers and

committees and of the decision-making process
related to social and political issues in investment
decisions. Special committees have been created
at some institution to discuss proxy issues.
Colleges and universities may find it helpful to
use the services of organizations whose purpose
is to provide impartial, timely, in-depth analysis,
without recommendations, of corporate social

through a project sponsored by the NACUBO
Investments Committee, also will compute rates
of return from unit value figures submitted by an
institution and supply cmparative performance
results. These comparisons do not take into account variations in investment objectives or differ,ences in portfolio composition.
In computing rates of return for the purpose of

responsibility.
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understand, objective in their application, and

Varying percentages are applied to the budget base

reasonably equitable to institutions that offer instnction only.
Some state coordinating boards or other state

for administration, general expense, organized

agencies have adopted a formula approach to
budgeting that places all institutes under their
control on the same basis and affords comparison
to budget requectx. These separate institutional
budgets then can be amsolidated into one overall

cal plant. This total is the budget requirement to
be funded from tuition and fees and other revenue sources. An example of the formula approach
is provided at the end of the chapter.
Formula budgeting determines a dollar alloca-

bruket request for an appropriation for higher
education. Some of these formulas are more sophistkated than others and are quite accurate in

tion for each activity to accomplish its institutional
mission. These requirements then are met by estimating revenues to be received that can be applied

projecting the funding needed for the institution.
However, legislatures often ignore institutions'
requests because of Wier state needs or limited
resources, or simply underfund them with the result that, in many cases, institutions receive less
money than they need to carry out their plans.
Some state formulas are based on instruction
only and therefore do not take into considered=
activities of the more complex universities. These
formulas make allowance for instruction, but make
little or no allowance for organised activities related to instrucdon, sponsored restart* programs,
and similar functions. In some states the indirect
cost reimbursements deriving from sponsored research are included in revenues, but no appropriate offset is made for the related expenditures
that the iumitution incurs. Thus, an institution
engaging in sponsored rematch is penalized for
engaging in programs other than instruction. In

spite el the shortcomings of less sophisticated
formulas, institutions may find them reasonably
acceptable if programs are fully funded by state
legislatures.

The formula approach may use the projected
full-time-equivalent student enrollment and the
establi' led student-faculty ratio at each of the
various levels of instilled= to arrive at the number of full-time-equivalent teaching positions required. Total teaching salaries then are determined

by multiplying number of positions by expected
average salary. To this amount is added a percentage for other direct teaching expenses, resulting in an estimate of the total direct teaching costs,
which is conddered the budget base. The formula

also must recognize all applicable indirect costs.

activities related to instruction, organized research,
public service, library, and maintenance of physi-

to educational and general support, with the difference between that revenue and total support
required being requested by way of appropriation.
To include all revenues fails to recognize the differemes in institutions and will penalize an institution that manages to increase its revenues from
outside sources. Some state formulas do include
in their revenues indirect cost reimbursements on
grants and contracts. By including such reimbursements, the appropriation request would be reduced

by a corresponding amount.
Program Budgeting'

Program budgeting is essentially a planning
device that ultimately leads t a conventional, departmental budget for operation and control. A

number of colleges and universities have been
working with program budgeting for several years,
and some state coordinating boards have adopted
a program budgeting system for determining finan-

cial requirements of the institutions under their
control. This system also is used for resource
allocation by certain states, after funds are obtained. Since program budgeting is designed for
long-range planning and budgeting, it usually is
developed to cover five- or telt-year periods. Insti-

tutional programs are the central factor in program budgeting, rather than organizational units
as in the traditional budget system. The program
budget attempts to establish and clarify the resource requirements of these programs and determines the cost of achieving given objectives. It
further contributes to the decision-making process
by providing an analysis of alternative program
decisions in terms of anticipated costs and expected benefits.

'Material from Accounting for Colleges and Universities, copyright © 1970 by Louisiana State University Press, is
adapted with permission.
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It should be pointed out that, because of the
complexities involved, program budgeting often

2. Instruction in department B
a. Level of instruction by department

makes extensive use of computers and computer
technology. However, the computer does not reduce the need for the human element in the final
decision-making process.

(1). Courses

(a) . Personnel costs
(b). Supplies

categories" that are identifiable end products.
For exampk, one of the goals of an institution

Etc.
II. Academie Support (program)
Etc.
III. Student Services (program)
Etc.
IV. Institutional Support (program)
Etc.
Institutional programs, such as the ones listed
above, will have inputs to the cost of a degree.
This format will reflect the necessary input by
each program area of an institution, thus defining

may be training or study in business-related techniques and principles. Here the end product becomes the degree program in the respective field,
such as Bachelor of Business Administration in

the composition of a degree. It Amid be tasted
that end products other than degrees exist for
an institution. For example, dm composition of
actions that lead to development of a new cum

In relating program budgeting to colleges and
universities, it is essential to understand the basic
concept
the system. Institutional goals should
be stated in broadly defined terms. For example,
the
is may be expressed in general terms such
as instruction, research, and public service. Such
statements are not specific enough to permit programs to be formulated and evaluat-d. Objectives
therefore must be defined in terms of "program

sx/counting.

for a disease may be an taxi product for an

A specific degree, such as the one just named,
must be defined in terms of identifiable units gen-

institutkm.
HiStOriCally, budget making ty0cally was concerned with decrements' and incremental costs of

erally referred to as "progmm elements." For a
degree, the program elements usually consist of
a specified set of courses; however, a degree program may consist of program elements from other
than instructional functions for example, student activities and student health services. A pro-

gram classification structure (PCS) enables the
institution to cut across program lines to obtain
costs of a given degree.
The program classification structure is a mechanism that can be employed to do budgeting by

the method commonly called PPBS (planning,
programming, budgeting system). This type of
structure may be illustrated as follows for the
bachelor's degree as a product of an institution:
I. Instruction (program)
A. Instruction leading to a bachelor's degree
(subprogram)
l. Instruction in department A (program subcategory)
a. Level of instruction by department (program sector)
(1). Courses (program elements)
(a). Personnel costs
measures of
(b). Supplies
program elements

continuing the same programs, operation, or
functions, or with adding new ones. It generally
is assumed that the expenditure base on which
the budget-making process begins is correct. Program budgeting, on the other hand, maim no such
assumption, but attempts to set out programs and
apply analytical tools to measure the cost-benefit/
cost-effectiveness before alternative decisions are
made.

Program budgeting cuts across conventional
department lines and measures the performance
o f a p r o g r a m in t e r m s o f i t s o u t pu t . In t h i s m a n -

t u n , p r o g r a m eke that a r e p o s s i b l e su b s t i tutesforothersmaybe

g iven full consideratke.
Thus, program budgeting introduces a degree of
competition designed to achieve eater effectiveness. Effectiveness may be considered as a meas-

ure of the extent to which a general program
accomplishes its objectives and is related to benefits, which may be consider*" as the utility to
be derived from gig program. This is the costbenefit/cost-effectiveness as employed in program
budgednre

Another objective of program budgeting is
control. Historically, budget coign' was identified
.
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solely with expenditure control. Program budgeting implies monitoring of program achievement
as well as control of expenditures.

The final objective of program budgeting involves data and information. The system, if properly designed, will produce certain data that were

not previously in evidence. This will enable the
institution to make its decisions in terms of total
program rather than on a departmental basis,
which is possible because the programs relate to
end products rather than to the administrative
organization or function of the institution. The
incremental emphasis of program budgeting becomes more appropriate as a system in view of
the increased orientation to interdisciplinary programs. As further study is given to program budgeting, it is likely that wide use will be made of
this type of system as an approach to various

inflexibility that college management faces makes

its adoption and strict implementation difficult
THE TRADITIONAL ANNUAL
OPERATING BUDGET

While each of the three forms of budgeting
mentioned above has its advantages, the traditional budget is the budget for fiscal operation
and control. The traditional budget is constructed
along organizational lines, with each departmental

budget providing for personnel compensation,
supplies and expenses, and capital expenditures.
This kind of budget can be restructured along program lines with the aid of computers and appropriate software packages. This restructuring, often
referred to as a crosswalk, permits management

to consider the cost of different programs and

institutional programs.

possible trade-offs for more effective use of bud-

Zero-Base Budgeting
The zero-base budgeting technique assumes
nothing about prior budgets, but starts from zero
each year to build a new budget. This kind of

budget system.
The annual budget is coordinated with the long-

budgeting establishes standard workloads for the
respective departments or colleges. If credit -hour
production in a given department or college decreases and is expected to continue to decline,
fewer instructional personnel, travel allowances,
and supplies would be required; thus less money
should be budgeted than in the previous period.
This is a partial adaptation of program budgeting
and forces better management of the institution's
resources. While the detail supporting an elk:cation in this type of budgeting is different, the final
budget is prepared in the traditional manner. An
alternate approach to zero-base budgeting would
be to have each department list the lowest five or
ten percent of its priorities.

approved academic program and support services
for a fiscal year. The annual budget is determined
largely by the academic program within the limits

get funds, while still maintaining the traditional

Obviously, the reductions or additions called
for in the zero -base budgeting approach cannot
be achieved easily and sometimes not at all. This
is so because the institution cannot readily adjust

its costs in the organization quickly or easily. It
may be extremely difficult to relocate or terminate personnel in a short period of time. Fixed
costs that have been financed over a period of

range institutional plan. In addition, it is specific
and detailed and presents the plan to finance the

of resources available. Within institutional budget guidelines approved by the governing board,
individual budgets are developed by department
heads, with appropriate contributions by faculty
and staff. The president, chief academic officer,
and chief business officer all have responsibilities
for its development. The governing board is responsible for major policies and for final approval
of the comprehensive budget

The traditional budget in use in the majority
of colleges and universities is the incremental
budget with a breakdown by functions, such as
instruction, research, and library, with detailed
expenditure breakdown by object. The current
budget base is the starting point; the assumption
is made that the budget base is correct and that
annual changes are effected by increasing or decreasing appropriate objects as occasion and resources dictate. Some institutions have questioned
the validity of the incremental approach and have

several years make budget changes difficult in the
short run. Although zero-base budgeting has much

adopted other approaches, such as zero-base

to offer from a management point of view, the

The annual current funds budget slxiuld be
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prepared and adopted well in advance of the fiscal
period and should include all anticipated operating revenues, expenditures, transfers, and allocations. The anticipated revenues and expenditures
should be applied to all operations and activities

for the educational and general functions and
auxiliary enterprises, including anticipated uses of

4:3
of the institution. Consequently, the governing board can best serve by directing its attention to major policies and priorities. The board
can effectively discharge its budgetary responsibilities by reviewing and approving general policies that determine the educational and financial
programs of the institution.
affairs

current funds revenues for purposes other than
current operations.
Budgets for restricted current funds should be
included, even though their timing may not conespond to the fiscal year. The amount of estimated
expenditures from restricted funds during the fis-

cal year should be shown so that total current
operations will be disclosed in the annual budget.
Capital asset budgets for construction projects,

plant expansion, plant improvement, and other

plant fund activities should be prepared, but
should not be reflected in the current funds annual
budget.
Responsibility of Administrative Officers

The president usually will find it necessary to
confer freely and frequently with other administrative officers, especially the chief academic officer and the chief business officer, in developing

the operating budget. The president also may
establish a budget committee to assist him in
developing guidelines for the preparation of the
budget. The governing board should be apprised
of the president's plan for the new budget, particularly new programs, in broad outline so that
general approval can be given prior to beginning
the work on drafting the formal budget.
The chief business officer assumes a major role
in development of the budget, and supplies financial and statistical data to assist the budget committee in the planning and policy recommendations on the proposed budget. Other administrative
officials, such as the chief academic officer, also

can be expected to have a major role in budget
formulation and resource allocation.
Responsibility of the Governing Board

The governing board must assume ultimate
responsibility for the budget. Because the board
generally is composed of persons whose primary
occupations are outside the field of education,

they can devote only pan of their time to the

Policy Decisions

In development of the budget, the presklent
makes and recommends some major policy decisions. These decisions cover such items as salary
and wage increases, improvements in certain programs, implementation of new programs, reduction or elimination of existing programs, and
other items. Policy decision are communicated
by the president in a budget memorandum to
deans, directors, and department heads, and serve
to guide them in development of their bolgets.
Estimating Current Funds
Revenues and Expenditures

The compilation of estimates of revenues is the
responsibility of the business officer. For many of
the revenue items, estimates should be based on
information supplied by other administrative officials. As an example, anticipated revenues from
tuition and fees generally are based on estimated
enrollment data prepared by the registrar or director of admissions. These estimates should take into

account general economic conditions, trends of
enrollment both within the institution and in similar institutions, attrition rates, and demographic
and other factors.
The estimate of earnings from investments requires thorough study. The earnings from each
item in the portfolio should be projected, giving
due consideration to economic trends, dividend
records of stocks held, and the effect of any anticipated changes in the portfolio. The investment

officer or investment counselor should assist in
preparing such estimates.
Estimates of revenues from gifts and unrestricted
grants should take into consideration past experi-

ence, plans for appeals for funds, and alumni
activities.

Because of the significance of sponsored programs, separate estimates should be made of the
revenues and expenditures related to such pro161
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grams. The magnitude of these programs has an
important impact on all other operating areas,
such as plant space, personnel, and position control. Budgets for sponsored programs should be
separately identified within the regular budget
and adjusted during the year as new projects are
undertaken and others are terminated.
Estimates of revenues from auxiliary enterprises should be based on enrollments and on
past experience in the operation of such units.
Revenues should be estimated on a gross basis,
including value of allowances for such items as
room and board furnished to counselors and for
other emoluments to staff members employed in
the various enterprises, which also must be shown
as expense. The director or manager of each auxiliary enterprise should prepare a budget for review by the business offer.
Estimates of revenues from other sources should

be based on past experience adjusted for probable future conditions. Estimates of the prior
year's balances that may be available for rebudFeting and estimates of balances of quasi-endow-

ment, term endowment, and other funds that
might be transferred to current funds for operating purposes should be considered in the preparation of estimates of the availability of total 'inrestricted current funds.
Federal, state, and local appropriations must
be estimated with the realization that such support ultimately depends on the actions of legislative bodies. If such appropriations are included

in the federal, state, or local budgetand thus
have the approval of the legislative body the
figures then can be accepted as final and the estimates can be used for institutional budget making. In those cases where the budget of the federal, state, or local government does not have the
approval of the appropriate legislative body, the
chief business officer or other administrator must
communicate with someone in the respective legislative body who is knowledgeable with respect

to the particular programs to be funded. In the
state legislature, the chairman of the appropriations committee or its equivalent would have
knowledge of the appropriation for higher education. Local government officials would know the

amount of funds to be made available through
the city or county government.

In estimating expenditures, the general policies
established in the long-range plan and the specific
policies and instructions of the president for the
annual budget being developed will guide department chairmen and others in preparing their bud-

get requests. Among such poles are plans for
expansion, improvement of existing programs,
and the development of new educational programs. Consideration must be given to the effect

of fluctuations in prices, salary and promotion
policies, vacations, leaves, and other employee
benefits. Guidelines, such as student-faculty ratios,
class size, teaching loads, and stalk* patterns may

be helpful, but the use of rigid formulas should
be avoided.
Provision should be made in the annual operating budget for contingencies and emergencies.
The amount provided in con
will

depend on available resources, past experience,
and the extent of economic and other uncertain-

ties at the time the budipt is prepared. If resources are insufficient to accomplish the objectives of the long-range plan, the base of support
must be increased or the plan must be cut back.
Authority for assigning contingency funds generally is vested in the chief academk officer and
the chief business officer. In smaller institutions,
such authority might rest with the president
Once revenue has been estimated, budget hearings have been held, and expenditure guidelines
have been determined, it is then possible to provide deans or other administrative officers with a
predetermined total which their budget requeot
should not exceed. This approach requires the
lowest possible operating level to make choices
within its scope of activities, and has the advantage of balancing the budget on the first tabulation rather than having to review and reduce to
achieve a balance.
Budget Forms

The form, content, and arrangement of items
in budget request forms vary according to institutional requirements. In general, the forms are
most useful if they follow the pattern of the budget itself and if the account classifications correspond to those in the accounthig records and in
internal and annual financial reports.
Budget request forms and final budgets usually
reflect the three major object classificationsper-
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sonncl compensation, supplies and expenses, and
capital expenditures. Supporting schedules pre-

pared in the development of the budget may
assign amounts within the major classifications for
subordinate object categories. For example, personnel compensation might be subdivided in sup-

porting schedules into separate amounts for faculty and professional salaries, supportive staff
salaries, technician's wages, and student wages.
Minor object classifications such as travel, telephone and communications, and printing, among
others, might be detailed in supporting schedules
under the major classification of supplies and expenses. Such subordinate categories are used for

management information, with budget =troll
normally applying to the major object classifications and selected minor classifications.
The budget forms should include columns for

comparative figures for at least the preceding
fiscal period, the current -year budget projected to

the end of the year, and the budget year. Before

forms are distributed to department chairmen
and others, historical figures, supplied by the
business office, should be inserted. The forms also
should provide space for amounts recommended
at each level of review.

The budget request forms for personnel compensation should include more detailed information than do other expenditure items. Each indi-

vidual position and its incumbent, if known,
should be listed, along with the term of service,
whether academic year, twelve months, or parttime. (If part -time, the degree of part-time should

be indicated.) This information may be used,
after the budget has received final approval, to
establish payroll authorizations. In addition, personnel records should be available as budget requests are reviewed at various levels.
Departmental budget requests should be tabulated in summary form to show both the changes
in amounts from the budget of the current year
and the comparisons with actual expenditures of
previous years. These summary reports permit the
review of departmental budget requests with a
minimum of effort.
Internal Budget Studio:,

Colleges and universities are increasingly turning to their institutional research staffs to provide

data for the budget committee. In budget development, it is extremely helpful to know the student credit -hour production of colleges and departments over the last five years and to have a
projection of at least the new budget year. Workload data for each faculty member also are useful.
Studies of secretarial support for each full-timeequivalent faculty member are useful in identifying over- or unckrstaffed colleges or departments.

Many institutions find that space utilizatimi
studies are essential to assure taxpayers, donors,
legislators, boards of control, and others that the
institution is making effective use of its available
space. Such data will serve to document the need
for new space.
As program budgeting, management information systems, and other techniques are further developed, the staffs of institutional research offices
will be called upon more to proves a part of the
data required by the insdtudon's managers.
PRESENTATION AND ADOPTION OF THE BUDGET

The form of various budget analyin prepared
for consideration of the governing board, as well
as the amount of detail included in them, will be
determined by needs of the individual institution.
Inasmuch as the governing board has the ultimate
responsibility for the budget, members must have
sufficient information to permit them to discharge

this responsibility. However, the board should
leave as many details as possible to the judgment
of the president, and should concentrate its efforts
on major policies.
The presentation to the board should include
a comparison of the proposed budget with budgets
of previous years, explanation of major changes,
descriptions of programs added or eliminated, and
salary and wage policies. In addition, the board

should be informed of the extent to which the
budget permits fulfillment of long-range plans.
The business office should send each head of

a budgetary unit a copy of the unit's approved
budget. Copies of the approved budget, or excerpts from it, should be sent to appropriate administrative offices and divisions of the business
office. The approved budget constitutes authority
to collect all revenues and incur all expenditures
included therein.
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Budgetary Confrol
An essential element of budgeting is establish-

ment of effective budget control. Without good
control, the value of a budget is seriously decreased, regardless of how accurately or how
carefully it is prepared. One of the main purposes
of budgetary control is to insure that expenditures do not exceed allocations. The adoption of
a budget does not guarantee realization of estimated revenues. The business officer must maintain records that will ampere actual revenrts
with budget estimates, and he should report major variations in budget operations to the president. If it should become apparent that estimated
revenues will not be realized, the budget should
be formally emended.
Budget control starts with those responsible for
each budgetary unit. The chief business officer has
responsibility for overall budget control, including
responsibility to call attention to major departures from budget estimates and to take appropriate follow-up action. The department chairman,
however, has the primary responsibility for control of expenditures within his budgetary unit.
Therefore, he must see that the appointment of
staff members and the salaries involved in his
department do not exceed budget allocations. He
must restrict expenditures for supplies and equipment to amounts allocated for these purposes. He
must plan expenditures for his unit so that allocations will last through the entire fiscal year.
Otherwise, an institution may be in financial diffic,..Ity even though adequate controls are maintained in the business office. Once the budget has
been approved, the educational and financial plan
should not diviate without approval of appropriate authority.
Reports comparing actual results with budget
projections should be prepared and sent to individual budget units at least monthly. These reports should be made available as early as possible
after the end of the period covered. Summary reports should be prepared monthly and distributed
to appropriate administrative officers for review
and any needed action.
Budgetary Accounting

She the budget is of vital importance in the
operation and administration of an educational
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institution, many institutions make the recording
of budgetary control accounts an integral part of

the accoundng system. This procedure brings
under accounting control records relating to revenues not yet realized and unexpended balances
of budget allocations.
After the budget has been approved by the gov-

erning board, total estimated revenues for the

year are charrd in the general ledger to an
account for Estimated Revenue or Unrealized
Revenues, and total estimated expenditures and
allocatkms are credited to an account for Estimated Expenditures or Budget Alhacations for
Expenditures. The excess of estimated revenues

over estimated expenditures is credited to an
account that represents the free and unallocated
balance of unrestricted current funds avallabk for
expenditure or allocation in the current budget
year.

At the close of the fiscal period, the balances
in the actual and estimated revenues accounts,
and in the actual and estimated expenditures
accounts, are closed into the Unallocated Balance
of Unrestricted Current Funds account.
As a part of the budget system, provision must
be made for outstanding obligations. There are a
number of methods for handling these, any one
of which is acceptable as long as it is part of a
total budgetary system that provides for proper
control points. These range from a highly detailed,
central encumbrance system that is kept as a part
of the formal accounting records to a decentral-

lad, informal memorandum record of commitments kept by each budgetary unit. The method
selected should provide effective control and use-

ful information, but should not be inflexible or
unreasonably expensive.

In the accounting and budgetary control system, there may be records that should be kept
locally, that is, at the point of use. In these cases,
local records should correlate with, but not duplicate, centrally kept summary records.
Budget Revisions

The budget consists of a series of estimates,
many of which are prepared months in advance
of the fiscal period to which they relate. Since
conditions change with the pump of time, there
should be continuous review of data on which
the budget estimates were based. Periodic, formal
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revisions should be made in order that the budget always represents an up-to-date estimate of

general procedures of review before t.%ey are approved and recorded in the books of account.
Requests for increased expenditure allocations
usually are initiated at the department level and

realizable revenues and a realistic plan for
expenditures.

Responsibility, authority, and procedures for

revkwed by the respective deans before being
submitted to the president. If the amounts are

budget revisions sherd be a matter of written
policy, adopted and approved by the governing

within the total of the continpnt account, or

board of the institution. The adopted policy should
allow the greatest degree of flexibility at each level

accounts, in the approved inadget, or are covered
by increases in estimated revenues or decreases in
expenditures, the president usually has authority to
apFove such requests. However, if the amounts

of authority consistent with the maintenance of
proper administrative responsibility and adheres=
to approved policies and goals.
Revised estimates of revelries should be initiated by the same officers responsible for the original estimates, and should be subjected to the same

involved are large eneggh to change the anticipated net results of the original budget, the gov=hag board should give formal approval before
increased expenditures are authorized.

Example of Application

of the Formula Appoach to Budgeing
Enrollment

PrOjeCti012:

Selling" Creglit-Hour
Production
Summer
Fall
Spring

6,20C

Lower Division
Upper Division

113,250
24,600

16,300
15,100

Graduate

Full-Tinw
Equivalent
Enrollment

Total Semester
Credit-Hours

108,800

234,530

4.

103,650
24,350

233,200
64.050

+
+

Projected Full-Year. Full-Time-Equivalent Enrelment

30
30
24

_

7,818
7,773

....

_
....

2,669
18,260

_

Fall-Year Tracking Faculty Nerds:
StudentFaculty
Ratio

Enrollment
Lower Division
Upper Division
Graduate

.

...

All Levels

7.818
7.773
2,669

+
+

28
20

18.260

+

18.2

Equistdent
Teaching
Positions

=
=
=

Recommended
Annual
Salary

Total
Teaching
Salaries

$14,800

$14,822,200

279.2
388.7
333.6
1,001.5

X

Financial Needs:
$14,822.200

$4,891,323

33% for Other Instruction

Total Teaching Salaries

$19,713,526
Budget Base

Expenses

Resident Instructim
Organized Activities Re.ated to Instruction
.
General Administration
General Expense
Organized Research
Extension and Public Service

Library
Operation and Maintenance of Physical Plant.......
Total Educational and General Budget

...

........... - ...

$19.713,526
344.271
1.379,947
1,379.947
1,971.353
1,971,353
1,379,947
2.759,894

Budget Base

2% of Base
T% of Base
7% of Base
10% of Base
10% of Base
7% of Base
14% of Base

$30,950,238

.

Estimated Income:
Revolving Funds
State-Appropriated Funds

...IP
,

Total Income

[165]

$10,292,785
$20,657,453

33.3%

$30,950,238

100.0%

182
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tution of the internal audit function, require action

The follow-up should be done by the chief business

on the internal auditor's recommendations, and
keep the auditor informed of operating plans and

officer, but in many institutions it is handled by

developments. Unresolved issues between audited
units and the internal auditor should be resolved
by the chief business officer.

Audit Reports and Follo -Up
The internal audit report presents to manage-

ment and operating personnel the result. of an
Independent appraisal of an operation. If the report is to be effective, it must clearly and mmcisely
present timely, accurate data.
The format of the report may vary according to
the audit situation. However, the report should:

1. Include an introductory paragraph describing the activity audited, the period covered
155 the examination, and, very briefly, the
general scope of the audit and any limiting
factors.

2. Present principal findings without bias and
in sufficient detail for the reader to understand the situation.
3. Present recommendations to remedy the situations reported, if necessary.

4. Include commendatory remarks if they are
warranted.

S. Include information relating to underlying
causes of deficiencies reported in order to
assist in implementing corrective action.

6. Place primary emphasis on improvement of
owrations rather than on criticisms of the
Past-

A preliminary draft of the audit report ordinarily should be discussed with the head and appropriate staff of the audited department prior to
final distribution of the report. The exit interview
provers an opportunity to discuss audit fimlinp
and recommendations, to agree on factual matters,
and to obtain relevant moments from the depart -

ment head for incorporation into the finished

Mott

The finished report should be transmitted to
the chief business officer, who then should distribute it with his additional comments or recommendations, if any, to the appropriate department
head. He should request that the department head

respond to the report in writing, with a copy of
the response sent to the auditor.
Follow-up on audit recommendations is essential.

the auditor through the chief business officer.
Operational or Performance Audits

A logkal, important extension of the internal
auditor's function is operational or performance
audits. Operational auditing may be considered a
manner of approach, analysis, and thought, not a
separate type of auditing using special techniques.
The operational audit is a part of management's
overall control system. The basis for evaluation of
the operations of a department must be how well
the department achieves objectives the instituticm's
administration has set for it. Thus, departmental

missies statements or some formal statement of
objectives should be available to the auditor. The
audit reviews personnel, departmental workload,
productivity, and quality of output, and should
help to prevent waste, loss of time, and errors. It
should include an appraisal of the quality of management and the effectiveness of operating procedures. Costs and expenses are reviewed not only
to insure that amounts are correct, but for justifica-

tion as well. These concepts can be applied to
other activities as well as to businms-related
functions.
Operational auditing is gaining recognition and

stature because efficiency demands that equal or
better results be obtained with less cost. The gad
of operational auditing is to recommend ways of
accomplishing this objective without sacrificing
the necessary financial controls. Unlike the internal financial audit, which often is initiated in a
given department without prior notice, the operational audit normally should be undertaken only
with the full knowkdip and consent of the administrator in charge of the department subject to the
audit.
Audit Program

A formal, written program for the internal
auditing operation should be developed with the
advice and approval of the chid business officer.
This program should establish the general scope
of audit coverage of the financial and business
operations of the institution. A schedule of activities and departments to be audited during a fiscal
period should be determined annually. The fre-
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quency of internal audits is determined by such
factors as the nature of ! activity, changes in
personnel, significant changes in volume of work,
introduction of new or revised procedures, and
adequacy of controls.
The audit schedule should be flexible enough to
accommodate special projects that the auditor
might be called on to carry out. However, special
and emergency projects should not interrupt the
internal audit schedule for Ion; periods, as institutional needs are best served by a comprehensive
audit schedule continuously maintained. To keep
pace with changing conditions, the audit program
should be reappraised periodically and appropriate
modifications made to the audit program when
necessary.
Scope of Audit Coverage

The general scope of financial audit coverage
should be institution-wide and &mid not exclude
any function or activity of the institution. Management should recognize that any limitation placed
on the general scope of coverage reduces the effectiveness of the internal audit function and its ap-

praisal of the institution's system of internal
control.

The scope of audit coverage for a specific department or function may be illustrated by review-

ing the scope of coverage for the accounting
function, which maintains all central financial records and prepares reports required by management
and federal and state agencies. It also serves as a

financial control point for most activities of the
institution. Consequently, it becomes the focus of
information concerning both financial and operational audits. This function must provide information concerning confirmation of accounts receivable, inventory verification, flow and recording of
entries on expenditure and revenue accounts,
reconciliation of bank accounts or official depositories, securities and investments, revenues, and
expenditure classification and data needed to test
compliance with policies and procedures. Therefore, the scope of audit coverage for this function
should include an examination of each item listed
above.
Relationship to Systems and Procedures Function

Generally, it is inappropriate for the auditor to
design or to supervise the design of financial sys-
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tents and procedures, since he should not audit his
own work. Practically, however, auditing and systems design cannot be completely separated, as
audits frequently disclose the necessity for systems
revisions, either in internal control situations or for
operating
Changing conditions continually generate the

-.

need for new contra; however, controls are
seldom removed even after they cease to be useful

or practicable. Similarly, unnecessary work becomes less conspicuous the longer it exists. A continuing evaluation is therefore necessary to make
certain that existing practices meet the institution's

current needs. The internal auditor should help
proves such an evaluation for the chief business
officer.

An administrative manual is advisabk for stability and uniformity. A fundamental core of instructions for the operation of any college or university can save tine, correspondence, explanation,

and misunderstand*. Such instrwtions become
the vehicle for communicating to all members of
the organization the guiding principles, administra-

tive policies, standard practices, and operating
directives of the administration. Ideally, a systems
and procedures function is available to coordinate
the efforts necessary to generate and maintain the
administrative manual. A continuing source of information for the systematic revision of existing
systems, procedures, and standard instructions is
provided by routine communication between internal auditing and the systems group.
Design of complex financial systems should be
undertaken by systems specialists. The role of the
auditor in the design of these systems is to insure

that adequate controls are being built into the
systems as they develop; furthermore, in the case
of computer systems, he should see that necessary
data can be retrieved for audit purposes.
Use of the Computer In Internal Auditing

The expansion of computer systems will continue to affect the development and execution of
audits. The internal auditor should have sufficient
knowledge of electronic data processing to tuxlerstand a computer -based system and offer a sound
opinion regarding the adequacy of controls of the
total system, both separate from and within the
computer.
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In the execution of the audit by computer, audit
test data can be used to verify that the results of a
computer program are as specified, or computer
programs can be designed to select, retrieve, sort,
and summarize actual "live" data from the computer fifes.

The audit test data method allows the auditor to
simulate certain types oft
with realistic,
but hypothetical, data under specified conditions.
This concept can be integrated into the design of a
computer system to provide continuous monitoring
capability, on request, in order to test transactions
during normal production runs. This latter devel-

opment offers the best benefits when used with
complex management information systems that
operate on an on-line, real-time basis.
Use of computer programs to retrieve data has

been aided by the development of generalized
computer audit programs by the larger public accounting firms; these programs usually are made
available to their clients. Such general-purpose
audit packages use actual "live" data and select,
sort, calculate, and summarize the data for audit

purposes. Use of these programs can save the

and management problems.

The arrangements made with the public accounting firm should be in writing, and the institution should specify the objectives of such audits;
the firm will determine the nature and extent of
the review required to reamer a sound opinion.
Institutions should avoid imposing limitations on
the audit, as that would result in the accounting
firm's qualifying its opinion.

The working relationship between the internal
auditor and auditors of the independent accounting
firm and the state should be close. In some institutions, all audits by external agencies are coordinated through the internal audit department With
advance planning, year-end work such as inventory
and cash veridcadon can be divided, information
exchanged, and audit coverage exium&d. Certain

surprise cash counts may require a large staff; in
such cases the count can be a mutual effort of the
internal and external auditors. In student loan and
accounts receivable confirmations, the independent

or state auditors may review and approve the
sampling teclmique, and their return envelopes

auditor time in performing detail steps of the audit
and improve the overall quality of the audit.

may be used so that confirmation responses are
sent directly to them. They will share the replies
with the internal auditor. Coordination such as
this can expand audit coverage, and considerable

RELATIONSHIP TO EXTERNAL AUDIT AGENCIES

savings in fees may be realized by the institution.

An educational institution is subject to audit or

review by a number of external agencies at the

Federal Auditors

request of the governing board or because of terms
of agreements with extramural slonsors.

In addition to the audits by public accountants
and state auditors, the federal government continuously audits federal !;rants and contracts,
sometimes to the extent of having resident auditors
permanently located at an institution if volume
warrants.
Federal auditors may audit any segment of the

Independent Certified Public Accountants
and State Auditors

The governing board of an institution should
require an annual audit by independent certified
public accountants experienced in auditing educational institutions. In the case of public institutions,
this is sometimes performed by state auditors; or
the state, rather than the governing board, may
employ an accounting firm to audit the institution.
Typically, independent auditors examine and express their professional opinion on the accuracy
and integrity of the institution's financial reports.
Independent auditors often are engaged for specialized audits or technical services. They can
assist the business office with expert advice and an
independent view of accounting, fiscal,

institution that initiates charges to or expends
funds received, or to be received, from federal
sources. This may involve purchasing, stores and

services, payroll, and insurance as well as the
federally funded programs themselves. Since the
federal auditors normally operate in a more restricted field than Independent and state auditors,
the relationship of the internal auditor with the
federal auditors is limited in range of activities, but
is nevertheless close. Generally, it consists of allowing federal auditors to review pertinent internal
audit working papers, and perhaps furnishing fed-

II
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eral auditors with audit reports on certain activities
within the scope of their audit.

INTERNAL AUDIT STAFF

Repeats of External Auditors

should have mature judgment, formal training in
the objectives, techniqtan, and procedures of in-

After its examination is canpleted, the independent public accounting firm addresses a formal
report of its thxlinp and opinion to the governing
board, agency, or administrator that contracted its

services. This report often is accompanied by a
management letter containing observations made
in the course of the audit and recommendations for
improving operations or controls.
State and federal auditors report to their superiors on areas of their particular interest and concern

and also offer relevant comments and recommendations. It is the responsibility of the chief
business aka to respond to the recommendadom. stating the action taken a the reasons for
not implementing the recommendations.
Individual comments and recommendations are
forwarded to the administrative head of the func-

tion or activity concerned, with a request for a
reply incllcating the action taken or other COPu
meats. The reply forms the basis of the response
to the external audit apncy.
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The director of the internal audit function
ternal auditing, and saperience in the auditing
field. He should be able to work harmoniously with
people and to communicate effectively, orally and
in writing, with all levels of management and operating staff. He slkauld be capable of rendering clear
and concise audit reports related to financial condition, internal control, and operational effective-

ness. The internal auditor and his staff should be
familiar with statistical sampling, flow charting
techniques, and computer capability as an audit
tool.

The she of the audit staff and the amount of
time devoted to internal audithg depend on the
size of the institution, complexity of the operations, and the form of administrative organizatbn.
In large institutions, the internal audit staff should
include specialists in disciplines other than auditing, such as systems, computers, or industrial engineering. In small institutions, internal auditing may

be performed by a person respraisible for other
business and financial duties.
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Introduction to Part 5
THE CHAPTERS that follow comprise a revision

of those chapters of Part 2, College and University Business Administration (American Coun-

cil on Education, 1968), deal* with principles
of accounting and reporting. They were prepared
by NACUBO committees aped consultants working
with keen awareness of new burdens being placed
on accounting and reporting functions in colleges
and universities and with a strong sense of the need

to be alert to contemporary forces tending to reshape thinking about institutional accountability
and disclosure. They represent, in a new time and
in response to new demands, the authority historically carried by the predecessor texts.
BACKGROUND OF THE REVISION

The new revision was under development for
more than two years by the NACUBO Accounting
Principles Committee. It was approved for publica-

tion by the NACUBO Board of Directors upon
the joint recommendation of NACUBO's Accounting Principles and Publications committees. It re-

accordingly, with respect to accounting
standards and practices and to the forms and
flects,

methods of financial disclosure, the consensus of
experienced and knowledgeable professionals representing the association having a primary interest

tilled Public Accountants (AICPA) and the Natior.al Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS) of the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education. There was consistent liaison between NACUBO and AICPA in

the more than three years in which AICPA's
former Committee on College and University Accounting and Auditing was developing its industry
guide, Audits of Colleges and Universities, published in 1973. Similarly, members of the Accounting Principles Committee maintained contact with

the NCHEMS task force developing the Higher
Education Finance Manual, an effort supported
by the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare and of interest to the U.S. Office of Education's National Center for Educational Statistics
because of its relevance to the Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) questionnaire. All such contacts were brought together in
regular fashion in 1973-1974 in the establishment
of an interorganizational Joint Accounting Group
composed of representatives of NACUBO, AICPA,
and NCHEMS.
THE GENERAL OBJECTIVES

The authority of the revision rests, in addition,

The revision of the "Principles" of 1968 was
carried forward with attention to two broad objectives, the first to decide upon generally acceptable,
rather than alternative, methods of recording and
reporting financial data, and the second to settle

upon a broader base than that of the 1968 text.
Not only has it had the benefit of management
studies and improvements that have come along

upon revenue and expenditure categories that
would be uniformly acceptable and applicable.
These goals were substantially achieved in the

in recent years, but it is a statement developed in
close communication and consultation between
NACUBO, through its Accounting Principles
Committee, and two other organizations with
interests directly related to the accounting and reporting functionsthe American Institute of Cer-1

course of the AICPA-NACUBO liaison during development of the audit guide. The AICPA sought
uniformity and full disclosure, objectives that paralleled NACUBO's, while deferring to NACUBO
and professional consensus th..! questions of account classifications and definitions. The definitions

in the field of college and university financial
management.
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and classifications were further refined and confirmed by the Accounting Principles Committee as

industry concerned. The degree of final consensus
was such that the guide was distributed to member

it continued its consultations with AICPA and

institutions by NACUBO, in August, 1973, for

NCHEMS.
The effort that produced the AICPA guide was
a significant part of the total effort that went into
this present revision. When the draft of the guide
was ready for exposure in August, 1972,
NACUBO was responsible for this exposure

throughout higher education, distributing copies
to some 3,000 institutions and other organizations
and supporting the four Regional Associations in
sponsorship of regional audit guide study sessions
in October, 1972. All views or comments transmitted by institutions or flowing from the regional
meetings were given to the AICPA for reference.

In December, 1972, the Accounting Principles
Committee prepared a formal response to AICPA,
and this paper (NACUBO Special Report 72-13,
December 18, 1972) was approved by the

NACUBO Board at a special meeting in New
Orleans and sent to AICPA as the definitive response of the college and university community. In
its preparation of the final text of the audit guide,
AICPA was responsive to NACUBO's recommendations in nearly every case.

The professional discussion stimulated by the

exposure draft of the AICPA audit guide was
without precedent in scope and intensity. No other
such guide had been examined so broadly by the

their reference until the present chapters could be
made ready for publication.
Certain relationships must be understood,
however.
First, the AICPA guide is controlling only upon

the certified public accountant who, performing
an audit at a college or university, wishes to give
an unqualified opinion. The AICPA cannot require

an institution to conform to practices prescribed
by the guide.

Second. the chapters that comprise Part 5 of
College and University Business Administration
were prepared by persons professionally involved
in financial management in higher education for
use and reference by all colleges and universities.

They stand as recommendations based on wide
consensus. No institution is compelled to conform
to patterns of financial accounting and reporting
herein recommended, but instit 'dons that do so
will be following guidelines strongly supported by
professional judgment. NACUBO hopes and expects that most institutions will so conform, and
that state and other agencies will incorporate these
recommenuations. as many have in the past, into
their regulations on financial management in higher
education.
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FINANam. ACCOUNTING AND REPolITINta

FUND ACCOUNTING

To satisfy the requirement to account properly
for the diversity of resources and their use, the
principles and practices of -fund accounting" are
employed. Within this concept, there have evolved
certain principles of classification and presentation
of accounting data as well as standard terminology
for institutions of higher education.
Fund accounting is thC manner of organizing
and managing the accounting by which resources
for % arious purposes are classified for financial
accounting and reporting purposes in accordance
with activities or objectives as specified by donors,

with regulations, restrictions, or limitations imposed by sources outside the institution, or with
directions issued by the governing board. In this
respect, a clear distinction between funds which
are externally restricted and those which are internally designated by action of the governing
board should be maintained hi the accounts and
disclosed in the financial reports.
A fund is an accotening entity with a selfbalancing set of accounts consisting of assets, liabilities, and a fund balance. Separate accounts are
maintained for each fund to insure observance of
limitations and restrictions placed on use of resources. For reporting purposes. however. funds
of similar characteristics arc combined into fund

groups. The fund groups generally found in an
educational institution are as follows:
Current funds
Loan funds
Endowment and similar funds
Annuity and life income funds
Plant funds
Agency funds

BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Colleges and universities generally utilize three
basic statements: a balance sheet, a statement of
changes in fund balances, and a statement of cur-

rent funds revenues, expenditures, and other
changes.

The balance sheet presents a series of fund
groups, with each group having its own selfbalancing assets, liabilities, and fund balances.
The statement of changes in fund balances portrays all the activity that changed the fund balances
of the fund groups between the preceding and the

transfers among the fund groups.

can be additional fund groups unique to particular

institutions, such as employe retirement funds,
which should be accounted for separately, and reported in the annual financial statements.
Since each fund group is Nnsidered as a separate entity, there arc numerous transactions
among the fund groups, which must recognize this
entity concept. When the movement of funds from
one group to another is intended to be permanent,
it should be recorded as an outright transfer between the fund entities. However, when tto movement is intended to be temporary, with reps.yment
le

changes.

current balance sheet dates. This statement includes all additions to, deductions from, and

In addition to the foregoing fund groups, there

178

contemplated within a reasonable period of time
to the contributing fund group, the transaction
should be recorded as an interfund borrowing.
Such borrowings should be reported as assets of
the fund groups making the advances and as liabilities of the fund groups receiving the advances.
In some instances, legal provisions and government regulations pertaining to certain funds may
require accounting and reporting practices that
differ from generally accepted accounting principles. It is recognized that in these instances such
legal and regulatory provisions must take precedence. However, such restrictions do not obviate
the need for adhering to generally accepted accounting principles for the purpose of reporting
financial position, changes in fund balances, and
current funds revenues, expenditures, and other

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes supplements and
presents in detail some of the information presented in summary form in the current funds section of the statement of changes in fund balances.
It does not purport to match expenses with revenues to derive a net incomerather, it presents in

detail the current funds revenues by source, the
current funds expenditures by function, and other
changes in current fund balances. Also, it does not
report the total revenue and expenditure activity
of the institution, but only that related to current
funds. The reporting objectives achieved by this
statement may be accomplished in other ways (see

Chapter 5:5).

A

,

1.73

-

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPIS

The emphasis in these bask financial statements

is on the status of funds and on the flow of resources through the fund entities. In addition, an
overview of the financial ccerations of the institution is provided. Consideration might be given to
supplementary schedules that combine nonfinancial with financial information to assist in further
evaluating the activity, achievements, and overall
operations of the institution.
ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING

The accounts should be maintained and reports
prepared on the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues should be reported when earned and expenditures when materials or services are received. In-

cluded in expenditures are (1) all expenses
incurred, determined in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles except for the omisskm of depreciation, and (2) expenditures for the

acquisition of capital assets, to the extent expended. Expenses incurred at the balance sheet
date should be accrued and expenses applicable to
future periods should be deferred. However, cer-

tain deferrals and accruals, such as investment
income and interest on student loans, often are
omitted. Nevertheless, the only basis for their
omission should be that the omission does not have
a material effect on the financial statements. Reve-

nues and expenditures of an academic term that
encompasses parts of two fiscal years, such as a
summer session, should be reported totally within
the fiscal year in which the program is predominantly conducted.
One of the procdces which supplement accrual
accounting is that of recording encumbrances. An
encumbrance represents an obligation incurred in
the form of an order, contract, or similar commitment on which liabilities will be recognized when
goods are delivered or services rendered. It establishes a claim against a particular fund balance in
anticipation of a future expenditure.
Encumbrances, representing outstanding purchase orders and other commitments for materials
or services not received as of the reporting date,
should neither be reported as expenditures nor be
included as liabilities in the balance sheet. Designations or allocations of fund balances in the financial
statements or disclosure in the notes to the financial statements should be made when such commit-

5:1

mans are material in amount Failure to disclose
the distinction between liabilities and encumbrances could result in the presentation of misleading information.
ACCOUNTING FOR DEPRECIATION

Depreciation expense related to assets mmpris-

ing the physical plant is reported neither in the
statement of current funds revenues, expenditures,
and other changes nor in the current funds section
of the statement of changes in fund balances. The
reason for this treatment is that one of the primary
reporting objectives of college and university accounting is to disclose resources received and ex-

pended rather than net income realized. Thus
capital asset acquisitions financed from current
funds are reported as expenditures of that group
in the year of acquisition.
That depreciation is not recorded In the current
funds does not preclude the use of expired capital
cost data in evaluating performs= and making
management decisions on a variety of operating
activities. Also, for purposes of statement trewstation, depreciation allowance may be reported in
the bakutez sheet and the provision for depreciation reported in the statement of changes in the
balance of the Investment in Plant subgroup of
the Plant Funds group.
In the Endowment and Similar Funds group, depreciation should be provided on depreciable assets

held as investments in order to maintain the distinction between principal and inanne in those
funds.
ACCOUNTING FOR INVESTMENTS

Investments purchased usually are reported at
cost and investments received as gifts usually are
reported at the fair market or appraised value at
the date of gift. As a permissible alternative, investments may be reported at current market or
fair value, provided this basis is used for all investments in all funds. When using this alternative, un-

realized gains and losses should be reported in
the same manner as realized gains and losses under
the cost basis.

Interfund sales of investments should be recorded by the purchasing fund at fair market or
appraised value at date of sale. The differences
between carrying value and fair market or ap-

it
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praised value should be accounted for in the selling fund as realized gains and losses.
Investments of the various funds may be pooled

unless prohibited by statute or by terms of the
gifts. Proper determination of equities and the
basis of income distribution should be made by
utilizing current market values on a share or unit

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING

and wages for similarly ranked personnel at the
same or similar institutions, including the normal
staff benefits such as group insurance and retirement proviskins.
The amounts m determined should be recorded
as expenditures by department or division, follow-

plan. This determination can be made through the
use of memorandum records and does not require
the recording of each investment at current market
value in the accounts.

ing the same clanificatice as other expenditures,
and a like amount should be recorded as gift revenue. The gift revenue should be reduced by the
amount of maintenance, living costs, and personal
expenses incurred, which are related to the contributing personnel and have no counteriart in a

ACCOUNTING FOR INSTITUTIONS
OPERATED BY RELIGIOUS GROUPS

lay employee relationship.
In some cases, checks are drawn to the religious
group and charged to expenditure accounts in the

Accounting and reporting records of an institution should be adequately segregated from the
records of the sponsoring religious group so that
the educaZonal entity is in fact accounted for as
a separate entity. Facilities made available to the
educational entity by the religious group should
be disclosed in the financial reports together with
any related indebtedness.
The monetary value of services contributed by
members of the religious group should be recorded
in the accounts and reported in the financial statements. The gross value of such services should be
determined by relating them to equivalent salaries

180

same manner as payroll checks. The religious
group then makes a contribution to the institution,
which records it as a gift. The determination of the
contribution would rest with the religious group,
since the latter is a separate entity.
In some cases these institutions inform the

reader of the financial report as to the relative

value of such contributed services by comparison
with the average return on endowment fund investment. Such information should be limited to the
notes to the financial statements, and the imputed
capitalized value of such contributions should not
be reflected in the balance sheet.

COLLE(E AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

5:2

Current Funds
THE CURRENT FUNDS group includes those eco-

1 nomie resources of a college or university
which are expendable for the purpose of perform -

ing the primary missions of the institutioninstruction, research, and public serviceand which
are not restricted by external sources or designated
by the governing board for other than operating
purposes. The term "current" means that the re-

sources will be expended in the near term and
that they will be used for operating purposes.

The Current Funds group has two basic subG`yr."-**.r&groups--unrestricted and restricted. Unrestricted
current funds include all funds received for which

no stipulation was made by the donor or other
external agency as to the purposes for which they
should be expended. Restricted current funds are
those available. for financing operations but which
are limited by donors and other external agencies
to specific purposes, programs, departments, or
schools. Externally imposed restrictions are to be
contrasted with internal desiglations imposed by
the governing board on unrestricted funds. Internal
designations do not create restricted funds, inasmuch as the removal of the designation remains at
the discretion of the governing board.

The distinction between unrestricted and restricted funds is maintained through the use of
separately balanced groups of accounts in order
to provide acceptable reporting of stewardship to
donors and other external agencies. This distinction also emphasizes to governing boards and other

sources of financial support the various kinds of

resources of the Current Funds group that are
available to meet the institution's objectives.

Separate accounting entities may be provided
for auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, and independent operations in either the Unrestricted Current
Funds or Restricted Current Funds subgroup or
both, as appropriate.

ASSETS, LIABILITIES, AND FUND BALANCES
OF CURRENT FUNDS

Assets usually consist of cash, ararunts receivable, including unbilled charges, notes receivable,
undrawn approprithions, investments, amounts due
from other fund groups, inventories, prepaid expenses, and deferred charges. "Unbilled charges" are
those which have been earned but which, because of
inadequate information, incomplete projects or pro-

grams, or the timing of the billing cycle, have not

been formally billed at the balance sheet date.
"Undrawn appropriations" are those to which the

institution is entitled, but which have not been
remitted or ma& available to the institution by the
appropriating federal, state, or local agency. "Deferred charges" are expenditures that are related

to projects, programs, activities, or revenues of
future fiscal periods.

Liabilities usually consist of mints and notes
payable, accrued liabilities, deposits, amounts due
to other fund groups,l.nd deferred credits. Accrued

liabilities include such items as interest, wages,
salaries, and taxes. Deferred credits are those revenues of unrestricted current funds that arc applicable to a future period, when they become earned.
The individual assets and liabilities, but not the
fund balances, of unrestricted and restricted current funds arc sometimes combined for reporting
purposes, but if they arc combined, the borrowings
between unrestricted and restricted funds should

be disclosed by footnote or other appropriate
means.

The fund balances may be subdivided to show
allocations applicable to auxiliary enterprises,
hospitals, independent operations, outstanding encumbrances, other allocations by operating management or by the governing board, budget balances brought forward from prior fiscal periods,
and the unallocated balance.
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CLAM NT FUND!,

Tuition and Fees

This category should include all tuition and fees
assessed against students (net of refunds) for educational purposes. Tuition and fees should be recorded as revenue even though there is no inten-

tion of collection from the student. The amounts
of such remissions or waivers should be recorded
as expenditures and classified as Scholarships and
Fellowships or as staff benefit. associated with the

appropriate expenditure category to which the
personnel relate.
When specific fees arc assessed under binding

Revenues from tuition and student fees of an
academic term that encompasses two fiscal years

for example, a summer sessionshould be reporwd totally within the fiscal year in which the
program is predominantly conducted.
If tuition or fees are remitted to the state as an
offset to the state appropriation, the totel of such
tuition or fees should be deducted from the total
for state appropriations and added to the total for
tuition and fees.
Govertunental Appropriations

This category includes

external restrictions for other than current operat-

ing purposesfor example, debt service on educational plant or on renewals, reolacements, or

additions to plantthey should tie reported as
additions to the appropriate fund group (in the

(I)

all unrestricted

amounts received for current operations from, or
made available to an institution by, legislative acts
or local taxing authority and (2) restricted
amounts from those same
urces to the extent

Fees normally are not considered as assessed under

expended for current °pc. .tioni. This category
does not include governmental grants and contracts. Amounts paid directly into a state or local

binding external restrictions unless there is an ex-

retirement system by the appropriating government

plicit representation to the individuals remitti
the fees that the fee or a specific portion thereof
can be used only for the specific nonoperating

purlxls.

on behalf of the college or university should be
recorded as revenue of the institution. This category does not include institutional fees and other
income reappropriated by the legislature to the

dged under bond indenture agivements, the
Liml receipts should be reported as unrestricted
current funds revenues and the pledged amount
treated us a mandatory transfer to plant funds.
If some portion of tuition or fees is allocated by

change in the intended use of the funds. If a change

above example, plant funds), since they arc not
legally available for current operating purposes.

If some portion of total tuition or fee receipts is

action of the governing board, or subject to change

by ;I: governing board alone, for other than
operating purposes, such as financing construction,

the whole of the tuitim charges or lees should be
recorded as unrestricted current funds revenues
and the portion allocated should be treated as a

nonmandatory transfer to the appropriate fund
groLp (in the above camp!:. plant funds).
Revenues pledged oader bond indenture agreements should not be reported as additions to plant
1:..ads, but should be reported as unrestricted cur-

rent funds rev rues, and funding of debt service
rcutit:ements

:As mandatory transfers.

institution.
The determination of whether a particular government appropriation should be classified as re:46-led or unrestricted funds is based on the ability
of ti.: governing board of the institution to effect a

in a particular restriction can be made without
having to go through the legislative process, the
funds should be considered unrestricted. Funds
wirstrictgd even if they are distributed to the
institution for purposes specified by an intermediate group, such as the governing board. In this
case, if a change in the use of funds needs to be
made. it can be made by the intermediate body
without going throogh the legislative process; the
funds therefore would be unrestricted. Such appropriations should be considered unrestricted funds
unless the restrictions are so specific that they substantially reduce the institution's flexibility in

charge is made for tuition.

financial operations. Appropriations in terms of

board. room. ;'rd other services, a reasonable distribution shodad be made between revenues for
tuition and revenues for sales and sl:rvices of auxiliary enterprises.

major object classes or to colleges and branch institutions should be classified as unrestricted cur-

If an

rent funds.

Governmental appromiations should be classi183

8

5:2
lied to identify the governmental level federal,
state, or localof the legislative body making the
appropriation to the institution. The fundor level
is the level of the agent that makes the decision
that the moneys will be appropriated to the particular purpose for which they ultimately arc expended. For example, if the federal government
stipulates a specific use for some funds that merely
flow through the state to the institution, the funds
should be classified as federal funds. However, if

the federal government distributes funds to the

state for unspecified general purposesfor ex-

ample, general revenue sharingand the state then
appropriates all or a portion of those funds, the
funds received by the institution should be classi-

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING

derived from contracts and other activities, such
as utility services, that are not related directly to
instruction, research, or public service.
Amounts equal to the direct costs incurred by
restricted current funds should be reported as
revenues of those funds, while amounts equal to
the associated indirect cost recoveries should be
recorded as unrestricted current funds revenues.
Endowment Income
This category includes:

I. Unrestricted income from endowment and
similar funds.

2. Restricted income from endowment and
similar funds to the extent expended for cur-

fied as state rather than federal funds.

Governmental Grants and Contracts

This category includes ( I ) all unrestricted
amounts received or made available by grants and
contracts from governmental agencies for current
operations and ( 2 f all amounts received or made
available through restricted grants and contracts
to the extent expended for current operations.
Amounts equal to direct costs incurred by restricted current funds should be recorded as revenues of those funds, while amounts equal to associated indirect cost recoveries should be reported
us unrestricted current funds revenues.
The government fundor level should be disclosed using the same criterion described for governmental appropriations.
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts
This category includes amounts from nongovernmental organizations and individuals, including
funds resulting from contracting for the furnishing
of goods and services of an instructional, research,
or public service nature. It includes all unrestricted
gifts. grants, and bequests as well as all restricted
gifts, grants, and contracts from nongovernmental
sources to the extent expended in the current fiscal
year for current operations. Gifts, grants. and contracts from foreign governments should be treated
as private gifts, grants, and contracts. Income from

funds held in revocable trusts or distributable at
the direction of the trustees of the trusts should
be reported as a separate revenue source under this
classification. This category excludes revenues

rent operation.

3. Income from funds held by others under irrevocable trusts, which should be identified
separately under this revenue heading.
The unrestricted income from investments of
endowment and similar funds credited to unrestricted current funds revenues should be the total
ordinary income earned (or yield), except for income that must be added back to the principal in
accordance with the terms of the agreement of
donation. If endowment fund investments include
real estate, the income should be reported on a net
basis after allowing for all costs of operating and
managing the properties.
Income from investments of endowment and
similar funds does not include capital gains and
losses. since such gains and losses are accounted
for in the Endowment and Similar Funds group as
additions to and deductions from fund balances. If
any portion i1 the pins of endoWthent or quasiendowment funds is utilized for current operating
purposes. the portion so utilized should be reported
as a transfer rather than as revenue (see Chapter

5:3).

When investments of endowment and similar
funds are pooled. the amounts reported as revenues of unrestricted current funds and as . dditions
to restricted current funds should be substantially

equal to the amounts earned during the fiscal

period and attributable to the various funds.
Many institutions have established endowment
income stabilization reserves to spread or allocate
current inve..
income. Two methods have
been followed in establishing such reserves.
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Under one method, a portion of the total revenue from the investment pool is not allocated to the
participating funds, but is set aside in a stabiliza-

tion reserve; the balance of the investment pool
revenue is distributed to the participating fumls.
This method is not in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles for the following
reasons:

I. The balance in the stabilization reserve may
represent undistributed income attributable

to both restricted and unrestricted current
funds. Thus the balance in the reserve cannot
be reported accurately in the financial
statements.

2. To the extent any of the undistributed income earned during the fiscal year is attributable to unrestricted current funds, an understatement of revenues of unrestricted current
funds will occur.

3. Questions might arise as to the authority of
the governing board to withhold amounts of
income attributable to, but not distributed to,
restricted current funds.
Institutions carrying balances in endowment

income stabilization reserves created under this
method should dispose of them as appropriate.
The second method, which conforms to gener-

ally accepted accounting principles, would distribute all income from the pools to the participating funds. The amount applicable to unrestricted

current funds would be reported as endowment
income. Any ..mounts set aside for a stabilization
reserve should be shown as an allocation of the
uhrestricted ciarent funds balance and appropriately reflecLd in the balance sheet as a subdivision
of that balance. Amounts applicable .o restricted
current funds should he reported as an additinn to
those fund balances. The amounts expended from

such balances should be shown as revenues of
endowment income in the restricted current funds.
Amounts unexpended would remain as balances
to be carried forward to the next period.
Sales and Services of Educational Activities

This category includes (I) revenues that arc
related incidentally to the conduct of instruction,
research, and public service and (2) revenues of
activities that exist to provide an instructional and
laboratory experience for students and that inci-

dentally create goods and services that may be sold
to students, faculty, staff, and the general public.
The type of service rendered takes precedence over
the form of agreement by which these services are

rendered. Examples of revenues of educational
activities are film rentals, sales of scientific and
literary publications, testing services, and sales of

products and services of dairy creameries, food
technology divisions, poultry farms, and health
clinics (apart from student health services) that
are not part of a hospital. Revenues generated by
hospitals (including health clinics that are a part
thereof) should be classified as sales and services
of hospitals.
If sales and services to students, faculty, or staff,

rather than training or instruction, is the purpose
of an activity, the revenue should be classified as

sales and services of auxiliary enterprises or
hospitals.
Sales and Services of Auxiliary Enterprises

This category includes all revenues generated
through operations by auxiliary enterprises. An

auxiliary enterprise is an entity that exists to
furnish goods or services to students, faulty, or
staff, and that charges a fee directly related to,
although not necessarily equal to, the cost of the
goods or services. The general public incidentally
may be served by some auxiliary enterprises.
Auxiliary enterprises usually include residence
halls, food services, intercollegiate athletics (if
essentially self-supporting), college unions, college
stores, and such services as barber shops, beauty
parlors, and movie theater:. Even though they may
serve students and faculty, hospitals arc classified
separately Mame of their size and relative financial importance.

This category is limited to revenues derived
directly from the operation of the auxiliary enterprises themselves. Revenues from gifts, grants, ol
endowment income restricted for auxiliary enterprises should be reported under their respective
source categories.
Sales and Services of Hospitals

This category includes revenues (net of discounts. allowances, and provision for doubtful
accounts) generated by hospitals from daily
patient, special, and other services. Revenues of
health clinics that are part of a hospital should be
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included in this category. Not included are revenues for research and other specific-purpose gifts,
grants, or endowment income restricted to the
hospital. Such funds should be included in the
appropriate revenue sources described above.

ing the reporting period as distinguished from the
amounts of restricted funds expended during the
fiscal period, which are reported as restricted fund
revenues.

Other Sources

CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS

This category should include all sources of current funds revenue not included in other classifications. Examples arc interest income and gains and

Current funds expenditures represent the costs
incurred for goods and services used in the conduct of the institution's operations. They include

losses on investments in current funds, miscellaneous rentals and sales, expired term endowments, and terminated annuity or life income
agreements, if not material.

Note: It is appropriate to subtotal all revenues described above; the subtotal excludes revenues of
independent operations.
Ttymsfers from Other Funds

Unrestricted amounts transferred from other
fund groups back to the Current Funds group arc
not revenues of the current funds. An example is
the return of quasi-endowment funds from the endowment and similar funds to unrestricted current
funds. Such amounts, should be identified separately and included in Nonmandatory Transfers
(see exrcnditure categories).
Independent Operations

This category includes all revenues of those
operations which arc independent of, or unrelated
to, but which may enhance the primary missions
of the institutioninstruction, research, and public service. Included are revenues associated with
ma;or federally funded research laboratories and
other operations not considered an integral part
of the institution's educational, auxiliary enterprise, or hospital activities. This category does not

the acquisition cost of capital assets, such as equipment and library books, to the extent current funds

are budgeted for and used by operating departments for such purposes. If the amount of ending
inventories or the cost of services benefiting subsequent fiscal periods is material (in terms of effect

on financial statements), both inventories and
deferred charges should be recorded as assets and
previously recorded expenditures appropriately
decreased. In a subsequent fiscal period these inventories and deferred charges as consumed should
be included as expenditures of that period. Significant inventories of materials arc usually present
in central stores.

A capital asset is defined as any physical resource that benefits a program for mots: than one
year. Capital expenditures therefore include funds
expended for land, improvements to land, buildings. improvements and additions to buildings,
equipment. and library books. Most institutional
accounting systems provide for recording at least
a portion of capital expenditures in the current
fund expenditures accounts of the various operating
units. Wherlmr an expenditure is to by eolisideiell

a capital expenditure is generally a matter for institutional determination, or in the case of some
public institutions,
regulation.

it

is prescribed by state

include the net profit (or loss) from operations

The general criteria for defining a capital asset

owned and managed as investments of the institution's endowment funds.

are the relative signifizance of the amount expended and the useful lite of the asset acquired.

ADDITIONS TO FUND BALANCES

The term "additions" is in contrast to revenues
and transfers. Additions are amounts received or
made available to the restricted current funds dur186

or in the cos of repairs and alterations, the extent
to which the useful life is extended. For expenditure reporting purposes, any item costing more
than a specified amount, as determilied by the
institution or appropriate governmental unit, and
having an expected useful life of more than one

;, t
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year generally should be classified as a capital
expendi ture. I

Interdepartmental transactions ordinarily should

be accounted for as an increase in current fund
expenditures of the department receiving the materials, services, or capital assets and as a decrease
in current fund expenditures of the transferring
department. Thus, total institutional expenditures
arc not inflated by the transactions. Examples arc

sales and services of service departments and
central stores and transfers of material and equipment from one department to another. Any differences between the revenue from sales and services
and the operating costs of service departments or
central stores, whether debit or err din, are treated
as Institutional Support expenditures. On the other
hand, sales and services of an auxiliary enterprise
to another department or auxiliary enterprise, or
sales of materials produced by an instructional department to another department or auxiliary enterprise, would be reported as an expenditure of the
department or auxiliary enterprise receiving the
materials or services and as revenue of the department or auxiliary enterprise selling the materials
or services.
Expenditures differ from transfers. Expenditures

arc the recognition of the expending of resources
of the Current Funds group toward the objectives
of each of the respective funds of that group.
Transfers are amounts moved between fund groups
to be used for the objectives of the recipient fund
group. There arc two types of transfers, mandatory
and nonmandatory, which are full described later
in this chapter.
Expenditures and transfers tray be classified in

a variety of way; to serve a .vr Arty of purpose;.
Some of the factors bearing on the desired classification arc:

1. The context in which appropriations, gifts,

grants, and other sources of revenue arc
made to the institution.

2. The mode best suited for preparing and executing the budget.
3.

tre form that best serves the needs for
financial rep,Tting.

4. The presentation that will improve the quality of comparative studies among institutions.
Thus, expenditures and transfers may be classified

in terms of progams, functions, organizational
units, projects, and object classes.

Classifications by program often cut across
organizational, functional, and even fund group
lines and are useful in the planning processes. The

functional classification patterneducational and
general, auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, independ-

ent operations, and their subcategoriesprovides
the greatest comparability of data among institutions. The classification by organizational units
provides data =responding to channels of intrainstitutional administrative respoasibilities. Classification by projects serves to provide data corresponding to the pattern in which gifts, grants, and
contracts are utilized by the institution. Classification by object clawthat is, according to materials

or capital assets purchased or services received,
such as personal services, staff benefits, printing
and stationery, travel, communications, food, fuel,

utilities, repairs, equipment, and library books
serves internal management needs.
Published financial reports usually classify ex-

penditures and transfers in terms of function, organizational unit, and object, in that order.
It is suggested that the following functional
classification be followed:
Educational and General
Expenditures
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Scholarships and Fellowships
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers
Auxiliary Enterprises

Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers

The Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASH) has stipulated $500 and a useful life of more than two years as the
threshold at which items must he considered capital assets. and Federal Management Circular 73.8 (formerly OMB
Circular A-"hl) defines equipment as items having an acquisition cost of $200 or more and an expected service life of one
year or more. Differert limits which are reasonable and consistently applied are acceptable

it,
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Hospitals
Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers
Independent Operations
Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers

Educational and General

instruction. This category should include expenditures for all activities that are part of an
institution's instruction program, with the exception of expenditures for remedial and tutorial instruction, which should be categorized as Student

Services. Expenditures for credit and noncredit
courses, for academic, occupational, and voca:al instruction, and for regular, special, and
extension sessions should be included.
Expenditures for departmental research and public service that are not separately budgeted should
be included in this classification. This category excludes expenditures for academic administration

when the primary assignment is administration
for example, academic deans. However, expenditures for department chairmen, in which instruction is still an important role of the administrator,
are included in this category.
Research. This category should include all expenditures for activities specifically organized to
produce research outcomes, whether commissioned
by an agency external to the institution or separately budgeted by an organizational unit within
the institution. Subject to these conditions, it includes expenditures for individual and/or project
research as well as those of institutes and research
centers. This category does not include all spans -1 al programs (training grants are an example)
nor is it necessarily limited to sponsored research,
since internally supported research programs, if

separately budgeted, might be included in this
category under the circumstances described above.

Expenditures for departmental research that are
separately budgeted specifically for research arc
included in this category.
Public Service. This category should include
fiends expended for activities that are established
primarily to provide noninstructional services
beneficial to individuals and groups external to the
I SS
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institution. These activities include community
service programs (excluding instructional activities)
and cooperative extension servers. Included in this

category are amferences, institutes, moral advisory servkes, reference bureaus, radio an televigcm, consulting, and similar noninstructional
services to particular sectors of the community.
Academic Support. This category should include
funds expended primarily to provide support services for the institution's primary missionsinstrta.-don, resmtrch, and public service. It includes (1)
the retention, preservation, and display of educational materialsfor example, libraries, museums,

and galleries; (2) the provision of services that
directly assist the academic functions of the institution, such as demonstration schools assdiated with
a department, school, or college of education; (3)
media, such as audiovisual services and technology
such ita computing support; (4) academic admin-

istration (including academic deans but not department chairmen) and personnel development
providing administrative support and management

direction to the three primary missions; and (5)
separately budgeted support for course and curriculum development. For institutions that cur-

rently charge certain of the expendituresfor
example, computing supportdirectly to the various operating units of the institution, such expenditures are not reflected in this category.
Student Services. This category should include
funds expended for offices of admissions and registrar and those activities whose primary purpose is
to contribute to the student's emotional and physical well-being and to his intellectual, cultural, and

social development outside the context of the
formal ingrucsioa pm:pm. It includes expeaditure3 for student activities, cultural events, student
newspaper, intramural athletics, student organizations, intercollegiate athletics (if the program is

operated as an integral part of the department of
physical education and not as an essentially selfsupporting activity), supplemental educational services to provide matriculated students with supplemental instruction outside of the normal academic

program (remedial instruction is an example),
counseling and career guidance (excluding informal academic counseling by the faculty), student aid administration. and student health service
(if not operated as an essentially self-supporting
activity).
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Institutional Support. This category should include expenditures Mt: ( I ) central executive-level
activities concerned with management and longrange planning of the entire institution, such as
the governing board, planning and programming,
and legal services; (2) fiscal operations, including
the investment office; (3) administrative data proc-

expected to repay the amount of the grant to the
funding source. When services are required in
exchange for financial assistance, as in the federal
College Work-Study Program, the charges should
be classified as expenditures of the department or
organizational unit to which the service is rendered. Aid to students in the form of tuition or

personnel and records; (6) logistical activities that
provide procurement, storerooms, safety, security,
printing, and transportation services to the institution; (7 ) support services to faculty and staff that
are not operated 45 auxiliary enterprises; and (8)
activities concerned with community and alumni
relations, including development and fund raising.
Appropriate allocations of institutional support
should be made to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals,

category. However, remissions of tuition or fees
granted because of faculty or staff status, or family
relationship of students to faculty or staff, should
be recorded as staff benefit expenditures in the appropriate functional expenditure category.
Mandatory Transfers. This category should include 'sanders from the Current Funds group to
other fund groups arising out of ( I ) binding legal
agreements related to the financing of educational

essing; (4) space management; (5) employee

and any other aeivities not reported under the

Educational and General heading of expenditures.
Operation and Maintenance of Plant. This cate-

gory should include all expenditures of current
operating funds for the operation and maintenance

of physical plant, in all cases net of amounts
charged to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, and independent operations. It does not include expendi-

tures made from the institutional plant fund accounts. It includes all expenditures for operations
established to provide .ervices and maintenance
related to grounds and facilities. Also included are
utilities, fire protection. property insurance, and

fee remissions also should be included in this

plant, such as amounts for debt retirement, interest, and required provisions for renewals and
replacements of plant, not financed from other
sources, and (2) grant agreements with agencies
of the federal government, donors, and other
organizations to match gifts and grants to loan and
other funds. Mandatory transfers may be required

to be made from either unrest! 4 or restricted
current funds.
Nonmandatory Transfers. This category should

include those transfers from the Current Funds

current funds, restricted or unrestricted. It also

group to other fund groups made at the discretion
of the governing board to serve a variety of objectives, such us additions to loan funds, additions
to quasi-endowment funds, general c; specific
plant additions, voluntary renewals and replaceinents of plant, and prepayments on debt principal.
It also may include the retransfer of resources back
to current funds.

should include trainee stipends, prizes, and awards,
except trainee stipends awarded to individuals who

Auxiliary Enterprises

similar items.

Scholarships and Fellowships. This category
should include expenditures for scholarships and
fellowships in the form of outright grants to students selected by the institution and financed from

are not enrolled in formal course work, which
should be charged to instruction, research, or public service as appropriate. If the institution is given
custody of the funds, but is not allowed to select

the recipient of the grantfor example, federal
Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program or
ROTC scholarshipsthe funds should be reported
in the Agency Funds group rather than in the Cur-

rent Funcls group. The recipient of an outright
grant is not reauired to perform service to the institution as consideration for the grant, nor is he

An auxiliary enterprise is an entity that exists
to furnish goods or services to students, faculty, or
staff, and that charges a fee directly related to, al-

though not necessarily equal to, the cost of the
goods or services. The distinguishing characteristic

of auxiliary enterprises is that th..y are managed
as essentially self-supporting activities. Examples
arc residence halls, food services, intercollegiate
athletics, (only if essentially self-supporting), college stores, fact.ity clubs, faculty and staff parking,
and faculty housing. Student health services, when
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operated as an auxiliary enterprise, also should be
included. The general public may be served inci-

and general expenditures to distinguish them from
transfers.

dentally by auxiliary enterprises. Hospitals, al-

Mandatory Transfers. The same criteria for

though they may serve students, faculty, or staff,
are separately classified because of their relative

identifying mandatory transfers are used as in the
case of educational and general mandatory trans-

financial significance.

fers to distinguish them from expenditures and

This category includes all expenditures and
transfers relating to the operation of auxiliary enterprises, including expenditures for operation and
maintenance of plant and for institutional support;
also included are of
and indirect costs,
whether charged directly as expe
arcs or allo-

nonmandatory transfers.
Nonniandatory Transfers. The same criteria for
identifying nonmandatory transfers are used as in
the case of educational and general nonmandatory

transfers to distinguish them from expenditures
and mandatory transfers.

cated as a proportionate share of costs of other
departments or units.
Expenditures. Expenditures of auxiliary enter-

prises are identified by using the same general
criteria as for educational and general expenditures to distinguish them from transfers.
Mandatory Transfers. This type of transfer fol-

lows the same criteria

set

identification as for

educational and general mandatory transfers to distinguish them from expenditures and nonmandatory transfers.
Nonmandatury Transfers. This type of transfer

follows the same criteria of identification as for
educational and general nonmandatory transfers
to distinguish them from expenditures and mandatory transfers.
Hospitals

This category includes all expenditures and
transfers associated with the patient care operations of the hospital. including nursing and other
professional scrvices.- gesteral services, administrative services. fiscal services. and charges for
physical plant operations and institutional support.
Also included are other direct and indirect costs,
whether charged directly as expenditures or allo-

cated as a proportionate share of costs of other

Independent Operations

This category includes expenditures and transfers of those operations which are independent of,

or unrelated to, but which may enhance the primary missions of the institution. This category
generally is limited to expenditures associated with
major federally funded research laboratories. This

category excludes expenditures associated with
property owned and managed as investments of
the institution's endowment funds.
Expenditures. The same criteria for identifying
expenditures are used as in the case of educational
and general expenditures to distinguish them from
transfers.

Mandatory Transfers. The same criteria for
identifying mandatory transfers are used as in the
case of educational and general mandatory trans-

fers to distinguish them from expenditures and
nonmandatory transfers.
Nontruindatory Transfers. The same criteria for
identifying nonmandatory transfers arc used as in
the case of educational and general nonmandatory

transfers to distingr " them from expenditures
and mandatory transfers.

departments or units. Expenditures for those activ-

DEDUC1 IONS FROM FUND BALANCES

ities which take place within the hospital, but
which are categorized more appropriately as in-

The term "deductions** is in contrast to expenditures and transfers. Deductions represent decreases
in current fund balances. such as refunds to donors

struction or research, should be excluded from this

cat.egory and accounted for in the appropriate
categories.

and grantors, and unencumbered or unexpended
funds returned or returnable to the state treasury

Expenditures. The same criteria for identifying
expenditures are used as in the case of educational

at fiscal year-end. depending on provisions of state
statutes or appropriation acts.
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Loan, Endowment,. Annuity, Life Income,
and Agency Funds
LOAN Ftnms

agencies for collection fees and to unrestricted

The purpose of this fund group is to account
for the resources available for loans to students,

funds for unremitted share of administrative costs,
as well as refunds due to donors or on refundable
loan funds.

faculty, and staff.

Loan funds arc derived from many different
sources such as:

1. Gifts of funds that are to be operated on a
revolving basis, whereby repayments of prin-

cipal and Literest may be lent to other
individual&

2. Gifts and grants which provide that, upon
repayment of principal and interest, the pro-

Interest rates on loans are determined under a
variety of conditions: the rate can be specified by
the donor of the respective gift to the loan fund, by
regulations of the institution, and by agreements
with governmental grantors of loan funds.

Interest on loans should be credited to the
specific fund balance account. The accrual basis

should be employed for determining interest

, ceeds are to be refunded to the donors or

earned: however, if such an amount is immaterial,
it may be accounted for on the cash basis.

3. Endoiiment fund income restricted to loan

Increases in fund balances of the loan funds
arise from the sources mentioned above. Assets
arising out of borrowings from the government,
private sources, or other fund groups do not increase loan fund balances. Refundable grants,
such as National Direct Student Loan grants, are
not deemed to be borrowings, but rather to be
additions to fund balances as long as the date of
repayment to the grantor is uncertain.
Decreases in fund balances of loan funds result

fund *poses.
4. Refundable grants by the U.S. government
to be matched with institutional funds for
loans to students.

5. Institutional funds transferred from current
funds to match refundable U.S. grants.
6. Unrestricted current funds designated by the
governing board to function as loan funds.
7. Income and gains from investments of loan
funds.

8. Interest earned on loans.
In view of this wide variety of fund sources and
the diverse responsibilities for their use, separate
accounts should be maintained to indicate these
various accountabilities.
The assets may consist of cash, notes receivable,
investments. accrued interest on notes receivable
and investments, and amounts due from other fund
groups.
The liabilities include amounts due to collection

from losses on investments of the loan funds, provision for poss,ole bosses on loans or loans written
off in whole or in riert, administration and collection expenditures, transfers to other fund groups,
and refunds to donors.
When loan losses are estimated, either of two
procedures may be followed. Under one alternative

the amount of the provision for loan losses is
deducted from the total of the balances of the Loan

Funds group at the close of the fiscal period and
reversed at the Iteginning of the next fiscal period.
Actual losses are charged against the specific loan
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fund balances to which the loans written off pertain.
At the end of each succeeding fiscal year, a new provision is established. Under the second alternative,

the amount of the provision for loan losses Is deducted from each specific loan fund balance to
which the doubtful loans relate. Loans written off
are charged against the appropriate allowance for
doubtful loans. Thereafter, the allowance is ad-

justed, based on the estimated colle=ibility of
loans still outstanding.
While neither loan ksses nor provisions for loan

losses on government loans presently are recognized by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, such provisions are in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles and,
if material, should be set forth in the institution's
financial statements.

For appropriate disclosure, the sources of the
funds available for loan purposes at the balance
sheet date should be identified separately in the
financial statements, such as donor- and government-restricted loan funds, including funds provided by mandatory transfers required for matching purposes, unrestricted funds designated as loan
funds, and funds returnable to the donor under
certain conditions.

The balanr sheet may identify resources available for loans to students separately from those for
faculty and staff and should identify unrestricted
fund balances that may be reverted to other purposes. In view of the variety of conditions under
which loan funds are established and managed,
supplementary schedules may be required to fulfill
particular needs.

or other external agencies have stipulated under
the terms of the gift instrument creating the fund
that the principal of the fund is not expendable
that is, it is to remain inviolate in perpetuity and
is to be invested for the purpose of producing present and future income, which may be expended or
added to principal.

Term endowment funds are like endowment
funds, except that all or part of the principal may
be utilized after a stated period of time or upon
the occutreme of a certain event.
Quasi-endowment funds (funds functioning as
endowment) are funds that the governing board

of the Institution, rather than a donor or other
external agency, has determined are to be retained
and invested. Since these funds are not required by
the donor to be retained and invested, the principal
as well as the income may be totally utilized at the
discretion of the governing board, subject tn any
donor-imposed restrictions on use.
Prevailing legal opinion in some states holds to
the trust fund theory in which the term "principal"
is construed to include not only the original value
of the fund when initially established plus subsequent enhancements by additional donations, but
also the appreciation in value of investments of the
fund.
Traditionally, educational institutions account
for yield (dividends, interest, rents, royalties, and
the like) as revenue available for institutional purposes and exclude from that category capital appreciation on investment transactions. The majority of educational institutions follow this practice
with reference to all endowment fundstrue, term,

and ijuasi. This follows the classical trust or

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS

The Endowment add Similar Funds group generally includes endowment funds, term endowment
funds, and quasi-endowment funds.
The following concepts guiding the financial accounting and reporting of endowment and similar

funds are intended to be consistent with the policies for administration of such funds as presented
in Chapter 4:1, "Admit.istmtion of Endowment
Funds, Quasi-Endowment Funds, and Other Similar Funds." So far as financial accounting and
reporting are concerned, provisions of Chapter 5:3
shall govern.

Endowment funds are those for which donors
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fidadary accounting principle.
Some legal opinions hold to the corporate law

concept, under which all gains and losses in the
value of investments are treated as income
transactions.
A substantial number of states have adopted the
model Uniform Management of Institutional
Funds Act, which permits the prudent use of appreciation in the value of investments. Under the
Act, appreciation means enhancement of the value

of investments over the historic dollar value
that is, the fair value in dollars of an endowment
fund at the time it became an endowment fund plus
each subsequent donation at the time it was made
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plus each addition of income to principal made
pursuant to the terms of the gift instrument at the
time of the addition. If the market value of the
net assets associated with the fund is below the
historic dollar value of the fund, the institution
may expend only the yield.

Many institutions have adopted "total return"
spending formulas by which they expend not only
the yield but also a prudent portion of the appreciation of the principal. Almost all of the total return
approaches call for the protection of the endowment principal from its loss of purchasing power
as a primary consideration before appropriating
gains.
Some spending approaches employ spreading
techniques to minimize the effect of extreme short-

term fluctuations in realized gains and losses,
which may occur under the timing of the completed transaction method. Others combine both
realized and unrealized gains in the spreading
technique. Many institutions have confined the ap-

propriatio,, or gains to quasi-endowment funds.

Other institutions have appropriated gains of
virtually all types of endowment and similar funds.

Some institutions restrict gains for appropriation
to only realind gains, while others consider unrealized gains as also available for appropriation.

In view of the variations in application of the
total return concept, its use does not consistently
produce results that are objectively determinable.
The concept of "principal" is often indecisive;
there is no clear redefinition of income; the exercise of prudence is subjective and not suscer.1 ale
to measurement in an accounting sense, and the
-

"spending rate:' is often related to the market value
of securities rather than to the total return actually
experienced.

Until a general practice in the application of
the total return concept evolves that produces results that are objectively determinable, institutions
should report any appreciation utilized from investments of endowment and similar funds as a
transfer. To the extent such a transfer is added to

current funds, it should be reported separately
from the traditional income from endowment and
similar funds and should not be included in total
current funds revenues.
Except for sales and purchase commissions, all
expenses of holding and managing endowment in-

vestments, except real estate, should be treated as
institutional support costs and not netted against
income; expenses may be funded from both unrestricted and restricted current funds. However,
this treatment does not preclude the allocation of
all expenses against income in evaluating the effectiveness of investment management.

When endowment funds are invested in real
estate, the income should be reported on a net
basis after allocating all costs of operating and
managing the properties.

Income from investments of endowment and
similar funds should be reported as either for:

I. Restricted purposes, credited to the respective unexpended endowment income accounts in restricted current funds or to fund
balances such as loan, endowment, or plant
funds as specified by the terms of the gift
instruments, or

2. Unrestricted purposes, credited to unrestricted current funds revenues.
Furt, er discussion of restrictions on the use of income and gains from investments of endowment
and similar funds may be found in Chapter 4:1.
Each endowment and similar fund should be accounted for separately. Each fund should have its

own cash and investments accounts, unless the
assets are pooled with the assets of other funds, in
which case the fund would hold shares in the pool.
Funds must be invested separately if required by
the terms of the gift instrument.
Assets of endowment and similar funds usually
consist of cash and investments, but also may include accounts receivable, prepaid items, deferred
charges, and amounts due from other fund groups.

Investments may include marketable and nonmarketable securities, real estate, patents, copyrights, royalties, and participations. Advances to
finance institutional plant should be disclosed sepa-

rately. Investments are valued and accounted for
as indicated in Chapter 5:1, "Fundamental Concepts of Financial Accounting and Reporting."
Liabilities of endowment funds consist of any
form of indebtedness against the assets representing investments, as well as amounts due to other
fund groups.

Additions to the balances of endowment and
similar funds are comprised of gifts and bequests
restricted to endowment, income added to prin-
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cipal as provided in the gift instrument, gains on
investments, and transfers to quasi-endowment
from other fund groups. Deduction from the fund
balances include losses on investment transaction
and withdrawals or transfers to other fund groups.
Fund-raising expenses should not be charged to
the balance of endowment and similar funds unless
they relate directly to the proceeds of a campaign

charged, the expenses
should be reported separately as deduction and
for that purpose. If so

not twtted against gift proceeds.
Upon termination, the unrestricted principal of
term endowments should be added to unrestricted

current funds revenues and clearly identified or
disclosed so that there is no inference that a new
gift has been received. If the gift instrument speci-
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ance of annuities by a nonprofit organization is
subject to the regulation of the appropriate government agency or deinnment. For exampk, the Tax

Reform Act of 1969 states the conditions under
which an annuity trust (for Internal Revenue Serv-

ice purposes) may be established and administered. In some jurisdictions, annuity investments
must be deposited or security deposits made with
a government agency. The supervising government
agency also may designate the types of investments
that may be made from these funds.
Accounting for annuity funds requires the recording of assets at cost or at fair market value at
the date of receipt. The liabilities should be stated
at the present value of the aggregate liability for an-

nuities payable, based on acceptable life expec-

fies that

the principal should be restricted to a
fund other than unrestricted current funds, such

tancy tables. There may be a fund balance or
deficit, depending on the relationship between

addition should be made directly to that group.

assets and liabilities. Investment income and gains
are credited and annuity payments and investment
losses charged against the liabilities. Periodically.
an adjustment is made between the liabilities and
the fund balances due to reeomputation of the liabilities, tubed on the revised life expectancies and
anticipated return on investments.
The assets of annuity funds include cash, securities, and other types of investments. The assets
may be pooled for investment purposes, depending

All three types of fundsendowment, term
endowment, and quasi-endowmentshould be reported in the endowment and similar funds section
of the balance sheet and the identity of the three
types should be clearly differentiated in the fund

balance section. AU three types of funds in this
group may be further subdivided according to the

manner in which the income from their investments may or must to used.
Annuity and life income funds, if insignificant
in amount, also may be included in this group. If
significant, these funds should be reported in a
separate fund group.
ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS

The Annuity and Life Income Funds group consists of two subgroupsAnnuity Funds and Life
Income Funds.
Annuity Funds

The Annuity Funds subgroup consists of funds
acquired by an institution under agreements
whereby money or other property is made available to an institution on condition that it bind itself to pay stipulated amounts periodically to the
donors or other designated individuals, which payments are to terminate a' he time specified in the
agreement.

In many jurisdictions, the "selling" or accept194

on the frequency of the adjustment of shares
owned by individual fuols, the number of funds,
and regulatory provisions (see Chapter 4: 1 ) .
The liabilities of annuity funds include indebted-

ness against any of the assets, annuity payments
currently due, amounts due to other fund groups,

and the actuarial amount of future annuities
payable.
Increases in annuity fund balances include additions of new gifts in excess of actuarial liability for
annuities payable. Decreases include transfers to

other fund groups upon termination of annuity
agreements. Additional changes in the fund balances occur when an adjustment is made between
the liabilities and fund balances, representing
changes to the revised life expectancies and anticipated return on investments.
Upon termination of an annuity agreement, the
principal of the annuity fund is transferred to the
fund group specified by the originator, or in the
absence of such restriction, to unrestricted current
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funds revenues clearly identified and disclosed, so
that no inference is drawn that a new gift has been
received.
If immaterial in amount, annuity funds may be

included in the Endowment and Similar Funds
group.
Life Income Funds

The Life Income Funds subgroup consists of
funds acquired by an institution under agreements
whereby money or other property is made avail-

Changes in fund balances consist of additions of

new gifts; income, gains, and losses on investments; and transfers to other fund groups upon
termination of the agreements.
Upon termination of agreements, the balance of
the fund is transferred to the fund group specified
by the originator or, in the absence of a restriction,
to unrestricted current funds revenues, clearly identified and disclosed, so that no inference is drawn
that a new gift has been received.

able to an institution on condition that it bind

AGENCY FUNDS

itself to pay periodically to the donors or other des-

These funds account for the resources held by
the institution as custodian or fiscal agent for individual students, faculty, staff members, and organ-

ignated individuals the income earned by the assets donated, usually for the lifetimes of the inane
beneficiaries.

In order to qualify and maintain a tax-exempt
status for pooled life income funds, compliance
with relevant provisions of federal and state law
is essential. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 clearly
established the existence of a trust relationship for
Internal Revenue Service purposes when educa-

izations. When agency assets are immaterial in
amount, the assets and liabilities may be reported
as assets and liabilities of the Current Funds group
and need not be accounted for in a separate fund
group.
The assets include cash, receivables, temporary

investments, and amounts due from other fund

tional institutions are trustees of life income funds.
The Internal Revenue Code and attendant regula-

groups.
The liabilities

tions provide for three variations of the life income unitrust"straight," "net income," and "net
plus makeup" (see Chapter 4:1).

amounts due to other fund groups, and the balances owing to individuals and organizations for

Life income funds usually are accounted for as

a separate subgroup but are combined with
annuity funds for reporting purposes. The transactions of life income funds should be reported sepa-

rately and not as current funds revenues or experiditures. A separate set of accounts must be
maintained for each life income fund.

include

accounts

payable,

which the institution is acting as fiscal agent, custodian, or depository. There are no fund balances
in this fund group analogous to those of other fund
groups. Separate accounts should be maintained
for the transactions in the net deposit liability balance of each account with an organization or individual in this fund group.

The earnings on investments of these funds

The assets of life income funds include cash,
securities, and other types of investments. Assets
of life income funds may be invested separately,
pooled with assets of other life income funds, or
pooled with assets of endowment and similar funds
(unless the endowment pool is invested and administered on a total return basis), as long as detailed records are maintained that specifically iden-

Fhould be czeditcd tr the net liability balances of
the respective agency funds.
The balance sheet showing assets and liabilities
by major type, including the liability for deposits
in custody for others, is the only basic financial
statement prepared for the financial reporting of

tify the life income portion of the pool and the

are liabilities, not fund balances, a statement of
changes in fund balances is not prepared for this

income earned for and attributable to that portion
(see Chapter 4:1).
The liabilities of life income funds consist of

indebtedness against the assets, the life income
payments currently due, and amounts due to other
fund groups for advances to income beneficiaries.

agency funds to the public and the governing
board. Since the net balances in each agency fund
fund group.
Accountability for agency funds usually requires
the submission of periodic reports of transactions

and balances to the individuals or organizations
owning the assets.
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OTHER FUND GROUPS

The accounting and reporting for other fund
groups administered by the institution, such as
pension funds, are comparable with procedures for
endowment and/or agency hires, and in some
instances with time of commercial pension funds.
FUNDS HELD iN Tausr BY OTHERS

Funds held in trust by others are resources

neither hi the possession of nor under the nuumrmerit of the institution, but held and administered
by an external fiscal agent. They preferably should
not be included in the balance sheet with other
funds administered by the institution, but should
be disclosed parenthetically in the Endowment and
Similar Funds group in the balance sheet or in the
notes to the financial statements. However, if the
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institution has le ally enforceable rights or claims,
including thclie as to income such funds may be
reported as assets, properly described in the financial statements. The value of such funds should
be supported by annual trust reports available to
the institutica
If the funds were established under irrevocable
trusts with no discretionary powers resting with
the trustees as to the distribution of income, the
income should be included either as endowment
income, with a notation of the amount, or should
be separately stated. If the funds were established

under revocable trusts, or if the trustees have
discretion as to the amounts to be distributed to
the benef ciaries. the discretionary amounts of income are tantamount to gifts and should be so reported with disclosure of the amounts.
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Plant Funds
pHE PLANT FUNDS group is used to account for
1( 1 ) unexpended plant funds to be used for the

stricted sources and uses should be maintained in

acquisition of long-lived assets for institutional
purposes, (2) funds set aside for the renewal and
replacement of institutional properties, (3) funds
set aside for debt service charges and retirement
of indebtedness on institutional plant, and (4) the
cost (or fair value at time of donation) of longlived assets (other than those of endowment and

limitations on the use of funds and the appropriate
disposition of any excess funds. For example, funds

similar funds) and the sources from which the cost
is funded, including associated liabilities.
Four self-balancing subgroups are provided for
the Plant Funds group: Unexpended Plant Funds,
Funds for Renewals and Replacements, Funds for

Retirement of Indebtedness, and Investment in
Plant.
There are the following general sources of assets

of the Unexpended Plant Funds, the Funds for
Renewals and Replacements, and the Funds for
Retirement of Indebtedness:
1. Funds from external agencies.
2. Student fees and assessments for debt service
or other plant purposes, which create an obli-

gation equivalent to an externally imposed
restriction and which are not subject to the
discretionary right of the governing board to
use for other purposes.

3. Transfers, both mandatory and nonmandatory, from other fund groups.

4. Borrowings from external sources for plant
purposes.

5. Borrowings by advances from other flux!
fireuPs
6. Income and net gains from investments in
the unrestricted and restricted elements of
each of the subgroups.

The distinction between unrestricted and re-

the accounting records in ordez to disclose the
derived from transfers from unrestricted current
funds at the discretion of the governing board may

be retransferred in whole or in part from plant
funds prior to commkment.
When funds are restricted by donors and other
outside individuals and agencies for plant purposes,

such funds should be credited directly to the respective fund subgroup and not passed through
the Current Funds group.
Transfers from other fund groups to plant funds
for the acquisition of properties, for renewals and
replacements, and for debt service should be represented by appropriate amounts of cash and other
liquid assets. Transfers from plant funds to other
fund groups also should be represented by the appropriate transfer of liquid assets.
Us. EXPENDED PLANT FUNDS

The purpose of this subgroup is to account for
the unexpended resources derived from various
sources to finance the acquisition of long-lived
plant assets and the associated liabilities. This subgroup also may include construction in progress, if

not accounted for in the Investment in Plant
subgroup.

Assets of this subgroup may consist of cash,

investments, accounts receivable, =nuns due
from other fund groups, and construction in progress. Liabilities may consist of accounts, bonds,

notes, mortgages, and leaseholds payable and
amounts due to other fund groups.

The fund balances represent amounts unexpended at the reporting date. The sources of additions to fund balances are the same as the sources
of assets (see above) except borrowings. Deduc-
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Lions from fund balances include expenditures for

transferred for the purposes of this subgroup and

plant purposes, losses on investments of unex-

those restricted for these purposes by external
parties. Separate accounts for each fund within

pended plant funds, return of unrestricted balances
to unrestricted current funds, and other appropriate charges such as fund-raising expenses related
to a building fund campaign.
Encumbrances outstanding at the reporting date

should be reported either as allocations of fund
balances or by footnote to the balance sheet.
Separate project accounts should be maintaimd
for each major item. Within each project account
the sources of funds should be distinguished between restricted and unrestricted.
As funds are expended for construction, a control account for construction in progress should be
maintained. All capital expenditures, together with

related liabilities and fund balances, should be
transferred to the Investment in Plant subgroup at
each reporting date. Alternatively, the accounting
for construction in progress may be maintained in
the Unexpended Plant Funds until completion of
the project.
Any noncapitalized project costs should be written off against the fund balance of Unexpended
Plant Funds. The related liabilities, if any, should
be transferred to the Investment in Plant subgroup.
This will have the effect of reducing the fund balances of both the former and latter subgroups by
the amount of the transferred liabilities.
FUNDS FOR RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS

The resources of this subgroup provide for the
renewal and replacement of plant fund assets as
distinguished from additions and improvements
to plant. In some instances, there is a fine line of
distinction between a renewal or replacement and
an improvement. Some portion of renewals and
replacements may be capitalized as additions to
plant.

Assets of this subgroup may include cash, investments, deposits with others, amounts due from

each project often are maintained to assist in establishing this distinctice.
Additions to fund balances are those genera, v
included in the listing of sources of assets above,
other than borrowings. Deductions from fund balances consist of expenditures for renewals and re-

placements, transfers of unrestricted resources
back to unrestricted current funds, and losses on
sales of investments held by the subgroup.
Encumbrances outstanding at the reporting date
should be reported either as allocations of the fund

balances or by footnote to the balance sheet.
If it is determined that certain expenditures in
this subgroup should be capitalized, the costs and
associated liabilities and fund balances, if any, are
transferred to the Investment in Plant subgroup as
in the case of transfers of capitalized assets from
the Unexpended Plant Funds to the Investment in
Plant subgroup.
FUNDS FOR RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS

The purpose of this subgroup is to account
for the accumulation of resources for interest and
principal payments and other debt service charges,
including contributions for sinking funds, relating
to plant fund indebtedness.
Fund sources that restrict their use to the ob-

jectives of this subgroup should be recorded as
direct additions to the fund balances of this subgroup and not as revenues of the Current Funds
group or additions to fund balances of other fund
groups.

Assets of this subgroup may include cash, investments, deposits with others, accounts and notes

receivable, and amounts due from other fund
groups. Liabilities may consist of accruals and ac-

counts payable for trustees' fees and other debt
service charges, as well as amounts due to other

other fund groups, and construction in progress.
Liabilities may consist of accrued liabilities; accounts, notes, and bonds payable; and amounts

fund groups.

due to other fund groups.

are varying degrees of restriction on the use of
funds in this subgroup, separate accounts should
be maintained for each debt to delineate those

Fund balances represent the unexpended resources of this subgroup, and should be maintained
to distinguish between unexpended resources origi-

nating from board-designated unrestricted funds

Fund balances represent the net resources held
to serve the objectives of this subgroup. Since there

balances originating from board-designated transfers and those restricted by legal provisions and
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other agreements with donors and other outside
agencies.

Additions to the fund balances are those generally included in the listing of the sources of assets
above, other than borrowings. Deductions include
expenditures for principal and interest, trustees'
fees and expenses, and losses on investments of
funds in this subgroup. Transfers of cash or other
liquid assets to sinking fund trustees, as required
by bond indentures, arc transfers between asset
accou-,. and do not reduce fund balances.
Exp,...ditures that educe debt principal represent the further investment of institutional resources in the net investment in plant. Accordingly,
the appropriate indebtedness in the Investment in
Plant subgroup is decreased and the net investment
in plant (the fund balance) is increased.
INVESTMENT IN PLANT

Except for long-lived assets held as investments
in endowment and similar funds and their associated liabilities, the Investment in Plant subgroup
includes all long-lived assets in the service of the
institution and all construction in progress (unless
carried in the Unexpended Plant Funds and Funds
for Renewals and Replacements subgroups until

completion of the project). as well as all associated liabilities.

The sources of assets of this subgroup include:
I. The capitalized completion costs of projects
transferred from the Unexpended Plant
Funds and Funds for Renewals and Replacements subgroups.

2. Capitalized costs of construction in progress
transferred from the Unexpended Plant
Funds and the Funds for Renewals and Replacements subgroups at the reporting date.
unless held in those subgroups until completion of the project.

3. Donations (at fair market value on date of
gift) of plant assets.
4. The cost of long-lived assets financed by expenditures of current and other funds, except
endowment and similar funds.
Depreciation allowances on long-lived assets
may be reponed in the balance sheet and provision

for depreciation in the statement of changes in
fund balances in the Investment in Plant subgroup.

The assets may consist of land, buildings, im-

provements other than buildings, equipment, and
library books. In cases where the institution has

elected to record depreciation as described in
Chapter 5:1, the applicable reduction in value
would be disclosed here. Liabilities may consist of
accounts, bonds, notes, mortgages, and leaseholds
payable and amounts due to other fund groups if

associated with the acquisition, renewal, or replacement of plant assets.
The net investment in plant is the fund balance

representing the excess of the carrying value of
assets over liabilities. Net investment in plant is
increased through the acquisition of plant assets
less associated liabilities, as well as through liquidation of indebtedness incurred for plant purposes.

Net investment in plant is decreased through
disposal of assets and through depreciation, if depreciation is recorded as discussed above. When
plant assets arc sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of, the carrying value is removed from the
asset accounts and the net investment is reduced

accordingly. Upon sale of plant assets, the proceeds may be used to reduce the outstanding associated liabilities and the remainder may be added
to unexpended plant funds. The appropriate dis-

position of proceeds depends on the sources of
funds for the original acquisition of the assets, the
laws and administrative regulations of the respec-

tive states, and/or the terms of agreemets with
donors or grantors.
Consideration may be given to subdividing the
fund balance to indicate fund sources such as appropriations, gifts, student fees, and federal, state,
and local grants.
FINANCIAL REPORTS OF PLANT FUNDS

Some institutions prepare sectional balance
sheets and statements of chances in fund balances
for each of the four subgroups of the Plant Funds
group; some combine the assets and liabilities of
the four subgroups for reporting purposes; others
combine the assets and liabilities of three of the
subgroups (Unexpended Plant Funds, Funds for
Renewals and Replacements, and Funds for Retirement of Indebtedness) and list the Investment
in Plant subgroup separately. Any combination of
the assets and liabilities of the four subgroups is
acceptable as long as separate fund balances are
reported for each subgroup.
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Financial Reports
A MAJOR OBJECTIVE of financial reports of col-

leges and universities is to provide information useful for evaluating the management of
resources in attaining the institution's goals. In ful-

fillment of this and other objectives, financial
reporting for colleges and universities generally
should include three basic financial statements.
These are:
I. Balance sheet.
2. Statement of changes in fund balances.
3. Statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes.

The balance sheet is a statement of financial
position or status of funds resources as of a given
reporting date. A balance sheet should be presented
that includes all of the appropriate fund groups. It
may be prepared with fund groups arranged se-

presented in columnar form, columns should not be
cross-footed unless care is taken to avoid the mis-

labeling of cross-footed totals and duplication of
gross changes.
When significant resources or expenditures such
as financing activities and investments in plant are

not included in the statement of changes in fund
balances, such activities may be disclosed sepa-

rately in a note or elsewhere in the financial
statements.

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes is unique to the
current funds, It shows the details of current funds
revenues by source, expenditures by function, and

all other changes in current funds. A columnar
statement of current funds revenues, expenditures,

The statement of changes in fund balances is

and other changes should be used to distinguish
between unrestricted and restricted current funds
revenues and expenditures. In this statement an
amount equal to the restricted fund expenditures
is reported as restricted revenues.
The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes presents required,
detailed financial information that may not ordinarily be presented in the current funds section of
the statement of changes in fund balances. The
net increases or decreases in both restricted and
unrestricted funds in the former statement should
be the same as reported for the net changes in the
balances of the unrestricted and restricted funds
in the statement of changes in fund balances.
The reporting objectives of this statement may

essentially a statement of changes in financial position between reporting dates, and is presented for

be met in other ways. One technique is to dispense
with the statement of current funds revenues, ex-

quentially in vertical order (as illustrated in the

chapter "Illustrative ExhiEts") or it may be
presented in columnar form with a column for each

NW group.
If the columnar form is used, amounts in the
various fund groups should not be cross-footed in
a total column unless all necessary disclosures are
made, including interfund borrowings. The balances of any fund subgroups necessary for fair pre.7mtation, particularly those subgroups segregating
domr-restricted from board-designated resources,

should he reported either in the balance sheet or
in the statement of changes in fund balances.

all fund groups except agenry funds, which have
no fund balances. This statement may be presented

either in columnar form (as illustrated) or in
individual statements for each of the fund groups.
If the statement of changes in fund balances is

penditures, and other changes and report the detailed, classified information in the statement of
changes in fund balances. Another technique is
to dispense with the statement of current funds
revenues, expenditures, and other changes, sub-
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stitute a statement of current funds expenditures
by function, and include the tktailed sources of
revenues as additions to current fund balances in
the statement of changes in fund balances.
In following these reporting techniques, it
should be pointed out that revenues arising from
the use of restricted funds are not ordinarily the
equivalent of restricted current fund additions,
since only the amounts equal to restricted fund
expeaditures are reported as restricted fund revenues. Therefore, the amounts earned through the
expenditures of such funds should be disclosed in
the basic statements or in notes thereto. It is also
necessary to report the total of unrestricted and
restricted current funds expended for each of the

functional categories so that the total level of
financial activity
disclosed.

for each such

category is

For more complete disclosure, institutions may
wish to explore variations in format and presentation. For example, institutions wishing to report
separately unrestricted gifts, auxiliary enterprises.
hospitals, and special activities may use additional

columns or provide separate fund subgroups to
the three statements. In all cases the statements
should clearly indicate the unrestricted net ire of
such funds and the related changes for the period.
In addition. a total column for all unrestrie ed current funds resources, fund balances, and current
funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes
for the period should be included in the appropriate statements.
Reporting requirements singularly relevant to
the balance sheet and the statement of changes in
fund balances of the loan, endowment, annuity,
life income, agency, and plant funds may lx found
in the appropriate preceding chapters.
REPORTING RESULTS OF CHANGES
IN ACCOUNTING METHOD

Adjustments resulting from a change in ,accounting method to comply with the recommendations of

this manual should be treated as adjustments of
prior periods, and financial statements for affected
prior periods should be appropriately restated.

A subsequent change in accounting method
ordinarily is reported as follows:
1. Financial statements of prior periods should
be presented as they were originally.
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2. The effect of the change on the reporting of
current and prior periods should be disclosed
in the financial statements or in the notes
thereto.

3. The cumulative effect of the change should
be disclosed in the statement of changes in
fund balances.
NOTES to FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

To achieve the objectives of adequate disclosure,

the basic financial statements should be accompanied by ( I ) explanatory notes on significant
matters not adequately disclosed in the financial
statements and (2) a commentary on the accounting policies adopted an-I followed by the institution. as well as the effeef

al.y changes in account-

ing method to the extelo not disclosed in the
financial statements. (Sec 'ammary of Significant
Accounting Policies" in the chapter -Illustrative
Exhibits.")
SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES

consideration should be given tc the desirability
of providing supplementary schedules to the basic
financial statements, which might be useful to vari-

ous groups interested in the management of an
institution. Some of these might be:
I. Schedule of current funds expenditures and
mandatory transfers and resources utilized.
(This schedule would be especially useful to
institutions employing the total return concept or managing unrestricted gifts as separate resources.)
2. Schedule of current funds revenues.
3. Schedule of current funds expenditures.
4. Summary of gifts receivedby source and
purpose.
5. Summary of investments.
6. Summary of property, plant, and equipment.
7. Schedule of long-term debt.
8. Details of balances of each fund and
changes therein during the period.
9. Schedule of operations of auxiliary
enterprises.
10. Schedule of operations of hospitals.
11. Schedule of operations of independent
operations.
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SUPPLENIEN FAKY MATERIAL

In addition, the basic financial statements may
be accompanied by interpretive material such as:
I A more complete statcment of the principles
and objectives o;" fund accounting and the
relationships among fund groups.
2. An explanation of accrual accounting and its
objectives; its application to the various fund
groups.
3. Definitions of commonly used t:rms such as
expenditures, expenses, mandatory transfers,
nonmandatory transfers, other changes, encumbrances, and allocations.
4. An interpretation of the financial statements,
schedules, and exhibits, referenced to charts,
graphs, and other illustrative material. This
interpretive material may include nonfinancial data associated with financial information to show trends in relationships such as:
a. Educational and general expenditures per
full-time-equivalent student.

b. Expenditures for operition and maintenance of plant per square foot of floor
space.

c. Average full-time faculty compensation,
including staff benefits, by ranks within
colleges or other major academic
divisions.

d. Direct educational and general expenditures for instruction per semester or quarter hour by colleges and other academic
divisions.
ANNUAL REPORT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION

Colleges and universities, whether publicly or
privately controlled, depend on public understanding and support; consequently it is desirable for an

institution to publish an annual financial report.
The extent of distribution should be sufficient to
insure that representatives of the public and members of groups responsible for the institution's support are adequately informed of its financial affairs.

The financial report should present fairly the
essentials of the institution's financial activities for
the period covered and its financial position at the

close of the period. Although excessive detail
should be avoided, the goal should be the dis-

closure of resources and their utilization to inform
those users of the financial statements who rely on
them as their principal source of financial information about the institution's activities. The financial

information relating to separately incorporated
units for which the reporting institution is fiscally
responsible, such as university presses, intercollegiate athletics, and research foundations, should
be ( 1 ) included in separate statements, accompanied by and cross-referenced to the basic institu-

tional statements, (2) disclosed by footnotes, or
(3) included in the financial statements of the
institution.
The auditor's opinion should be included in the

published annual financial report. If it becomes
necessary to issue a report without an auditor's
opinion, a complete explanation should be included
ig the report.
ANNUAL REPORTS FOR INTERNAL USE

A report more detailed than the annual report
for public distribution should be prepared in permanent form for use by academic and financial
administrative officers, for whom it can constitute

a valuable reference. In this report the financial
information should be arranged by major academic, administrative, and other operating divisions and should provide details to support the
figures in the exhibits of the financial report for
public di.tribution. A table of contents and an
index are useful adjuncts.
In addition to the annual published report and
the detailed internal report, other supporting
schedules should be prepared for those responsible

for carrying out specific functions, such as the
director of auxiliary enterprises, director of a
fund-raising program, superviser of construction
projects, investment manager, and directors of research programs and activities.
INTERIM REPORTS FOR INTERNAL USE

The form, frequency, distribution, and content
of reports for internal use vary among colleges and

universities according to size and complexity.
Every institution will find it useful to prepare a
report each month comparing current funds revenues. expenditures, and encumbrances with budgeted amounts.

.
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Other reports for management and the governing board should be prepared at rep tar intervals.
Examples of these are reports concerning restricted

current fends, research projects, gifts received,
construction projects, inventories, and cash flow.
Reports frequently are prepared io show trends
in financial operations by means of historical data
combined with projections. Such reports are especially valuable when important changes in operations are being considered.
Reports on special projects or areas of administration should be prepared as needed. Such reports
may ( 1 ) evaluate the impact of fund sources on
the institution's activities and vice versa, (2) compare revenues from tuition and fees paid by students residing within the state with those paid by

out-of-state students, (3) analyze procurement
and contracting procedures to ascertain whether
sufficient safeguards are maintained, and (4) propose the indirect cost rates for sponsored programs.
Reports, usually monthly, on transactions in in-

vestments of all endowment funds should be prepared and transmitted to the manager of the investment portfolio, to the investment committee of the

governing board, and to other committees and
administrative officers of the institution. Discus-

sion of the measurement of investment results

may be found in Chapter 4:2, "Investment
Management."

Operating reports should be prepared at least
monthly for each auxiliary enterprise, hospital, and

independent operation. Reports for some activities, such as food services and the college store,
may be required at more frequent intervals.
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Balance sheets shoukl be prepared periodically

for current funds at leastshowing current-date
balances compared with the same date a year
earlier. These statements are important to facilitate
the required surveillance over receivables, unbilled
charges, deferred charges, inventories, payables,

and deferred credits. Daily reports of cash balances as well as cash receipts and disbursements
are necessary to the proper exercise of treasury
responsibilities.

The chief business officer should provide those
internal reports that are needed and most effective,
should be alert to the needs of the governing board,
its committees, and the administrative officers, and
furnish them with reports that will contribute to
effective management. He should use every opportunity to educate the governing board and administrators concerning the content and meaning of all

financial reports o that the reports will be most
useful. Any internal reports that do not facilitate
planning, operating, controlling, or evaluating
should be discontinued.
INTEGRATION OF REPORTS
WITH THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE

There is continuAl need in the division of business affairs to examine different operations and
activities. In order for financial reports to serve

their purposes most effectively, they must be
planned and scheduled as a regular part of accounting activities, rather than result from frequent
emergency requests. The division must be staffed

adequately to prepare the needed interim reports
and the annual report.
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Chart of Accounts
A SYSTEMATIC CLASSIFICATION of accounts is
ti an essential part of an accounting system. The
accounts should be developed to be compatible
with the organizational structure of the institution,
and their form and content should be arranged in
agreement with the financial reports to be
presented.

The arrangement should be formalized in a
chart of accounts, and for ease of identification and

reference, each account should be assigned an
appropriate code number or symbol. Classification
should be according to the funds and fund groups

of the institution, as described in the preceding
chapters of Part 5. Within each fund group, the
accounts should be listed according to assets, liabilities, and fund balance accounts.
The illustrative chart of accounts for a college
or university presented below shows those accounts

usually found in the general ledger or carried in
subsidiary ledgers with appropriate control accounts in the general ledger. This chart is presented
as a guide for institutions in developing their own
detailed charts of accounts and to help them set up
their accounts in conformity with the principles of
accounting and reporting presented in the preced-

ing chapters of Part 5. The system of accounts
may be expanded. contracted. or modified to meet
the needs of the individual institution and to con-

form to its organizational structure, but in any case
it should incorporate the basic elements common
to all educational institutions.
In designing or revising a chart of accounts, the
code numbers or symbols assigned to the accounts

should progress in a logical order. Because each
fund and fund group is carried in the accounting
records as a separately balanced group, the accounts in any given group should be assigned a
code number that, perhaps by a prefix, identifies
that fund groupfor example, all accounts related
to current funds should be identifiable as su-h; all
accounts for plant funds should be identifiable as
such. Similarly, within the fund groups, consistent
code numbers should identify subgroups, assets,

liabilities, and fund balances. For revenue accounts, code numbers or symbols a n be used to
For expenditure accounts, code
identify some
numbers or symbols can be used to identify functions, organizational units, projects, programs, and
objects of expenditares. The individual fund identity should be an integral part of the fund balance,
revenue. and expenditure account codes.
In developing a chart of accounts, it is important
to exercise economy in the use of digits and characters for code numbers. to plan a logical arrangement for the chart, and to make ample provision
for future expansion of account numbers.
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General Ledger Accounts
Cuffent FundsUnrestrieted
Asset Accounts

Cash
Petty Cash
Investments
Accounts Receivabledetailed us in erred. for example:
Sudents
Hospital Patients
Ciovernmental
Unhilled Charges
Notes Receivabl ---detailed as needed

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes credit balance account associated
with each type of receivable
trventoriesdetailed as needed. fur example:
College Store
Dining Halls
Central Stores
Plant Operation and Maintenance Supply Store

Prepaid hems and Deferred Chargesdetailed as needed
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses--detailed as needed
Deferred Credits
Deposits
Due to Other Fund Groups

Fund Balancers AllOcateddennied as needed. for example:
Auxiliary Enterprises
Reserve for Encumbrances
Reserve for Computer Use Sun zy
Reserve for Faculty Self-imprcrement Program
Fund Balances Unallocated
Operating Accounts. 1 he ',Wowing control accounts in the general ledger for actual
revenues. expenditures, and other changes are supported in detail by Current Funds
Revenues and Current Funds Expenditures and Other Changes accounts in subsidiary
ledgers. If desired, several control accounts may he provided in lieu of single control
accounts:
Revenues Controlcredit account
Expenditures and Other Changes Controldebit account
When budgetary accounts are carried in the general ledger, the following control
accounts would appear in the chart of accounts. They are supported in detail by

Current Funds Revenues and Current Funds Expenditures and Other Changes
accounts in subsidiary ledgers:
Estimated Revenues or Unrealized Revenues
Expenditures and Other Changes Allocations or Budget Allocations for Expenditures and Other Changes
Unallocated Budget Balance or Unassigned Budget Balance

Current FundsRestricted
thew accounts are to Inc med if the asters and liabilities of such funds are separated from

those of Unrestricted Cult Funds.
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AIM Accounts
Cash
Investments

Accounts Receivabledetailed as needed. for esample:
Governmental
Other
Unbilled Charges
Allowance for Doubtful Accountscredit balance
Due from Other Fund Groups

account

WM* and Fund Dame Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups

Fund BalancesAllocateddetaited us needed, fur example:
Reserve for Encumbrances
Auxiliary Enterprises

Fund BalancesUnallocated
Both of the fund balance accounts may he control accounts supported by separate
subsidiary ledger accounts for each restricted current fund and for each type of
fund balance. Additional control accounts may be provided as required or desired.
Operating Accounts. Expenditures of restricted current funds may he recorded in the
operating accounts of unrestricted current funds, in which case transfers of restricted
current funds to current funds revenues accounts would be made to finance such
expenditures. When this ix not done, operating accounts for each current restrkted
fund must provide for proper classification of expenditures by object, as well as
providing for appropriate categorization of sources of additions, deductions other
than expenditures, and transfers to and from other funds.

Loan Funds
Asset Accounts

Cash
Investments
Notes Receivable from Students, Faculty, and Staff
Allowance for Doubtful Loans -- credit balance account
LlabRity and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable to Collection Agencies
Due to Other Fund Ciroups
Refunds Payable on Refundable Government Grants
Fund BalancesThis may be a control account supported by separate subsidiary
ledger accounts for each fund. .4eparate accounts should he carried to Identify the

sources of funds mailable for loans. such as donor- and government-restrkted
loan funds. including funds provided by mandatory transfers required for matching
purposes. unrestricted funds designated as loan funds. and funds returnable to the
donor under certain eondithms. Accounts to identify allocations of fund balances
should he provided. Accounts may be maintained to identify resources available
for loans to students separately from those for faculty and staff.

Endowment and Similar Funds
Asset Accounts

Cash
Accounts Receivable
News Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes -- credit balance account
Prepaid Items
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Investments-- detailed as needed. for example:

Bonds
Allowance for Unamonized Bond Premiums
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Discounts
Preferred Stocks
Common Stocks

Mortgage Notts
Real Estate
Allowance for Depreciationcredit balance account
Due from Other Fund Groups
Lids Ely and Fund Balance Accounts
The fund balance accounts should be classified as to Endowment. Term Endowment,

and Quasi-Endowment Funds, even though the investments of the funds may be
nwrged in one as. snore investment pools.

Pavia, lesdetailed as needed, for excunpk:

Mortgages Payable
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable
Collateral Due on Securities Loaned
Due to Other Fund Ciroups
Balances of Endowment Funds
Balances of Term Endowment Funds

Balances of Quasi-Endowment FundsUnrestricted
Balances of Quasi-Endowment FundsResuicted
In order to diflerentiate between the balances of funds for which the Imam is
unrestricted and those for which the income is restricted, the following accounts may
be employed:

Balances of Endowment FundsUnrestricted
Balances of Endowment FundsRest: icteddetailed as needed, for example:
Professorships
Instructional Departments
Scholarships
Library
Loan Funds
Nate. The balances of term endowment funds also may he identified in this manner.
Undistributed Gains and Lows on Investment Transactions--Separate accounts
should he established for each investment pool.
Undistributed Share Adjustments --- Separate accounts should he established for each
investment pool.
Annuity and Life Income Fends

If the funds in this section are pooled for investment purposes. accounts for the assets
may he classified as shown bylaw jar each investment pool. 11 any funds are separately
invested. accounts slunsid be set up for the investment of such funds.

Asset Accounts

Cash
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notescredit balance account
Investmentsdetailed as needed. for example:
Bonds

Allowance for Unamortized Bond Premiums
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Discounts
Preferred Stocks
Common Stocks
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Mortgage Notes
Real Estate

Alkmance for Dtprvciationeredit balance account

Due from Other Fund Groups
Liabilie' and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Annuity Payments Currently Due
Annuities Payable
Life Income Payments Currently Due
Due to Other Funds for Advances on Annuity Payments
Due to Other Funds for Advances to Income Beneficiaries

Undistributed IncomeAnnuity Funds
Undistributed IncomeLife Income Funds
Balances of Annuity Funds
Balances of Life Income Funds
Thew may be -wird accounts supported by subsidiary ledger accounts fo. each
.

fund. Within the two categories the accounts may be listed alphabetically by
name. or they may be classified in any other manner at the discretion of the
institution.

Undistributed Gains and Losses on Investment TransactionsSeparate accounts
should be established for each investment pod.
Undistributed Share AdjustmentsSeparate accounts should be established for each
investment pod.
Income. Expenditure. and Transfer Accounts
Income from Investments--eredit account. detailed by each agreement
Expenditures and Transfersdebit account, detailed by each agreement
Plant Funds---Unexpended
Asset Accounts
Cash
Investments

Receivahlesdetaikd as needed
Allowance for Doubtful Accountscredit balance account
Due from Other Fund Ciroups

Construction in Progress alternatively can be shown in Investment in Plant sub-

group of Plant Funds
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Notes Posit,
Bonds Payable
Mortgages Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balanets-11th may he a control account supported by subsidiary
areountc which should difierentiate betsown unrestricted and restricted funds.

Plant FundsTends for Renewals and Replacements
Thew accounts should he used if the assets of such funds are separated from the assess of
other subgroups of Plant Funds.
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable

Allowance for Doubtful Accountscredit balance account

Investments

Dertxit% %Rh Truoccs
Due from Other Fund Groups
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Liability and Fund Balance Accosts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund BalancesThis ntay he a control account supported b subsidiary ledger
accounts which .shuld differentiate between unrestricted and restricted funds.

Plant FundsFunds for Retirement of Indebtedness
These accounts should be used if the assets of such funds are separated train the assets of
other subgroups of Plant Funds.

Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts and Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accountscredit balance account
Investments
Deposits with Trustees
Due from Other Fund Groups
LiabBIty and Fund &dance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund BalancesThis may be a control account supported by subsidiary ledger
accounts which should differentiate between unrestricted and restricted funds.

Plant FundsInvestmint in Plant
Asset Accounts
Land
Buildings
Allowance for Depreciation--credit balance account
Improvements Other than Buildings

Allowance for Depreciationcredit bahnice account
Equipment

Allowance for Depreciationcredit balance account
Library Books
Art Museums and Collections
Construction in Progress--alternatively can be shown in the Unexpended Plant
Funds subgroup of Plant Funds

Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Bonds Payable
Mortgages Payable
Leaseholds Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Net Investment in Plantdetailed as needed

Agency Funds
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes -- credit balance account
Investments
Due from Other Fund Groups
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LlabIUty Accounts

Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups

Deposit LiabilitiesAccounts for each agency fund should be carried either in the
general ledger or in subsidiary ledgers.

Current Funds Revenues Accounts
(Separate Restricted and Unrestricted Accounts)

Tuition and Feesdetailed as needed
Federal Appropriations
State Appropriations

Local Appropriations
Federal Grants and Contracts
State Grants and Contracts
Local Grants and Contracts

Private Gifts, Grant, and Contractsdetailed as needed
Endowment Imo detailed as needed, for example:
Income from Funds Held by Others Under Irrevocable Trusts

Sales and Services of Educational Activities

detailed as needed, for example:

Film Rentals
Testing Services
Home Economics Cafeteria
Demonstration Schools
Dairy Creameries
Food Technology Divisions

Sales mad Services of Auxiliary Enterprises--detaikd as needed. for example:
Residence Halls
Faculty Housing
Food Services
College Union
Additional revenue accounts may he established for sources of sales, types of products
and services, and cash and interdepartmental .sales.

Sales and Services of Hospita h.derailed as needed, for example:
Daily Patient Services
Nursing Services
Other Professional Services
Health Clinics if an integral part of the hospital

Other Sonreesdeta;kd as needed
Independent Operationsdetaiied as needed by organizational units
ti 41 I,:
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Current Funds Expenditures and Transfers Accounts
Current funds expenditures accounts should
bear identifying codes and symbols that will iden-

tify functions, such as Instruction, Institutional
Support, and Scholarships and Fellowships; identify organizational units, such as Department of
Physics, Controller's Office. and Registrar's Office,
and identify the object of expenditures, such cis
Personnel Compensation, Supplies and Expenses,
and Capital Expenditures. If desired, interdepart-

mental purchases, as contrasted with purchases
from external sources, also may be identified by
code or symbol. The object coding and symbols
should be designed to provide for common usage
of the objects throughout the entire chart of accounts. although, of course, there will be individual
object codings that will be used only for particular
functional categories.

Edncadonad and General

halation
Ac. (mints by divisions. schools. colleges. and departments of instruction following
the administrative organization of the institution. The four functional subcategories
are:
General academic instruction
Occupational and vocational instruction
Special session instruction
Community education
Research

Accounts by individual projects. classified by organizational units. The two functional subcategories are:
Institutes and research centers
Individual or project research
Public Service

Accounts by activities. classified by type of activity, such as:
Community Service
Conferences and Institutes
Cooperative Extension Service
Public Lectures
Radio
Television
Academic Support

Accounts by activities, classified by type of activity, such as:
Academic Administration and Personnel Development
Audiovisual Services
Computing Support (excluding administrative data processing). unless distributed
to using activities
Course and Curriculum Development
Demonstration Schools
Libraries
Museums and Galleries
Student Services

Accounts by activities. classified by type of activity. such as:
Admissions Office

Counseling and Career Guidance
Cultural Events
Dean of Students
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Financial Aid Administration
Health and Infirmary Services if not an integral part of a hospital nor operated as
an essentially sell-supporting operation

Intramural Athletics
Intercollegiate Athletics if operated as an integral part of department of physical
education and not essentially self-supporting

Registrar
Student Organizations
Remedial Instruction
Institutional Supportdetailed as needed, for example:
Governing Board
Chief Executive Office
Chief Academic Office
Chief Business Office
Investment Office
Legal Counsel
Administrative Data Processing
Alumni Office
Auditing, internal and external
Safety
Security
Catalogues and Bulletins
Commencements
Convocations
Development Office
Employee Personnel and Records
Fund Raising
General insurance other than Property Insurance
Interest on Current Funds Loans
Legal Fees
Memberships
Printing
Provision for Doubtful Accounts and Notes
Publications
Public Relations
Purchasing
Service Departments
There should be interim accounts for all organizational units classified in this
category; these accounts should be closed out at the end of each fiscal year.

Space Management
Telephone and Telegraph unless charged to departmental budgets
Transportation including motor pool, unless operated as a service department

Opera* In and Maintenance of Plant
Accounts for all organizational units and functions, such as:

Administration
Custodial Services
Maintenance of Buildings
Maintenance ,f Grounds
Utilities
Trucking Services
Fire Protection
Property Insurance
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Scholarships and Fellowships

Accounts as needed and desired for scholarships, fellowships. grants-in-aid, trainee
stipends. prizes. and awards.
Tuition and Fee Remissions unless properly classified as stall benefit expenditures
Accounts may be set up for instructional divisions and departments. such as:
School of Medicine
Department of Physics

Mandatory Transfers, Educational and Generaldetailed to show subcategories, such

as:
Provision for Debt Service on Educational Plant
Loan Fund Matching (irants
Nonmandatory Transfers, Educational and

Gegen] (to and from)detailed to show

significant subcategories. such as:
Loan Funds
Quasi-Endowment Funds
Appreciation on Securities of Endowment and Similar Funds
Plant Funds
Renewal and Replacements of Plant Assets
Additions to Plant Assets
Voluntary Payments on Debt Principal

Auxiliary Enterprises, Howitais, and independent Operations
Auxiliary Enterprises

Accounts as needed and desired for such enterprises as Included in the Current Funds
Revenues accounts.

Provision should he made for identifiealimt of mandatory and nimmandatory
transfersto and fromhy significant subcategories.
Hospitals

Accounts as needed and desired. Provision should be made for identification of
mandatory and nomandatory transfersto and fromhy significant subcategories.
Independent Operations

Accounts as needed and desired for organizational units.

Provision should he made for identification of mandatory and nomandatory
transfersto and fromby significant subcategories.
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Classification of Expenditures by Object
The object classification of expenditures identifies that which is received in return for the expenditures. Object classification has importance as a
tool for internal management, but should be considered complementary to the classification of expenditures by function and organizational unit and

should not replace these classifications in the
various schedules of current funds expenditures.
The value of object classification will depend on
the usefulness of the information it provides to
management. The classifications may be omitted
from published financial reports or they may be

used to any degree considered desirable by the
institution. The use of object classifications and the
related identifying codes and symbols should not
be carried to an extreme; the number of categories
should be limited to those that will be of significant
value to management.
Three major object classifications arc found in
most colleges and universities: Personnel Compen-

sation, Supplies and Expenses, and Capital Expenditures. Breakdowns of objects within these
major categories may be necessary or desirable in
some situations.

Personnel Compensation
This classification includes salaries, wages, and staff benefits. In the various salary and
wage expense accounts, it may be desirable to distinguish between groups of faculty and
other staff members, such as full-time and part-time personnel: student and nonstudent
workers; and professional. secretarial, clerical. skilled, and nonskilled employees. Appropriate code numbers and symbols within this category will aid in identifying, collecting.
and summarizing information.

Supplies and Expenses
Because of their general significance to nearly all organizational units within an institution, it may be beneficial to identify significant categories of these expenditures, such as
supplies, telephone. travel, and contractual services.

Capital Expenditures
The following object categories within this classification (which includes both additions
to and renewals and replacements of capital assets) may prove helpful in the accounting
and reporting systems of educational institutions: scientific equipment. laboratory apparatus, office machines and equipment, library books, furniture and furnishings, motor
vehicles, machinery and tools, building remodeling, minor construction, and livestock.
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Illustrative Exhibits
Fr HE FIGURES used in the accompanying exhibits are illustrative only and are not
I intended to indicate any relationship among accounts. The summary of significant accounting policies and notes to financial statements relate to the illustrative
statements. Modifications should be made thereto as appropriate to actual
circumstances.
Material from the Industry Audit Guide, Audits of Colleges and Universities,
copyright () 1973 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc.,
is adapted with permission.
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Total endowment and similar funds....

Cash
Investments

Endownerd and andlar Funds

Total loan funds.

Cash
Investments
Loans to students, faculty, and staff,
less allowance of $10.000 current
year and $9.000 prior
Due from unrestricted funds

Lean Funds

Restricted
Cash
Investments
Accounts receivable, less allowance
of $8,000 both years
Untitled charges ...................
Total restricted

Prepaid expenses and deferred charges.
Total unrestricted

first-out bask) or market

Unrestricted
Cash
Investments
Accounts receivable, less allowance
of $18/100 both years.
Inventories, at lower c f cost ffirstin,

Current Finds

Assets

Sample Educational Institution

14.000.000

100,000
13,900.000

550.000
3.000
683,000

30.000
100,000

t,4(.6,noo

460,000

moo

68.000

145.000
175.000

11.901.000

101,000
11.800,000

502,006

382.000

20,000
100,000

426.000
1,171,000

160,000

101.000
165.000

80.000
20,000
745,000

90.000
28.000
1,006.000

110,000
360.000
175.000

$

Prior Year

228,000

450.000

$ 210.000

Current Year

.....

Fund balances
Endowment
Term endowment
Quasi-endowment---unrestricted
Quasi-endowment-restricted
Total endowment and similar funds__

Endowment and Similar Funds

Total loan

University funds
Restricted
Unrestricted

U.S. government grants refundable-.--

Fund balances

Loan Funds

Total restricted
Total current funds.

Restricted
Accounts payable
Fund balances

&Weds' deposits
Due to other funds.
Deferred credits
Fund balance
Total unrestricted

Unrestricted
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities

Current Funds

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

7.800.000
3,840.000
1,000.000
1.360.000
14.000,000

483.000
150.000
683,000

50,000

460.000
- 1,466,000

14.000
446.000

20.000
30.000
158.000
30.000
643.000
1,006.000

$ 125.000

Current Year

Liabilities and Fund Balances

June 30, 19
with comparative figures at June 30. 19-

Balance Sheet

369.000
100,000
502.000

33.000

426.000
1.171,000

5,000
421.000

100,000
15.000
35.000
120.000
20,000
455,000
745,000

6,740.000
3.420.000
800.000
941.000
11.901.000

$

Prior Year

Exhibit A
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Total annuity funds...

Cash
Investments

50.000
60,000
110,000

500.000
1,000.000
25,000.000
15.000,000
100.000.
41,600,000
43,870.060

70.000
20,000
90,000

39,910.000
42,743,000

500.000
1.110,000
24,060,000
14,200.000
ROAN

.
-

Deposits held in custody for others..
Total agency funds.__ ......

Agency Funds

Net investment in plant.
Total investment in plant
Total plaid funds.

Retirement of indebtedness
Fund balances
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total retirement of indebtedness
Investment in plant
Notes payable
Bonds payable
Mortgages payable

Total renewals and replacements..

Renewals and replacements
Fund balances
Restricted
Unrestricted

Restricted
Unrestricted
Total unexpended

Notes pa able
Bonds payable
Fund balances

Unexpended
Accounts payable

Plant Funds

110,000
110,000

43,170,000

41-,600,000

790.000
2,200,000
400.000
38,210,000

185.000
115,000
300.000

260.000

25.000
235.000

1.000.000
200.000
1.710,000

10.000
100.000
400.000

90,000
90,000

810,000
2,400.000
200.000
_36,540,000
39,930,000
42,743,000

125,000
168.000
293,000

380.000

180.000
200.000

260.000
2.i20.000

I .860.000

5.000
1.750,000
1.755.000
4.810.000

755.000
3.055.000

1.165,000
3.315.000

5.000
2.055.000
2.060.000
5.375.000

$ 2.300.000

$ 2.150.000
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Total life income funds
Total annuity and life inLame funds....

Annuity funds
Annuities payable
Fund balances
Total annuli) funds
Life income funds
Income payable .....
Fund balances .

Amenity and Life Income Funds

See accompany ing Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and Notes to Finandai Statements

Total agency funds.

Agency Funds

Investment in plant
Land
Land improvements
Buildings
Equipment
................ ..............
Library books
Total investment in plant.
Total plant hinds.

40.000
233.000
293.000

50.000
250.000
300.000

4.000
286.000
90.000

Retirement of indebtedness
Cash
Deposits with trustees
Total retirement of indebtedness..

5.000

1100.000

5.000
150,000

2.120.000

1710,000

1.755.000
4.810.000

15.000
1,7.10.000

45.000
3,010.000
3.055.000

410.000
1.590.000
120.000

$

275.000
1.285.000
150,000

15.000
2.045.000
2,060.000
5.375.000

55,000
3.260.000
3.315.000

380,000

.

$

Renewals and replacements
Cash
investments
Deposits with trustees
Due from unrestricted current funds
Total renewals and replacements

Total unexpended

Due from unrestricted current funds ....

Unexpended
Cash
I nvotments

Plant Funds

.....
Total life income funds...
Total annuity and life income funds....

Invest rrtents

Life income Funds

Cash.

1 nv est mem s

Cash.

Annuity funds

Annuity and Life Income Funds

75,000

800,000

800,000

UMW

1,200,000

230,000

10,000

115,000
5,000

50,000
50,000

plaided

300000

16,000

5,000

5,000

1,000

78,000

3,000

5,000

65,000
5,000

1,785,000

1,550.000
220,000

15,000

6,230,000 1,069,000

12,000

90,000

10,000
85,000

1 100,000

300,000

411,000

220,000
190,000

115,000

90,000

,679, 000

10,000

10,000
109,000
50,000

1,500000

Income
Funds

115,000

10,000
1,000
1,000

141,000

18,000

4,000
7,000

100,000
12,000

Endowment
and Similar
Fends

Plaid Funds
Renewals Retiremaid of
and
Replace- Indebt- Investment
in Plant
edness
melds

Expired term endowments ($40000 unrestricted,
$30.000 restricted to plant)
Matured annuity and life income funds restricted to endow-mem_
Total expenditures and other deductions.

20000

4,400,000 1,014,000
1,830.000
35,000

7,540,000 1,094,000

500,000
370,000
224,000

Loan
Funds

Annuity
and Life

Exhibit B

Refunded to grantors
Loan cancellations and write-offs.
Administrative and collection costs.
Adjustment of actuarial liability for annuities payable
Expended for plant facilities (including noneapitalized
expenditurts of $50,000).
Retirement of indebtedness.
interest on indebtedness.
Disposal of plant facilities

Educational and general expenditures.
Auxiliary enterprises expenditures.
Indirect costs recovered.

Expendfteres and other dednedons

Retirement of indebtedness.
Accrued interest on sale of bonds
Matured annuity and life income restricted to endowment
Total revenues and other additions

current funds expenditures)

IJ.S. goverrunent advances
Expended for plant facilities (including $100,000 charged to

$7,540,000

CUIrent Fonds
Unrestricted Rescinded

Year Ended June 30, 19

Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

Unrestricted current fund revenues
....................
Expired term
State appropriations--restricted
Federal grants and contracts-restricted
Private gifts, grants, and contracts-restricted.
Investment income-restricted
Realized gains on investments-unrestricted.
Realized gains on investments-restricted
Interest on loans receivable

Revenues and other additions

BEST COP/ AVAILABLE

Sample Educational Institution

188,000
433,000
643,000

22,000)

40.000

(650,000)

12,000)

32.000

2.000
50,000

25,000 181.000
421,000 302.000
446,000 683,000

AVAILABLE

(340.000)
(170,000)

MT COPY

2,099,000
11,901.000
14,000,000

510.000

00,0001

530,000

170.000

170,000

340.000
__

340,000

7,000
715,000 1920,000) (120.000)
2.505,000 2.120,000 380.000 293.000
3,220,000 1.200,000 260,000 300,000

50.000

30,000

See accompanying Surnntary of Significant Accounting Policies and Notes to Financial Statements

Net increase /decrease) for the year
Fund balance at beginning of year
Fund balance at end of year.

Total transfers

Portion of unrestricted quasi-endowment funds
investment gains appropriated.

Unrestricted gilts allocated

Mandatory:
Principal and interest
Renewals and replacements.
Loan fund matching grant

Transfers smog hivls--addilioast(dedadleas)

1.670,000
36.540.000
38,210,000

..

14

14

174

V4

ta
bee,

i

0.1.

-

_100.000
-1.014.000

-1,014.000

90.000
100.000
2.000
4.592.000

489.000
400.000
25.000

1.014.000

25.000
25.000
380.000
209.000

3 375000

Current Your
Restricted

130,000
250,000
200,000
450,000
220,000
90,000
4.400.000

2.960000
100000

7,540,000

$2.600.000
500.000
700.000
100.000
20.000
10.000
5.000
850.000
325.000
190.000
2.200.000
40.000

Unrestricted

Year Ended June 30, 19

Educational and general
...... ................... ...... MR ....... .. . ..... ND MN .00
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships.
Educational and general expencfitures ........................... ......-........ .... .................
Mandatory transfers for
Principal and interest
...... .. ........
Renewals and replacements. .........
Loan fund makinn" g grant. ..... .... ........... .................._................._.................._
Total educational and gametal

Expenditures and suandstiory transters

Tuition and fees.
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Local appropriations
Federal grants and contracts
State grants and contracts.
Local giants and contracts
Private gifts, grants, and contracts.
Endowment income
Sales and services of educational activities
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises
Expired term endovnnent.
Other sources (if any)
Total current revenues.

Revenues

BEST COPY AVOW
Prior
ear Total

-5,606.000

90.000
100.000
2.000

5.500.000

50.000
80,000

3,300,000
630.000
175.000
225.000
195.000
445,000
200,000
180.000
5,370.000

8.1110.000

8354.000

3,449,000
500,000
155,000
250.000
200,000
450.000
220,000
190.000
5,414,000

500.000
700.000
100.000
350.000
200.000
45.000
1.190,000
500.000
195.000
2.100.000

$2300.000

Y_

Exhibit C

52.600.000
500.000
700.000
100.000
395.000
35.000
30.000
1.230.000
534.000
190.000
2.200.000
40.000

Total

Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes

Sample Educational Institution

....
.

..

.

....

.....

...

.

..

....
(630.000)
40.000
.....__ _
188.000

6.742.000

-2150.000

25.000

45,000
(20.000)

1,014,000

See accompanying Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and Notes to Financial Statements

Excess of restricted receipts over transfers to revenues.
Refunded to grantors.
Unrestricted gifts allocated to other funds
Portion of quasi-endowment pins appropriated
Net increase in fund balances.

Other transfers and sediSdeasfidednetions)

Renewals and replacements
Total auxiliary enterprises.
Total expenditures and mandatory transfers...

250.000
70.000
2.050.000
7.550.000

250000

250.000

Principal and interest

213,000

160.000

4510.000)

120.000)
1650.0003
10.1300

40.000

45.000

70.000
2,130.000
7,756.000

1.730.000

1,1130.000

1.830.000

Auxiliary enterprises
F.xpenditures
Mandatory transfers for

BEST MT MAKABLE
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Sample Educational Institution

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
June 30, 19
The significant accounting policies followed by
Sample Educational Institution are described below to enhance the usefulness of the financial statements to the reader.
ACCRUAL BASIS

The financial statements of Sample Educational
Institution have been prepared on the accrual basis

except for depreciation accounting as explained
in notes 1 and 2 to the fmancial statements. The
statement of current funds revenues, expenditures,
and other changes is a statement of financial activities of current funds related to the current report-

ing period. It does not purport to present the results of operations or the Oct hwome or loss for the
period as would a statement of income or a statement of revenues and expenses.

To the extent that current funds are used to
finance plant assets, the amounts so provided are
accounted for as (1) expenditures, in the case of
normal replacement of movable equipment and
library books; (2) mandatory transfers, in the case
of required provisions for debt amortization and
interest and
iipment renewal and replacement;

and (3) transfers of a nomnaixiatory nature for
all other cases.
FUND ACCOUNTING

In order to ensure observance of limitations and

restrictions placed on the use of the resourtws
available to the Institution, the accounts of the
Institution arc maintained in accordance with the
principles of "fund accounting." This is the procedure by which .resources for various purposes
arc classified for accounting and reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance with activities or objectives specified. Separate accounts are
maintained for each fund; however, in the accompanying financial statements, funds that have similar characteristics have been combined into fund
groups. Accordingly, all financial transactions have
been recorded and reported by fund group.

Within each fund group, fund balances restricted

by outside sources are so indicated and are de.stinguished from unrestricted funds allocated to
specific purposes by action of the governing board.
Externally restricted funds may only be utilized in

accordance with the purposes established by the
source of such funds and are in contrast with unrestricted funds over which the governing board
retains full control to use in achieving any of its
institutional purposes.
Endowment funds are subject to the restrictions
of gift instruments requiring in perpetuity that the
principal be invested and the incenne only be util-

ized. Term endowment funds are similar to
endowment funds except that upon the passage of

a stated period of time or the occurrence of a
particular event, all or part of the principal may
be expended. While quasi-endowment funds have
been established by the governing board for the
same purposes as endowment funds, any portion
of quasi-endowment funds may be expended.
All gains and losses arising from the sale, col-

lection, or other disposition of investments and
other noncash assets are accounted for in the fund
which owned such assets. Ordinary income derived
from investments, receivables, and the like is accounted for in the fund owning such assets, except
for income derived from investments of endowment and similar funds, which income is accounted
for in the fund to which it is restricted or, if unrestricted, as revenues in unrestricted current funds.
All other unrestricted revenue is accounted for
in the unrestricted current fund. Restricted gifts,
grants, appropriations, endowment income, and
other restricted resources are accounted for hi the

appropriate restricted funds. Restricted current
funds are reported as revenues and expenditures
when expended for current operating purposes.
OTHER SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Other significant accounting policies are set
forth in the financial statements and the notes
thereto.
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Sample Educational Institution

Notes to Financial Statements
June 30, 19
1.

Invesnrents exclusive of physical plant are recorded at cosr, investments receivial by
gift are carried at market value at the date of acquisition. Quoted market values of
investments fall marketable securities) of the funds indicated were as follows:
Current year

Unrestricted current funds
Restricted current funds
Loan funds
Unexpended plant funds
Renewal and replacement funds
Agency funds

$

Prior year

510,000 $ 390,000
180,000
165,000
105,000
105,000
1,287,000
1,600,000
145,000
285,000
60,000
20,000

Investments of endowment and similar funds and annuity and

life income funds are

composed of the following:
Carrying value
Current year

Prior year

Endowment and similar funds:
Corporate stocks and bonds (approximate mar-

ket, current year $15,000,000, prior year
$10,900,000)

$13,000,000

$10,901,000

900,000
13,900,000

899,000
11,800,000

200,000

110,000

3,060,000
3,260,000

2,900,000
3,010,000

1,500,000

1,300,000

545,000

440,000

2,045,000

1,740,000

Rental propertiesless accumulated
depreciation, current year $500.000, prior
year S400,000
Annuity funds:
U.S. bonds (approximate market, current year
$200,000, prior year $100,000)
Corporate stocks and bonds (approximate
market, current year $3,070,000, prior year
$2,905,000)
Life income funds:
Municipal bonds (approximate market, current
year $1,400,000, prior year $1,340,000)

Corporate stocks and bonds (approximate
market, current year $650,000, prior year
$400,000)

Assets of endowment funds, except nonmarkctablc investments of term endowment

having a book value of $200,000 and quasi-endowment having a book value of
$800,000, are pooled on a market value basis, with each individual fund subscribing

218
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to or disposing of units on the bask of the value per unit at market value at the beginning of the calendar quarter within which the transaction takes place. Of the total units
each having a market value of $15.00, 600,0(X) units were owned by endowment,
280,000 units by term endowment, and 120.000 units by quasi-endowment at June
30, 19
The following tabulation summarizes clumps in relationships between cost and market
values of the pooled assets:

Net
Gains
(Losses)

Pooled Assets

End of year
Beginning of year
Unrealized net gains

Market

Cost

$15,000,000
10,900.000

$13.000,000
10.901,000

for year
Realized net gains for year

Total net pins for year

Market
Value
Per
Unit

$15.00
(1,000) 12.70

$2.000,000

2,001,000
159,000
$2,160,000

2.30

The average annual earnings per unit, exclusive of net gains, were $.56 for the year.
2. Physical plant and equipment are stated at cost at date of acquisition or fair value at

date of donation in the case of gifts, except land acquired prior to 1940, which is
valued at appraisal value in 1940 at $300,000. Depreciation on physical plant and
equipment is not recorded.
3. Long-term debt includes: bonds payable due in annual installments varying from

$45,0*0 to $55,000 with interest at 574%, the final installment being due in
collateralized by trust indenture covering land, buildings, and equipment known as
Smith dormitory carried in the accounts at $2,500,000, and pledged net revenue from
the operations of snit] dormitory; and mortgages payable due in varying amounts to

with interest at 6%, collateralized by property carried in the accounts at
19
$800,000 and pledged revenue of the Student Union amounting to approximately
$65,000 per year.
4. The Institution has certain contributory pension plans for academic and nonacademic
personnel. Total pension expense for the year was $350,000, which includes amorti-

zation of prior service cost over a period of 20 years. The Institution's policy is to
fund pension costs accrued. Including periodic funding of prior years' accruals not pre-

viously funded. The actuarially computed value of vested benefits as of June 30,
19

exceeded net assets of the pension fund by approximately $300,000.

5. Contracts have been let for the construction of additional classroom buildings in the
amount of $3,000.000. Construction and equipment are estimated to aggregate
$5.000.000, which will be financed by available resources and an Issue of bonds payable over a period of 40 years amounting to Se.000.000.
6. All interfund borrowings have been made from unrestricted funds. The amounts due to
plant funds from current unrestricted funds are payable within one year without interest. The amount due to loan funds from current unrestricted funds is payable currently.
7. Pledges totaling 5260.000. restricted to plant fund uses, are due to be collected over
the next three fiscal years in the amounts of $120,000, $80,000, and $60,000, respectively. It is not practicable to estimate the net realizable value of such pledges.
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Contract services
for auxiliary enterprises, 103
for landscape and grounds
maintenance, 113
for physical plant maintenance. 109
for security personnel, 128-129

Contractual liability. 31
Contributed services, 180
Controller. as chief business officer, 5
CoPYrights
legal considerations of, 58
proposal review for, 38
in sponsored programs. 49
Cost accounting. in auxiliary
enterprises. 107-108
Cost Accounting Standards board
capital asset defined by, 187
regulations of, for sponsored
Programs, 43-44
Cost analysis
of making in-house. 102
in purchasing. 100
Cost-plus contract, 122
Cost reimbursement co tracts. in
sponsored projects, 42
Costs. See also Direct costs; Indirect costs
of investment management, 153
in sponsored programs. 43
Cost sharing
commitments for. in proposals, 39
in grants, 42
Council-type bargaining, 88
Counseling, pre-retiremon, 77
Crime. See Security
Crime insurance, 32
self-insured, 29
Criminal investigations
as a function of security
department, 125
police powers include, 126
Cross-footing. 201
Crossover techniques, in institutional
planning. 17
Crosswalk, in budgeting, 160
Current funds, 181-190. See also
Restricted current funds; Unrestricted current funds
A
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assets. liabilities, and fund balances
of, 181.182
detked. 181
estimating revenues and expenditures
of, 161-162
expenditures and transfers of, 186-190
general ledger accounts for, 206-207
revenues of, 182-186
Current funds expenditures and
transfers. 186-190
auxiliary enterprises category
of, 189-190

chart of accounts for, 212-2'
educational and general category
of, 188-189
estimates of. 161.162
hospitals category of. 190
independent operates category

of 190
Current funds reroutes, 182-186
chart of accounts for, 211
endowment income as. 184-185
estimates of, 161-162
governmental appropriations
as. 183-184
governmental grants and contracts
as, 184
from lodenendent operations, 186
other sources for, 186
private gifts. grants. and contracts
as, 184
sales and services of auxiliary
enterprises as, 185
sales and services of educational
activities as, 185
sales and services of hospitals
as. 185.186
tuition and fees as. 183
Custodial services. See also Agency funds
for physical plant, 111-112
for securities. 153
Cy pres. 144

Dartmouth College. rates of return
composed by, 156
Data base management systems. 25-26
Data processing, 21-26. See also

Management information systems
defined, 21

functions required for development
of, 24
in internal auditing, 170.171
manual versus automated. 21-22
organization of. 23
use of. in developing management
information systems. 24.25
Data processing equipment
in collection of student loans. 65
insurance for, 31
in internal control, 167-168
for management information systems.
24-25
Dean of students. See Student services

officer
Dean of the college. See Chief academic

officer
Debt service
for college unions, 105
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for plant fund indebtedness. 198-199
reporting assessment of fees for. 183
transfers for, 189
Decertification (of a union)
employer may not participate in. 82
not permitted in first three years of
contract. 88
Deductibles
in medical plans, 73
in property insurance, 30-31
Deductions
from annuity funds. 194
from endowment and similar hinds.
184. 194

from fund balances. 190
from loan funds, 191
from plant funds. 197. 198. 199
from restricted current funds, 182
Deferred charges. defined. 181
Deferred giving. See Annuity funds; Life
income funds
Deferred payment plans. as student
aid. 66
Depreciation
accounting for, 179
in determining actual cash value. 30
reporting of, 199
Designated funds. 144, 181
Design specifications
in construction products, 119-120
in purchasing. 99
Development
as a major functional area. 5
reporting expenses of. 194
Development officer. responsibilities
of, 5
"Difference in conditions" insurance. 31
Direct costs. See also Costs
recording of. 184
in sponsored programs, 43
Director of development. responsibilities
of. 5
Direct writing insurance companies. 30
Disability income plans, 74
Disaster shelters, 134-135
Discharge and disciplinary actions
documentation necessary in, 32
in labor relations. 90-91
Discipline. as a legal issue, 56-57
Discrimination
burden of proof in. 90
laws against. 5446
laws against, in student affairs, 57
in recognition of student clubs. 57
Disputes. in labor relations. 86-87

Mon v. Alabama State Board of
Education, 56
Donated services. accounting for, 180
Donor relationships, 144145
Dormitories. See Housing
Dow Jones Industrial Average.
comparison of investment results
with, 156
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Educational activities. sales and services
of. 185, 211.222
Elections
for determining bargaining units, 84
may require consultants, 89
Electronic data processing. See Data
processing
Emergency procedures
as a function of security department.
125

as safety measures, 134-135
Employee benefits. See Faculty and staff
benefits
Employee relations. See also Labor

rdatiuns
consultants for, 91-92
in personnel administration, 69
Employment
of faculty. 5
as student aid, 6546
Encumbrances
in budgeting system, 164
of plant funds, 198
reporting of, 179
Endowment funds, 139.148
absolute ownership theory of, 140
accounting for, 192-194
administration of assets of. 145-146
cy pees procedure for. 144
defined. 139. 141
donor relationships for. 144.145
general ledger accounts for, 207-208
income of, as current funds revenue&
184-185
legal status of. 139-141
notes to finamial statements for, 225
policies for administrction of. 145
pooled investments of. 145-147
register for, 145
reporting depreciation of. 179
restrictions on use of earnings
from, 144
revenue stabilization reserves for,
147-148
as trust funds, 139-140
in Uniform Management of
Institutional Funds Act, 140.141
Enrollment
decline in rate of growth of, 3-4
in formula budgeting. 158
layoff triggered by decline in. 54
Equal employment opportunity. See also
Affirmative action
commit meet to. 9
compliance in screening and selecting

for, 69
documentation by position classification for, 68
Equal Employment Opportun''y Commission. as enforcing agency for
Title VII, 55
Equal Pay Act of 1963.55
Equipment. See also Data processing
equipment
maintenance of, 110-111
proposal review for, 39
purchased under government
contract, 42

251

purchased with grant funds, 41
for security departments, 127-128
in sponsored programs, 48
warranties for. and operation of,
in new buildings. 124
Escort service, in security department.
125

Ethics. in purchasing, 96
Ev.clusion allowances, annuity contracts
as, 77
Expenditures. See Current funds
expenditures and transfers
Extension. See Public service
External auditors, 171-172. See also
Auditing
Facilities construction. See Construction
Facilities design. 119.120
role of purchasing department in, 98
Facilities operation and maintenance. See
Operation and maintenance
Facilities planning, 117-119
Fact-finding. as impasse procedure. 86-87
Faculty
cannot commit institution, 40
collective bargaining for. 86, 90
on housing boards, 104
role of, in committee for sponsored

Fain, 37

unemployment compensation for. 32
Faculty and staff benefits, 73-79
accidental death insurance as. 75
as classificatio n for tuition remission,
183

communication program for. 73
costs of, for collective bargaining, 85
holidays as. 78
indirect cost programs as. 78
insured plans for. 73-78
leaves of absence as, 78
life insurance es, 74-75
long-term disability income as, 74
medical care as, 73-74
in personnel administration. 68
proposal review for, 38
retirement plans as, 75-77
review of, 79
short-term disability income as. 74
sick leave as, 78
social security as. 77
TIAA-CREF few. 77
unemployment compensation as,
32 -33.78
vacations: as, 78
workmen's compensatiim as.
31-32, 77-78
False arrest. insurance for. 30-31
Federat auditors, 171-172. See also
Auditing
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service (FMCS)
approval of arbitrators by. 90
for dispute settlement, 86
Fellowships
as classification for tuition remission,
183

in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 214
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functional classification of expenditures
for. 189
separate office for. 63
as student aid. 64
Financial aid. See Student aid
Financial reports, 201-204. See also
Balance sheet: Statement of changes
in fund balances: Statement of
current funds revenues, expenditures,
and other changes
for auxiliary enternrises, ftosPilalls
and independent operations. 204
bask. 178-179
classification of expenditures and
transfers in. 187
illustrative exhibits of. 217-226
integration of. with accounting
cycle. 204
interim. 203.204
for internal use. 203
for investments. 204
notes to. 202
of plant funds, 199
for public distribution, 203
reporting changes in accounting
method in. 202
for special projects. 204
supplementary material in. 203
supplementary schedules in. 202
Fire protection
expenditure classification for. 189
as function of security department. 125
Firm-fixed price contracts. 42
First aid and rescue
emergency procedures for. 135
as function of security department. 125
Fixed costs
budget charges difficult because
of. 160
with decline in rate of growth. 4
Fixed-income securities
guidelines for, 154
in total return. 150-151
Floater insurance. 31
Food service management companies.
105

Food services. 104-105
Forgery insurance. See Crime insurance
Formal quotations. in purchasing. 100
Formula budgeting. 157-158
example of. 165
Foundations and voluntary agencies
cost sharing with. 42
policies concerning inventions and
patents with, 48
policies concerning publication rights
with. 49
for sponsored projects. 40.41
Freedom of Information Act, effect of.

on publication of results of
sponsored programs, 49
Fuel systems. for facilities operation. 112
Functional classification of expenditures
and transfers. 187.188
examples of, in chart of accounts,
212.214
Fund accounting, 178, 224

Fund balances
of annuity funds. 194. 209
of current funds, 181. 206. 207
of endowment and similar funds.
193-194. 208
of life income funds, 195. 209
of loan funds. 191-192. 207
of plant funds, 197-199. 209.210
of restricted current funds. 182, 207
of unrestricted current funds, 182, 206
Fund raising. See Development
Funds for renewals and replacements.
198

in inners! ledger accounts. 209-210
transfets to. 189
Funds for retirement of indebtedness,
198 -199

in general ledger accounts, 210
transfers to. 189
Funds functioning as endowment.
See Endowment funds
Funds held in trust by others, 196
General ledger accounts. 206-211
Gifts. See also Annuity funds: Endowment funds: Life income funds
in current funds revenues accounts, 211
legal considerations of. 58-59
of religious groups, 180
reporting of, 179. 184, 196
of securities, 154
terms of. 144-145, 146
Goals
implementation of academic. 5
in institutional planning. 13
in program budgeting. 159
Good faith bargaining, 85-86
Governance
delegation of authority in, 52-53
n,..w forms of. 8
organization for, 4
philosophy of. 13
relation of faculty collective bargaining

to. 86.91
of support staff, 54
Governing board, 4
in affirmative action packs, 69
approval of safety policy by. 131
delegation of authority by. 52-53
legal bases for, 52-53
liability of. 31. 53
in personnel administration. 68
philosophy of, in labor relations.
70, 81
policies of, for deferred-giving
options. 142
policy of. for investor responsibility,
156

policy of. for total return, 151
responsibility of, for appointments. 6
responsibility of. for budget,
161, 163, 165
responsibility of, for investment
management..139, 140, 149
responsibility of, for risk management
policy. 27
rules of, as a kind of law, 52
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Governmental appropriations
as current funds, 183-184
in current funds revenues accounts. 211
estimating. 162
Grant manuals, 41
Grants. See also Contracts: Sponsored
programs
acceptance of. 40
conditions of. 43 -SO

in current funds revenues accounts, 211
federal auditing of. 171-172
inventions, patents, and publication
rights in. 48-49
refundable. 191
reporting revenues of governmental,
184

reporting revenues of pri-ate. 184
for sponsored programs. 35, 37. 39
as student aid. 64. 189
terms of, 41
Greene v. Howard University. 52
Grievance procedures
in collective bargaining, 90
for faculty. 91
Grounds maintenance. 113
Guaranteed maximum contract. 122
Health care plans. 73-74
Heating systems, for facilities. 112
Higher Education Finance Manual.
liaison between NACUBO
and NCHEMS in, 175
Higher Education General Information
Survey (HEMS). interest of
NACUBO in, 175
Historic dollar value
in computing investment returns, 155
defined. 141
in operating investment pools. 146. 147
in total return concept. 151. 192-193
"Hold harmless" clauses. in transferring
risk. 28
Holdup insurance. See Crime insurance
Holidays. as staff benefits, 78
Hospitalization plans. 73-74
Hospitals and clinics
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 214
functional classification of expenditures and transfers of. 190
as organized activities, 107
sales and services of. 185-186
Housing. 104
relationship between food services
and. 105
Housing boards. 104
Human subjects
proposal review concerning, 38
in sponsored program. 44
Illegal practices
in good faith bargaining, 85
in labor relations, 81.82
Illustrative exhibits, 217-226. See also
Financial reports
of balance sheet. 218-219
of notes to financial statements.
225-226

252
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of statement of changes in fund
balances. 220-221

of statement of current funds revenues.
expenditures. and other changes.
222-223

of summary of significant accounting
policies. 224
Immunity, from liability. 31. 53
Impasse procedures, in collective
bargaining. 86-87
Incentive-type contracts, in sponsored
programs. 42
Income stabilization reserves.
147-148. 184-185
Incremental budget. See Annual
operating budget
Independent operations
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 214
in current funds revenues accounts, 211
functional classification of expenditures and transfers of. 190
revenues of. 186
Indirect costs. See also Costs
in auxiliary enterprises. organized
activities, and service departments,
107

in benefit programs. 78
in formula budgeting. 158
limitation of. in cost sharing. 42
proposal review for. 38
recording of, 184
in sponsored programs. 43
Inflation
compensation for. in total return. 151
effect of. on higher education. 3
Informal quotations, in purchasing. 100
Inspections for safety. 133
Institutional planning. 13-19. 157
accountability in. 14
coordination of. with the annual
budget. 160
defined. 11
employee relations impact on 92
management information requirements
for. 22
master plan in. 14-15
mission statement in. 13
organization for, 14
president's role in. 4. 15.16
principles of. 13-14
relationship of institutional research
to. 17
relationship of operating budget to.
16-17

relationship of state. regional, and
national planning to. 17-18
role of senior administrators in. 15-16
systems models and programs in. 18-19
Institutional research
for budget development. 163
in budget planning. 157
relationship of. to institutional
planning. :7
Institutional support
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts 213
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differences between revenues and
costs, treated as expenditures

of. 182, 187
functional classification of expenditures for, 189
managing investments a cost of. 193
required for sponsored programs. 36
Instruction
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 212
in exhibits, 222
functional classification of expenditures for, 188
as major functional area, 4
as primary function, 4
Insurance. 29-33. See also Risk
management

building and content valuations for. 30
casualty. 31-32
commissions for, 29
considerations in selection of. 30
against crime. 32
deductibles for. 30-31
life, 74-75
against perils, 31
premiums for. 29. 31. 32, 75
property, 30-31
proposal review for. 39
specifications for, 30
student accident and health, 33
underwriters of. 29-30
unemployment compensation as. 32-33
workmen's compensation as, 31-32
Insurance agents and brokers. 29, 30
Insurance companies, selection of. 30
Intercollegiate athletics
as auxiliary enterprises, 189
classification of, 107
functional classification of expenditures and transfers of. 188
Interdepartmental transactions,
accounting for. 182. 187
Interests disputes. in labor relations.
86, 87

Interfund borrowings
disclosure of. on balance sheet. 201
in notes to financial statements. 226

reporting of, 178
Interfund sales. of investments, 179-180
Internal auditing. 168-171. 172
program for. 169-170
reports of. 169
scope of. 170
staff for. 172
systems and procedures in. 170
use of the computer in. 170-171
Internal control, 167-168
Internal financial reports. 203-204
Internal Revenue Code (Section

642(c)(5)), pooled income funds
defined in, 142
Internal revenue Code (Section

664(d )(I) ). annuity trust defined
in, 143
Internal Revenue Code (Section

664(d)(2)). three variations of
unitrust in, 142
Inventions. See Patents

-

23

Investment committee
composition and responsibility of.
149-150

delegation of short-term investing
by, 155
in relation to investment manager,
152-153, 154

reports of transactions for. 204
Investment guidelines, 153-154
Investment in plant, 199
general ledger accounts for. 210
reporting depreciation of, 179
Investment management, 149-156
authority for managgr in, 152
committee for, 149-150
COW of. 153
custodial and safekeeping services
in. 153
diversification of securities in, 154
governing board responsibilities
for, 139
guidelines for. 153-154
in lending securities, 155
measuring results of, 155-156
organization for, 149-150
policies and objectives for. 150-151
of pooled life income funds, 142
purchases and sales in. 153

short-Wm. 154155
social responsibility in, 156
total return in. 150-151
Investment manager, 149-150. 152-153
reports of transactions for, 204
Investment pools. See Pooled investments
Investments
accounting for. 179.180
reporting endowment income
of. 184-185

Job classification, 68

Joint Accounting Group (JAG ). 175
Jurisdictional strikes
not permitted by National Labor
Relations Act. 82
planning in case of. 87
Laboratory animals
proposal review concerning. 38
use of. in sponsored programs. 44
Labor legislation. 81-82
Labor relations. 81-92. See also
Collective bargaining: Employee
relations
administering the contract in. 88-92

arbitration in 87
defined. 81

discharge and disciplinary actions
in. 90-91
employee relations consultants and
labor attorneys for. 91-92
fact-finding in. 86-87
grievance and arbitration procedures
in, 90
illegal practices in, 8142
impasse procedures in, 86-87
legislation for. 81-82
mediation in, 86
organization for. 89
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in personnel administration. 70-71
in physical plant. 110
strikes. secondary boycotts, and
jurisdictkinal disputes in, 87
the supervisor's role in, 91
Landrum-Griffin Act, 81
Landscape and grounds maintenance. 113
Law
adherence to. 61
defined. 51
sources of, 51-52
Law enforcement. See also Security

local jurisdiction for. 57
two categories of, 127
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, scholarship program of, 128
Layoff
effect of, on unemployment compensation. 32-33
of faculty, 53-54
of support staff. 54
Leasing

as alternative to purchasing 102
of housing facilities. 104
transfer of risk in. 28
Leaves of absence. as staff benefits. 78
Legal considerations

in affirmative action and nondiscrimination. 54-56
for consortia, 59
in copyrights, 58

for ry pro. 144
in federal programs, 56
for gifts. 58-59. 145
in governance and delegation of
authority. 52-53
for investment management.
139-141. 149
is patents, 58
for property. 57-58
of public vs. private institutions. 60-61
in student affairs. 56-57
for lazes, 59
in termination and layoff. 53-54

for total return, 151
Legal counsel. 52
for collective bargaining. 89.91 -92

for gift programs, 59
for patents, 48
for review of facilities design
specifications, 120
for sponsored programs. 36
for use of property. 57
Lending securities, 155
Letter of credit. as advance payment
method. 47
Letter of understanding. in collective
bargaining contracts, 88

Liabilities
of agency funds. 195, 211
of annuity funds. 194. 209
of current funds, 181, 206, 207
distinction between. and encumbrances. 179
of endowment and similar funds,
193, 2uti

of life income funds, 195.209

as determined of organization. 4. 5
of security departmed, 125
statement of, i 3, 157
Models. See Simulation models
Modified unitary form of organization. 6
Multicanipus bargaining, 88
Multiple form of organization, 6
Mutual insurance companies. 30

of loan funds. 191, 207
of plant funds, 197.199. 209-210
Liability insurance, 31-32. See also

Tort liability
Libel. insurance for, 31
Life income funds, 141-142
accounting for, 195
general ledger accounts for, 208.209
in notes to financial statements, 225
in separate pools. 146
Life insurance, 7475
Limited dollar purchase orders, 101
Loan funds
accounting for, 191-192
general ledger accounts for, 207
Loans, as student aid, 64-65
Long-range facilities planning
committee. 117
Long-range planning. See Institutional
planning
Long-term disability income plans, 74
Lost and found operations, as a

National Association of College and
University Business Officers. 175-176
National Association of Educational
Buyers, code of conduct of, 96
National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS),

role of, in -CUBA* revision.
175-176

National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws, concerning
endowment funds. 139
National Labor Relations Act
good faith bargaining in. 85
illegal practices in. 82
institutions covered by. 81
notification of a dispute required

function of security ikpartment. 125
Mail service. as a responsibility of
physical plant. 115
Maintenance. See Operation and
maintenance
Make in-house, 102
Management Information systems, 21-26.
See also Data processing
creation of, from applications, 26

bony, 98

state laws differ from, 83
supervisors not covered by, 83
National Labor Relations Board
as agency for relief against strikes, 87
approval of unit definition by, 83
in challenge of representation, 88
in court and arbitration decisions. 89
in faculty collective bargaining, 86
in good faith bargaining. 85
labor relations involve. 81
in secret ballot election. 84
National Safety Council, accident cost
reporting system supported by. 133
Negotiation
authority for, in collective bargaining
89
in collective bargaining contracts, 85-88
of contract terms to avoid risk. 28
in purchasing. 100
in sponsored programs, 39-40
versus bidding, for construction
projects. 120. 122
Net income uniuust. 142-143
Net-plus-makeup unitrust, 143
Nominee, for record ownership of

defined. 21

in institutional planning, 18-19
in institutional research, 17
legal problems of privacy, contracts,
and regulations for, 59-60
organization of. 23
various requirements net by. 22-23
Mandatory transfers. See Transfers
Manpower planning and development.
as a personnel function. 70
Market value, unit method
in measuring investment results.
155-156

in operating investment pools. 146-147
for pooled life income funds, 142
Master agreement, in collective
bargaining, 88
Master plan. See also Institutional

planniss
as a current document, 16
in institutional planning, 13, 15
for landscaping. 113
as requirement for new construction,
117

securities, 153
Nosanandatosy transfers. See Transfers
Notes to financial statements. 202

illustrative exhibit of. 225-226
Object classification of eapendhures,

Mediation
fact-finding as a form of, 87

187, 215
in budgets. 162-163
Objectives

as impasse procedure, 86
Medical plans. 73-74
Medicare. payment by institution

of accounting 177
of commercial enterprises versus

for, 74

colleges and universities. 177

Merged investments. See Pooled
investments
Minimum contracts. in purchasing. 101
Mission
defined, 13

254

of 'TUBA" revision, 173-176
defined in terms of program categories,
159

of financial reports, 201
of institutional planning, 13
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Part-time employees
eligibility of. to vote for bargaining
unit, 84
as security officers, 128-129
students as, 65-66
Patents
in grants and contracts, 48-49
legal considerations of, 58
proposal review for, 38
responsibility for, 36
Payments, under sponsored programs, 47
Pension funds
accounting and reporting of. 1%
as additional fold group, 178
investments of, 149
in notes to &nodal statements. 226
recording revenues of 183
Performance audits, 151
Performance bonds, 121
Performance conditions. for grants and

of long-ranee planning. 157
of risk management, 27
writing plans in terms of, 14. 16
Occupational Safety and Health Act
compliance with. in funnies design,
119

eanands liability exposure, 60
in proposal review. 38
in purchasing, 98
requirements and regulations of.
132. 133, 134
in risk management, 28
safety committee almost mandatory
in. 77

Occupational Sabo and Health
Administration
fines and penalties of. 28
safety standards of. 131
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circulars

421, 43. 44. 46. 50
A-88, 43.47

contracts, 4340
Performame entombs, of personnel, 70

A-100, 42, 43
A- 101,45.47

Perhumance measurement, of investment management. 155-156
Perktimance specifications
in construction products, 119
for lousing, 104
for purchasing, 99
Perils, insurance against. 31
Personal injury endmsement, 31
Personnel administration, 67-71
affirmative action programs in, 69
central nation of. 67-68
compensation and benefits in, 68
data for collective borgabgni in, 85
defined, 67
employee relations, 69
federal requirements for. in sponsored
programs, 44-45
key functions of, 68
labor relations in, 70-71
organization and mummer in, 70
orientation and training in. 69-70
performance evaluatko in, 70
personnel Milker in. 67-68
planning and development in, 70
position classification in, 68
records in, 71
recruitment. selection. and promotion
in, 69
responsibilities of. in collective
bargaining. 85
responsibility for, 67-68
safety in, 71
uneme4oymen compensation factors
in. 32-33

CM-line processing. defined, 25
"Open" college or university, 125

Operational audits, 169
Operation and maintenance, 109-11 S
of automobiles. 114
budgeting for, 110
in current funds expendkures and
transfers amounts. 213
custodial services for, 111.112
functional classification of expenditures for. 189
labor relations for. 110
of landscape and grounds, 113
organization and administration
for. 109-110
programs for, 111
records for, 110
of sewage systems, 115
shops for, 114
!reining for. 110, 111
Optima, in retirement plans. 77

OrPnizadon

for auxiliary enterprises, 103-104
for collective bargaining. WM
of colleges and univerrities,
for investment management, 149-150
for personnel administration. 67-68
of physical plant office, 109-110
for purchasing, 95-96
for safety, 131-132
of security department, 126
for sponsored programs. 35-37
Organizational unit ciassificatien of
expenditures and transfers. 187
Organized activities. 106-107
Orientatke programs, in personnel
administration. 69.70
Other sources of current funds revenues,

Physical plant. See Construed=
Facilities design; Facilities planning:
Operation and maintenance; Plant
funds
Physical plant shops, 114
Picketing, by unions. 82
Planning. See Facilities planning;

186

Institutions' &onion

Owner-builder contract, 122

Planning office, 15-16
Plant funds, 197-199
financial reports of, 199

Parking. enforcement of, by security
department, 125
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Wend ledger accounts for, 209-210
for investment in plant. 199
for renewals and replacements, 198
for retimment ce indebtedness, 198-199
ummended, 197-198
Pledges, in notes to financial
statements, 226
Police department. See Security
rkpartcat nt
Pooled investmans, 145-147
of endowment funds, 140
of life income funds, 141, 142
in notes to financial statements, 226
reporting revenues of, 184-185
Position classification. in personnel

administratke, 68
Postsecondary education, as &Auk,*
concept, 8

PPBS (Naming, programminn, beketing system), program classification
structure for. 159
Pre-negodadons, in collective
bargaining, 85
Pm-retiremeet counseling. 77
President
appointment of, 6
as ddef pianists, officer, 15-16, 19
responsibilities of, 4
role of, in afferent forms of
organinatims, 6
Prke analYals. in purchasing, 100
Price determination, in purchasing,
99-100
Principal investigator
audnuization by, to commit funds. 40

copy uf Wee:nen for, 40

in negotiations for grants and

cow, 39-40

in !censored programs, 38
Prior approvals, in grams and
contracts, 46
Private gifts, grants, and contracts, 184.
See also Gifts; Grants; Contracts
in chart of accounts, 211
in exhibks, 222
Procedural due process
in discharge and disciplinary
actions, 9 1

for faculty, 5344
for students, 56-57
Productivity. in hider education, 3
Program budgeting. 158-160
Program catesories, as identifiable end
products. 159
Program classification
of expenditures and transfers, 187

structure for 159
Program elements. illustration of. 159
Projection models. in planning. 17
Project program, for facilities planning,
Promotion. in personnel administration.
69, 70
Property insurance, 3041
building and cadent valuations in, 30
dediktibles 14 30
expenditure classification for. 189
perils in, 31

Proposals, for sponsored programs. 38.39
Provost. See Chief academic officer
Publication rights
proposal review for. 38
restrictions of. in contracts, 42
restrictions of. in grants. 41
in sponsored programs. 49
Public relations. See also Development
responsibility of development officer
in. 5
role of chief business officer in. 8
role of physical plant personnel in. 109
role of security department in. 125
Public safety. See Security
Public service
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 212
in exhibits. 222
functional classification of expenditures for. 188

as major functional area, 45
as primary function. 4
Punch list. 123
Purchase orders. 100.101
as contracts. 99, 100
as encumbrances, 179
in government contracts. 46
Purchasing, 95-102
bidding procedures for, 97. 100
blanket orders for, 101
cash, 102
central stores for, 102
check-with-order technique for. 102
communicadug requirements for,
98.99
cost analysis in. 100
delegation of authority for. 95-96
determining PliCe in. 99-100
determining quality and quantity in, 99
emergency service in. 101
ethical considerations in. 96
formal and informal quotations in, 100
functions of, 97-98
in government contracts, 46
leasing versus. 102
limited dollar orders for. 101
making in-house versus, 102
negotiation in, 100
for new buildings. 120
objectives of, 95
organization for, 95-96
performance requirements in. 99
price analysis in. 100
procedures for, 98-102
receiving procedures for, 102
requirements contrasts for, 101
requisition form for, 98-99
responsibility for, 95
role of, in facilities planning. 98
source selection in, 99
specifications in. 99
stalemate of policies and procedures for, 96.97
* stems contracting for. 101-102
value analysis in. 100

Quality
conceptions of, in higher education, 17

of investment management. 156
of management in tmonsored
programs. 45
in purchasing. 99

amity. in purchasing. 99
Quasi-endowment funds. Set Endowment
funds
Quotations, in purchasing, 100
Radiation hazards, proposal review
for. 38
Real estate
in notes to financial statements. 226
reporting income of endowment
fund investments in, 184, 193
Receiving
location for, of supplies, 102
physical plant supplies a responsibility
of, 114
Records. See also Reports
of accounting and budgetary control
system, 164
for endowment funds, 145
as internal controls, 167-168
for personnel programs, 71
physical plant, 110
safety and accident, 132
of security departments. 126-127
of sponsored programs, 47.48
Recruitment
in personnel administration, 69
by unions, 84, 92
Refusals to reappoint, and faculty
grievances, 91
Regents. See Governing board
Regional planning. lg. See also
Institutional planning
Religious groups
accounting for institutions operated
by. 180
governance by. 4
Remedial instruction. as student
services, 188
Renewals and replacements. See Funds
for renewals and replacements
Renovations, 113.114. See also
Construction; Facilities pivoting
Repairs. 113-114
Report forms
for accident& 132
for unsafe conditions, 132
Reports. See also Financial reports:
Records
annual, concerning benefits program.
73
budget. 164
of external auditors. 172
on housing. 104
injury and occupational illness, 132
internal audit, 169
of investment transactions. 152, 154
prepared by complier. 21.22
safety and accident, 132-133
of security departments. 126-127
of sponsored projects, 49-50

Request for proposal (RFP), in
sponsored programs. 39

,

Request for quotation (RFO)
in purchasing. 100
in sponsored proerams. 39
Requirements contracts. 101
Requisition form, for purchasing, 98-99
Research. See also Sponsored programs
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts, 212
in exhalsits. 222

functional classification of expenditures for, 188
as major functional area, 4
as primary function, 4
as purchasing department activity, 97
Residence halls. See Housing
Restricted current funds. See also
Current funds
additions to fund balances as, 186
budgets for. 161
*fined. 181
endowment income as, 184185. 193
fund balances of, 182
in general ledger accounts. 206.207
government appropriations as, 183
recording direct costs of. 184
reporting of, 202
Retail accounting. in college stores. 106
Retirement funds. See Pension funds
Retirement of indebtedness. See Funds
for retirement of indebtedness
Retirement plans. 75-71. See also
Pension funds
exclusion allowances in. 77
integration with social security in, 76
level of benefits in. 76
options in. 77
owners hip of benefits in. 76-77
pre-retirement counseling for. 77
requirements for participation in. 75.76
retirement age in, 76
Revenues. See Current funds revenues
Revenue stabilization reserves. 147-148.
184-185

Revolving fund. as institutional loan
fund. 65
Rights disputes
in labor relations, 86
resolved by grievance procedures. 90
Risk management. 27-29, 33. See also
Insurance
function of manager in. 27.28
risk control as, 28
risk finding as. 28-29
statement of policy for. 27
Robbery insurance. See Crime insurance
Safety. 131-135. See also Security
accident reporting. investigation. and
record-keeping functions In
132-133

administration policy for. 131
committee for. 132
disaster shelters for. 134-135
emergency procedures for, 134-135
as function of personnel administration. 71
inspections for. 133
in laboratories. 133-134
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organization for. 131.132
proposal review for, 38
standards for. 133-134
Salary continuation programs. 74
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises, 185. See also Auxiliary
emerprises
in current funds revenues account& 211
in exhibits. 222

Females of, 187
Sales and services of educational
activities. 185
in current funds mammies accounts.
211

in exhibits. 222
Sales and services of hospitals. 185-186.
See also Hospitals and clinics
in current funds revenues accounts. 211

in exhibit& 222
Scholanhips
as classification for tuition
remission. 183
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts, 214
in exhibits, 222
functional dassificsaion of expendi-

tura for, 189
as student aid. 64
Searches and seizures

in dormitories, 57-58
police powers for. 126
Secondary boycotts
not permitted by National Labor
Relations Act. 82
planning in case of.

ri

Securities lending. 155. See also
Investment management
Security. 125-129. See also Safety

commitments for. in proposals. 39
in data processing systems. 24.59
in sponsored programs. 50
Security department
communications in. 128
contract and part-time services
in. 128-129
director of. 127
electronics in. 128
as internal or external. 125-126
liaison of. with other agencies, 129
mission of. 125

orpniration of. 126
police rowers of. 126
policy and procedures of. 126
qualifications and training of
personnel for. 127
reports of. 126-127
students in, 128
uniforms and equipment for, 127. 128
weapons in. 127-128
Security personnel
excluded from other bargaining
units, 83

qualifications and training for. 127
Selection

in personnel administration. 69
of personnel a responsibility of chief
business officer, 5
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of president. 4
of sources in purchasing. 99
Self-insurance, 28-29
Separately incorporated units
auxiliary enterprises as, 60
financial reports of. 203
for sponsored programs, 37
Service departments, 107
interdepartmental transactions of, 182
Severance pay. in sponsmed projects. 50
Sewage systems, as a function of physical
plant. 112-113

Shelley v. Kramer, 52
"Shop rights." so an invent on, 58
Shops, physical plant. 114
Short-term disability femme plans, 74
Short-term investing, 154-155
Sick leave, 78. See also Disability
income plans
Simulation models
in institutional planning. 18-19
for projection information processing.
24

Sindermann v. Perry. 54
Sinking fund. See Debt servkx
Slander, insurance for, 31
Social responsibility, in investment
management. 156
Social security
in long-term disability income plans. 74
in retirement plans, 75-77
min fcifications
acilities design. 119.120

in purchasing,. 97, 99, 100
for safety. 133
Spending rate. in total return. 151, 193
Sponsored Programs, 3540. See also

Contracts; Grants
acceptance of, 40
accounting for. 46-47
animal care in, 44
approval of proposals for. 36
audits of, 47
basic agreement for, 42
budgets for, 40
closeouts and terminations of. 50

committee or board for, 37
cceddions of performance for grants
and contracts for. 4340
contracts for, 41-42. 43-50
coordination of, 36
Goat Accounting Standards Board
rules for. 43-44
cost sharing in, 42
costs of, 43

division of responsibility for, 36-37
equipment for, 48
estimates of revenues and expenditures of, 161.162

federal amlitins of, 171-172
functional chessification of research
expenditures and transfers of, 188
grams for, 41, 43-50
human subjects in. 44
implementation of, 40
institutional support required for, 36
inventions and patents of. 48.49
legal aspects of. 36,56
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miscellaneous requirements of. 50
negotiation of, 39-40

no semen office for, 36
organization for. 35-37
payments in, 47
personnel in. 4443

policy and program imps
of, 33
principal investingtor x.38
prior approvals for, 46
proposals for, 38.39
Publication. coPYriShis. and data

of, 48.49
purchasing and subcontracting for, 46
quality of management in, 45
records for, 47-48
reports of, 49-50
security for, 50
separate corporation or foundation

for, 37
separate office for. 36-37
statement of work in. 45.46

types of instrumens for. 41-42
types of sponsms for. 4041
uniformity and consistency in
administrative requirements
for. 45
Spomor& types of. 40-41
Stabilization reserves. 147-148, 184-185
Staff benefits. Ste Facuhy and staff
benefits
Standard & Foor's 500-Stock Index.
comparison of investment results

with. 156
Standards

for buikling& 114
for constriction, 118
of Occupational Safety and Health
Act. 131
for safety, 133-134
State auditors, 171
State coordinating boards

in formula budgeting. 158
in insdtutional planning. 17-18
in program budosting. 158
Statement of change, in fund balances.
201-202. See also Financial reports
as a basic financial statement. 178

illustrative exhibit of, 220-221
Statement of current funds revenues,
expenditures. and other champs.
201-202. See also Financial reports
as a basic financial statement. 378
illustrative exhibit of. 222-223
Statement of work. in grants and

minds, 45-46

Stock insurance amtputies, 30
Stock lending. 155
Stop work orebsc, in sponsored

Points. so
Stores. See Central stores; College stores
Straight unitrust, 142-143
Strikes. planning in case of, 87
Student accident and health insurance, 33
Student aid. 63-66
accounting for loans in, 191.192

administration of. 63-64
assistantships as, 64

MT MT AMIE
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College Work-Study Program as. 66
committee for, 63
deferred payment plans as. 66
expenditure classification for certain
types of, 189
financial analysis services for. 64
forms of 64-66
grants as, 64
loans as, 64-65
officer for. 63, 65
part-time employment as, 65-66
published information on. 63
responsibility for. 7, 63
scholarships and fellowships as. 64
Student police. 128
Student security patrols, 128
Student services
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 212
in exhibits. 222
functional classification of expenditures for, 188
al arta, 5
as major fu
Student services officer,
responsibilities of. 5
responsibility of. for housing. 104
Student unions, 105
Subcontracts
in federal sponsored programs. 46
for new construction projects. 121
Summer session. reporting revenues
of. 179, 183
Supervisors
not included in bargaining unit
with nonsupervisors. 83
responsibility of. for custodians. 11
role of. in labor relations, 91
Supplementary material to financial
statements. 203
illustrative exhibit for. 224
Supplementary schedules. 202
for additional information. 179
for loan funds. 192
Suppliers
relation of. to purchasing. 96
selection of. 99
Suspensions. in sponsored projects. 50
Systems contracting. in purchasing.
101.102

Systems reads and p.ogrants. in
incsitutional planning. 18-19. See
also Management information
systems

Taft-Hartley Act. 81
Taxes, 59
Tax Reform Act of 1969
as concerns annuity trusts. 194
as concerns endowments. 141. 146. 147
as concerns life income funds, 195

Tephone systems
as a function of physical plant. 114-115
for security, 128
Tenure
for administrative officers. 5
in termination and layoff, 53-34
Term endowment funds. See Endowment
funds

Terminations
of administrative officers. 6
of faculty, 53-54
of sponsored projects, 50
of support staff, 54
Testamentary trusts. institutions as
trustees of, 140
Testing
institutes for. 119
by purchasing department, 97
T1AA-CREF, 77
cash settlement front, 76
portability of benefits from, 75
Tart liability, immunity from. 31.60
Total return. 150-151, 192.193
for life income funds. 142. 146
Traffic accidents. prevention of, as a
tuned= of security department. 125
Traffic control, police powers for. 126
Training programs
as a personnel function. 69-70
for security personnel. 127
Transfers
allocated by governing board, 183
of auxiliary enterprises. 190
in current funds expenditures and
transfers accounts. 214
as different from expenditures, 187
of educPt;onal and general functions.
159

in exhibits. 221. 222. 223
gains of endowment funds as. 184
of hospitals, 190
of independent operations. 190
from other funds. 186
as permanent transactkms. 178
to and from plant funds, 197
pledged amount of receipts as. 183
reporting appreciation as. 193
Transit insurance, 31
Treasurer. See Chief business officer
Treasury Circular 1075. for advance
financing. 47
True endowment funds. See Endowment
funds
Trustees. See Governing board
Trust funds. endowment funds
as, 139.140
Truth-in-lending laws, in student
loans, 65
Tuition and fees
as current funds revenues. 183
in current funds revenues accounts, 211
in exhibits. 222
Tuition remission
espenditure classification of. 189
recording of, 183
as student aid, 64
Unbilled charges. defined, 181
Underwriters. for insurance, 29-30
Undrawn appropriations, defined, 181
Unemployment compensation
as faculty and staff benefit. 78
as insurance, 32-33
Unexpended plant funds. 197-198
in general ledger accounts, 209

Unfair labor practices, 81-82
in authority to negotiate, 89
charges of, may require consultants. 89
Uniform Management of Institutional
Funds Act, in administration of
endowment funds, 139, 140-141. 145
procedures for release of restrictions
in. 144
total return in, 151, 192.193
Uniforms
for custodians, 111
for security personnel. 127-128
Unions. See College unions; Labor
Unkm shop, 82
Unitary form of organization, 6
Unit method. See Market value, unit

=Mod

Unitrusts
charitable remainder, 142.143
in Tax Reform Act of 1969. 141
Unrestricted current funds. See also
Current funds
changes in balances of, 182
defined. 181
endowment income as, 184-185. 193
in general ledger accounts, 206
government appropriations as, 183
recording indirect costs of, 184
Unsafe conditions. reporting of. 132

Unsafe practices, reporting of. 132
Utility systems
expenditure OaSSifiCati011 for. 189

operation and maintenance of. 112-113
reduction in operating costs of. 111

Vacations. as staff baulks. 78
Value analysis. in purchasing, 100
Variable annuity contracts. as protection
against inflation. 76
Vesting. of retirement beneath 76
Vice president for academic affairs.
Set Chief academic officer
Vice presidem for business and finance.
See Chief business of
Vice president far development, 5
Vice president for stunt services.
See Student services alter
Voluntary agencies. See Foundations
and voluntary agencies
Waiting period
for life insurance coverage. 74
for retirement plan eligibility, 75, 76
Waste disposal, as a service of
physical plant. 115
Water supply, testing of, 112
Weapons, for security personnel. 127.128
Westrate Report, 45
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety
and Health Act. See Occupational
Safety and Health Act
Workmen's compensation

as faculty and staff batik 77-78
as insurance, 31-32
processing claims for, 71
Work-study program. 66

Zero-base budieting. 160
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